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Introduction

I. The Translation

After Dag Hammarskjöld’s death in September 1961, a manuscript was found in his New York apartment entitled “Vägärken” (Waymarks). Attached to the manuscript was the following undated letter, addressed to the Swedish Permanent Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Leif Belfrage:

Dear Leif,
Perhaps you remember that I once told you that I was after all keeping a kind of journal which I wanted you some time to take charge of.
Here it is.
It was begun without the thought that anyone else would ever see it. But in view of what has since happened in my life, all that has been written about me, the situation has changed. These notations give the only correct “profile” that can be drawn. And therefore during recent years I have reckoned with the possibility of publication, though I have continued to write for myself and not for the public.
If you find these notations worth publishing, you have my permission to do so – as a kind of “white book” concerning my negotiations with myself – and with God.

Dag

The original manuscript consists of a collection of brief typewritten statements placed in a loose leaf folder. Hammarskjöld, it appears, from time to time typed out his journal entries and placed them in the folder. Nothing indicates that he considered the journal completed, or that he was not intending to continue it.

The manuscript was published in its entirety in 1963 by Alb. Bonniers, Stockholm, with nothing changed or excluded. The rubrics and dates, accordingly, are Hammarskjöld’s own.

An English translation, in the preparation of which W. H. Auden and Leif Sjöberg collaborated, appeared in 1964 entitled Markings, published by Alfred A. Knopf, New York, and Faber and Faber, London. Given Auden’s distinguished literary reputation, the question may be asked as to why another
English translation should be attempted. The chief reason is to achieve a more accurate English translation. Auden acknowledged that he knew no Swedish and therefore needed a collaborator to give him a literal word by word translation, to which he gave fair form and for which final version he took sole responsibility. He also stated that there were passages which both he and Sjöberg found obscure. In some such cases Auden claimed the translator’s right to write intelligible English sentences, even if this meant alteration of the original meaning.

This translation was for the most part completed at Kansai University of Foreign Studies, Osaka, Japan, where during 1980 I was teaching a seminar on Hammarskjöld’s Markings to Japanese students. As I found more and more passages (which shall hereafter be called waymarks and identified by the year and number of the waymark during that year) that I felt needed revision, I finally decided to attempt a new translation.

An example of a waymark that was apparently thought to be obscure and which has been given an altered meaning is 25-30:13. With the words for which there is no basis in the Swedish text in italics, the Auden-Sjöberg translation reads as follows: “To be sure, you have to fence with an unbuttoned foil: but, in the loneliness of yesterday, did you not toy with the idea of poisoning the tip? (Markings, New York: Knopf, 1964, 8). A foil by definition has a flat guard. If this protective device is removed the weapon ceases to be a foil. In the Swedish text, furthermore, the foil and the poison are kept separate, and the waymark may be interpreted as contrasting the relative safety of the one with the danger of the other, rather than, as in the Auden-Sjöberg translation, the two being brought together, so that the no longer blunt fencing sword becomes not only dangerous but treacherous.

Other waymarks that in this translation differ significantly from the Auden-Sjöberg translation are: 20-30:5, 41-42:14, 45-49:13, 50:35, 50:42, 50:44, 51:19, 55:1 (the second line has been added from the hymn Hammarskjöld quotes to make the waymark intelligible to the non-Swedish reader), 56:39 (the following sentence has been omitted in the Auden-Sjöberg translation: “It is this idea that demands your blood -- not the defective creation in which it in this historical period has been incarnated”), 56:47, 57:6, 57:13, 57:46, 58:8, 59:81-82, 60:3.

There are, of course, many waymarks in this translation that do not differ greatly from the Auden-Sjöberg rendering. There would be little point, for
example, in trying to find another way of translating “Not I, but God in me” (53:6). Generally, though, this translation is somewhat more literal than the Auden-Sjöberg translation. Hammarskjöld’s often elliptical style has also more often been retained.

This translation is being called “Waymarks,” which is a literal translation of Vägmärken. While “waymark” is not a common English word, it is to be found in unabridged dictionaries and it does significantly appear in Jeremiah 31:21 in both the King James and the Revised Standard versions of the Bible. The 1917 translation of the Swedish Bible also has vägmärken in this verse. An additional reason for literal translation at this point is that it introduces “way” into the title. Hammarskjöld has much more to say about “the way” than about the marks or markings he makes along that way.

In the notes that accompany this translation Hammarskjöld’s quotations have been identified as far as possible. Hammarskjöld does identify some of the sources he quotes (53:8, 55:2, 55:21, 56:30, 56:39, 56:53, 59:94, 59:95, 59:101, 59:112, 60:3, 61:15), but does not identify others. Use has been made of source identifications in the Swedish edition and the Auden-Sjöberg translation. In waymarks 53:8 and 55:21 Hammarskjöld refers only to “Thomas.” It was incorrectly assumed by the Swedish editors and Auden-Sjöberg that this was Thomas Aquinas, but the attribution should be to Thomas à Kempis. Where the source of a quotation has not yet been found, this is indicated in the notes. Hammarskjöld quoted the Psalter from a 1762 edition of the Anglican Book of Common Prayer. Auden stated that, while German quotations should be translated, it could be assumed that the average American reader would have no difficulty with the French quotations. In this translation all non-English quotations are translated. In the waymarks, where one finds words in parentheses, they are in the original Swedish text. Words in brackets have been added by the translator.

II. The Reader’s Guide

When Dag Hammarskjöld’s posthumously discovered journal was first published in 1963, the Swedish publisher, Bonniers, found within months that additional printings were needed. The following year the publishers of the English translation by Leif Sjöberg and W. H. Auden, Markings (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1964), had the same experience. The book was published on October 15. In November there had already been a seventh printing. In 1983
Markings finally appeared in a paperback edition (New York: Ballantine Books) and again within the year five printings were needed. There has also been extensive distribution of translations of Vägmärken in several other languages, among which are Dutch (1965), French (1966), German (1965/2005), Italian (1966), and Japanese (1967).

Though DH’s (in what follows the initials “DH” will be used to refer to Hammarskjöld) journal has been widely sold and is now being called “a modern spiritual classic” (Markings, Ballantine edition, 196), many who have found in the book inspiring meditations have been puzzled by other passages. As a result some have placed the book on the shelf after a partial initial reading and thereafter rarely consulted it. It is to help such readers rediscover DH’s journal and to introduce new readers to this important text that this reader’s guide has been written.

Two extremely helpful interpretations appeared shortly after the publication of Markings: Dag Hammarskjöld: The Statesman and His Faith by Henry P. Van Dusen (New York: Harper & Row, 1967) and Dag Hammarskjöld’s White Book: An Analysis of Markings by Gustaf Aulén (Philadelphia: Fortress: 1969); Sw Dag Hammarskjölds vitbok (Stockholm: Bonniers, 1970). This Reader’s Guide differs from these previous studies in that it is based upon my own new translation of Vägmärken, in which I have attempted to remove the translation errors in Markings to which Aulén called attention (Aulén, viii). This study of DH’s journal also differs from previous studies in that it is a commentary in which, in addition to brief introductions to the waymarks of each year, each individual waymark is discussed.

It would seem that there are many waymarks that are in no need of comment. However, in discussing waymarks with students both in Japan at Kansai University of Foreign Studies and at Gustavus Adolphus College, I have found that several statements that seemed perfectly clear to me were puzzling to at least some students. Rather than trying to determine which waymarks needed comment and which did not, I have written about all of them. Where I offer little more than my own paraphrase, this may stimulate the reader to attempt a similar restatement of the waymark, which may contribute to better understanding.
Since the waymarks are numbered, I have been able to provide many cross references. This makes it possible to compare DH’s thoughts over the thirty-six year period that the journal spans. The numbering of the waymarks has also facilitated the making of an index. It can be illuminating to examine waymarks throughout the journal dealing with the same subject, as well as the way in which DH alludes to or cites scripture.

In addition to interpreting each waymark, I have tried to identify insofar as possible the sources upon which DH drew in writing this journal. If the reader wonders why DH did not provide this information, it must be remembered that he never finally prepared his journal for publication. He had apparently himself typed the manuscript, which is to be found in the Swedish Royal Library in Stockholm. Since he did not regularly clean the type on his typewriter, there are groups of pages where the same unclarity of some letters suggests that those portions of the manuscript were typed at about the same time. Uno Willers, a friend of DH and director of the Royal Library, thinks that much work on the manuscript may have been done during May and June of 1957, with the undated letter to Leif Belfrage having been written later during the period of the Congo crisis. When DH completed a portion of the manuscript, he must have destroyed all earlier drafts, since no such material is found among his collected papers (Perspektiv på hemlandet [Stockholm: Bonniers, 1965], 84-85). Though the manuscript was in this sense completed, it is likely that had he given the manuscript a final editing for publication he would have indicated more of the sources that he had used.

In the original 1963 Swedish edition of Vägmärken, which is a reproduction of the typewritten manuscript with no changes or additions, only twelve waymarks include names or initials indicating possible sources (53:8, 55:2, 55:21, 56:30-32, 56:39, 56:53, 59:95-94, 59:101, 59:112). There were, however, waymarks in quotation marks and others in English, French, and German, which suggested that they were also quotations. W. H. Auden in Markings provided additional information on some of the twelve waymarks in which there were names or initials, he identified twenty-two Bible citations, most of them, from the Psalms, where DH had used the version to be found in The Book of Common Prayer (cf. 54:26), and he also identified sources and allusions in twenty-seven other waymarks. Other translators, as well as those who prepared the 1966 annotated Swedish edition, have made use of Auden’s notes and added to them. I have drawn upon all of this information, completing it where possible, correcting it where necessary.
Willers has pointed out that it is possible that some Swedish entries in DH’s journal may be unacknowledged translations of foreign authors. DH’s father, Hjalmar Hammarskjöld, especially in the years of his retirement, in order to develop his literary style translated on small slips of paper short selections from his favorite authors. Since this was for his own use, he did not indicate the names of the authors. DH recognized the value of such literary exercises and made similar translations. Willers thinks DH may have included some such material in Vägmärken (Willers, 85-86). Two such waymarks were identified by Auden, 61:1-2, translations from Chronique by St.-John Perse and The Antiphon by Djuna Barnes, respectively. In these cases, however, DH had translated the entire work in question (in the case of The Antiphon this had been done together with Karl Ragnar Gierow). Had he prepared his manuscript for publication, it is unlikely that DH would have failed to indicate the sources of those two waymarks. It is possible, however, that some other such waymarks, where DH had translated only that passage, remain to be discovered, though thus far I, at least, have found none.

In addition to interpreting waymarks and identifying sources, I have tried to acquaint the non-Swedish reader with the Swedish context that is presupposed in several waymarks. That DH enjoyed hiking in the mountains of Lapland helps explain the mountain climbing imagery in 25-30:1, 25-30:5, 25-30:7, 56:5, 56:62, 57:45, 59:114, 61:12, and 61:19. That DH served on a government commission studying unemployment casts light on 41-42:2 and 41-42:17. Though 51:9 is undated, it may reflect the old Swedish folklore that each Maundy Thursday the witches of Scandinavia gather at a certain mountain. That Midsummer is an important festival in Sweden makes 57:21-22 and 61:18 more intelligible. In the haiku poems written during 1959 (59:7-116) are many references to flowers, insects, trees, and birds. This is not surprising when one notes that DH chose in his 1957 presidential address to the Swedish Academy to speak on “The Linnaeus Tradition and Our Time” (Public Papers of the Secretaries-General of the United Nations, eds. Andrew W. Cordier and Wilder Foote [New York: Columbia University Press, 1973], 701-709).

Auden has noted DH’s lack of participation in the liturgical and sacramental life of a church and finds no evidence in his journal of any desired commitment to a particular Christian body (Markings, xxii). If this were the case, it is hard to explain not only the many waymarks that take note of Christian festivals (e.g. 50:1, 55:50, 56:8-10, 56:58, 60:1, 60:3, 61:4-5), but DH’s reflection on the evil in human nature in 57:6, written on the Church of Sweden’s First Day of Prayer in 1957, devoted to the theme of repentance.
At points comment is needed due to DH’s elliptical style of writing. This can be illustrated by reference to two citations DH makes. In 61:4 Auden and Anton Graf Knyphausen in the German translation (Zeichen am Weg [München: Knaur, 1965]) both agree that the lines cited from Henrik Ibsen’s Brand become more intelligible if introduced by the line that I have translated, “God, answer me, in the jaws of death!” These translators did not, however, see the need of including in 55:1 more than the one line of the Swedish Lenten hymn stanza DH has cited (“-- ty intet finns som inte vinns -- --”). This has posed problems in the translation of the line. Auden has made of it two lines: “Naught is given ‘neath the sun, Naught is had that is not won.” Quite a different meaning, however, is found in this citation if the final line of the stanza is also included: “For naught is found that can’t be won By the love that suffers.”

Auden opens his foreword to Markings by stating that DH does “not make a single direct reference to his career as an international civil servant, to the persons he met, or the historical events of his time in which he played an important role” (Markings, vii). It is true that persons and events are not named, but the dated waymarks are at times eloquent witnesses to how DH felt and thought as he carried out his duties as UN Secretary-General. It is helpful to know that 54:26-28 were written as he prepared to leave for conversations with Chou En-lai and that 55:22 and 55:25 express his reaction to the announcement that the imprisoned American fliers were being freed by the Chinese. 56:44 and 55:48 relate to the Suez crisis and 55:57 expresses his gratitude to God for the way in which the crisis was resolved. 58:7 records his reflections as he entered his second term, recalling 53:4-13, written as he began his first term. Almost all the waymarks written during 1960 and 1961 are dated, many of them reflecting his thinking during the development of the Congo crisis. I have sought in comments on dated waymarks to relate to the extent this is possible what DH has written to the significance of that date. Two sources have been especially helpful in gathering this information, volumes 2-5 of Public Papers of the Secretaries-General of the United Nations (New York: Columbia, 1972-1975) and Hammarskjöld by Brian Urquhart (New York: Knopf, 1973). For some details about DH’s private life during his years as Secretary-General I have drawn upon Dag Hammarskjöld: Strictly Personal by Bo Beskow (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1969).

Why should Waymarks be read now when soon fifty years will have elapsed since the death of its author? One important reason is that the book has
become recognized as a modern spiritual classic. The Lutheran Book of Worship has included DH in its calendar of commemoration (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1978, 11). The basis for this inclusion is not only DH’s labors for justice and peace as UN Secretary-General but also what Waymarks reveals about the way in which he related his personal faith to his public responsibilities (see Bernhard Erling, “Discipleship at the United Nations: Hammarskjöld’s Religious Commitment, The Christian Century, 98 [Sept. 16, 1981], 902-906). DH was not unwilling to indicate the nature of his faith. Shortly after becoming Secretary-General he stated his basic beliefs on Edward R. Murrow’s radio program “This I Believe.” His statement, which he called “Old Creeds in a New World” (see Appendix A), was published in 1954. He also planned and supervised in every detail the creation of the United Nations Meditation Room and wrote the text to the leaflet that is given to those who visit the room (see Appendix B). It is in Waymarks that DH’s faith is more fully articulated.

The importance of the medieval mystics for DH has become apparent as the sources of DH’s citations in Waymarks have been determined. It is now known that he cites Meister Eckhart (1260-1327) at least nine times (see 51:1) and Thomas à Kempis (1380-1470) seven times (see 53:8). While these men spent their lives in the service of the church, one of them living in a cloister, DH wrote, “The way to sanctification in our time necessarily passes through the world of action” (55:65). How he understood this essential interrelation between faith and action is spelled out in Waymarks. At a time when the urgent need to bring together into fruitful interrelationship personal faith and the common life in an increasingly pluralistic world is becoming ever more clearly recognized, DH’s journal merits careful study. This reader’s guide has been written to help those who would engage in such study.

Waymarks should also be read because of its importance for those who would support the United Nations. DH said of the UN that it is an idea “that must conquer if a humanity worth the name is to survive” (56:39). Many criticize the UN because of its inability to enforce its decisions. This, however, is to fail to understand the way in which nations must begin to learn how to relate to each other, now that weapons have been developed so destructive that they must never be used. The great powers must provide leadership in resolving controversies through negotiation, on the assumption that if they work at it long enough relatively just resolutions can be found that both sides of controversies are willing to accept until even more just solutions are found.
DH can serve as a model to indicate the kind of international civil servant that is needed to facilitate such multilateral diplomacy. It should not be forgotten that during his eight year tenure as Secretary-General the UN was relatively successful in resolving two serious crises, one affecting the Suez Canal and the other related to formation of the Republic of the Congo. Much can be learned from volumes 2-5 of the *Public Papers of the Secretaries-General of the United Nations*. In this connection *Waymarks* should also be studied, for it is an honest portrayal, with little conceit or self-indulgence, of the inner life of a man with extraordinary ability and opportunities for leadership, who sought to dedicate himself wholly to the service of his fellow human beings.

Finally, would DH have wanted his journal to be the subject of a commentary? From a conversation in the fall of 1983 with DH’s friends, Leif Belfrage (to whom DH had entrusted the manuscript in an undated letter, (see above v) and Per Lind, I concluded that they would almost have preferred that *Vägmärken* had remained in the form in which it was first published, with no introduction or annotation whatsoever. In the letter to Belfrage, however, DH did say that his notations drew a “profile” of himself, revealing his negotiations with himself and with God. In 56:6 (cf. 52:23) he acknowledged, furthermore, that if his journal at the outset may have been written primarily for himself, his life had now changed to the point that he reckoned that it would have readers. There are readers who will need little assistance, yet even they may find some waymarks where it can be of interest to them to compare their interpretation with the one proposed in this guide. Even a close associate of DH, such as Uno Willers acknowledges that DH’s journal contains extremely difficult passages and says that it would be desirable that a commentary be written (Willers, 83-84, 86). Interpretations of the journal have been written. This one, by virtue of the fact that the comments on the waymarks are numbered, will permit the reader to concentrate his/her attention only on those where the guide may prove helpful.

It is a pleasure to express my appreciation to those who have assisted and encouraged me in this venture. I am grateful for interviews at an early stage of the project with Assistant Secretary-General Brian Urquhart and later with Ambassador Leif Belfrage, and Ambassador Per Lind. With Ambassador Peder Hammarskjöld I had both an interview and an extended correspondence. Students both at Kansai University of Foreign Studies, Osaka, Japan, and at Gustavus Adolphus College have stimulated me in my interpretation of the waymarks. The Bernadotte Library staff, especially Mr. Howard Cohrt, have helped me gain access to the books I needed. For the sources of some
citations I have been aided by Manuel Fröhlich’s newly revised edition (2005) of Knyphausen’s German translation *Zeichen am Weg*. My daughter, Birgitta, drew the frontispiece. The printing has been supervised by Brad Johnson and Eileen Holz. My wife, Marilyn, to whom the book is dedicated, has assisted in typing and has been unfailing in her support ever since the project was begun in Japan in 1980 to the present day.

St. Peter, Minnesota
November 19, 2009
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“Only the hand that erases can write the true account.”

A quotation attributed to Bertil Malmberg, a Swedish poet (1889-1958), which states that if writing is to be done correctly, some of what has been written must be stricken out. DH’s use of the quotation implies that he has edited his journal in this way.

1925-1930  So it was

These entries come from the period when DH was 20 to 25 years of age. He was living with his parents in Uppsala, where his father was governor of the province of Uppland. His home was the Uppsala Castle on a hill overlooking the city, built in the 16th century in Swedish Gothic style by the Vasa kings. During these years DH was a student at the University of Uppsala. In 1925 he had already completed the filosofi kandidat (bachelor of arts) degree. The next three years were devoted to the study of economics. After two more years devoted to the study of law he received the juris kandidatexamen (bachelor of laws degree). An important event during these years was the Universal Christian conference on Life and Work, which met in Stockholm in 1925. Delegates had come from most Protestant and Orthodox communions. Nathan Söderblom, archbishop of Uppsala, had organized the conference. Hjalmar Hammarskjöld, DH’s father, welcomed the conference to events held in Uppsala. DH attended the conference as a “steward” or usher. In 1930 Hjalmar Hammarskjöld retired from his duties as governor and moved with his wife to Stockholm. DH accompanied his parents and engaged in graduate study in economics at the University of Stockholm. The heading “So it was” was most likely added when the manuscript was edited.

1. I am being driven farther
   Into an unknown land.
   The ground becomes harder,
   The air more sharply cold.
   Moved by the wind
   From my unknown goal
   The strings quiver
   In expectation.
   Still questioning,
   Shall I arrive,
   Where life rings out --
DH enjoyed hiking in the mountains of Lapland and he compares life as he is experiencing it to climbing a mountain. As one climbs higher one walks on rock, the air becomes colder, and there may be a wind. He shifts to musical imagery to describe his expectations. Life’s goal is defined in terms of clarity, simplicity, silence, all positive terms for DH.

For other waymarks containing mountain climbing imagery, see 25-30:5, 25-30:7, 56:5, 56:62, 57:45, 59:114, 61:12. Remarkably the final entry in Waymarks, 61:19, also contains this imagery. In 51:47 the imagery of depth is used to refer to the unknown toward which DH feels himself both drawn and driven.

2. Smiling, open, incorruptible --
The body disciplined and free.
The man who became what he could be
And was what he was --
Ever ready to gather everything
Into one single sacrifice.

An ideal figure is here described. Despite DH’s tendency to be a very private person, “openness” is part of his ideal (cf. 41-42:11, 52:8, 53:7, 56:19). The importance of becoming what one can be (25-30:8) and the necessity of being prepared to sacrifice everything (50:46, 55:23, 59:81) are recurring themes in Waymarks. The person DH has in mind could be Bertil Ekman. See 51:24.

3. Tomorrow we shall meet,
Death and I --.
He shall thrust his rapier into a man fully awake.

But how painful is not the memory
Of each hour I frittered away.

There are many waymarks in which DH reflects on death (e.g., 50:2, 50:4, 51:1, 52:19, 55:18, 57:42, 57:46). Here death is described as coming to someone in the midst of life, not as a result of the infirmities of old age. Such a death may be one way of understanding the sacrifice to which the previous waymark refers. If one’s life may be terminated at an early age, the thought of wasted hours becomes extremely painful.
4. Beauty was a note which, as it flew by, set the soul’s stretched strings quivering. It was the shimmer of blood beneath a skin translucent in the sun. Beauty was the wind that refreshed the traveler, not the suffocating heat in dark shafts where beggars sought riches.

The “soul’s stretched strings” suggest the strings referred to above in 25-30:1. In contrasting beauty as a cooling, refreshing wind with the suffocating warmth in a mining shaft, DH indicates that he prefers climbing mountains to digging into them. In 50:39, however, he associates such digging with damp, dripping cold. Though very few passages in Waymarks contain explicit sexual references (cf. 50:21, 50:32, 51:50, 58:10), there may be some slight adumbration of sexual imagery in the three descriptions of beauty.

5. Do not test each and every step as you go along. Only the one who looks far ahead finds the right way.

In hiking in the mountains one must look at the path and make sure that one is stepping on firm ground, but one need not do this with every step. One must also see the far horizon. In life also it is essential to have well defined goals and keep them in sight.

6. Never accept what you win through making concessions or through appeasement. You live on stolen goods and your muscles get flabby. Life yields only to the conqueror.

In opposing attempts to succeed through making concessions or appeasement, DH presupposes that such compromises are made at the cost of abandoning one’s principles. In 41-42:8 he will criticize the person who insists that everyone must meet his conditions.

7. Never measure the mountain’s height until you have reached the top. Then you will see how low it was.

What one hopes to achieve should not measured until it has been accomplished. DH’s goals for himself were such that he was never able to relax in self-satisfaction (cf. 50:42, 50:47, 57:40).
8. “Better than others.” Sometimes: I am that in any case. More often: Why should I be? -- You either are or are not what you can be -- like the others.

Two kinds of comparison are here touched upon. In some respects DH admits that he is better than others, academically perhaps, or in terms of physical abilities of various kinds. But if each person is tested according to the extent to which he/she realizes his/her own potentiality, then the comparison is with this standard, not with other persons. One either realizes one’s own potentiality or one does not. At this point all are alike and it is this comparison that is most important. Cf. 59:4.

9. What you must dare -- to be yourself. What you could achieve -- that life’s greatness might be mirrored in you according to the measure of your purity.

This is the first time the word “self” appears, an important word for DH. The theme of being oneself, being measured according to one’s own standard, is again affirmed. The linking of “life’s greatness” with “purity” indicates how DH understands the former. On purity, see 41-42:10, 50:46, 55:3, 55:5, 55:27, 59:114. On mirror imagery, see 41-42:10, 56:45, 57:1.

10. Silence is the space around every act and every human relationship. Friendship needs no words -- it is a solitude freed from the anguish of solitude.

Positive, supportive relationships with other people need not be verbal. Simply being with another person can be sufficient. It is strange, however, that DH can equate silent being with another person with solitude. Cf. 50:19.

11. If your goal is not hallowed by your most inner passion, even a victory will make you painfully aware of your own weakness.

There must be congruence between one’s goals and one’s most inner passion. If the latter, however, is to “hallow” the former, it must have an appropriate character. In later waymarks (55:23, 61:5), DH emphasizes that the goal cannot be self-enhancement but must be consist of self-surrender.
12. Your own ability is the only measure of life's demand. And your only possible achievement -- not to have deserted.

Here, as in 25:30:8 and 25:30:9 the emphasis is on one's own ability, one's own potentiality. There is no way that one can do more than is required and thus receive praise (cf. 57:40), which suggests Luke 17:7-10. The phrase “not to have deserted” refers to military discipline.

13. To be sure, you fence with a foil. But in yesterday’s loneliness -- did you not play with poison?

The foil is a fencing sword so made that it cannot inflict injury. DH may be saying that in competing with others the weapon he is using is such that he need not fear hurting either them or himself. In his loneliness, however, he is exposed to a greater danger. One thinks of “the anguish of solitude” mentioned in 25:30:10 (cf. 50:4, 52:19, 52:24), which can be overcome through friendship, though when such a relationship is absent there can be real danger. “Poison” need not be taken literally, but can refer to patterns of thinking that are later recognized as destructive of the self.

14. We carry a nemesis within us: yesterday’s self-admiration is the legitimate father of that day’s guilt.

Nemesis in Greek mythology is the goddess of retribution. The term is used more generally for the notion that penalties for wrongdoing are interwoven in the very nature of things and thus inescapably function to punish the transgressor. DH is saying that yesterday’s self-admiration was the legitimate father of that day’s guilt. The point is not that he feels guilty today, but he passes such a judgment upon his behavior of yesterday. Other waymarks strongly critical of self-admiration are 55:27 and 56:24.

15. He bore the defeat without self-pity and the success without self-admiration. If he knew that he had paid the last penny, it did not matter to him how others judged the result.

A Pharisee? Our Lord knows that he has never been righteous in his own eyes.
DH is critical of both self-admiration and self-pity (cf. 56:40). While he could rejoice over success (56:18), he also knew its emptiness (50:47) and could even feel guilt because of it (50:39). There are two scriptural allusions in this waymark. One is to Matthew 5:25-26: “Come to terms quickly with your accuser, while you are on the way to court with him, or your accuser may hand you over to the judge, and the judge to the guard, and you will be thrown into prison. Truly I tell you, you will never get out until you have paid the last penny.” The mention of the Pharisee refers to Luke 18:9-14, where the Pharisee in contrast to the tax collector is righteous in his own eyes. DH appears to be saying that one can know that one has paid “the last penny” as far as one’s relations to other persons are concerned and thus be unmoved by their opinions, without incurring the charge of self-righteousness.
1941-1942 Middle years

After the first entries dated 1925-1930, there are no entries until 1941. Upon arriving in Stockholm in 1930, in addition to studying economics, DH was appointed secretary of the Royal Commission on Unemployment. The appendix he wrote to the report of this commission, *Konjunkturspridningen: en teoretisk och historisk undersökning* (The Fluctuations of the Market: a Theoretical and Historical Examination, Stockholm: Nordiska bokhandeln, 1933), which dealt with the dispersion of prices during the business cycle and the influence of prices abroad on prices internally, also served as his doctoral dissertation. His public defense of his dissertation took place Nov. 4, 1933. For three years thereafter while remaining in government service he also taught political economy at the University of Stockholm. He thereupon joined the Swedish civil service as permanent undersecretary in the Ministry of Finance, in which ministry he served until 1947. In 1941 DH is 36 years of age and has just been elected chairman of the board of the Bank of Sweden. One factor that might have led him to begin writing entries in his journal again in 1941 could have been the death the previous year of his mother, Agnes Almquist Hammarskjöld, to whom he had been deeply devoted.

1. He stood erect -- like a whip top as long as the lash is swishing. He was modest -- by virtue of robust feelings of superiority. He was not demanding: what he strove for was only freedom from anxiety, and the failures of others delighted him more than his own victories. He saved his life through never risking it. -- And complained when he was not understood.

This may be a description of someone with whom DH had worked. The reference to a whip top may have been derived from Søren Kierkegaard (“The doubter is like a whipped top; he stands upright exactly as long as the lashes continue. He can no more stand erect by himself than can a top.” *Either/Or*, vol. I, trans. David F. and Lillian Marvin Swenson [Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1959], p. 24). DH’s critique is rather devastating. There are four pairs of statements. In the first two pairs he appears to compliment the man, then takes the compliment away. The man stood erect, but it was pressure from other sources that enabled him to stand. He was modest, but his modesty was coupled with unwarranted superiority feelings. The remaining statements are
wholly negative. The man had no high goals for himself, taking satisfaction chiefly in the failures of others. He sought to save his life through adopting a no-risk strategy. DH’s work must have required him from time to time to evaluate other people. This is an example of a wholly negative evaluation.

2. “The army of misfortune” -- why should it always be “the others”?

DH is calling for more identification with those who suffer misfortune. Why do we so sharply distinguish between ourselves and those who have suffered failure for one reason or another, thinking of them as “the others”? This waymark and 41-42:17 may reflect some of DH’s thoughts about the problem of unemployment.

3. The human animal’s vital demands do not become a prayer just because you make God their addressee.

Some theologians (e.g., Martin Luther in his *Small Catechism*) say that one should feel free to speak to God, just as children speak freely to their parents. One will presumably discover in the conversation with God whether or not what one is saying is appropriate. DH, however, is saying that there are standards which prayer must meet in order for it to be prayer at all, though he does not at this point specify what those standards are. Other waymarks that set forth DH’s understanding of prayer are 41-42:6, 50:29, 52:14, 55:16, 58:7.

4. Is not the emptiness when the noise ceases the just reward for a day devoted to hindering others from neglecting you?

DH is critical of himself, of his tendency to be self-centered in relationships with others, preoccupied with the concern that he not be neglected. This, he says, leaves emptiness. For other negative references to emptiness, see 45-49:13, 50:55, 52:11. In 51:6 and 57:1 emptiness has a positive meaning.

5. That which gives life value you can attain -- and lose. But never own. From first to last this applies to “the truth about life.”

The fact that one can attain that which gives life value, but never own it, indicates that life is a process. It follows that the “truth about life” can never
be finally defined. DH does not even find the expression very useful. Only in 50:30, 56:35, and 57:12 are the words “truth” and “life” (or an equivalent term) linked in the same waymark.

6. How will you be able to retain the ability to hear, when you will never listen? That God should have time for you, you seem to regard as equally self-evident as that you can’t find time for God.

It is important to be able to listen. Those who do not listen may not actually become deaf, but they may become unable to hear what other persons are saying. The second sentence of the waymark in the Swedish text follows a colon, which indicates that DH is thinking about listening to God. In 41-42:3 he is concerned about speaking to God, here about listening to God. He goes on to imply that it takes time to listen to God. Prayer must be understood as a conversation, so that God responds to what we say, but we must develop the capacity to hear what God says. For other waymarks that stress the importance of listening, see 41-42:10, 54:8, 55:19, 55:24, 55:58.

7. The demons come unbidden when the house stands empty. For other guests you must politely open the door.

In this waymark there is an allusion to the parable of Jesus recorded in Luke 11:24-26 in which what has been called “the peril of the empty soul” is described. The empty life will be filled by evils that enter unbidden. We must, on the other hand, make an effort to see that good guests enter the soul. At this point DH may be thinking of Revelation 4:20: “Listen! I am standing at the door, knocking; if you hear my voice and open the door, I will come in to you and eat with you, and you with me.”

8. “On my conditions.” To live under that sign is to buy knowledge about life’s journey -- at the price of loneliness.

DH is commenting on a quotation from Vilhelm Ekelund (1880-1949), a Swedish poet and aphorist. “On my conditions” could seem to be equivalent to “life yields only to the conqueror” in 25-30:6. However, while one must hold to one’s principles, one must also be able to adjust to the needs and concerns of others. If one does not, what one will learn about life is that it is a lonely affair.
9. There is only one path out of the steamy, dense jungle, where the struggle goes on for glory and power and privileges -- among ensnaring hindrances which you yourself have created. And that is: to accept death.

Three things are to be noted in this waymark: 1) the jungle imagery used to describe the place where the struggle for glory, power, and privileges occurs; 2) the recognition that one has oneself created ensnaring hindrances that impede the path; 3) the identification of acceptance of death as the way of escape. What does it mean to accept death? It could mean that the struggle will not end until one's death occurs and that one must therefore learn to live in the jungle and perhaps seek to make fewer ensnaring hindrances for oneself. But accepting death can have another meaning. It can mean living according to another principle, losing one's life, as in Mark 8:35-36, and thereby saving it. DH will develop this theme in 45-49:5, 55:43, 57:42, and 59:81.

10. The more faithfully you listen to the inner voice, the better you will be able to hear what is sounding around you. And only the one who hears can speak. Is this the way that leads to the union of the two dreams: in clarity to be able to mirror life -- in purity to be able to mold lives?

This waymark returns to themes of two previous waymarks, 25-30:9 and 41-42:6. DH here makes it explicit that there is a voice within to which one is to listen. Hearing this voice enables one to hear more generally and to speak. One of the dreams to which DH refers has already been touched upon in 25-30:9. “Clarity” and “purity” probably mean about the same thing. It is not clarity of mind that DH is thinking about, so much as clarity of character, like clear water which for that reason can serve as a mirror. The second dream, to be able to mold lives, has not been specifically referred to before. DH recognizes that the person who aspires to do this must himself/herself be pure. For other references to dreams, see 51:44, 55:20, 55:47, 55:55, 61:19; to mirror imagery, 25-30:9, 56:45, 57:1.

11. Openness to life grants a lightning-swift insight into the life situation of others. One requirement: to push from emotional discomfort to a clearly conceived intellectual formulation of the problem -- and to act accordingly.
If one is open to life (cf. 25-30:2, 53:7) one will again and again become aware of the problems of others and feel deeply about these problems (cf. 55:39). In order to help, however, one must think through these problems so that they are clearly understood and then act on the basis of that understanding.

12. It makes one’s heart ache when one fully realizes how someone has staked his whole soul on some end, the hopeless imperfection and futility of which only he does not immediately recognize. But is this not merely a question of degree? Is not the pathetic grandeur of human life in part bound precisely to the eternal disproportion between the honesty of the striving and the nullity of the result -- in this world where self-delusion is necessary to life? That we all -- every one of us -- take ourselves seriously is not only ridiculous.

In DH’s opinion “the honesty of the striving” is more important than the perfection of the result. Since so much of our striving, however, is motivated by anticipated results, it is almost essential that the nullity that so often occurs at this point should be hidden from us. In this sense self-delusion appears necessary to life. We must take ourselves with sufficient seriousness so that the honesty of our striving can be sustained.

13. He tends a garden the boundaries of which have, apart from his knowledge, been determined by his own ability. His feeling that he tends the garden well and his blindness to everything that lies beyond its boundaries make him a bit self-satisfied. But is this failing any greater than the easily aroused contempt for him which one who cannot deceive himself and therefore has chosen to fight outside the walls can be tempted to feel?

This waymark can be compared with 41-42:1. In both there is negative critique of others, but here DH goes on to criticize himself. It is wrong, he suggests, to feel contempt for a person whose failing is related to a limitation over which he has no control. What does DH mean by fighting outside the walls? Is he perhaps referring to the need to think not only in terms of Sweden, but also in terms of the larger world? Is he suggesting that there are some who, by reason of the limitations of their abilities, are incapable of responding to this challenge, or even recognizing its existence?
14. “... but do not have love.” If the fulfillment of duty toward others is not an expression of our innermost will, then let it be: why torture ourselves -- in order to hurt others?

DH quotes and interprets the recurring theme of 1 Corinthians 13:1-2. Only if the requirement that what we do for others is an expression of a basic disposition of love is met is such behavior worthwhile. DH holds that apart from this disposition, not only do we torture ourselves, but we also hurt others. Certainly it is preferable that good deeds be linked to a loving motive. It can also be extremely difficult to do the right thing if one doesn’t want to do it. (See the reference in 41-42:22 to “altruism as a thinly disguised masochism.”) It does not follow, however, that others will necessarily be hurt if the good deeds they encounter from us are prompted by other than loving motives. Perhaps in the intimacy of the family there can be such hurt, but the larger social structures are designed precisely so that needed duties will be performed whatever be the innermost will of those who perform them.

15. Praise nauseates you -- but woe to that person who does not recognize your worth.

DH speaking in judgment upon himself describes two sides of his personality, one that finds praise nauseous, but another that insists that his worth be recognized. Or, no praise satisfies him, but he is also offended by its absence and can be hard on those who neglect to offer it (cf. 50:16).

16. The narrow way -- to live for others in order to save one’s self. The broad way -- to live for others in order to save one’s self-esteem.

There is a slight play on words in the Swedish text. The Swedish word for “soul” is själ and for “self” is själv. In the 1917 Swedish Bible that DH used, one finds the words själ and själv closely related in Matthew 16:24,26 (cf. Luke 9:25). Since “soul” and “self” are somewhat equivalent, I have used the latter word twice to convey the word play in the translation. The distinction between the narrow and broad ways is drawn from a saying of Jesus in Matthew 7:13-14. How does one save one’s self (soul) in living for others? It must be out of love for them rather than concern about one’s own self-esteem. See above, 41-42:14.

17. That it should be so, that misfortune should be considered the fault of those it strikes -- a fault which develops into full-blown crime if the unfortunate one does not silently accept his fate!
This waymark relates to 41-42:2, where DH calls for identification with those who suffer misfortune. They are not to be simply “the others.” Here he attacks what he regards as a perverse kind of thinking. Those who suffer misfortune are regarded as to blame for their own sad lot. Furthermore, their blame increases to the stature of a full-blown crime if they do not quietly accept their fate. DH had some years earlier served as secretary of a government commission studying unemployment. He may have been distressed by the attitude of many, who regarded their own security as their own achievement and who opposed efforts on the part of the poor to better their situation.

18. You cannot play with the animal within you without becoming wholly animal, play with falsehood without forfeiting the right to the truth, play with cruelty without losing sensitivity of mind. He who would keep his garden clean does not reserve a plot for weeds.

DH discusses the meaning of purity to which reference has been made in 25-30:9 and 41-42:10. It is not possible to intend to retain just a little evil in one’s life, for this will have a corrupting effect upon the whole. “The animal within you” and “weeds” appear to be equated. In several waymarks DH tends to view “the animal” and animals negatively, especially wolves. See 41-42:20, 41-42:22, 45-49:11, 50:6, 50:10, 57:45. A more positive evaluation of the human relationship to the animal world is found in 52:9. In 58:8 there is the suggestion that only at the level of the human are the adjectives good and evil in a moral sense appropriate. For another use of the imagery of a garden, see 41-42:13.

19. If you do not speak more ill of others than you do, it is not from any lack of will to do so. But you know that slander gives you elbowroom only if it is used in carefully measured doses.

In this waymark DH admits to a desire to speak ill of others. By calling the ill he is tempted to speak “slander,” he suggests that it is also unjust. But though the injustice of speaking ill of others does not restrain him, the utility of doing so does. If one satisfies the desire to speak ill of others too often, such speaking will prove counterproductive and lose its value. For another reference to slander, see 55:28.

20. You are your own god -- and are surprised that the wolfpack pursues you over the dark desolation of the wintry ice fields.
One can make oneself into a god by recognizing nothing that transcends one’s own self-interest, but the cost of worshiping oneself is an utter loneliness and the sense of being hunted in desolate spiritual wastes by others similar to oneself (cf. 41-42:22). God is for DH the basis for human fellowship and thus the god who is worshiped must be a god who can be shared.

21. “Hallowed be your name.” Where your strength should be concentrated into a ray of light piercing the darkness, you let it be dissipated in a peat bog fire in which nothing is consumed but all life is smothered.

DH cites the first petition of the Lord’s Prayer (Matt. 6:9). Though he has just criticized himself for making himself his own god, in this waymark he affirms what he feels his faith ought to be. God’s name is hallowed by lighting a light and focusing it in the darkness. Other waymarks in which the imagery of light and fire appear are 50:27, 57:16, 57:16, 57:28, 58:10, and 61:7.

22. When it becomes silent around you and you stop in terror: you see that your work has become a flight away from suffering and responsibility, your altruism a thinly disguised masochism; you recognize within you the steppe wolf’s malicious, cruel heartbeat -- then do not desensitize yourself by returning again to the chase. But hold fast the vision until you have plumbed its depths.

This waymark relates to 41-42:20 and reveals how strict DH could be in his judgment of himself. He even interprets his attempts to do good deeds as a form of masochism (cf. 41-42:14). No effort must be made to escape this harsh vision. He must gaze at it until he has seen it to the very bottom. A more positive vision is described in 52:14.

23. God is a comfortable formula on the bookshelf of life -- always at hand, but seldom used. In the cleanwashed peace of the hours of birth he is a jubilation and a fresh wind -- whose nearness the memory is unable to retain. But when we are compelled to look ourselves in the face -- then he rises above us in awful reality, beyond the parameters of all discussion and “feeling,” stronger than all protective forgetfulness.
There are three images of God in this waymark. The first is the comfortable, taken-for-granted concept of God, always at hand, but seldom used. In the second, God in moments of high experience is near and a source of joy, but this felt nearness cannot be retained. The third is God encountered as a condemning judge. This occurs when we must face ourselves, as in the previous waymark. When God is so experienced neither arguments, nor feelings of salvation we may previously have had, nor efforts to forget at all avail.

24. The way to insight does not pass through faith. First through the insight we gain by pursuing the fleeting light in the depth of our being do we reach the point where we can grasp what faith is. How many have not been driven out into the darkness by empty talk about faith as holding something to be true.

DH distinguishes between insight, faith, and “holding something to be true.” He strongly opposes identifying faith with the latter. Insight, on the other hand, must precede faith and appears to have to do with “pursuing the fleeting light in the depth of our being.” A more detailed account of DH’s understanding of faith is to be found in 54:7, 55:15, 56:63, and 58:7.

25. Our innermost creating will intuits its counterpart in others, experiences its own universality -- and thus opens the way to knowledge of the power of which it itself is a spark within us.

Here DH may be saying more about what in the previous waymark he calls “the fleeting light” within us. If it can be identified with “our innermost creating will,” it is shared with others and thus has universality (cf. 56:14). Through it we gain knowledge of the power of which this creating will is a spark. The next step is to have faith in that power, not in ourselves.
Towards new shores --

Two years have passed (1943-1944) for which there are no waymarks, the concluding years of World War II. DH is undersecretary in the Ministry of Finance and chairman of the board of the Bank of Sweden. He leaves the Ministry of Finance in 1947, moving to the Foreign Ministry. In 1948 he leaves the Bank of Sweden. In that year he becomes the Swedish delegate to the Organization for European Economic Cooperation charged with the implementation of the Marshall Plan. He serves as vice-chairman of the OEEC’s executive committee, spending much of his time in Paris while carrying out this assignment, returning to Sweden on weekends to visit his father. While DH was leading the Swedish delegation to the Organization for European Economic Cooperation, he was also being given larger responsibilities in the Swedish Foreign Ministry. After having been special advisor for financial affairs he became on April 22, 1949, the ministry’s Secretary-General.

During the four-year period these waymarks represent DH is 40-44 years of age. He moves in 1945 to his own apartment, for the first time in his life living apart from his parents, since he had continued living with his father for five years after the death of his mother in 1940. In editing his journal DH has inserted the heading “Towards new shores --?” to identify these years. He may be referring to the many changes that occurred in his life and the new opportunities they presented.

Dashes are significant punctuation marks for DH. He often divides sentences this way. Dashes provide occasions to pause and reflect and as the thought continues it often takes a slightly different direction. Or what follows may be dialectically related to what came before, stating an opposing, contrasting idea. Another possibility is that the dash is inserted to emphasize what follows it. In the heading “Toward new shores --?” DH suggests that he is moving towards new shores, but he also inserts a question mark after the dash. Will that really be the case, or to which new shores is he headed?

This group of waymarks differs from all of the others by reason of their length. They also have a common theme which has to do with what one does with one’s life. One must find and properly use the talent with which one has been entrusted (45-49:1). There are moments when one can recognize those persons who have succeeded in living good lives (45-49:2). Those who have administrative responsibilities must at times signal the failure of those under
their direction (45-49:3, 10). Some persons will react to their failures by suicide (45-49:4, 6, 7). Very few have dared to find through self-surrender the richness that life can bring (45-49:5). The failure of one generation can be passed on to the next (45-49:8). One must struggle to overcome childishness and weariness if one is to live responsibly (45-49:9, 12). DH finally thinks of two models, the gull, a well-fed bird of carrion, comfortably at home among us all (45-49:11), and Jesus, who is willing as he accepts his calling also to accept condemnation as its fruit and presupposition (45-49:13). Perhaps in these waymarks we have some indication of the new shores to which DH alludes.

1. In every moment you choose your self. But do you choose -- your self? The body and the soul have a thousand possibilities from which you can build many selves. But only one of these gives congruence between the chooser and what is chosen. Only one -- which you find only if you choose to exclude all the chances to be something else which you in curiosity, lured by wonder and desire, toy with, too shallow and too fleeting to preserve anchorage in the experience of life's deep mystery and the consciousness of the entrusted talent which is "I."

DH emphasizes that whereas a thousand possibilities lie before the individual as he/she chooses, only one set of choices enables one to choose one's true self. Thus choosing means excluding possibilities that would prove too shallow and too fleeting. One must seek life's deep mystery and preserve one's anchorage there. One must become aware of the entrusted talent which defines one's self.

The reference to the entrusted talent is an allusion to one of Jesus' parables (Matt. 25:14-30). In this parable a master entrusts his servants with various amounts of money, each sum adapted to the servant's ability, to be used while the master is away on a long journey. When he returns the servants must give an account of how they used what was entrusted to them. All who have used their talents and thus gained more talents are rewarded, but the servant who has done nothing with his talent is punished. "Talent" thus has come to mean the gifts and endowments which each of us has. It is important that we should know what our abilities are and use them well.

What DH does not discuss in this waymark is what a person can do who is conscious of having made many wrong choices. Is there any way of
developing one’s self if one has gotten off to a bad start in life? Some choices are irreversible. It may not be possible to go back and find the course that one should have taken. There is no suggestion in this waymark that one can begin where one is and build a new life, in this way also finding one’s true self, even if there have been many bad choices in one’s past life. That such a possibility exists is what the Christian gospel of repentance and forgiveness proclaims. DH has not yet expressed awareness of this aspect of the Christian message. For later waymarks dealing with the theme of forgiveness, see 56:6, 57:6, 57:9, 57:30, 60:1.

2. Wet dark wool. Waiting averting glances. Tired mouths. It is late —

   The work proceeds with business-like indifference. At the polished black marble tombstone of the counter many are still waiting.

   The sexless light from white fixtures is reflected in glass and enamel. Outside there is darkness. The door slams -- and a draft of raw dampness cuts against the dryness of the chemical-saturated air.
   “Life, you embracing rich, warm, blessed word --”

   Then he looks up from behind the scales on one of the high desks: wise and friendly, absent in his concentration. Deep wrinkles in a gray skin witness to experience’s gentle irony and a long life within four walls.
   Here and now --. Only this is real:
   An old man’s good face,
   Naked for an unguarded moment
   Without past and without future.

DH is describing an experience in a pharmacy. It is late in the day and apparently raining outside. Many are standing at the counter waiting for their prescriptions. DH cites a line from a poem, “Jairi dotter” (Jairus’ Daughter), by Verner von Heidenstam (1859-1940) [Samlade verk, vol. 6, Dikter, Stockholm: Bonniers, 1944, p. 168]. A wandering begging Bacchus priest is encouraging the daughter of Jairus (Mark 5:22-43), unhappy about having been called back from paradise, to return to life again. DH has altered the line somewhat. The priest says, “Live! Embracing rich, warm, blessed word!” As DH cites the line it has become an apostrophe to life. There is, however, nothing in the preceding
description of the scene in the pharmacy that suggests such an affirmation of life. Yet what follows does support the citation. DH sees for a moment the pharmacist, lost in thought, and he rejoices in the old man’s good face. The line from the poem, given the goodness that DH has seen, embraces also the whole of the pharmacy that late afternoon, with its wet dark wool garments, tired waiting customers, clerks doing their job, a tomb-like counter, and all the traces of past prescriptions mingled in the air. Another possible interpretation is that since DH can think of life as embracing in a rich and warm way the scene in the pharmacy, he is able to see the significance of the unguarded moment as the old pharmacist looks up.

3. She knew that nothing would improve, that it would never be otherwise. He no longer did anything, had lost interest in his work. He said it was because they wouldn’t give him a free hand. And now she sat here and begged for his freedom, begged because she wanted to believe that he was unreasonably bound and really would become a man again if only he received his freedom. Wanted to believe, in order to be able to preserve her faith in him. She knew the answer, but still had to force herself to hear it: he was as free as anyone can be in a modern society’s economic labyrinths, and each external change would only give him new disappointments, only lead to a recurrence, when he discovered that all was as before.

Yes, yes --. And she knew more: that there was not and could not be any way out. Because behind his talk about freedom was hidden a child’s wish to overcome death, an indifference for any work the result of which should not be his even long after his death. -- And yet she sat here and begged.

Here is another negative estimate of a person (cf. 41-42:1), perhaps a subordinate who was under DH’s supervision. The man’s wife has come to plead her husband’s case. The man has lost interest in his work and no longer does anything, because, he says, he has not been given a free hand. His wife is begging that he be given the freedom he wants, so that he might become a man again. Yet, DH says, she really knows that this will not help. Her husband is as free as anyone can be in our modern society. His problem is that he is unwilling
to accept the kind of world this is, where one must be willing to lose oneself (in this sense die, cf. 41-42:9) in an enterprise larger than oneself, where one’s own contribution becomes a part of a larger whole, where no individual will be remembered for what he/she accomplished. The wife knows her husband’s faults and yet she begs, for she wants to believe in her husband. This DH understands.

4. Before what had happened was clear to us he was already far out. We could do nothing. We saw only how the undertow was faster and faster drawing him away from land. We saw his fruitless, tiring efforts once again to touch bottom.

   It was only instinct that drove him to defend himself. In his consciousness he isolated himself from reality. When, however, momentary glimpses of his actual situation forced themselves upon him, he told himself that we others were in a worse condition. And when we nonetheless took it all so calmly --! He would certainly still be firmly clinging to that thought when he was pulled down in the final gurgling whirlpool.

   It had always been that way. Childishly dependent on admiring affection, he had presupposed uncritical friendship even among the indifferent and hostile. He had acted on this basis -- though often with an instinctive yielding to the interests of others, at the same time also out of fear of collision with reality, which could tear apart his web of illusion, and in an unreflective striving to develop the friendship that perhaps did not exist. When words he had spoken were quoted against him, he in good faith denied having said them. And when this denial was called by its right name, he interpreted this as a symptom of the critic’s mental imbalance; in time psychosis became a more and more common word in his mouth.

   What was it that we felt, when for the first time we realized that he had gone too far out ever to be able to regain foothold?

This is the first of a series of waymarks in this section that deal with death. In this waymark a man is drowning. It may be accidental but it is more
likely a case of suicide. Apparently several are observing him but notice his predicament when it is too late to rescue him. DH knows the victim and sees in the manner of his death an illustration of the pattern of the man's life. DH reflects, “What was it we felt, when for the first time we realized that he had gone too far out . . . ?” This had first happened in his tangled personal relationships. Finally it happened, probably by the man’s own choice, in the watery current that drew him to his death.

A theme to which DH will return is the thought that the strong have responsibility for the weak. When a person makes shipwreck of his life by his wrongful behavior, others are also to blame. It is not easy to say, however, what ought to have been done in such cases.

5. What is one to do on a bleak fall day but stroll for a while through the streets -- drifting with the stream?

   Slow, with the weight of an inanimate object, with stoppages and listless lazy gyrations where currents meet. Slow -- and gray. The November day has reached that hour when the light has retired beyond the low, frozen cloud cover, but twilight has not yet brought reconciliation.

   Slow and gray --. He searches every face. But the people who aimlessly flow through the gray ditches of the streets are all like himself: atoms in whom the radioactivity is extinguished and the energy has bound its eternal circuit around nothing.

   “. . . to be enabled to disappear in light and become song” (Erik Blomberg). To let go of the image which before the world bears a name, built up in the consciousness, through social ambition and under the restraints of the forming will. To let go in order to fall, fall -- in the trust of blind devotion. To something else, to someone else --.

   To dare --

   He searches every face, but sees in the niggardly light only endless variations on the theme of his own niggardliness. So Dante might have imagined the
punishment for those who never dared. -- Into the fulfilling death of self-surrender each one goes alone. And on this side of it one will never find the way to anyone who has gone through it.

The setting for this waymark is a November afternoon very likely in Stockholm. There is a saying that in Sweden October, November, and December are gray. There is very little sunshine, which does affect the mood of the people. DH compares himself and the people he meets to inanimate objects slowly drifting on a stream through the gray ditches of the streets. He thinks of a line from a poem by Erik Blomberg (1894-1965) which suggests that human life can become light and song. But this, DH is convinced, requires self-surrender, a willingness to give up the self-image and the name that one has tried so hard to build up over the years (in this waymark “social ambition” is in English). One gives it up through falling in blind devotion to something else, to someone else, the latter expression suggesting a personal God (cf. 61:5).

This, however, requires daring. DH sees very little of this daring in the faces of those he encounters. Their self-centered narrowness is very similar to his own. They are almost in his imagination walking dead persons, already suffering the punishment that Dante might have prescribed for those who had never dared, Nor is it likely that anything they encounter as they drift along through life will help them, for each must go alone into the fulfilling death of self-surrender. DH seems to be implying that one will never understand what this self-surrender means until one has experienced it oneself. Even if one should meet a person who had dared in this way, unless one had oneself also so dared one would fail to recognize this quality in the person one was meeting. This waymark casts light upon 41-42:9. The death that DH insists one must accept is not suicide. It is daring to lose one’s life in the service of others. This is what DH feels called to do but which he finds it so hard to will to do.

6. It was no doubt a bit early for snake’s head fritillaries. But the May sky stood high over the plain. The warbling of larks and light were bound together in a cool ecstasy. And the river’s clay brown water was still flowing with the spring thaw’s rapid freshness.

Out in the stream a dark bundle turns slowly. A glimpse of a face, a whimper, a willed movement that again presses the face under the surface.
No cloud obscured the sun. The song of the lark was not silenced. But the water is suddenly dirty and cold -- the thought of being pulled to the bottom by the heavy body which out there is fighting for its death gives rise to a raw nausea. And this nausea paralyzes, more than the feeling of fear. Cowardly? The word must still be said.

She went to the end of the esplanade and then waded out in the mud until it was deep enough and the current pulled her along. But she did not sink. The water pushed her back. With open mouth she pressed her head again and again, ever wearier, under the surface. It must not fail again this time. She heard cries from the shore. If they should --

During efforts at resuscitation they have uncovered the upper part of her body. There she lies stretched out on the river bank -- beyond all human nakedness, in the inaccessible loneliness of death. The pale, firm breasts are lifted in the white light, a heroic torso of blonde marble stone in the tender grass.

DH describes a suicide by self-chosen drowning that he himself witnesses. It is May, one of the most beautiful times of the year in Sweden. As DH views the scene of a woman struggling to drown, the day loses its beauty for him. He thinks of diving into the river to rescue her, but has mingled feelings of disgust (for what she is trying to do in the dirty, cold water) and fear. Is he a coward? He grants that at least that possibility must be mentioned. Others apparently also notice what is happening and manage to bring the woman to shore, but are too late in their efforts at artificial respiration. The waymark ends on an aesthetic note. DH is impressed with the woman's beauty in death.

The waymark raises a number of questions. To what extent are we obligated to risk our own lives to save those who are seeking to end theirs. Are there different kinds of courage? Are we required, in order to avoid the charge of cowardice, to be able to display all of them. Does a person have the right to die if that person chooses to end her/his own life? Is that right the same whatever one's age? Can a person become so defeated in life that no return to an acceptable quality of life is any longer possible?
7. When the shot was fired, he fell on his side in the gravel under the maples.

The air stands still in the late July day’s rainy gloom, which is increased in the heavy leafy shadow. The head lies in profile, with features finely chiseled, but still immature -- pale against the gray sand, with a little sore in the temple. Only the dark blood which slowly flows out of the nose has color in this dead light.

Why --? Over the growing pool of blood no questions can reach into the land you have sought. And no words can any longer call you back. -- This eternal “beyond” -- that can separate us from those chosen by death long before the bullet hits the temple.

In yet another suicide, a young man takes his life. It is late in July, the vacation month in Sweden, toward evening, under some maple trees. One wonders how DH happened to be there. He asks why this happened and expects no answer, for no communication is possible with one who has entered the eternal beyond. His reference to a suicide victim being “chosen by death” long before the death actually occurs seems to imply that death has a power over some people. DH may be saying that if one would save a suicide victim one must begin long before that person’s situation has become so desperate that death begins to choose him.

8. It must have been late in September. Or perhaps the situation in my memory has itself created the atmosphere which fits its nature.

“We sisters and brothers were so happy at home. I remember the Christmases when we all gathered. Who could then believe that life would become so tattered --?”

I remember the words and the silenced voice, when -- thirty years later -- her daughter writes the same epitaph over her childhood and her life.

Each of the last four waymarks has indicated the time of the year. We have passed from gray November to sunny May to late July, and now to late September. DH isn’t sure it was just then, or if late September simply was suggested by his memory as the appropriate atmosphere for what he recalls. Someone has told him of a happy childhood, especially at Christmas when
everyone gathered together. But life later became so tattered, so ragged and torn. This DH says he remembers having heard 30 years earlier. Now the daughter of the unfortunate woman (very likely deceased) says much the same about what has happened in her life. The waymark seems to suggest that such failure, such a tearing apart of what at the outset appears so promising, can be passed on from one generation to another.

This waymark poses problems. Even if it were written in 1949, DH would have been at most 14 years old when the first conversation he remembers took place. The 30 years are almost necessary, however, if the daughter is to tell the same story. It does seem strange that DH should have had such memories from his early teens. He may, however, have been the kind of young lad who could receive such confidences and also remember them. Another problem concerns the repetition of the same experience in two successive generations. How could the daughter have had a happy childhood if her mother’s life had become so tattered and torn? Perhaps, though, children can be shielded from such sadness.

9. In the last curve down toward the valley he lost control of the car. When it plunged out over the edge of the road his only thought was: So then I have done my bit --
   His only, tired, happy thought.

   It was not to be so: he was to continue his life. But not this journey. When the world again took shape around him he found it hard to keep back the tears -- of self-pity and disappointment that his vacation plans had been shattered.

   The one reaction was no less genuine than the other. We can be ready to turn our backs on life, but still complain like children if it does not fulfill our wishes.

It is not clear as to whether DH himself experienced this automobile accident, or whether someone else described it for him. We have no other information about any such accident in which DH was ever involved. The driver, as the accident is occurring, thinks it may prove fatal and reflects with mingled weariness and happiness that his life’s work is now over. When he finds that he is going to live, he feels sorry for himself because his vacation plans are ruined.
DH compares the two reactions, an almost grateful readiness to have one’s life end; complaint, when life does not end, that one’s immediate wishes have been frustrated. He regards the latter reaction as childish. Those who are ready to die should have attained greater maturity than this.

10. He was impossible. Not in the sense that he didn’t do his work: on the contrary he devoted endless pains to the tasks one gave him. But his manner brought him into conflict with everyone and began at last to harm the whole enterprise.

When the crisis came and everything had to be brought to light he blamed the rest of us. In him there was nothing, absolutely nothing to criticize. Clearly his self-respect was so strongly bound to the thought that he was without fault, that one felt it repugnant to demonstrate step by step contradictions in his defense, piece by piece to unclothe him before his own eyes. But justice to others required it.

When the last rag of deceit was taken from him and we knew that there was nothing more to say, out it came with convulsive sobs:

“But why have you never helped me, why did you not correct me --? I have had the feeling that you were against me. And the fear and the uncertainty has driven me farther and farther in the direction that you now condemn. It has been so hard, everything. One day, I remember, I was so happy: one of you had said that something I had accomplished was very good --”

So in the final analysis the fault was still ours. We had kept silent with our criticism -- but let it hinder us from giving him the slightest recognition, and in this way barred all the roads to recovery.

So it is always the stronger one’s fault. We lack life’s patience. We seek instinctively to eliminate a person from our sphere of responsibility, as soon as the outcome of this experiment of life appears in our eyes to be a failure. But life continues its experiments far beyond the boundaries of our valuations. For this reason also life at times appears to be so much more difficult than death.
This painful waymark presupposes a situation in an office where it is finally necessary to call one of the workers to account. The problem is not that he doesn’t work hard enough, but his way of doing his work creates conflict and has produced a crisis which makes this confrontation necessary. The man defends himself but his defenses are finally broken down. In tears he reproaches the others for not having helped him and laments the isolation he has felt for so long.

DH reflects that in the final analysis it is the strong who are to blame (cf. 45-49:4). When one withholds criticism, that may also lead one to withhold encouragement and in this way to bar the way to improvement. There is a tendency to try to eliminate from our sphere of responsibility those whom we consider to be failures. But such people go on living and we must find ways to relate creatively and redemptively with them. This makes it even for the strong at times more difficult to live than to die.

11. It stands alone in the fog on the moist black stone embankment along the water, fat and heavy in the rump, with feathers padding the rounded curves of the body and the reptilian musculature of the arched neck. Shameless amber eyes without the expression for anything else than naked voracity. A yellow powerful bill made for prey, but without predator’s spare, fierce elegance.

I have seen them float with the current fighting over rotting food remnants. Seen them sweep down to investigate the condoms which after the holidays have drifted round in the backwaters by the wharves. I recall them heavily swaying on the clayey plowed furrows on raw autumn days -- clumsy worm pickers on the broad earth slices, whose cut wet sides were shiny, oily, slippery.

How far away it is:
Shrill gull cries tear apart the last of the night darkness’s skin-soft, thin film of stillness --. Cries interwoven with swift, white play over the swell, with the saltness and the awakening breeze.

The rest had been light -- like an animal’s in freedom. And in sleep the senses had stretched themselves toward the new day.
Not until I am very close does it move with an indolent flap of the wings a few meters to the side -- a well-fed bird of carrion, who feels comfortably at home among us all.

This is a waymark about the seagulls DH sees as he walks to work along an embankment in the Stockholm harbor. DH has mixed feelings about the gulls. They represent a shameless appetite. They live on rotting food, worms picked in the fields, and carrion. Yet their shrieks in the early morning mark for the light sleeper the beginning of a new day, with all that it may promise. DH notes how the gulls are not afraid of him, moving just a few meters to get out of his way. These birds of carrion have learned to live well with the people of Stockholm. DH implies that perhaps the people among whom the gulls live share some of their characteristics.

12. Silent -- as when a long bitterness has been broken by tears. Bare ground. The wide water’s moist glitter in the soft light --

   Around me the soft walls of the mist and the low cloud cover with the mauve shimmer from the setting winter sun.

   In the water’s mirror world, between pale olive against pewter, the bare branches of the alder are slowly swaying in the slow wind of the imperceptible waves.

   And later:

   Around the single flame a womb of warm light in the soft darkness. The hyacinth’s white cloud above the mirror’s deep well of darkness. Glimpses of stems in the whispering forest of books.

   Not for us, perhaps never for us:

   The silence is always broken by the ringing telephone calling us to a conversation from which we fled, but from which we shall not escape. When quiet returns memory whispers promises of the peace of conscience a shared burden brings.

   No rest which is not everyone’s, no stillness until all has been accomplished.
In this impressionistic waymark DH tells of enjoying the out-of-doors on a late winter afternoon as the sun is setting. He describes the water, the mist, the setting sun, and the way the trees are reflected in the water’s gently rippled surface. Later he is in his room. One flame creates a warm circle of light. White hyacinths are reflected in the mirror surface of the table. Books in the bookcase look almost like tree trunks. Just as forests are thought to whisper as the wind blows lightly through them, so the books give promise of conversation. But the silence is broken by the ringing telephone. DH is unable to escape from the duties to which it calls him. He concludes that there is to be no rest until all will be able to rest, no silence until all that should be done is finished. It is possible that the last words, “all has been accomplished,” are intended to suggest the last words of Jesus on the cross, according to John 19:30. If so, DH may be saying that there will be no rest until life is ended. It would seem, however, that there should be some rest stops, some periods of relative relaxation along the way (see, however, 61:12).

13. Provide for one’s own comfort -- and be rewarded with glimpses of satisfaction followed by long, exhausting, ashamed emptiness.

   Struggle for one’s own position -- weakly defended against the self-revealing disgust behind the talk about the necessary preconditions for an achievement.

   Give oneself to the task -- but at the same time in doubt about the task’s value and therefore constantly waiting for recognition: perhaps slowly en route to gratitude for not being criticized, but far, far from being ready to accept criticism.

   You asked for burdens to carry --. And complained when they were laid upon you. Was it another burden you had been thinking of? Did you believe in the sacrifice’s anonymity? The sacrificial act’s sacrifice is to be regarded as its opposite.

   O Caesarea Philippi: to accept condemnation as the fruit and the presupposition of the endeavor, to accept it when the endeavor is conceived and chosen.

DH criticizes himself, confessing a divided self, that seeks comfort but is ashamed of these efforts, that struggles for positions of advantage but rejects
the rationalizations given for these efforts, that works hard but isn’t sure that the work is worth doing, therefore wants reassurance from others and is overly sensitive to criticism. He has asked for burdens but complained about carrying those he received. He is beginning to see that sacrifice will be recognized, but then also criticized and condemned. Accepting this condemnation is itself a part of the sacrifice (Aulén, p. 52). DH thinks of Jesus at Caesarea Philippi (Mark 8:27-35), where in response to the confession of the disciples that he is the Christ he predicts his passion. This, DH says, is to accept what one feels oneself called to be and to do, fully recognizing at the time the choice is made that it involves one’s own condemnation. It is in sharp contrast to such behavior that DH views his own.

What did Jesus anticipate when he faced the cross? Since the passion predictions in the gospels received their present form in the post-resurrection period, many of them include references also to anticipated resurrection. DH does not think Jesus anticipated his resurrection, whatever that term should be understood to mean. Jesus thus is not certain that going the way of the cross will have any successful outcome (see 51:29, 57:13). This is why his decision to go to Jerusalem is, according to DH, even more remarkable.
In 1950 DH is 45 years old. He has returned to Stockholm after the termination of his duties as head of the Swedish delegation to the Organization for European Economic Cooperation in Paris. He is appointed to the Swedish Cabinet as a Minister without Portfolio, while he is Secretary-General in the Foreign Ministry. He is at the top of his career as a Swedish civil servant. Henry Pitney Van Dusen says that while he was at the pinnacle of civic office in Sweden, as far as his inner life was concerned, the next three years were years of darkest night, for he passed through a period of extreme dejection (Van Dusen, 68). These years “witnessed the depths of his inner despondency verging on despair ... He experienced the most acute phase of self-questioning and self-accusation, of solitariness and dejection, a long twilight and black midnight ... which continued until a wholly unforeseen and unexpected burst of dawn shortly before sudden elevation to climactic responsibilities at the United Nations transported him to a new world and a new life” (Ibid., 68). This interpretation of the waymarks written during the next three years relates to some extent to Van Dusen’s opinion that DH experienced a kind of conversion and that this religious transformation was preceded by a period of despondency and depression. We shall have to examine the waymarks during this period to see whether this is a correct interpretation of them.

It is important to understand what is meant by the heading “Soon Night Approaches.” Except for headings for four collections of haiku poems, this is the last time such a heading appears together with the year to introduce a new group of waymarks. DH does repeat the words, “Soon night approaches,” however, in connection with his New Year’s entry six times during the next eight years. He is quoting a line from a Swedish hymn by Franz Mikael Franzén (1772-1847) which his mother used to read aloud each New Year’s Eve (Den svenska psalmboken 1937 [Stockholm: Verbum, 1972], # 119). It is not a New Year’s hymn, but a hymn for the Sundays after Easter. It tells of the risen Jesus as the good shepherd, who guides his sheep and feeds them. There is a prayer not to be led astray from this leader and then the last stanza reads:

How empty all the world can give,
How brief the joys it offers!
Soon night approaches, when each one
Of us will make departure.
What, then, is all happiness here
Compared with the promise: “Where I am, 
There you shall be also.”

DH makes three words from this last stanza of the hymn, “Soon night approaches,” a heading for almost all that is to follow in Waymarks.

1. “- - - and then, what is all happiness here compared with the promise: ‘Where I am, there you shall be also.’”

The first waymark quotes three lines from the hymn stanza cited above, which closes with words from John 14:3, one of the most important of the New Testament expressions of the Christian hope. We must assume that in citing these words from the hymn DH was thinking of the whole hymn, though this does not necessarily mean that he understood the hymn in quite the same way as his mother understood it. Perhaps he was at this point chiefly interested in the contrast between a life given over to the pursuit of pleasure and a life devoted to the discipline called for in Christian discipleship.

2. In a whirling fire of annihilation, 
In the complete destruction 
Of the icy sacrificial act 
You welcome death. 
But when it slowly grows within you, 
Day by day, 
You suffer anguish, 
Anguish under the silent judgment 
which goes forth over your life, 
While leaves fall in the fool’s paradise.

DH contrasts his feelings about sudden death and the complete destruction it represents, as compared with the daily dying that growing older represents. “The silent judgment” may not be so much the fact that death is approaching, as the fact that one’s life is constantly being judged, though those who live in “the fool’s paradise” may not realize that this is the case. In the Swedish text the words “the fool’s paradise” are in English When DH uses as images of complete destruction not only fiery annihilation but also “the icy sacrificial act,” one wonders whether he may in the latter reference have been thinking of Ibsen’s Brand. The waymark for Maundy Thursday, 1961 (61:4), is a significant citation from Brand.
3. The chooser’s happiness in congruence with the chosen,
   The iron filing’s peace in the magnetic field’s energy line --
   The security of the consciousness’s reposing harmony
   When emptied of all content --
   This happiness is here and now,
   In the eternal cosmic moment.
   A happiness in you -- but not yours.

This waymark indicates that despite DH’s intensive self-criticism, despite the loneliness he at times felt, he also experienced happiness and security. This happiness belonged to the present, to an eternal cosmic moment. It was in him, though not his possession. Thus it was not a happiness at his command, at his beck and call. But it was possible to seek for it and even find it. Cf. 54:4, 56:21, 57:52.

4. The anguish of loneliness brings drafts from the storm center of the anguish of death. Only that exists, which is another’s, for only what you have given -- if only through being receptive -- is lifted out of the nothing which shall some day have been your life.

Van Dusen points out that during the three-year period, 1950-52, there are many waymarks that deal with loneliness (Van Dusen, 73-74). Despite the many friends DH had, he did lead a solitary life. He was unmarried, now living in his own apartment. His father was 88 years of age. The prospect of what could be a long, lonely old age lay before him. Did he suffer greatly from loneliness? He probably did, and yet each waymark that refers to loneliness must be interpreted in terms of what that waymark actually says. Aulén in discussing the meaning of loneliness in Waymarks writes: “It is definitely not sufficient to take into account only human relationships. In fact, loneliness has far deeper roots. It can be described as a cosmic loneliness, or, still more to the point, as a loneliness in respect to existence as a whole” (Aulén, E 20; Sw, 34). Aulén then goes on to refer to this waymark as an illustration of such a sense of cosmic loneliness. This would mean that DH is not here referring to his own yearning for human companionship, but to the human situation as such. Loneliness anticipates the ultimate loneliness of death. DH goes on to tell how one can face the loneliness of death by having made one’s life a part of the lives of others through what one has given, if only by being receptive. It is the
interrelationship with others so achieved that endures, that is lifted out of the
nothing that in other respects our lives some day will be. For other waymarks
on loneliness, see 51:32, 52:16, 52:18, 52:24, 58:9.

5. With the paravanes of bluff friendliness always extended,
he thought that, despite his unskillful navigation, he could
escape the danger of mines.

A paravane is a torpedo-shaped underwater protective device with sawlike
teeth on its forward end, for use by vessels to sever the moorings of mines. DH
likens life to living in mined waters. He describes a person who is attempting to
use an artless friendliness as a means of disarming situations of possible danger
to him, despite his lack of skill in navigating in social contexts.

6. The pet dog disguised himself as a lamb, but tried to hunt
with the wolves.

A domestic pet dog would be more dangerous than a lamb, but not as dangerous
as a wolf. DH is describing a person who is trying to appear less of a threat than
he actually is, but also trying to play the game with those who are more fierce and
ruthless than he. For other references to wolves, see 41-42:20, 22.

7. Indifference, ignorance, consciousness of an audience (if
only your reflected image in yourself) -- for such reasons I
have seen you take a risk or assume a responsibility.

DH lists poor reasons for doing good things. He would perhaps grant,
however, that it is good that we are driven in this way to do what we ought
to do. In 41-42:14 he does, on the other hand, say that when the proper
disposition of love is lacking, one can hurt others in one’s effort to do good to
them.

8. A blown egg floats well and follows easily every gust of
wind -- sufficiently light for this, since it has become only
a shell, without germ and without nutriment for growth.
“A good mixer!”

Without reserve and reticence, eager to please -- with
a speech without form and words without weight. Only
shells --.
DH is criticizing a person whom he regards as utterly superficial. He is very
distrustful of those who have mastered the skills of getting along in social
situations but have little substance in their personalities. He is concerned about
the abuse of language that takes place under such circumstances. Words, like the
persons who speak them, can be “mere shells.” Aulén interprets this waymark as
an example of DH’s criticism of himself (Aulén, E 17; Sw 30), but this is unlikely.
DH did criticize himself rather harshly, but he also criticized others. The person
described in this waymark is quite foreign to DH’s temperament.

9. -- one of those who has had the wilderness for a pillow
and called a star his brother. Alone. But solitude can be a
communion.

DH may here be speaking about himself. Solitude or loneliness can be
described in positive terms, for there can be communion with nature, as well as

10. A blood pulsing together with sap and rivers, a body with
the earth’s rhythm in its movements --. Instead: a mind
shut off from the oxygen of the open senses, exhausted
by “plans and stratagems” -- of importance only within
four walls. A tame animal -- in whom the race empties its
energy, to no purpose.

Life in tune with nature is contrasted with life in the cities “within four walls,”
wholly occupied with “plans and stratagems.” DH suggests that the evolutionary
development of the human race is being adversely affected by the urban life style.
Despite the “stratagems,” the people planning them are “tame animals” and no
useful purpose is being served by the energy the human race expends in them.

11. The overtones are lost and what is left are conversations
which, in their poverty, cannot hide the lack of fellowship.
We drift apart from each other. But why, why --?
We reach out towards the other. In vain -- because we
never dared to give ourselves.

Conversation, according to DH, should establish real contact between two
persons. When it fails to do this, this can be because the persons in question
have lacked the courage to give themselves to each other.
12. Posture as a requirement for health — something different, something wholly different from the hard carapace within which we seek shelter in our imposturing.

A carapace is a hard protective outer covering. The word can be used metaphorically to refer to an attitude or state of mind (such as indifference) serving to protect or isolate from external influence. In this waymark there is a play on the word “posture” (Sw. hållning) and DH contrasts the inner and the outer. An erect posture is required for health, but this must not to be confused with the hard outer shell with which we attempt to hide our inner lack of character (our imposturing). According to Auden, the thought in this waymark is borrowed from Wilhelm Ekelund (Markings, 40; cf. 41-42:12).

13. A modest wish: that our doings should have a somewhat greater significance for life than a man’s dinner jacket has for his digestion. And yet a good deal of what we describe as our achievement is surely only a garment with which we seek on festive occasions to hide our nakedness.

The imagery has to do with dressing formally for dinner, though formal dress has little to do with the digestive process. DH is distinguishing between what is real and what is superficial and looking with a sharply critical eye on what are regarded as achievements. He wants his achievements to be significant, the measure being the extent to which they have been contributions to the lives of others. Cf. 50:4, 50:27.

14. You find it hard to forgive those who early in life gained the advantages of maturity. Apart from all else: why do you not put in the balance the long spring an extended period of youth has given you?

A distinction must be made between actual maturity and the advantages that go with maturity. DH prizes maturity greatly and is very critical of behavior that he regards as childish (cf. 45-49:3, 45-49:4, 45-49:9, 50:45, 50:48, 52:22). It does not necessarily follow that those who early in life enjoy the advantages that go with maturity have therefore themselves actually attained maturity. They may simply appear mature. It would seem, of course, that marrying and having one’s own home would certainly contribute to maturity. DH lived for a very long time with his parents. He also retained a youthful appearance. In this waymark he calls attention to the advantages that can attend “the long spring” of an extended youth.
15. After having breathed an atmosphere filled with the products of his spiritual combustion, one recalls that it is only in the lee of the wind from a sulfur works that a sparse vegetation is able to survive. -- One asks oneself: When did this happen -- and for how many generations will the effects be traceable?

Using the imagery of a sulfur works, DH reflects on the negative influence a person can exert, very likely through language (“products of . . . spiritual combustion”), language that apparently many have heard. Only by being sheltered from this influence is the survival of wholesome discourse possible. DH even reflects about how many generations it will take until this influence is overcome. For a strong statement on the proper use of language, see 55:37.

16. Your low esteem for your fellow human beings does not in any case prevent you, with your own self-esteem intact, from seeking their esteem.

This waymark suggests that if one really has a low opinion of others, one should not care very much about their opinion of oneself. Or, if one did care about their opinions, this should tend to lower one’s opinion of oneself. DH wryly observes that these rules do not apply to him. He does not think highly of others, but seeks nonetheless to win their respect, while retaining a high opinion of himself. Cf. 41-42:15, 56:39.

17. Time passes, reputation increases and competence decreases.

Advancing age does not necessarily mean improvement in performance. DH observes that it is possible as the years go by for reputation to grow, while actual competence declines.

18. Giving and receiving sympathy: his friendliness is undoubtedly genuine -- considered as a constitutive tendency to fill his own life with the contents of the lives of others.

Is a negative criticism of the person described in this waymark being implied? DH has written: “Only that exists, which is another’s, for only what you have
given -- if only through being receptive -- is lifted out of the nothing which shall someday have been your life” (50:4). Would such a statement apply to the person here described? Perhaps DH is thinking of a person more concerned about filling his life with the contents of the lives of others than with giving himself to them. Yet giving and receiving are reciprocal relationships. DH is not so interested, however, in the giving and receiving of sympathy. Also much of the giving he emphasizes is anonymous. The other need not be fully aware of the source of what has been received. Giving must furthermore be willed and would accordingly not be a person’s constitutive tendency. There may therefore be a somewhat mild criticism implied in this waymark.

19. Perhaps a great friendship is never reciprocated. Perhaps, had it been warmed and protected by its counterpart in another, it could never have grown to maturity.

   It “gives” us nothing. But in the space of its silence it leads us up to heights with wide -- insights.

DH does not require mutuality in friendship. In some cases a friendship is more apt to grow to maturity if it is not reciprocated. The important thing about such a friendship is not what one gets out of it. In “the space of its silence” (cf. 25-30:10), in the ensuing loneliness, one is led to heights, where, instead of viewing wide vistas, one gains a broader knowledge of oneself.

20. When he abruptly told me that he had many friends, could easily make new ones, and with them had “ever so much fun,” it struck hard like a blow that had been well aimed. A question would have been meaningless.

   Only much later was I able to understand. Understand that the words hurt so much because my friendship still had a long way to go before it ripened into -- friendship. I understood that he intuitively reacted in justified self-defense, sensing my true way and his.

This waymark very likely tells of an earlier experience, the rupturing of a friendship. DH suggests that what he at that time thought was “friendship” was a relationship from which the other person was in his own self-defense justified in terminating, in order to go his own way. This in turn enabled DH to find his true way and helped him gain a more mature understanding of friendship.
21. A line, a shadow, a color -- their fiery expressiveness

The language of flowers, mountains, shores, human bodies: a momentary interplay of light and shadow, the aching beauty of a neckline, the white crocus’s grail in the morning light of the Alpine meadow -- words in a transcendental language of the senses.

DH expresses his sensitivity to the beauty of nature, of which the human body is a part. He indicates that he was not unresponsive to feminine beauty. He describes what he sees as might an artist, speaking of lines, shadows, and colors. At the same time a kind of communication is taking place. What the senses observe becomes a language by which the senses are transcended. Cf. 51:50.

22. Delight in the “ego” has an aspect of gourmandise for which our language lacks the right intonations: Mon cher moi -- âme et corps -- tu me fais un grand plaisir! [My dear self -- soul and body -- you give me great pleasure!]

Your delight in yourself does not bloom without protection. The commandments are simple: don’t ever bind yourself to anyone and therefore don’t let anyone get into your life. Simple and destiny determining. The striving to protect one’s delight in oneself casts around the ego a frigid circle which slowly eats its way in towards the core.

This waymark corrects possible misunderstandings that the statements on friendship in 50:19-20 might occasion. Whereas there is a kind of solitude that belongs to true friendship (25-30:10), isolation can also be an expression of egocentricity, a delight in one’s own self to the exclusion of all others. This way of thinking can be expressed most aptly, DH feels, in the French language. But the isolation that this attitude engenders is not without its cost, a frigidity that in the final analysis becomes self-destructive. In this waymark there is very likely an implied self-criticism.

23. The farce -- your farce, O masters of men! The master of the hounds knows that he is king for but a day in a realm of rogues. And he knows that there are better ways to overcome a fox than the one he represents. While on the other hand --
This is a commentary on the structuring of society, especially insofar as one man is the master of others. It can be likened to a fox hunt, which no one takes seriously. It is a game that is played despite the fact that there are better ways to handle foxes. DH concludes with the words, “While on the other hand --”, leaving the other side of the matter unexpressed. Perhaps if one understands what one is doing and does not take oneself too seriously, human leadership in the structures of modern society need not be a farce. The words, “O masters of men! The master of the hounds,” are in English in DH’s Swedish text.

24. On whatever social level the intrigues are planned and the struggle takes place, and irrespective of its external conditions even in other respects, when one’s own position is at stake, even the “best head” unfailingly reveals its naïveté. The tricks are so few. And the one who is out on such errands is as blind and deaf as a cock capercaillie in the courtship routine --- not least when he thinks himself most sharp-sighted. A grace to pray for: that self-interest --- which is inescapable --- will never paralyze the capacity for self-scrutiny with a sense of humor, which alone can save the situation.

This waymark may have to do with the procedures by which one becomes “a master of men” (50:23). DH must have had many opportunities to observe the struggle for advancement. His own early success and the security his competence gave him made it possible for him to view the process with some objectivity, at the same time that he recognized that he was not himself wholly immune to its temptations. The capercaillie is the largest European grouse. For other references to self-interest, see 52:3, 57:6.

25. To tell only what is significant for others. To ask only about that which one needs to know. In both cases limited to what actually is in the possession of the speaker. --- To discuss only in order to reach a conclusion. “Think out loud” only with those for whom this has meaning. Between two who are in tune with each other let small talk and silence fill the time only as carrier waves for the unexpressed. A good prescription for those who have experienced the truth that “for every careless word . . . .” But hardly popular in social life.
DH offers rules for guarding one's speech. He applies a form of Occam's razor, that words are not to be multiplied beyond necessity. With those in tune with each other, who can hear the overtones (50:11), conversation is to be quite intense. The complete biblical reference is: “I tell you, on the day of judgment you will have to give an account for every careless word you utter; for by your words you will be justified, and by your words you will be condemned” (Matt. 12:36-37). DH also cites this passage in 55:37. For other critiques of conversation he considers inappropriate, see 50:8, 50:32, 50:55, 51:12.

26. Why this longing in all of us that the thoughts of the living should now and again touch upon our name, even for some time after our obliteration? Just our name Anonymous immortality we cannot, of course, escape. The consequences of our lives and of our deeds can as little be annihilated as they can be identified and properly labeled -- to our honor or our shame.
   “You always have the poor with you.” Also the dead --.

DH criticizes the yearning to be remembered after one's death. He insists that we cannot escape anonymous immortality. Though we ourselves are obliterated (DH uses a very strong word for death), what we have done cannot be obliterated. All that we are and do has permanent consequences, but these consequences cannot be identified with particular individuals either for praise or blame. In this way we do have the dead always with us, like the nameless poor. The scripture reference is to Matthew 26:6-13. For another waymark critical of the desire to be remembered, see 56:53.

27. All are alike. -- True in his ruthless obliteration of the difference between those who received few and those who received many talents. But not when it has to do with the stewardship of these talents: then the boundary between life and death remains as it was drawn eternally. Finally, nonetheless true, because we all constantly have before us the possibility of taking the step over this boundary -- in both directions. To burn everything in the fire of clear vision and still to hope that of what can be washed out of the ashes something will have value --

This waymark continues the thought of the previous waymark. In one sense death obliterates the distinctions between people (“his ruthless obliteration”
suggests that it is God who brings this about); in another sense it does not. What is ultimately important is not the talents that were received but the use made of them. Of particular interest is DH’s statement that the boundary between life and death can always be crossed in both directions. This must mean that those who are not properly using their talents are in a sense already dead, but it is possible for them to come to life again. The reference to talents calls to mind Jesus’ parable of the talents in Matthew 25:14-30. Cf. 1 Cor. 3:13-15. See 51:44, 51:47, and 52:6 for the significance the term “boundary” comes to have for DH.

28. This incurable impulse to acquire --- in the crassest sense to assimilate --- the medium for the experience of beauty. Like the mountain troll, we want to eat the princess --- in order constantly to repeat again the mountain troll’s experience. We pick the flower. We press body against body --- and crush the human beauty which is the body’s only through a linear animation, inaccessible to physical touch.

Here, as in 50:21, we have an analogy drawn between the beauty of the human body and the beauty to be found in nature, in this case the beauty of the flower. DH states that such beauty is to be observed and in this sense enjoyed, but the urge to acquire its medium is to be resisted. The reference to the mountain troll wanting to eat the princess is an allusion to the poem “Ett gammalt bergtroll” by Gustaf Fröding (Samlade dikter, vol. I [Stockholm: Bonniers, 1910], 53-55). “The aching beauty of the neckline” is to be viewed (cf. 55:51); it is implied that an embrace would destroy it. A flower is in some respects destroyed when picked, especially the wild flower (cf. 51:58). DH might have noted, however, that physically touching resilient bodies need not harm their beauty.

29. When the streams of the subconscious separate to form sucking whirlpools, the masses of water can again be gathered into one stream if the floodgate is opened to the sluice of prayer --- and this channel has been dug deep enough.

Prayer is a way of ordering the subconscious, but it requires discipline. Prayer can be an answer to life’s problems, but it is not an easy answer. For other discussions of prayer, see 41-42:3, 52:14, 55:16, 58:7.
To take warning from all the times we on meeting are ashamed because while separated from each other we accepted the impermissible oversimplifications which distance prompts, and the removal of all the decisive qualifications which force themselves upon even the blindest -- face to face. With us human beings it really is the case that nothing is true -- from a distance -- the contrary of which is not also true -- given the insight of immediate confrontation.

One wonders what DH means by “distance” in this waymark. Is it simply being separated from another person in space and time, or does it also imply the absence of communication during such a separation. Is it not possible to retain contact by letter or by telephone, or is there an all-important body language which is thereby missed? About what kind of inter-personal relationships is DH speaking, relationships among members of the family, romantic relationships, relationships between friends, or relationships among fellow workers? DH seems to have been very confident in his ability to interpret the true nature of a relationship when meeting another person. Do all people share this ability?

An observation: In the window across the street I see her day after day, evening after evening, playing patience. Patience, patience -- death will very likely not keep you waiting so much longer.

Patience is a card game, a form of solitaire. DH does not think it is a very profitable way to spend one’s time. He apparently finds it hard to imagine a person simply waiting to die. Such a point of view was expressed in 25-30:3. In 51:7 he indicates a greater understanding of the problems of aging.

-- chatters on about this and that, muddles along the brier path of gossip, disloyal both to himself and to others. It is a matter of captivating -- in order to own, at least for a while, a person whose feelings he doesn’t dare test through revealing his own. Rather this degrading clown role than to be left alone as not sufficiently entertaining -- or contemptible due to a fixation to which there is no response.
“Fixation” (Sw. fixering) in this waymark means an excessive, obsessive, or unhealthy attachment. DH may have regarded some forms of infatuation in this light. The waymark can refer to a young man’s blundering attempts to relate to a young woman, but it can also refer to anyone’s attempts to gain attention. What can be at issue is failure to avow honestly one’s own true concern, lest there be no response. This is another waymark in which DH is sharply critical of the kind of conversation that can take place in many social situations. For other similar critiques, see 50:8, 50:11, 50:55, 51:12.

33. The feeling of shame for yesterday when the consciousness again rises from the night’s ocean. How devastating must not the confrontation between waking life and the springs of life have been for the verdict to be betrayal. It was not the repeated mistakes, the whole sequence of falsifications with which the inquisition was concerned — though God must know that they were a sufficient reason for self-contempt and unrest — but the great mistake, the falsification of that within me which is greater than I — in docile adaptation to alien demands.

DH is critical of psychological explanations of human personality (51:40, 51:54), but in this waymark he is discussing what might be called the conflict between the ego and the superego. It is in the subconscious, which can exert its influence during the sleeping hours, that contact is made with “the springs of life.” The judgment takes place upon awakening (58:6). References to judgment are also found in 51:36, 57:9. The strong word “betrayal” also appears in 57:17, 57:32.

34. Between experiencing and having experienced: the moment when the experience gives us its last secrets. A moment we first discover we have already passed when the cracks, stains, and peeling gilt lead us to ask what it was that once attracted us.

If this is a general statement, it reveals considerable pessimism with respect to what life has to offer. DH may, however, be referring to particular kinds of experience, for there are experiences that do not live up to their advance billings.

35. Despite everything, bitterness can flare up in you because others enjoy what you have not received. It can be limited
to a few days of sunshine. But at this inexpressibly vulgar level lies finally the bitterness of death itself, in that others are allowed to go on living.

DH is rigorously honest in recording his reaction to experiences of deprivation. He says “despite everything,” for, aside from loneliness, he was not to any significant extent deprived. Yet on a brief holiday in Lapland he could perhaps feel bitter if he was robbed of days of sunshine (cf. 51:34). This leads him to think of the fact that all are not given the same span of years. He acknowledges that it is inexcusable to begrudge others length of days. This waymark indicates, however, that DH valued life and wanted to live to enjoy it.

36. Like the bee, to distill a self-defensive poison from honey -- the use of which, as is known, means the destruction of the bearer.

It is ironical that it should be possible to produce poison from honey. That the bee in using this poison not only harms others but destroys itself simply increases the irony. DH must have seen this to be an apt description of human behavior, especially when one thinks of the proliferation of armaments.

37. Do you actually any longer “have feelings” for anyone or anything else than yourself -- if even that? Without the capacity for personal involvement your experience of others will at best be merely aesthetic.

Yet even such an impaired experience brought you in touch today with a portion of spiritual reality which revealed your own utter poverty.

This waymark is a harsh self-criticism. Sometimes in such confessions DH is describing the human situation more generally. Here he seems, however, to be focusing on his own problems and suggests that he had recently met someone who did not share his poverty at this point. One might ask how accurate DH’s perceptions of others were (cf. 50:30). He was very severe in his judgments on himself but could be generous in his evaluation of others. This, however, is hardly a fault. If the waymark is not wholly accurate as a self-description, it does clearly state DH’s aspirations. The use of the term “aesthetic” in this context (cf. 57:12) may reflect the thought of Søren Kierkegaard in *Enten/eller (Either/Or*, vol. 1, trans. David F. and Lillian M. Swenson; vol. 2, trans.

38. What must come to pass should come to pass. Within the boundaries of what must be you are therefore invulnerable.

It is a mark of maturity to have made one's peace with that which is inevitable. DH goes a step further and states that what must be ought to be. Against these boundaries he does not struggle, but he also does not feel threatened by them. All of his energy can be used toward changing that which can, and perhaps should, be changed. For references to boundaries in other waymarks, see 41-42:13, 50:27, 51:44.

39. He who works for daily bread.
   He who performs for a position.
   He who enjoys his rights.
   He for whom the problem has ceased to exist -- as he rests on his laurels.
   And you yourself -- ?

Within the narrow mine shaft, illuminated only by the headlight, the mechanical shovel cut through the mountain like caterpillar jaws at the head of a worm’s progress. Always dark. Always the same damp, dripping cold. Always the same loneliness -- shut in by rock walls, without the rock's security.

In this way he brought material out of the earth that was useful, provided money. Money which in part was to go to the other three and to yourself. For what?

In order at least for you to feel into the marrow of your bones that you work not for the superego of career perfection but that you work for him, that he has a claim on you that takes preference over your claim on him.

Atonement for the guilt you bear in your success: to give all you are in order in this way at least morally to justify what you have, without lenience toward yourself or toward others, and in consciousness of your rightful claim upon others as long as you follow this way.
This is a waymark about work. It begins with a description of different levels of achievement, working for daily bread, performing (the Sw. spelar could suggest even “gambling”) so as to gain a position, having reached that goal and enjoying it, resting on one’s laurels. Before DH identifies his own situation, he describes the gratitude and sense of obligation he feels, very likely to his father. He uses the image of a miner supporting his family by difficult work in a mine. As far as we know none of DH’s immediate ancestors were so employed. A mine shaft is also mentioned in 25-30:4, though there it is associated with suffocating heat, here with damp, dripping cold. The image may suggest the difficulty and loneliness with which DH’s father, Hjalmar Hammarskjöld, carried out his life work. The elder Hammarskjöld’s labors not only provided for the needs of his four sons but also obligated them. It is therefore not enough for DH to be successful in his career. He must satisfy the claim his father has on him. His remarkable success becomes in a sense an occasion for guilt. He must achieve a moral justification for what he has achieved by making a total commitment to his work. He does this by not being lenient with himself or with those who work under him, confident that the demands he makes upon himself he has a right also to make upon others. Thus none of the alternatives listed at the beginning of the waymark really fits DH. He must go his own way.

40. Resounding silence
Floodlit darkness
Light
Which seeks its counterpart
In melody
Stillness
Which strives for deliverance
In words
Life
In the soil’s darkness
How seldom growth and flower
How seldom fruit

These poor attempts to make an experience apprehensible (for myself, for others?) -- the next day’s tasks -- Y’s friendship or X’s noting of my achievement: paper screens which I set out against the void in order to keep my gaze from losing itself in the infinity of space and time.

Small paper screens. Blown to pieces by the first waft
of wind, burned by the smallest flame. Tenderly cared for -- but constantly changed.

This dizziness before les espaces infinis (the infinite spaces) -- overcome only if we dare look into them, unprotected. And acknowledge them to be the reality before which we must justify our existence. For in order to live, this is the truth to which we must attain, that everything exists and only in this we are.

The poem that begins this waymark contains a number of internal tensions, opening with apparent contradiction (“resounding silence”), then moving from one concept (“light”) to its equivalent in another medium (“melody”). It is suggested that words can resolve difficulties implicit in silence. The close of the poem is pessimistic, however. There is life in the soil but seldom growth, flower, or fruit.

There is also tension in the remainder of the waymark, between the immediate here and now and the infinite spaces. DH feels that so much of what he does and thinks he does to keep himself from considering infinite time and space, though he does not succeed in these efforts. It is in terms of infinite time and space that our existence must be understood. It is in this context, in kinship with all other existent beings, that we also exist.

41. Time’s flight. Our flight in time -- flight from time.
   Flying on strong wings -- with time.
   Never delaying, never anticipating:
   A rest in the movement -- our victory over the movement.
   Lightly, lightly --
   Soaring over the restless waters.
   In the moment of performance,
   With all strength concentrated, one’s whole life at stake,
   Plunging into the deep.
   But no rest on the waves, bound by the currents.
   Again above the waters, stillness above the swell,
   Borne by the winds with one’s own wings’ strength.
   Never land, never a nest --.
   At last the final plunge,
   When the deep again takes back its own.

Life in time is compared to the flight of a bird above an endless expanse of water. The bird dives into the sea from time to time, but it can never rest on the
waves. It is constantly soaring aloft, never resting on land or in a nest, until the final plunge, when the deep at last takes back its own.

42. Hunger is my domicile in the land of the passions. Hunger for fellowship, hunger for righteousness -- a fellowship founded on righteousness and a righteousness attained in fellowship.

Only life meets life’s demands. And this hunger is satisfied only as life is formed so that my individuality is realized through becoming a bridge to others, a stone in the heavenly structure of righteousness.

Not to be anxious about oneself, but to live out one’s individuality -- wholly, but for the good of others. Not to follow others in order to buy fellowship, not to make convention into a law instead of living righteously.

Freedom and responsibility. Each person is a unique creation, and if he fails, the achievement which could have been his will eternally be lacking.

DH expresses his deepest aspirations, his passion for fellowship founded on righteousness and righteousness achieved in fellowship (Matt. 5:6). He wants his individuality to be of benefit to others, his life a bridge to others and thus also a building stone. The latter image may allude to Ephesians 2:19-22 and 1 Peter 1:4-5. When this waymark is compared with 45-49:1, one notes a much greater awareness of the social context in which the individual lives. DH emphasizes the fact that each individual has a unique contribution to make, which if not made by that person will be eternally lacking. In a later waymark (57:31) he states that for this reason even God can be limited by human irresponsibility.

43. I read about some, long since dead. Unnoticed other names creep into the text, and now it is about us that I read, when we will belong to the past. Most of what was is wholly gone. Once burning problems spread themselves over the pages as cold abstractions -- simple, but nonetheless misjudged by us. And we resemble quite stupid, quite foolish and self-seeking puppets, moved by easily seen, sometimes somewhat entangled strings.

It is not a caricature which I encounter in this research’s fool’s mirror. Only the proof that all of it was vanity.
As DH reads about the past, he wonders what the judgment of history will be upon decisions he and his associates are making. Though he insists that one should not long to be remembered (50:26), he knows that those who hold public office are remembered. He fears that the judgment that will be made will be a negative one. It will be said that problems to which much attention was given were misunderstood. Those who seemed to act so self-confidently were actually puppets moved by their own foolish, self-seeking desires. DH suggests that such historical research can function as a “fool’s mirror” (cf. 56:60, 58:6), a distorting mirror used by court jesters, who were often men of keen insight and caustic wit. What appears to be caricature should not be rejected but accepted as revealing the emptiness of so much that is done in public affairs.

44. Out of his own self he knew -- I know what is in man: of vulgarity, lust, pride, envy -- and longing.
Longing --. Also for the cross.

This waymark contains an allusion to John 2:24-25 (“...Jesus did not trust himself to them, because he knew all men and needed no one to bear witness to man; for he himself knew what was in man” RSV). DH suggests that a part of Jesus’ knowledge was his by virtue of the fact that he was a human being and therefore was a knowledge we can share. By knowing ourselves we know also the vulgarity, the lust, the pride, and the envy of others. But that is not the whole story. There is also longing, longing even for the cross. Longing represents the positive side of human nature and can include the longing to be sacrificed (25-30:2, 50:46, 51:26, 52:7, 54:5, 55:9, 55:23, 57:47, 58:10, 59:81). There is good as well as evil in human beings and through self-knowledge one can become acquainted with both.

45. Is life poor? Are not instead your hands too small, your vision blurred? You are the one who must mature.

In this waymark about maturity (cf. 53:2, 7) DH states that if one complains about life, it is one’s inability to receive what it offers (too small hands), one’s own inability to see its riches (blurred vision), that is at fault. DH is convinced that this can be remedied by increased maturity.

46. We may not choose the parameters of our destiny. But we give it its content. The one who wills the adventure shall also experience it -- according to the measure of his
courage. The one who wills the sacrifice shall be sacrificed -- according to the measure of his purity.

Our destiny has boundaries that are beyond our control (cf. 50:38), but within those boundaries we can make significant choices. Two important virtues in this connection are courage (cf. 54:23, 55:30, 56:24, 57:47) and purity (cf. 25-30:9, 55:27, 58:9). The reference to the one “who wills the sacrifice” recalls the longing for the cross of 50:44. DH stresses that this requires purity. Self-sacrifice is not a way of atoning for one’s impurity, for one will be sacrificed “according to the measure” of one’s purity.

47. Never to let the success hide its emptiness, the achievement its insignificance, the life of toil its dreariness. And in this way to retain the spur to further attainment -- the pain in the soul that drives us beyond ourselves. Whither? That I don’t know. That I don’t insist on knowing.

DH wants constantly to be aware of the emptiness of success, the insignificance of achievement, and the dreariness of toil, in this way to retain an inward pain that spurs him to continuing efforts to transcend himself. He does not require that the goal of this striving be seen. This is a sharp rejection of the psychological theory that human beings can only be motivated by positive reinforcement. DH’s ethic is one that strongly emphasizes duties (55:32, 57:25) rather than rewards and satisfactions.

48. The little fellow takes a few awkward hops on one leg without falling down. And is filled with admiration for his own proficiency, doubly so because there are spectators. Don’t we ever grow up?

The theme of the previous waymark to some degree continues. A child is a symbol for a tendency DH observes more generally. We are too easily satisfied by our achievements, sometimes reinforced at this point by the applause of others. DH regards this as evidence of continuing immaturity.

49. O all the self-discipline, the nobility of spirit, the exalted evaluation of life that we can attribute to ourselves, we for whom all has gone well and who have made a success in
everything --. Cheap, hardly even a bit better than to see in success a reward for virtue.

In several waymarks DH struggles with how to live with success. He feels guilt because of it (50:39). He reminds himself of its emptiness (50:47). To be too impressed by it is to be immature (50:48). One must not give oneself too much credit just because all has gone well. DH takes it for granted that no one would imagine that success is a reward for virtue, so that one could infer the latter from the former, though there may be some who are also tempted to think in this manner.

50. The dust settles heavily, the air dies, the light loses its radiance in the room that we are not constantly prepared to leave.

   Our love becomes impoverished if we do not have the courage to sacrifice its object.

   Our will to live remains vital only so long as we will life without regard to whether it is our own.

In this waymark the need to move on is stressed. There is no possibility to settle down and enjoy that which one has already attained (cf. 49:12, 50:41). DH’s reference to love that must have the courage to sacrifice its object is, however, misunderstood if it is thought he is speaking of love of other persons, as in 52:7, 56:13, 57:9, and 60:1. DH does speak of an interpersonal love in which the lovers are not bound to each other (51:48, 55:51). Here, however, he speaks of the love of desire directed toward objects or even goals. That which we desire we must be prepared to sacrifice. The life about which we are to be concerned must be life in more general terms, inclusive of others, not merely our own.

51. God does not die on the day that we no longer believe in a personal deity, but we die on the day that life for us is no longer made luminous by the constantly renewed, wondrous radiance from sources beyond all reason.

This waymark indicates that the endorsement of beliefs once handed down to him, to which DH was to refer in his 1953 radio speech, “Old Creeds in a New World,” (see 1953 Introduction) had begun to occur. Van Dusen, who regards 1950-52 as “the darkest night” in DH’s spiritual life, gives this waymark only the merest mention (Van Dusen, 200). Aulén refers to it as revealing “a growing
yes” (the reference is to the Pentecost 1961 waymark, 61:5), but suggests that DH is hesitating to speak of God in personal terms (Aulén, E 23-24; Sw 37-38). We have already seen in 45-49:5 (“. . . to fall, fall — in the trust of blind devotion. To something else, to someone else”) that DH uses both impersonal and personal language in speaking of God, just as he does in 61:5 (“I once did answer yes to someone -- or something”). Here he is acknowledging that the faith in a personal God one was taught as a child may have to be rethought. The reality to which faith refers does not, however, for that reason cease to exist, nor does the need for the radiance by which faith can illuminate one’s own existence diminish.

52. “To treat others as ends and never as means.” And myself as an end only in my capacity as a means: to shift the boundary between subject and object in my being all the way to the point that the subject, even if it is still in me, is outside and above me -- and my whole being is thus an instrument for that in me which is more than I.

The quotation is from Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). A copy of Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten (Metaphysical Foundations of Morals) was in DH’s library. The complete statement is as follows: “Act so as to treat that which is human in your own person, as well as in the person of anyone else, always as an end, never merely as a means” (Grundlegung . . . , 3rd ed. [Stuttgart: Reclam, 1955], 81). DH goes on to qualify the statement. Whereas Kant states that one is to treat both oneself and others as ends and never merely as means, DH says that one may treat oneself as a means. Indeed one may treat oneself as an end only in one’s capacity as a means. How is one’s use as a means to be determined? Here DH turns away from a Kantian autonomous ethic. The subject is no longer one’s own ego. Though this subject is still within the self, it is at the same time transcendent, outside and above, using the whole being of the self for the purposes this transcendent subject defines. If DH defines what faith in God means to him in 50:51, he here defines the ethic to which he feels himself committed. He does not discuss whether or not he feels that he is living up to this ethical ideal, though it does not seem that he regards it as an impossible ideal.

53. It is in this moment that I pay for what I have received. The past is recorded with the debt balanced up to the present. And on the future I have no claim.

Is not the beauty in every meeting between a person
and life created as the person repays his debt through concentrating in the existential moment all the energy which has been life’s obligating gift to him? The beauty -- for the one who pays his debt. Probably also for others.

DH did feel an indebtedness because of the gifts and benefits he had received. It was an indebtedness he thought could be repaid. He is not thinking here of making payment for guilt by reason of wrongs done, though he could also speak of guilt in relation to his debt for benefits received (50:39, the Swedish word *skuld* can mean either “guilt” or “debt”). His understanding of the forgiveness of sins will be expressed in later waymarks (cf. 56:6, 57:30, 60:1). Here he is thinking of his obligation to give his all in return for all that he has received. This must be done now, in each present moment. It cannot be deferred to the future (cf. 51:6, 57:18). There is a beauty when this is done for all who are concerned.

54. The longest journey
   Is the journey inwards.
   The one who has chosen his destiny,
   Who has begun the trek
   Towards his own ground
   (does such a ground exist?)
   Still among you,
   He is outside the fellowship,
   Isolated in your feelings
   As one condemned to death,
   Or one whom imminent departure
   Prematurely dedicates
   To each person’s final solitude.

   Between you and him is distance
   Is uncertainty --
   Respect.

   He himself will see you
   Ever farther away,
   Hear your enticing calls
   Become fainter.
This poem describes the inward journey DH felt impelled to make. There is no one term he uses to indicate the direction of this journey. The word here translated “ground” is botten (bottom). In 41-42:24 he speaks of det innerstas flyende ljus (the innermost’s fleeting light, which I have translated “the fleeting light in the depth of our being”). In 55:55 he does speak of walking in a dream with God through “the depth of being” (väsensdjupet). In 56:21 he uses other language and asks whether one’s own life can possess a meaning as a fragment of Life, which leads to a question (“If Life exists --?”) similar to the one found in this poem (“does such a ground exist?”), which in 56:21 he answers by saying, “Try and you shall experience: Life as reality. . . . Try though daring the leap into a subordination without reservation.” In this poem the question remains unanswered. He does suggest, however, that the one who seeks the ground of his being becomes inescapably estranged from those around him. This is because so few share this quest (cf. 45-49:5). Nonetheless, despite the distance and the uncertainty, there is respect (or consideration) for the one who in this way is moving away from ordinary human fellowship.

55. The feeling of emptiness bordering on guilt after the evening’s social event, an activation of the anxiety which is the unfailing companion of sluggishness and inadequacy --

Perhaps only because the evening not only was meaningless but also unnecessary -- but nonetheless was staged out of consideration, which in a human relationship of such self-evidence is a concession to the mortal sin of sluggishness.

The comedy then had to be played to the end, despite the fact that in this situation it had to be filled by a chatter that degraded the living reality.

DH is protesting against what he regards as meaningless conversation (cf. 50:8, 51:12). On this occasion he is commenting on a social event, possibly devoted to honoring someone whom DH did not consider worthy of such attention. For this reason very little that was significant could be said.

56. How unveiled was your solitary thick-skinned self-satisfaction before his manifest anguish in striving for living contact! How difficult was it not to help when you in another encountered your own problems -- uncompounded.
DH criticizes himself for not responding to an appeal for fellowship. He acknowledges that there are two aspects of his personality, one that appears satisfied with solitude (cf. 50:9, 55:60), another that yearns for meaningful relationships with others (50:42). He reflects that it is precisely one's own need for fellowship that makes it so difficult to help others find it.

57. Suddenly I understood that he in himself was more real than I am, and that what was being required of me was to experience his reality not as an object but as a subject and as more than my own.

The thought of the previous waymark is continued. DH recognizes in the person he has met, despite this person’s frustrated striving to make contact with others, greater reality than he finds in himself. He distinguishes between experiencing the reality of such a person as an object and as a subject, which relates to the distinction between end and means in 50:52. Given DH’s later interest in Martin Buber’s I and Thou (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1937), which book he was translating from the original German into Swedish at the time of his death, this could be an early reference also to the distinction between regarding a person as a thou/you and a he/she.
During this year DH continued in the Swedish Foreign Ministry as Secretary-General and a nonparty Minister without Portfolio in the Swedish Cabinet. Also in 1951 he became vice-chairman of Sweden’s delegation to the United Nations.

From this year on, while a new section begins with each new year, there are not other titles for the years. For several years, however, DH introduces the first journal entry of the year with the words of the hymn, “Soon night approaches,” first cited in 1950.

1. “Soon night approaches --.” Well, yet another year. And if this day were to be the last:
   “-- How can we be cut short or swindled: we who in every possible way have been long since overpaid . . .”

The pulley of the passing days draws us ineluctably forward. One relief in all this is that there is no detour around it. Everything else I can as a chooser attempt to tamper with, everything -- except this. Which melts together days and years into one single moment -- a moment before death, in each of its parts illumined by the light of death, to be measured by death’s measure.

In this meditation on advancing age DH states that if his life should end during the coming year, there could be no complaint that death had come prematurely, or that he had been cheated out of years of life that should have been his, for life has already given him more than he deserves. The citation concludes a poem “Neigung” by Rainer Maria Rilke, (1875-1926), Werke in drei Bänden (Wiesbaden: Insel Verlag, 1957, vol. 2, 140). Leif Sjöberg and W. H. Auden in their translation of DH’s journal attribute this citation to John Eckhart (1260-1327), a German Dominican mystic known as Meister Eckhart, a volume of whose writings was included in DH’s library (John Eckhart, Meister Eckhartz Schriften, ed. Herman Büttner [Jena: Eugene Diederichs Verlag, 1934, 1943]). DH did not identify Eckhart as the author of nine German citations in Vägmarken (55:28, 56:11, 56:12, 56:34, 56:57, 56:58, 57:33, 58:2, 58:3) from Eckhart’s writings, though he did mention Eckhart in 56:30 and 56:31.

There is no escaping life’s termination, no udenom (detour around it). The use of the Norwegian word is an allusion to Henrik Ibsen’s play, Peer Gynt (Samlede
58 | værker, vol. 3 [Kristiania: Gyldendalske boghandel, 1914], 212, 313-314). DH may also have a passage in Strödda blad ur Bertil Ekmans efterlämnade papper ([Stockholm: Norstedt & Söner, 1923], 32) in mind (see 51:24). He says that it is good to think of life as bounded and measured by death, to estimate everything in the light that the certainty of one’s approaching death casts upon it.

2. When before a great decision someone grasps your hand -- a gleam of gold in the iron gray, the proof of all that you did not dare believe.

While DH states in 50:56 and 52:4 that he did not relate easily to other individuals, this waymark indicates that he appreciated the support of a colleague, even if the sign remained unarticulated. This made it possible for him to dare to believe that he was not alone.

3. The time is always long for the child who is waiting -- for Christmas, for next summer, for becoming grown up. Long also when the child gives its whole soul to every moment of a happy day. Later --

DH reflects on childhood experience and suggests that time is long for a child not only during the period of waiting but also during the moments of enjoyment. He implies that this experience changes in later life but does not indicate the nature of these changes. In 50:48 he is critical of the immaturity of the child. Here he seems to want to be able to recover and hold on to the positive qualities of anticipation and wholehearted enjoyment in a child’s experience. See also 53:18.

4. Out of loyalty to others he was driven to aggressiveness by their feelings of inferiority.

It is not clear as to whether the person of whom DH is writing was driven to be aggressive on behalf of a group needing help, or whether he was reacting aggressively to that group’s feelings of inferiority, seeking in this way to help them. 25-30:8 reminds us that DH was aware that many regarded him as a superior person. He may have felt it important, however, that those who admired certain persons as leaders not underestimate their own gifts and capabilities.
5. “To repose in the indifference of others.” And at the same time hunger for sympathy!

DH is commenting on a quotation that has thus far not been identified, introducing a dialectic, which may not have been recognized by the author of the passage cited. One can enjoy the indifference of others but at the same time be hungering for expressions of real concern. 50:56 is another example of this dialectic. For other references to sympathy, see 51:16, 51:29, 57:3, 57:12.

6. The present is meaningful through its own content, not as a bridge to a future. And its content is our content in the present, that by which our emptiness is filled, if we are capable of being receptive.

DH may be indicating what it means to view life in the light of death (51:1). It is to place the chief emphasis on the present, not viewing it simply as a bridge to a future. Clearly the present leads to the future, but it has meaning in its own right. Its meaning is the meaning of our lives at the present moment (54:18, 57:35), though in order to experience this meaning we must be receptive (55:58, 57:1), open to the content by which our lives could now be filled.

7. “Old men ought to be explorers.” Some must be -- because the human everyday world is closed to them. Few discover new worlds.

The three sentences of this waymark contain three modalities. The opening quotation from T. S. Eliot (1888-1965, “East Coker,” Four Quartettes [New York: Harcourt, Brace: 1943], 17) speaks of what ought to be. DH’s comment points out what in some cases must be. The final observation tells of what in fact is the case. DH may have been made conscious of the problems of aging by the experiences of his father. Though the waymark is undated, it may have been written about the time of Hjalmar Hammarskjöld’s eighty-ninth birthday, February 4. For other waymarks relating to DH’s father, see 50:39, 58:13, 59:35.

8. Narcissus stooped over the spring -- bound by the only human being in whose gaze he had dared or been able to lose himself.

Narcissus stooped over the spring -- captivated by his own ugliness, because he flattered himself for having the courage to acknowledge it.
Narcissus in Greek myth was a beautiful youth who refused all offers of love, including that of Echo, a mountain nymph. Seeing his reflection in a pool, he fell in love with his image and pined away, dying for love of himself. DH suggests two sources of such self-centeredness. One can be bound up with oneself by reason of lack of courage or ability to relate to anyone else. One can also, because one is willing to acknowledge them, take a perverse pride in the flaws one finds in oneself. DH is saying that the person who is preoccupied with his/her own failings and infirmities does not thereby escape self-centeredness. Reference to the spring/springs recurs in 55:46 and 57:22.

9. The witches’ ride to the devil’s castle, where we meet only ourselves, ourselves, ourselves —

According to old Swedish folklore, each Maundy Thursday the witches of Scandinavia gather at a certain mountain. The old tale now prompts little girls on that day to go about the neighborhood in costume collecting candy, much like American children do on Halloween. DH interprets the tale in another way. The evil of which it tells is within ourselves. The ride to the mountain is a ride inwards, though in another sense than the journey inwards described in 50:54. Maundy Thursday in 1951 was March 22.

10. We cannot afford to forget even that which has been most painful.

DH stresses the importance of memory. We are constituted by that which we remember and we need to remember also that which has pained us. The tendency toward a protective forgetfulness of that which has been most painful should be resisted.

11. We remember our dead. When they were born, when they passed away — as people of promise, or of fulfillment.

This waymark implies that there are many more who were people of promise than those who were also people of fulfillment. DH has said in 50:26 that we should not strive to be remembered, though many persons are remembered (50:43). In such a case it is desirable that they should have realized the possibilities that their lives represented. For other references to “fulfillment,” see 57:16, 57:42.
12. To be “sociable” -- and to talk merely because convention forbids silence. What an example of *la condition humaine* [the human condition]: to rub shoulders with others in order to create the illusion of kinship and contact. Moreover tiring, like all inadequate use of the resources of our being. In this little format one of the many ways in which humankind successfully functions as its own scourge -- in the hell of spiritual death.

DH protests strongly against small talk, a theme already expressed in 50:8, 50:25, 50:55. He must frequently have found himself in situations where such conversation was thought to be necessary. He suffered from what he regarded as such exchanges of “careless words.” This misuse of human communication is a kind of mutual self-scourging that leads to spiritual death. DH was unrelenting in his demand for honesty in human relationships.

13. “Unoriginal --.” We confuse so often the fearfulness to assert one’s own opinion, the tendency to be influenced more strongly by the views of others than by one’s own conviction -- or quite simply the lack of a point of view -- with the need the strong and mature feel to give the arguments of others their full value. A game of hide-and-go-seek: when the devil wants to take advantage of our unoriginality he calls it broadmindedness, and when he wants to kill an attempt at broadmindedness he calls it unoriginality.

In *Waymarks* a recurring theme is that things are not what they seem. What appears to be unoriginality may be a broadminded tolerance of the views of others, but it may also be a lack of courage to set forth one’s own convictions. DH insists that it is necessary to have opinions and to be willing to express them, though there can also be a valid restraint at this point to give place to the views of others. He warns against the temptations that can arise at this point. Unoriginal pusillanimity must not be confused with open-mindedness, nor should there be retreat from efforts to achieve the latter for fear of being charged with unoriginality.

14. The aura of victory surrounding a man of good will, the sweetness of his spirit -- a taste of cranberries and cloudberries, of frost and burning sun.
DH celebrates the kind of person he admires, drawing upon images from nature, the taste of well loved Swedish berries, the extremes of frost and hot sun. All these are suggested by the virtue of a man of good will.

15. The immodesty of great pride: it lifts the crown from the pillow and with its own hands places it upon its brow.

The estrangement of great pride from all that constitutes the human hierarchy.

A fable to relate: about the crown that was so heavy that it could be borne only by the one who was able to live in complete forgetfulness of its splendor.

Among those who have crowned themselves is the Swedish king, Charles XII (cf. 59:26). DH here speaks positively of the human hierarchy. Those of great pride who refuse the legitimation it can offer are to be criticized. There is a true radiance which a person may carry, but only if he/she is oblivious to the fact. The words of Exodus 34:29 suggest themselves: “Moses did not know that the skin of his face shone because he had been talking with God.”

16. Your role’s costume, the mask you put on with such care in order to appear advantageously, was the wall between you and the sympathy you sought. A sympathy you won the day you stood there naked.

The voice that commanded was only obeyed when it cried in helplessness.

DH does not ordinarily seek sympathy. He points out that Jesus did not need it (51:29) and is mildly critical of one for whom “giving and receiving sympathy” seemed to play too large a role (50:18). Yet here he acknowledges needing and seeking sympathy, winning it only as he is stripped of his role’s costume. Not only in the quest for sympathy, but also in order to be able to command effectively, a kind of divesting is necessary. The relationships of the human hierarchy are more willingly accepted when there is acknowledgment that we share a common humanity with its attendant needs. See 51:5, 51:29, 57:3, 57:12 for other references to sympathy.

17. Faithful to his future --.

Even if it only means “se préparer à bien mourir.”
DH could say that there is no better way to be faithful to one’s future than to prepare oneself for a good death, “se préparer à bien mourir.” He has described the kind of living he calls for as a kind of dying (45-49:5). The one who so lives is both faithful to his future and well prepared to die.

18. Only that person deserves power who daily justifies it.

The stress in this waymark must be on the word “daily.” Most would agree that one must justify one’s possession of power. DH insists that this justification must occur daily (cf. 55:12).

19. The mixture of motives. In a great decision our whole being is involved, its meanness as well as its goodness. Which part is it that has gotten the better of the other when we feel ourselves united behind an act? -- Even when Mephistopheles afterward smilingly reveals himself as a victor in the choice, he can be overcome through the way in which we accept its consequences.

This waymark reveals realism with respect to the mixture of motives in two respects. First, there is the awareness that one’s meanness as well as one’s goodness is involved in choices that are made. Second, it is acknowledged that despite one’s conscious intent meanness may ex post facto be found to have gained the upper hand in a given choice. The battle with evil can, however, yet be won through the way in which one deals with the consequences of such a choice. Mephistopheles, in the German Faust legend, is the personification of the devil, to whom Faust sells his soul. Among authors who have developed this theme, in addition to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), are Marlowe, Gounod, Berlioz, and Boito. A 1925 edition of Goethe’s Faust was in DH’s library (Goethes Werke, vol. 2 [Stuttgart: F. G. Cotta’schen Buchhandlung, 1887], 1-295).

20. “They expected to see him step forward as a leader.” He --?

Whose courage and independence consists in the fact that he lets himself be led, an Ahab driven over the oceans by his fleeing goal.

The literary reference is to Captain Ahab’s pursuit of the white whale in Moby Dick (New York: New American Library, 1961) by Herman Melville (1819-1891). A leader must find guidance in that which transcends himself, but he should not be driven by an impassioned pursuit of a fleeing goal.
21. He was one of the crew on Columbus’s caravel -- and he wondered whether he would be back in his home village in time to establish himself as shoemaker before someone else took over after the old one.

There is irony in the fact that one can be sharing in the discovery of a great new world and yet be preoccupied about one’s hopes for preferment in the small old one.

22. There is a point where everything becomes simple, where there is no longer any choice, because everything you have wagered is lost if you look back. Life’s own point of no return.

The “point of no return” is an aeronautical expression, referring to the point in an overseas flight when one no longer has sufficient fuel to return to one’s port of departure, so that one must continue, whatever befall, to the goal. DH points out that when this point is passed in our decision making life is simplified for us and for that we can be grateful. The reference to not looking back (cf. 53:12, 56:13, 57:35, 61:5) alludes to the words of Jesus in Luke 9:62: “No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God.”

23. Around the one who is thrown forward in the limelight legends begin to form as around one already deceased. But the deceased does not risk falling for the temptation to feed the legend, to accept its image as his reality. How poor is the one who falls in love with his image, as it has been sketched by the media during the honeymoon of publicity.

DH had perhaps experienced being to some extent in the limelight, but was to experience it to a much greater extent upon his election as Secretary-General of the United Nations. In such a case legends form but they are temporary. One must not fall in love with them or be deceived by them. When the honeymoon of publicity ends other images will be projected and a different kind of fortitude will then be required (cf. 54:9).

24. Not to encumber the earth --. No pathetic excelsior, but only these simple words: not to encumber the earth.
The poet, Erik Lindegren, DH’s successor in the Swedish Academy, relates this waymark to the following citation from *Strödda blad ur Bertil Ekmans efterlämnade papper*, the posthumously published papers of Bertil Ekman (1894-1920): “Death should produce longing for life, not longing to escape from life. When shall death’s freshness make our tread on the earth springy and light-footed? Where life acts as a law of gravitation, death functions as a law of levitation. Where life separates, death unites” (Ekman, 20; Lindegren, *Dag Hammarskjöld: Inträdestal i Svenska Akademien* [Stockholm: Norstedts, 1962], 13-14). Ekman studied in Uppsala 1913-1920. Despite heart disease, from which he had suffered since childhood, he was very active as a cyclist, swimmer, and mountaineer. On a mountain-climbing expedition with a friend in Norway he became gravely ill. Some hours after help reached him he died. A small volume of his papers including short essays, poetry, and journal entries was published in 1923. It may be significant that DH’s first waymarks date from 1925. DH was influenced by Ekman’s idealism and by what Ekman had to say about death (see Sven Stolpe, *Dag Hammarskjöld: A Spiritual Portrait*, trans. Naomi Walford [New York: Scribner’s, 1966], 35-37). In 53:4 DH borrows a German citation from Ekman. Other waymarks in which there may be allusions either to Ekman or to his posthumously published papers are 25-30:2, 51:1, 56:67, 61:4. While DH does want to tread the earth lightly (cf. 56:67), there is no direct reference to death, and high-flown striving is rejected. “Excelsior” is the comparative of the Latin *excelsus* (elevated, lofty). In its use as a motto it means “still higher, ever upwards.”

25. To remain in the swift joy of becoming, to be a channel for life’s bright spirit, its hurrying, cool water with the gleam of sun --. In a world of sluggishness and anxiety and indiscretion.

To exist by means of the future of others without being smothered by their present.

While DH emphasizes living in the present, as far as his own life is concerned (51:6, 57:18, 57:35), he also recognizes the responsibility to contribute to the quality of the future of others (54:18, 57:36, 59:3, 59:94). If such a contribution is to be made, there must be vital process occurring in the present. DH uses imagery from nature to describe this “swift joy of becoming,” contrasting its “hurrying, cool water” with the sluggishness, anxiety, and indiscretion (cf. 50:55) he so often encounters. In 56:43 also he discusses the problem of living, intensely involved in efforts to bring about a better human future, without being smothered or drowned by the present state of the human condition (cf. 45-49:5).
26. How far from the muscular heroism or the soulful tragic sacrificial spirit, which gives the coffee party an unctuous supplement to the sponge cake, is not the colorless fact that someone gives himself wholly to that which he has found life to be.

While DH thinks of life as calling for sacrifice, he does not expect this sacrifice necessarily to be musculearly heroic or soulfully tragic. To give oneself wholly to what one has found life to be may appear colorless to many. But one must not be deterred by the fact that the account of one's commitment does not provide a good story to enliven a coffee party. It must also be remembered that sacrifice must often be anonymous (cf. however, 45-49:13).

27. Should the one who has the external possibility of realizing his innermost destiny take the risk of not doing so only because he did not want to give up everything else?

An extremely important term in Waymarks is “destiny” (öde). It can mean the given, unchosen circumstances of one's life (50:46, 52:3, 57:39, 57:46). The meaning DH more often gives this term is that one's destiny is one's calling, the divine intention for one's life (53:7, 53:11, 55:26, 55:60, 56:1, 56:39, 57:24, 57:35, 57:37, 61:13). So understood, one may either affirm or fail to affirm one's destiny. In this waymark DH speaks of an inner destiny and favorable external circumstances, but at the same time the danger that one will not be willing to make the sacrifices required to realize one's destiny. Thus, for example, the freedom that financial affluence and high social status afford could even prove to be a hindrance. One thinks of the story of the rich man in Mark 10:17-22, who failed to accept Jesus' invitation to discipleship because he had great possessions. There is also the saying of Jesus: “Whoever of you does not renounce all that he has cannot be my disciple” (Luke 14:33 RSV).

28. If one does not accept the axiom that to go one way implies turning away from the other ways, one will presumably have to seek to persuade oneself of the appropriateness of remaining at the crossroads. But do not criticize the one who goes ahead -- neither criticize nor commend.

It is possible to remain at the crossroads rather than making a decision to go one way rather than another, but one must persuade oneself of the
appropriateness of such a stance. On the other hand, DH says that the one who goes ahead is not to be criticized. Neither is that person to be commended. It is the merit of the decision itself that must be evaluated.

29. A young man, adamant in his life commitment. The one who was closest to him relates that the last evening he arose from supper, laid aside his garments, and washed his companions’ and followers’ feet -- a young, hard man, alone before his final destiny.

He had seen the little game about his -- his! friendship. He knew that none of his companions perceived why he must act as he did. He understood how frightened they would become, how they would doubt --. And one of them had informed against him and would very likely soon give a signal to the police.

He had counted on a possibility in his being and destiny, intuited when he came back from the wilderness. If God wanted to achieve something through him, he would not fail. Only recently had he thought he could see more clearly and he understood that the way the possibility defined could be one of suffering. But he knew that he must nonetheless follow it, uncertain if he was “the one who [is to come] -,” but conscious that the answer could be gained only through following. The end could be a death without significance -- beyond the fact that it was the end of the way the possibility indicated.

It was thus the last evening. A young, hard man: Do you know what I have done to you? -- I tell you this now, before it occurs. -- One of you will betray me. -- Where I am going you cannot follow me. -- Will you lay down your life for me! Truly --. -- My peace I give to you. -- This happens in order that the world may know that I love the Father and do as he has commanded me. Rise, let us go hence.

Is the hero in this eternal, brutally simple drama “the Lamb of God that takes away the sins of the world”? Controlled by faithfulness to an intuited possibility -- in that sense God’s, in that sense a sacrificial victim, in that sense a redeemer. A young man, adamant in his life
commitment, who in the destiny he himself has chosen walks the way of his possibility to the end, without self-pity or needing sympathy -- sacrificing also the fellowship of the others when they do not follow, into a new fellowship.

This, the longest of the waymarks, tells of Jesus in the upper room in Jerusalem as he spends his last evening with his disciples prior to his crucifixion. It recalls the first reference to Jesus, his foretelling his passion at Caesarea Philippi (45-49:13). DH uses the account of the last supper as found in the Gospel according to John. He tells of Jesus washing his disciples’ feet (John 13:1-11) and through a series of citations (John 13:12, 19, 21, 36, 38; 14:27, and 14:31, a translation of the Swedish 1917 version) he gives in miniature Jesus’ farewell discourse. See also Matthew 11:3 and Luke 7:19-20.

What is notable is that DH presents us with an extremely human Jesus, who had earlier responded to God’s call and who now sees that this most likely will mean suffering and death for him. Beyond this Jesus does not see clearly. His death “could be a death without significance.” This emphasis on Jesus’ humanity DH had very likely gained from his reading of Albert Schweitzer’s Von Reimarus zu Wrede (Eng. tr. The Quest of the Historical Jesus [New York: Macmillan, 1961], a book included in his library, see Aulén, 50-57). DH also, however, takes into account the church’s confession that Jesus is “the Lamb of God that takes away the sins of the world” (John 1:29). Given his understanding of the historical Jesus, can such an interpretation of Jesus’ life and work be affirmed? DH answers that Jesus, through his faithfulness to the intuited possibility that defined the call to which he had responded, can properly be said to have belonged to God, to have been a sacrificial victim, and thereby also a redeemer.

DH stresses Jesus’ loneliness. None of his followers understand why he must act as he does. Where he is going they are as yet unable to follow. He, however, does not need their sympathy. Nor will he ultimately be alone, for in what he is doing there is the promise of a new fellowship.

30. To count on his possibility --. Why? Does he offer himself for others, but for his own sake -- in sublime egocentricity? Or does he realize himself for the sake of others? The dividing line is the one separating the inhuman and the human. “A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another.”
This and the following waymark continue DH’s reflection on the meaning of Jesus’ suffering and death. It is conceivable, he suggests, that there could after all have been an egocentric motivation behind Jesus’ offering of himself. DH has already commented upon the fact that the same act may issue from different motives (41:16, 51:19). In this instance he implies that such an egocentrically motivated self-sacrifice would be inhuman, though it is unlikely that he is at all seriously proposing such an interpretation of Jesus’ suffering and death.

There can be love oriented toward God as the highest good that is basically egocentric. In 51:29, however, to love the Father implies doing what the Father commands, which excludes egocentricity. In this waymark Jesus commands, “. . . that you love one another” (John 13:34 RSV).

31. The inner possibility --. In dangerous interplay with an external one. The way possibility defined led to the entry’s cries of Hosanna -- which opened up other possibilities than those he chose.

If Jesus’ inner possibility called for disinterested self-sacrifice, the gospel narrative’s account of the triumphal entry into Jerusalem tells that there may have been other external possibilities (Mark 11:1-10) The need for significant, consistent choosing continued to the very end (cf. 53:11).

32. That our anxiety and longing is thousandfold and can be anaesthetized in a thousand ways is just as banal a truth as that it ultimately is only one and can be overcome in only one way. What you most of all need is to experience -- or believe you experience -- that you are needed.

Forced upon us or self-sought -- the prospect of future loneliness therefore finally leaves us only the choice between to despair in desolation or to count so highly on ‘the possibility,’ that we win the right to life in a fellowship transcending the individual. But for this latter choice is not a faith that moves mountains required?

DH turns from waymarks devoted to reflection about Jesus to consider his own situation. He thinks of his loneliness and his deep yearning to feel needed (cf. 50:42). He sees no way of escaping the prospect of continuing loneliness other than through “the possibility” of life in a fellowship transcending the individual. This, however, requires faith. It is not enough simply to resolve to
obey the new commandment (cf. 51:30). DH is not yet sure that he has the faith this requires. In speaking of a faith that moves mountains, DH is referring to Matthew 17:20 and 1 Corinthians 13:2. For other waymarks in which DH speaks of his loneliness, see 52:16, 52:18, 58:9.

33. March sun. In the slender birch’s thin shadow on the snow the air’s frozen silence crystallizes. Then -- suddenly -- the blackbird’s tentative call note, a reality outside your own, the real world. Suddenly: the paradise from which we have been excluded by our knowledge.

Sometimes DH’s solitary isolation is overcome by experiences in nature. In early spring he enjoys the March sun and sees the slender birch’s shadow on the snow, but it is the blackbird’s call that makes him aware of reality outside his own, in this case a paradise from which his knowledge (of good and evil? cf. Genesis 3:22-23) has excluded him.

34. He came with his little girl. She was wearing her best clothes. You saw how careful she was with her fine coat. Others saw also -- saw, with indifference, that it had been another little girl’s fine coat, which had been fine another year.

   In the morning it had been festive in the sunshine. Now most people had already gone home. The balloon sellers were counting the day’s receipts. Even the sun had kept abreast with the others and gone to rest behind a cloud. So it was quite bleak and deserted when he came with his little girl to taste the joy of spring and to be warmed in a newly polished Easter sun.

   But she was satisfied. They were both of them satisfied. For they had learned a humility which you have yet to grasp. A humility which never compares, which does not reject that which is for ‘something else’ or for ‘more.’

It is an Easter day. There has been some sun and many have been out enjoying it, but now it has clouded over again. DH sees a father and daughter, the little girl wearing a neat hand-me-down coat, though for her it is new. They have come a bit late to enjoy the best of the day but they are nonetheless satisfied. DH admires their acceptance of life, a humility which is not constantly asking for something else or for more (cf. 59:4).
35. Lean fare, fixed form.
Brief joy, few words.
A low star
In cool space --
A morning star.
In sparsity’s pale light
Lives the thing,
-- We are.

This terse poem, which may reflect experiences while hiking in the mountains of Lapland, puts human life in its cosmic setting. There is not much to eat, a fixed regimen, moments of joy, little conversation. But as the morning dawns one becomes aware of the life one shares in the great vastness with all else. The dashes in the final line have been inserted to distinguish between “the thing” and what we are, a distinction that the Swedish text does suggest.

36. Upon the continuing cowardliness, the repeated deceits, judgment falls the day on which an in itself perhaps insignificant manifestation of your weakness robs you of further opportunities to choose -- rightly.

Do you at least feel thankful for the grace of still being constantly tested, for not having been taken at your word?

DH castigates himself for his cowardliness and deceits (cf. 45-49:6, 50:33) and says the consequence of this pattern of behavior can be finding oneself in a situation in which one is still able to choose, but no longer able to make right choices. As long, however, as he experiences constant testing, he tells himself that he should feel grateful that this judgment has not yet fallen.

37. As a careerist you have a broad area of activity even after you may possibly have reached your goal. You can always try to hinder others from becoming better qualified.

DH speaks ironically of the meanness that can characterize the life of a successful person. Having reached one’s goal, one can devote one’s efforts to trying to prevent others from approximating one’s own success.

38. There is a flash of insight in this: You could just as well never have existed. With regular salary, a bankbook, and a brief case under your arm, it can, however, be presupposed
that you take yourself for granted. What you are can be of interest, not that you are. About one’s pension -- not death -- there is reason to think “while it is yet day.”

That one exists cannot be taken for granted (cf. 55:38, 59:105-106). It is certain that one’s existence will end with death and DH emphasizes the importance of reflecting about this fact (51:1, 51:17, 55:18, 57:43). At the same time it is life’s content, even at the level of bankbook and brief case, that gives life significance. We are therefore to work “while it is day” (John 9:4). Even one’s pension belongs to that portion of the “day” for which one has responsibility. Cf., however, 57:18.

39. “Far too much the bother . . .
I so little require --.”
If dying also must become a social function, then give me the grace to steal out on tiptoe, without disturbing anyone.

The cited lines are from the poem “Blek a dödens minut” (Pale Death’s Minute) by the Swedish poet, Birger Sjöberg (1885-1929), a self-educated journalist and troubadour (Samlade dikter [Stockholm: Bonniers, 1954], 100). Sjöberg has observed a funeral procession and, thinking of the formal dress and the ceremonies associated with the rite of burial, says that he would prefer simply to fall as a leaf and be lost in the earth. DH suggests by the dashes at the end of the cited lines that he has the whole poem in mind. Just as one can say to a hostess that all too much fuss has been made over one’s visit, so one can protest about the bother that may attend one’s interment. DH imagines the possibility of stealing quietly out of life’s party without disturbing by one’s leave-taking the other guests.

40. In X outer restlessness, inner asceticism, and an emotional antifeminism are equivalent aspects of one and the same personality, without internal causal connection. While “more normal” types carry the office and bedroom atmosphere with them out into the open, with him you escape into the reality of free space even within thick walls and under a low ceiling. His contacts are casual, but nonetheless more nakedly intensive than others: a vocal inflection can bind, a glance unite.

My friend, the popular psychologist, has completed his diagnosis. And has understood nothing, nothing at all.
In this waymark DH could be objecting to someone’s attempt to describe him. In 51:54 he criticizes the misuse of psychological diagnoses. He did have confidence in his own ability to analyze others (45-49:3-4, 50:30), but here he may be saying that the secret of a person’s being can only be known through that person’s voluntary self-disclosure. In the letter to Leif Belfrage found with the Vägmärken manuscript DH states that the notations found in it “give the only true ‘profile’ that can be drawn” (supra, v). If so, there are waymarks that do support some parts of the description. There are signs of inner asceticism (50:33, 55:2, 55:27). DH clearly loved the out-of-doors and may have brought some of its ambience into the offices in which he worked (45-49:12, 50:10, 51:41, 51:50). He was intense in what he required of a conversation and alert to other subtle clues body language could communicate (50:11, 50:25, 51:12, 54:4, 55:51).

41. Spiritual liberation has its sensual component and the soul’s claustrophobia a physical symbolism and a physiological breeding ground.

In the previous waymark’s description we are told, “... with him you escape into the reality of free space even within thick walls and under a low ceiling.” Here DH states that spiritual liberation does have a sensual component. The soul’s claustrophobia can presumably have thick walls and a low ceiling as its breeding ground. For this reason vacations in the open spaces of Lapland must have been especially important for DH (cf. 51:56-57, 60-61).

42. The courage not to compromise what is purest in oneself is at best judged as pride. And the judge can find support for his opinion when he sees consequences which to him must appear much like punishment for a mortal sin.

If the courage not to compromise one’s purest resolve is “at best” judged as pride, it must also be subject to other less favorable evaluations. What are apparently bad consequences of uncompromising behavior can, furthermore, seem to lend support to such negative assessments. DH is describing the burden one form of sacrifice continues to require (cf. 45-49:13, 50:46, 51:29-30). At the same time one has the responsibility to communicate as effectively as possible “what is purest in oneself.” Need one assume that one will always be misunderstood?

43. The illiberality in a person of power --. And vice versa: the power of one who is liberated.
Two kinds of power are contrasted, of which one can contain an illiberal element. DH does not tell us what happens when these two kinds of power encounter each other, which of them must yield. Nor is DH saying that there is necessarily something illiberal in all persons of power. DH does imply that one who is liberated can also be a person of power. What kind of power does such a person exercise? Did DH try to exercise such a power?

In the Swedish language there are some words that have roughly the same meaning, though one word is used only in a religious context, while the other is used in ordinary speech. There are, for example, two words for “neighbor,” nästa used in the biblical commandment, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself” (Leviticus 19:18, Mark 12:31), and granne used to refer to the person living next door. The verbs förlösa and förlossa provide another example of this linguistic usage. Both can be translated “to deliver,” förlossa having the added religious meaning “to redeem.” In 51:29 DH speaks of Jesus as an återlösare or förlossare (redeemer). In this waymark, oförlösta (illiberality) and den förlöstes (the one who is liberated) are derived from förlösa. DH is not using specifically religious language and yet he must have recognized that there is a relationship between deliverance/liberation religiously understood and a deliverance/liberation that has implications in the social order (cf. 55:1).

44. Where is the boundary? Where do we arrive in these dreams of satiated beauty, laden with significance but without comprehensible content, etched in the mind much deeper than the witness of the eyes? Well -- without fright, without desire.

The memory of bodily reality, whither does it vanish? Meanwhile the world pictured in these dreams does not age. It lives -- as the memory of a memory.

So the dream about the birds. So also the dreams of the morning and the night.

Tired birds, large tired birds rest on the high, enormous cliff facing the dark waters, awaiting the night. Tired birds turn their heads toward the fiery western sky. The fire becomes blood, the blood is mixed with soot --. To see over the water, way toward the west, up toward the steep endless arches. Still --. To participate in this great distant world’s entrance into night. -- The only words (my words, his words?) spoken, unspoken, die away: Now it is too dark for us to find the way back.
In this waymark DH begins to speak of “the boundary.” In 51:47 he will use the phrase “the boundary of the unheard of,” an expression to which he will return in several later waymarks (51:62, 52:6, cf. 54:20, 54:25). Here it appears that he feels that he approaches a boundary in dreams. Is there a spiritual world in which that of which one dreams exists? DH refers to dreams of birds and of morning and night. The dream of the birds is then described. The two waymarks that follow may also have dream content.

The birds are tired and await the night on a huge cliff overlooking the western sea. In an awesome fiery sunset DH sees a distant world enter into night. He appears to have a companion. With the night there is silence and such darkness that DH and his companion cannot find their way back to whence they have come. DH’s mood seems nonetheless to be characterized by transcendence of both fright and desire.

45. Night. Before me is the road -- passing by. Behind me is the path curving up toward the house, as a clearing in the darkness under the park’s dense trees. I know that people are passing by out there, veiled in darkness. I know that life quivers about me, hidden by the night. I know that something awaits me in the house. Out of the darkness of the park a solitary bird’s cry: and I go -- up there.

This may be a dream about the night. DH is standing outside a house surrounded by a park. He is facing the street. There is life all about him among the trees of the park. People are passing by on the street. Everything is veiled in darkness. DH has an appointment in the house where someone awaits him. A solitary bird’s cry out of the darkness prompts him to go to keep his appointment.

46. Light without a source, the pale gold of a new day. Silky gray, soft leaves on low bushes, silvered with dew. The cat’s-foot’s cool redness blooming on the hills. The blue of the horizon --. From under the dark brook ravine’s leafy vault I step out on the wide slope. Drops of water glittering on my hands, my forehead cooled by sprinkling from resilient branches, evaporating in a warm morning breeze.
This could be the dream about the morning. No sunrise is described, simply the pale light, without apparent source, of a new day. DH emerges from the dark ravine of a brook out on a wide slope. There are hills in the distance on which cat’s-foot (a trailing Eurasian mint, *Nepeta hederacea*, with rounded leaves and rather showy flowers) is blooming and the blue horizon promises a fair day. DH is cooled by the dew on the bushes, but also dried by a warm morning breeze.

47. Now. Since I have overcome my fear -- of others, of myself, of the darkness underneath: at the boundary of the unheard of.

Here the known ends. But from beyond something fills my being with the possibility of its origin.

Here desire is purified into receptivity: each action a preparation for, each choice a yes to the unknown.

Hindered by the duties of life on the surface from giving attention to the depths, but in these duties slowly prepared to step down as a shaping agent into the chaos from which the white wintergreen’s fragrance bears the promise of a new kinship.

At the boundary --

In this waymark DH does arrive “at the boundary of the unheard of.” Aulén says “the unheard of” could also be translated “that which transcends all imagination” (Aulén, E 25-26). In later waymarks the expression is enclosed in quotation marks (51:62, 52:6). It is not certain as to whether DH intends thereby to indicate that he is quoting himself, or whether the expression has some other literary source. In 54:20 DH states that “the unheard of” is to be in the hands of God. This waymark may be his first attempt to state what this means.

Fear is overcome, of others, of himself, of the depths of darkness. One wonders whether DH encounters the depths of darkness in dreams (cf. 51:44). He has reached the limits of knowledge, but beyond these limits is the possibility of what he was meant to be. To this possibility he is receptive, his actions and choices affirming what for him is thus far unknown. His duties have up till now prevented him from deep probing of life’s depths, but he finds that he has nonetheless been slowly prepared to take the role of a shaping agent in the chaos that precedes the imposition of created order (Genesis 1:1-2). He uses nature imagery, the fragrance of the white wintergreen (a plant of the genus...
Gaultheria with white bell-shaped flowers followed by spicy red berries and shining aromatic leaves that yield a useful oil), to indicate the promise of the new kinship he anticipates with all that is.

48. When you have come to the point that you do not expect a response, you will at last be able to give so that the other can accept -- and rejoice in the gift. When the lover is himself freed from dependence on the loved one through love’s maturing into a radiance whose essence is its own dissolution in light, then the loved one will also be perfected through being freed from the lover.

In 50:19 DH states that he does not believe that friendship requires mutuality. This seems to be a strange understanding of friendship, as well as of love, but the point may be that the response need not be directed back to the lover. DH is calling for independence and freedom. The lover must not be dependent on the one that is loved. When love is in every sense freely given, this makes possible the perfection of the loved one (cf. 55:51). The image of “a radiance whose essence is its own dissolution in light” may refer to the way a lesser light is wholly absorbed in a greater light, such as in the light of the sun (cf. 56:16, 57:16, 57:28). In a similar way a mature love loses itself in the great love of God, which is also freely given.

One does not find much said in Waymarks about the acceptance of love from other persons. DH sought to give love to others (54:19, 56:13, 56:26), but he found it difficult to develop intimate relationships in which he received love in return (52:17, 55:42). He did, however, speak in general terms of being receptive (55:58, 57:1). With respect to the God relationship, he was aware that God grants independence, but the result is not that one is freed from God, the lover. Instead one ceases to seek such independence in order to become more fully identified with God (55:52). This would seem to have implications also for interpersonal relationships.

49. In which dimension of time does this feeling possess its eternity? It was, it filled me with its richness. Born in me, felt by no one else, vanished from me -- but formed of a material beyond time and space, by a heart which will become dust.
“This feeling” may well be “love’s maturing into a radiance whose essence is its own dissolution in light” of the previous waymark. If the eternal can in this way be experienced in time, what relation does it have to the temporal? It is temporally delimited in that it comes to be, is felt, after which it is gone. Its source transcends space and time, but at the same time a heart bearing the marks of mortality has formed this transcendent “material.” DH is suggesting that to be human is to possess such a creative possibility.

50. So rests the sky against the earth. In the tarn’s dark stillness the forest’s womb opens. And as the man enfolds the woman’s body in his abiding tenderness, so the nakedness of the ground and the trees is enfolded in the morning’s still, high light.

I myself feel a smart which is a longing for union, for participation, for sharing in this meeting. A smart which is identical with the desire of earthly love -- but directed toward ground and water and sky, answered by the whispering of the trees, the earth’s fragrance, the wind’s caresses, the light’s and the water’s embrace. Satisfied? no, no, no --. But refreshed, rested -- in expectation.

The union of earth and sky can be likened to a tender marital embrace. DH feels a longing to share in such a union. He suggests that sexual desire can be oriented toward ground and water and sky. It can be answered by what one hears and smells and feels and sees out-of-doors. DH does not claim the feeling of satisfaction that follows sexual intercourse, but he is refreshed and rested (cf. 55:60, 58:9). There is also continuing expectation. We are not told what is expected, but DH may be looking forward to the ultimate union with the natural order that death will represent (cf. 52:9).

51. He received -- Nothing. But for this he paid more than others for their riches.

This waymark can be interpreted in two ways. It can tell of a foolish person who gave unwisely and received nothing in return. It can also describe a giving that does not seek return, the anonymous sacrifice (45-49:13), which can even be described as a payment. This is a love that does not require mutuality (51:48) and which is prepared to suffer.
52. To step out of his relationships does not lead to life but to death for the revolutionary who is not in the very act of revolting driven by love for that which is apparently being rejected, and thus at this basic level remains faithful to the relationships.

DH addresses himself to the issue of revolution (or what today is often called “terrorism”) and states that there must not only be a commitment to an envisaged future, but also, at a more basic level, to human relationships, the present ordering of which is being rejected. Some social roots must be permitted to remain if there is to be hope for new life and growth.

53. In the devil’s deck the cards of damnation and destruction lie side by side with those of consummation. It is only those of love that are lacking. -- Did he himself understand that he was for this reason the destiny of many? For the one he became a God-surrogate. For the other he represented a binding relationship that had to be defeated.

The first part of this waymark states that whereas the devil offers the promise of consummation, though there is also the closely related risk of destruction, the devil knows nothing of love. Quite clearly it is self-giving love of which the devil is ignorant, not self-seeking love that can be rewarded by consummation. The second part of the waymark is ambiguous. Auden-Sjöberg translate it so as to suggest that DH continues to refer to the devil (Markings, 77) and Aulén accepts this interpretation (Aulén, E 92). In so translating this waymark, however, Auden-Sjöberg change DH’s past tenses in the second part of the waymark into present tenses and “binding relationship” becomes “tyrant.” DH may, however, in these two concluding sentences be referring to Jesus. That Jesus became the destiny of many may refer to the words of Simeon in Luke 2:34: “This child is destined for the falling and the rising of many in Israel, and to be a sign that will be opposed.” Jesus did for some become the deputy of God (“God-surrogate” being taken in a positive sense as referring to the doctrine of the incarnation). For others he represented a binding relationship, the gift as well as the demand of self-giving love, which they not only rejected but struggled to overcome.

54. What possibilities does not psychology give us to screen off the disturbing unknown with a label which gives it a place in the list of common aberrations.
The “disturbing unknown” may be that which lies beyond “the boundary of the unheard of” (51:47, 51:62; cf. 51:44). If so, DH is protesting against disposing of this dimension of life by giving it a psychological label. That psychological labels can in other respects be useful may be granted.

55. What occurs tacitly between two persons can never be repaired through what they say -- not even if they cooperate in the effort, in a shared awareness of what happened.

This waymark stresses the importance of unspoken communication (cf. 50:11). What we communicate through what we do is often more significant than what we say. If damage has been done to a relationship, speaking about what occurred may not be sufficient, even if both parties to the relationship cooperate in such an effort. It need not follow, however, that the possibility of repairing the relationship through what the two persons thereafter do is also excluded.

56. The extra-human in the experience of the greatness of nature. It does not permit itself to be mastered so that human reactions can be expressed. We also cannot through serving it express a human reaction. If we cannot find the way to resound as an organic part of the whole, we will only be able to observe ourselves observing the interplay of the thousand components in a harmony that is independent of our own experience of it as harmony.

Landscape: only in your immediate experience of its details do you provide soil in your soul where the beauty of the whole can grow.

Waymarks 56-58 and 60-61 record DH’s reflections related to visits to Lapland. DH visited northern Sweden at least twice in 1951, in the early summer and again in the fall (Willers, 89). The grouping of these waymarks indicates that DH’s entries in his journal are sometimes arranged topically rather than chronologically.

In describing the experience of the greatness of nature, DH states that what we find here transcending the human can neither be mastered nor served. Only as we become an organic part of the whole are we caught up in its harmony.
instead of being merely external observers. We achieve this not by trying to grasp the significance of the whole, but by an immediate experience of the details of some portion of nature, such as a landscape. In this way the preconditions are provided for an appreciation of the beauty of the whole. For another meaning of “landscape,” see 53:17.

57. The arctic summer night’s sacrament: a fragrance of ice and bursting buds -- rusty brown sheen on bare stems, glitter among resinous new leaves -- the rustling of water and ice in the open channels, the willow warbler’s trills -- the ice block’s death luster when seen against the sun, the rhododendrons’ purple wave breaking on the moory shore -- among brown sere scrub Pinguicula’s white spoor drift on sunlit cool waters. Victory --

Uno Willers believes that we can more specifically identify the occasion that prompted this waymark. The manager of a mountain hostel at Abisko on Lake Torneträsk in northern Lapland recalls that shortly before midsummer in 1951 DH spent the night there on his way from Kiruna to Narvik. Being told that the ice was breaking in the lake and the rhododendrons were in bloom, before retiring he took a walk in the beautiful spring weather. The next morning at an early breakfast he spoke enthusiastically of the previous night’s experience (Willers, 88-89).

The Swedish word *nattvard* (supper) is now used only for the Lord’s Supper (see the comment on 51:43 for a discussion of this kind of Swedish linguistic usage). In this waymark DH uses another old Swedish word, *dagvard* (breakfast), to describe with sacramental overtones the burgeoning forth of life in Lapland, which does not cease even during the brief summer nights. There is a particularly intense experience of the renewal of nature within the Arctic Circle, where after winter months of almost total darkness there is during the summer hardly any darkness at all. The mingled sights, smells, and sounds become nature’s sacrament celebrating a renewed victory of life.

The willow warbler is a small songbird (*Phylloscopus trochilus*) that is delicate greenish above and white below. The rhododendron is a genus of shrubs or trees (family *Ericaceae*) that have alternate short-petioled often leathery leaves scattered or in clusters at the branch ends and flowers in terminal umbellate racemes. Pinguicula is a large genus of apparently stemless bog herbs having
showy solitary purple, yellow, or white flowers on naked scapes, and leaves that capture insects in the viscid secretion on the leaf surface, after which the insects are digested.

58. Humility before the flower at the timberline opens the way up the mountain.

The plants at the timberline may have taken years to grow to the point that they bloom. One does not pick these flowers nor tread upon them. Recognizing in humility the wonder of vegetation at these altitudes is the spiritual prerequisite for continuing one’s ascent.

59. Ardent about the possibility of a larger contribution, because life has not yet demanded everything. But if it has already taken what it has found useful? It is good and well to want to give everything, if I have been able to enrich my being so that everything has received value. Otherwise --. And why tense? What streams of ambition flow through my striving as a person?

DH does hold that life calls for a total sacrifice (25:30:2, 50:46). But this means that one must be willing to let life take of oneself what it can use. One must enrich one’s being so that one has something to contribute. At the same time the one who wishes to offer himself sacrificially must have a relaxed mood. Personal ambitious striving and total sacrifice are not wholly consistent with each other. What I want to give may not be what is needed just now, nor may as much as I want to give be needed. It is what is required by life (God, others) that determines what my contribution should be, not my desire (ambition) to give.

60. Autumn in the wilderness: life as an end in itself even in its individual annihilation, the vista’s high clarity, the calm of what surrounds me at its extinction -- before an execution squad I would this evening say yes, not out of tiredness or defiance, but in solidarity’s bright confidence. -- To bring this into my life among people.

This and the following waymark are reflections about the fall in the arctic wilderness, the beauty and clarity that attend the dying of the vegetation. DH’s sense of solidarity with the nature he is observing is so complete that on
this evening he feels he also himself could be prepared to die, even before an execution squad. He wishes that in his life among people he could achieve such a calm acceptance of the rhythm of life and death.

61. Autumn in Lapland. The gentle, rain-laden east wind blows down the dry riverbeds. On the banks the yellowing birches shake in the gale.

The first measures in the great hymn of annihilation.
Not a hymn to annihilation. Not a hymn in spite of annihilation. But the destruction which is a hymn.

If the arctic summer night can have sacramental character, the arctic fall can be likened to a great hymn of annihilation. Its first measures are the gentle, rain-laden east wind, but soon the birch trees are shaken by the gale. The destruction that is to take place is itself the hymn. So to designate it is to indicate that the rhythm of nature is being wholly accepted and affirmed.

62. “At the boundary of the unheard of --.” The unheard of -- probably quite simply Lord Jim’s last meeting with Doramin, when he has attained absolute courage and absolute humility in an absolute faithfulness to himself. With a living feeling of guilt, but at the same time conscious that he has paid his debt to the extent that this is possible in this life -- through what he has done for those who now demand of him his life. Calm and happy. As on a solitary walk along the seashore.

DH repeats the phrase “at the boundary of the unheard of” from 51:47. He will refer to “the unheard of” later in 54:5, 54:20, and 54:25. The quotation marks in this waymark may suggest that DH is quoting himself (51:47), or that he is quoting someone else, possibly Joseph Conrad in Lord Jim (New York: Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1937). Lord Jim is a story of a man who in his youth makes a serious mistake, so that he feels overwhelmed by guilt. He spends his life seeking to atone for what he did, only to have the people whom he has been helping turn against him by reason of the treachery of an interloper. This costs Lord Jim his life, but he dies without regret. He has finally attained absolute courage and absolute humility in an absolute faithfulness to himself.
1952

During this year DH became more involved in the affairs of the United Nations, becoming chairman of Sweden’s delegation to the UN General Assembly. During the summer a crisis arose in Sweden as Swedish planes were shot down by the Russians over the Baltic. Since the foreign minister, Östen Undén, was on holiday in Italy, DH, as vice-foreign minister, was put in charge of the exchange of notes with Moscow. His skill in these negotiations earned him the respect of the Soviets. He was at the peak of his career as a Swedish governmental official. Nonetheless, Van Dusen finds him in this year’s waymarks expressing “the nadir of private despondency” (Van Dusen, 98). We must carefully examine what DH writes to see whether this is in fact a correct interpretation of DH’s frame of mind.

1. “Soon night approaches --.” How long the way is. But the time it has already taken, how much have I not needed it in order to learn what it is leading -- past.

DH begins another year with the words from the hymn he has cited the past two years (50:1, 51:1). He speaks of “the way” (52:21, 53:11, 57:23, 60:6, 61:5, 61:12) as long, and yet he states that he has needed its length in order to learn essential lessons of self-denial. We have in this waymark an example of DH’s use of dashes (cf. 1945-1949 Introduction). One is expecting him to say that the way is leading to some goal. Instead he wants to call attention to what it in his case is requiring him to pass by.

2. “I am being led further --.” Yes, yes -- but you have not been blind to the opportunities.

The first words of this waymark are within citation marks. DH is probably conversing with himself (note the word “leading” in 52:1). He confesses that he is being led, but he also admits that he has not been blind to the opportunities he has noted along the way. This suggests that he has not so easily learned the self-denial to which the previous waymark refers.

3. “Your will be done --.” Let be the fact that you have permitted self-interest to give the push to small attempts to assist destiny; let be that you have even for others sought to interpret this in the noblest terms -- if only you let the final outcome be determined entirely over your head, in faith.
“Your will be done --.” To let the inner take precedence over the outer, the soul over the world -- wherever this leads. And in so doing not to let an inner value become the mask for an outer value -- but to make oneself blind to the value the inner can give the outer.

This waymark also begins with a quotation, in this case from the Lord’s Prayer (cf. 41-42:21, 56:7, 56:55, 58:9). DH tells himself that insofar as he has permitted self-interest to influence his understanding of his destiny (51:27, 53:7, 56:1), the decisive consideration is whether he will permit the final outcome to be such that God’s will is done (50:42, 57:31). The inner must take precedence over the outer. Should this inner dedication contribute to outward success, this must be wholly ignored. He must be prepared to follow wherever his inner dedication may lead him.

4. Work as an anesthetic against loneliness, books as substitutes for people --! You say that you are waiting, that the door is open. But is it for people? Is not the Etna for which Empedocles waits a destiny beyond human fellowship?

DH struggles with what he considers his deficient interest in other people. In his loneliness he turns to work. Books are preferred to living voices. The door to his office is open, but it is not certain that he is waiting for people to enter through it. He refers in this connection to Empedocles (ca. 490-430 B.C.E.), the Sicilian philosopher, waiting on Etna, an active volcano, in Sicily. According to one tradition Empedocles perished in Etna’s flames, though according to another tradition after leaving Sicily he died in southern Italy or Greece. Hjalmar Sundén suggests that this waymark could reflect DH’s reading of Friedrich Hölderlin’s Den Tod des Empedocles (Kristus-meditationer i Dag Hammarskjölds Vägmärken [Stockholm: Diakonistyrelsens bokförlag, 1966], 26, 89; Hölderlins Werke und Briefe, Friedrich Beissner and Jochen Schmidt, eds., vol. 2 [Frankfurt: Insel Verlag, 1969], 461-587).

5. The hardest thing of all: to die rightly. An examination no one escapes -- how many pass it? And you yourself prayed for strength for that test -- but also that the judge might be lenient.

In Hölderlin’s Den Tod des Empedocles “the destiny beyond human fellowship” that Empedocles seeks is to be attained through death. It is possible, therefore,
that this waymark continues the reflection begun in 52:4. DH asks why is it so difficult to die rightly? It is not the experience of dying he fears (45-49:9-10), but he thinks of the fact that in death judgment is passed on the life that was lived (50:26-27, 51:11). He wonders how many pass the test. While he prays for strength, he recognizes his own need that the judge in his case be lenient. Though, according to Christian teaching, salvation is by grace alone, this does not alter the fact that there will be a final judgment over what each person has done. “For all of us must appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may receive recompense for what has been done in the body, whether good or evil” (2 Cor. 5:10).

6. Birth and death, surrender and pain -- the reality behind the dance under the floodlights of social responsibility.

How well do I not understand the mirror symbolism in Cocteau’s Orphée: to break through that which in the encounter with reality hinders encounter with oneself -- to break through at the price of entering the domain of death. But nonetheless -- what do I want more than just this? When and how do I encounter the possibility? Or is it already lost?

Is my contact with people more than a mirror? Who, what gives me the opportunity to change it to a portal? Opportunity or compulsion. Am I not too “intelligent and well-balanced” -- that is, too socially self-directed -- to yield to anything other than necessity? Which can be demonstrated!

“At the boundary of the unheard of --.” Conscious of the deep-sea dive’s consummatio [consummation] -- and from instinct, experience, nurture, “discretion,” afraid to put my head under the water. Even ignorant as to how it is done!

The theme considered in the previous waymark continues in this one. Birth and dying, surrender and pain, are the reality with which one has to do when one exercises social responsibility, though this may not be fully realized. In dealing with this reality, DH feels the need to break through that which hinders him from encountering himself. He refers in this connection to the mirror symbolism used by Jean Cocteau (1891-1963), a French poet, dramatist, and film writer of the modernist school, especially in his play and film Orphée.
Orpheus in Greek mythology went to Hades in search of his deceased wife, Eurydice. The gods, charmed by his music, restored her to him, but forbade him to look at her until they had returned to earth. When Orpheus disobeyed this command Eurydice vanished. Cocteau has recreated this myth in modern dress in a play (1926) and a film (1950). The device Cocteau uses to make possible passage between this world and the other world is dissolving mirrors, which are the gates through which Death comes and goes (Elizabeth Sprigge and Jean-Jacques Kihm, Jean Cocteau: The Man and the Mirror [New York: Coward McCann, 1968], 105).

How does DH use this imagery? One does encounter one’s external image in a mirror. To break through, or to let go of this image (45-49:5), is to encounter one’s inner self, though this can be done only at the cost of death. Death in this case does not mean physical death. The death involved is the death of self-surrender (41-42:9), which does involve pain. This is what DH wants, though he wonders if for him it is still possible.

DH goes on to ask whether in meeting people he is encountering more than a mirroring of his own self-interest. The enabling agent by which this can be changed can be conceived either personally or impersonally. DH can, furthermore, be given an opportunity to which he is free to respond, or he can somehow be driven to break through the mirror barrier. Given what he knows about himself, he thinks that if it is to happen it must be in the latter way.

The boundary through which he wants to pass is “the boundary of the unheard of.” He combines the mirror/ boundary imagery with the metaphor of the deep-sea dive. He has referred to plunging into the deep before (50:41), to immersion into the depths (51:47). He admits, however, that he doesn’t yet know how even to begin to bring this about. His instincts, previous experience, training, socializing, lead him to fear even to put his head under the water!

7. The stream of life through millions of years, the human stream through thousands of years. Evil, death and distress, the will to sacrifice and love --. What do “I” signify in this perspective? Does not reason compel me to seek what can be mine, my pleasure, my power, people’s respect for me. And yet I “know” -- know, without knowing -- that precisely in this perspective nothing could be less significant. An insight in which God is.
DH reflects on the evolutionary process, the life that is older than the more recent human stream. It is in this latter stream that both evil and the will to sacrifice are found (50:44, 58:8). The significance of his own individual presence in this stream is infinitesimal. He is conscious of the tension between the self-seeking that reason prompts and a perspective from which judgment is passed on such striving. In this latter insight DH is convinced that God is present.

8. To preserve the inner silence -- in the midst of the hubbub. To remain open, calm, moist soil in the fruitful darkness where the rain falls and the seed germinates -- however many in the arid daylight tramp across the fields in whirling dust.

There are two images used in this waymark, inner silence (25-30:1, 50:40, 55:55) as opposed to outer hubbub, and moist soil (52:9, 59:92) in fruitful darkness as opposed to the dust raised by those trampling across an arid field. Darkness is also sometimes related to silence (54:8). That which is most important must develop within the individual’s inner solitude.

9. When the feeling for the ground meets the feeling for the body -- to become earth of earth, a plant among plants, an animal grown out of the soil and fertilizing it. A pantheism of the body with its own empowering covenant.

DH stresses his feeling of solidarity with the natural order (cf. 51:56). There is progression from soil to plants to animals and the suggestion of the cycle by which at death the individual returns to dust, fertilizing it. There is here an empowering covenant, a strong sense that in this body, which includes the totality of nature, there is a divine presence.

10. It is easy to be friendly even to the enemy -- from lack of character.

It is the inner reason for behavior that determines how it should be evaluated. Friendliness, which is good, can, however, issue from lack of character.

11. Shall the disgust over the emptiness be the only living content with which you fill the emptiness?
“Emptiness” is for the most part a negative term in Waymarks (41-42:4, 45-49:13, 50:47, 50:55, 52:11). It is not enough, however, to confess one’s emptiness or to be disgusted with it. DH has stated that our emptiness can be filled with positive content (51:6). Indeed to be in one sense empty is a prerequisite for being receptive to what each new day will bring (57:1).

12. Now you have been there -- it was no more than that! All through life, how many steps, how many hours in order to follow along, to have heard, to have seen -- what?

Sometimes the issue of a quest is disappointing (50:34). Is DH reflecting about the striving his career has thus far represented? He suggests that social pressure leads one “to follow along.”

13. It is in the Void,
Sleeps in the silence,
Weeps in the darkness --
Little incubus,
When, when?

According to medieval lore an incubus was a male demon who haunted the sleep of mortal women and was responsible for the birth of demons, witches, and deformed children. The word can also refer to anything that oppresses and burdens. DH describes the incubus in diminutive terms. It sleeps and weeps. It is not certain whether in the concluding question DH is asking when the incubus will perform its evil deed or when it will be overcome.

14. Thus -- when work thought patterns lose their grip, this experience of light, warmth, and strength. From the outside --. A sustaining element, like air for the glider, water for the swimmer. An intellectual doubt that requires proof and logic hinders me from “believing” -- also this. Hinders me from developing this in cognitive terms into an interpretation of reality. But through me sweeps the vision of a psychic energy field created in a continual present by the many, in word and deed constantly praying, living in holy obedience.

-- -- --“the communion of saints” and -- in this -- an eternal life.
Both Van Dusen and Aulén comment on this waymark. Van Dusen calls it one of the most notable, a fleeting illumination, a shaft of light during DH's darkest night (Van Dusen, 93-94, 194). Aulén notes references to intellectual difficulties, to the church, and to eternal life (Aulén, E 26, 141, 154; Sw 42, 203-204, 221-222). DH suggests that his work thought patterns constitute a hindrance keeping him from the kind of self-surrender that is the true meaning of life (45-49:5, 45-49:13, 52:6). As he becomes freed from them he experiences support coming from outside himself. Though he cannot rationally account for this experience (52:7), he traces its source to those whose obedience is a constant prayer and whose fellowship is eternal life.

15. Not “for the sake of peace” to deny one’s own experience and convictions --!

We do not know to what extent DH articulated and shared with others the experience described in the previous waymark (cf. 50:51-52, 51:25). Here he states that he should not in order to avoid controversy deny what he had experienced, or the convictions based on these experiences.

16. Give me something to die for --!

“The walls stand
Speechless and cold, in the wind
The weathervanes clatter....
It is not this that makes loneliness a torment:
That there is no one to share my burden,
But this:
That I have only my own burden to bear.

This waymark has two parts: an introductory cry for a cause to die for, which suggests the lines from the German poet, Friedrich Hölderlin (1770-1843, “Hälfte des Lebens,” Hymns and Fragments, translated and introduced by Richard Sieburth [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984], 46-47), and a reflection on what it is that makes loneliness so difficult. The poem was first published when Hölderlin was thirty-five years of age. It consists of two stanzas, one describing summer, with pears and roses, swans swimming in the water, the other inquiring where flowers and sunshine will be found in the winter, the stanza closing with the cited lines. The German words, die Fahnen klinren im Winde, which seem to speak of flags clattering in the wind, have been difficult to translate. Leif Sjöberg explains that Fahne, “flag” in German,
developed from Old High German *fano*, akin to Old English *fana*, “banner,” which in turn is related to “vane” or “weather vane.” (“Translating with W. H. Auden,” *Comparative Criticism*, vol. 1 (1979), 189).

DH has not yet begun to give dates to certain waymarks. This could, however, have been written about the time of his birthday, which was July 29 (cf. 55:21, 56:34, 58:9, 59:4). He is also in the second half of his life. What he is hungering for most of all is human fellowship, not that another may share his burden, but that he may have the privilege of bearing another person’s burden (cf. 51:32). Other waymarks in which DH speaks of his loneliness are 50:4, 51:32, 52:18, 52:19, 55:46, 58:9.

17. Without blinding desire,
Without feeling the right to intrude in another’s life,
Shy about the nakedness of my own being,
Requiring complete harmony as a prerequisite for life together:
How could it have been otherwise?

Why did not DH overcome his loneliness through marriage? He may be trying to answer that question in this waymark. The level of harmony that he sought between himself and a possible mate was so high that he may never have found anyone with whom he wanted to propose marriage. He was shy about exposing his own inner self to another person and didn't feel he had the right to intrude into the more intimate privacy of women to whom he may have been attracted. Nor did he experience a blinding desire that overcame all these inhibitions. He also became married to his work. To a friend in Stockholm he once acknowledged that though he had reconciled himself to bachelorhood as “what must be,” he was not without a continuing and acute awareness of the price (Van Dusen, 80).

18. Pray that your loneliness may spur you to find something to live for, great enough to die for.

In this waymark DH prays that his loneliness may help him find something for which he may both live and die. He does think that life’s deprivations and adversities can spur one to greater achievement. In 58:9, a waymark written on his 53rd birthday, he seems to be saying that he believes this prayer was eventually answered.
19. Tiredness deadens the pain and enticingly suggests death. So you can be tempted to overcome the loneliness and be invited to a final flight from life. But, not this! Death must be your final gift to life, not an act of treachery against it.

“Give oneself” -- in work, for others: by all means, only if it isn’t simply in order to promote oneself (perhaps even with a claim for esteem from others).

As 45-49:4,6,7 indicate, DH had experienced the suicides of others and in this waymark he acknowledges that he was aware of the temptation that suicide could represent. Tiredness and loneliness could combine to provide the context in which one might seek such an escape from life. He strongly rejects the thought, however. If one’s death is not to be due to natural causes, it must be one’s final gift to life, an act of self-sacrifice (cf. 57:42). It must not be final betrayal of that to which one has been called.

One’s sense of calling must, however, be critically evaluated. It is possible to give oneself in such a manner as to be promoting oneself, so that there is a hidden self-interest in such apparent altruism (cf. 51:30). There must therefore be total devotion to what is being done for others (58:9).

20. I demand what is unreasonable: that life should have a meaning.
I struggle for what is impossible: that my life shall acquire a meaning.
I dare not believe, do not know how I should be able to believe: that I am not alone.

This waymark reveals a basic conflict in DH’s life. He insists that life should have a meaning, but grants that such a demand is unreasonable. He struggles for meaning in his own life, but considers this impossible. The hardest of all, with respect to which he doesn’t know how to begin, is to dare to believe that he is not alone, that it is possible to have fellowship with God. There are other waymarks, however, that indicate that DH confronted these problems with greater hopefulness (cf. 50:51, 51:32, 52:14, 57:22).

21. The barrenness of this world of mine, does it reflect poverty or honesty, is it a sign of weakness or strength,
does it mean that I have lost my way or that I am following it? -- Shall despair give the answer?

DH confesses to the barrenness of his life, but is not certain what it means. Is he simply poor, or can it be due to his honesty? This barrenness can signify either strength or weakness, being lost or headed toward the goal. The final words suggest that faith rather than despair is to give the answer (cf. 51:32, 54:19).

22. “-- a meaning.” When a seventeen-year-old, in accord with his age, so speaks, he is ridiculous in his ignorance of what he is saying. Thirty years older, I am myself ridiculous, when complete insight about what I am putting down on paper does not hinder me from writing this.

A young person can be ridiculous through speaking out of ignorance, an older person through speaking despite all that he/she knows. DH has come to the point where he apparently is not so worried about being ridiculous in the latter sense. He is preparing to let faith rather than despair provide the answer to the quest for life’s meaning. The seventeen-year-old could be a youth with whom DH had been conversing. He could also be commenting on something he had written in 1922, which he chose not to include in the manuscript of Vägmärken.

23. Ridiculous, this need to communicate! Why should it mean so much that at least someone should have seen the inside of your life? Why do you write this? Certainly for yourself -- but, perhaps also for others?

DH goes on also in this waymark to refer to his journal (cf. 56:61). He who was so shy about exposing the nakedness of his own being (52:17) nonetheless felt the need to communicate, so that at least someone would know his innermost thoughts. He did so through the years in this journal. It was for his own use, but he may also early on have begun to think of other possible readers. It is unlikely, however, that he could have imagined how widely Vägmärken has actually been read.

24. Loneliness is not a sickness unto death. No, but is it not only through death that it can be overcome? And does it not become worse the closer we come to death?
Loneliness was a problem with which DH had to struggle throughout his life (25:30:13, 50:4, 51:32, 52:16, 52:18, 52:19, 55:46, 56:41, 58:9). He does not regard it, however, as a “sickness unto death.” The expression suggests John 11:4. Søren Kierkegaard has also written a book with this title (*The Sickness unto Death*, trans. Walter Lowrie [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1954]). If, however, loneliness is overcome only through death, it can become more intense with advancing age. DH may have been thinking of the loneliness of his aged father. Death in another sense, total surrender to God in the performance of the duties of one’s calling (41:42:9, 45:49:5, 52:6), might also have been for DH an answer to the problem of loneliness.
1953

During the early months of 1953 the United Nations was seeking a new Secretary-General. Trygve Lie had resigned due to the fact that the Soviet Union had for over two years ignored his existence and refused all communication with him, because of the support he had given to the Security Council’s backing of the United States’ decision to resist by force the invasion of South Korea by North Korea. (The Security Council had acted during a period that the Soviet Union was boycotting its meetings,) DH became a compromise candidate, acceptable to all permanent members of the Security Council. Elected and inducted in April, he spent much of the year organizing the staff of the UN Secretariat and defending it against pressures from Senator Joseph McCarthy, then in the heyday of his power, who was charging US citizens working at the UN with disloyalty. As is evident from the waymarks of previous years, DH does not discuss the details of his public life in this journal. He does this year, however, express in a number of waymarks his reactions to the new responsibilities he has received. He also during this year made a brief address on a radio program directed by Edward R. Murrow entitled “This I Believe.” DH’s 600-word statement, which he called “Old Creeds in a New World,” and which was published in 1954 with 80 other similar statements made on that program (This I Believe, vol. 2, written for Edward R. Murrow, edited by Raymond Swing [New York: Simon and Schuster, 1954], 66-67. See Appendix A) indicates that he was willing to be known as a confessing Christian. Though not much attention was given to DH’s credo, much of what was later to be found more fully articulated in Waymarks had already been affirmed in this brief statement.

1. “-- Soon night approaches.”
   For that which is past: thanks.
   To that which is coming: yes!

Prior to his election as Secretary-General of the United Nations DH appears to have experienced a profound affirmation of faith, which he expresses in the first waymark for this year. Faith has been a strong undertone in his life all along, but he now is able to accept more fully than before all that has been and to say yes to all that is to come. Night is still approaching, but he is certain that God has use for him and in the waymarks that follow he again and again in the most positive terms expresses this certainty. Though DH does not often, as in this waymark, express gratitude (see 54:4, 55:22, 56:66, 61:12), he recognizes the need to be grateful (51:36, 54:19, 55:58). For other references to the past, see 50:43, 54:118, 57:9, 59:3. Other waymarks in which DH speaks of saying yes are 51:47, 51:60, 53:14, 56:7, 57:37, 61:5.
2. Maturity: also -- not to hide one's strength, not out of shyness to show it to live below one's best.

Three waymarks written this year are comments about maturity (cf. 53:7, 53:18). DH implies that he feels he has achieved it. Among its meanings is a readiness to be oneself, revealing one's strength, daring to live at one's best.

3. Goodness is something so simple: always to be available to others, never to seek one's own advantage.

DH has always striven for goodness but he has from time to time been troubled by what he has regarded as his deficient interest in other people (50:37, 52:4). Now he sees that always being available to others and not seeking one's own advantage are not simply requirements of goodness, they are its definition, and through the affirmation of faith he has experienced he can state what had been a difficult imperative for him in the indicative mood. This does not mean that further struggle on his part will no longer be needed to live in this way (cf. 56:26), but it does mean that he will be greatly aided by his faith.

4. When God acts it happens in the decisive moments -- such as now -- with a hard purposefulness, a Sophoclean refinement. When the time is ripe he takes his own. But what do you have to say? -- Your prayer has been heard. God has use for you, even if it does not seem to suit you at the moment, God “who crushes the person, when he exalts him.”

Waymarks 53:4-13 can be regarded as a series of comments by DH on the theme of his election as Secretary-General of the United Nations, of which fact he was first notified on April 1, 1953. This waymark is in such a case his first reaction to this information. He interprets what has occurred as God acting “with hard purposefulness, a Sophoclean refinement.” Of interest is the way in which he uses imagery drawn from Greek tragic drama to describe what he believes is God’s involvement in what is happening.

Sophocles (c. 495-405 B.C.E.) was a Greek tragic poet, a younger contemporary of Aeschylus and an older contemporary of Euripides. Many regard his Oedipus the King, on the plot of which drama DH comments in 57:7, as unsurpassed in Greek tragedy. Sophocles differs from Aeschylus in
that his characters, though majestic, are nearer the human level. He differs from Euripides in that, though a divine will unfolds in his dramas, the gods do not miraculously intervene. The actions of the characters are complete and intelligible in themselves, though at the same time part of a larger divine design. Through the interaction of a human being with the circumstances befalling in that person’s life a divinely intended tragic destiny unfolds. (H. D. F. Kitto, Greek Tragedy [Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1955], 141, 144-145).

DH’s reference to Sophocles lends a sober note to his reflections on his election as UN Secretary-General. He is suggesting that his life up to this point can be viewed from two perspectives. On the one hand there have been circumstances, to which he has responded, whereby his competence and reputation have developed to the point that this election could be possible. On the other hand a divine plan has also been developing, the purpose of which, now that the time is ripe, can in this decisive moment be descried. DH has been praying to be used by God (cf. 51:59, 56:13, 56:57). Such an opportunity has come, though it is not entirely what DH had in mind. He acknowledges, however, that God is claiming what is his own. He also sees himself being crushed by the exaltation that is approaching (cf. 53:11).

The concluding words are quoted in German. DH may have borrowed them from Strödda blad ur Bertil Ekmans efterlämnade papper (cf. 51:24). In Ekman’s text the German citation comes at the conclusion of the following paragraph: “I am tired of talking about myself. What is great and glorious is that God lives and directs poor mortals, no, directs happy mortals toward death’s strong glory. Life is great, you glorious, you glorious hard life, which gives us this destiny, ‘Which exalts the person, when it crushes the person’” (63). It is significant that DH changes “which” and “it” to “who” and “he” in the citation, and also reverses the order of the clauses. The source Ekman cites is Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) in the poem “Shakespeares Schatten. Eine Parodie,” 1796, Schillers Werke, Leipzig, vol. 1, 200.

5. “Will it come, or will it not, The day when joy becomes great, The day when grief becomes small?... So, then, it came -- the day when grief became small. Because the difficulty I encountered was meaningless in the light of the demands God made. But how hard to feel that this also -- and therefore -- was the day when joy became great.
The cited lines are from “Prästkrage säg” (Oxeye Daisy Tell), a poem by Gunnar Ekelöf (1907-1968). The poem develops a theme found in a line from a Swedish folk song “Glädjens blomster” (Flowers of Joy), according to which flowers of joy do not grow on earth, but for hope and faith bloom forever above. The poet asks whether the time will ever come when joy becomes great and grief is small. In commenting on the concluding lines of the poem, DH states that for him the grief has become small because of the great demands God is making. For the same reason he acknowledges that the joy should also be great, though this he finds it difficult to feel.

Five years later the secretariat staff held a surprise party to celebrate the beginning of DH’s second term as UN Secretary-General. In his words of appreciation on that occasion DH again referred to these concluding lines from the poem “Prästkrage säg” and interpreted them as follows: “... what we are trying to do here is to make our small contribution, during our short time, to a development which will finally lead us to the day ‘when joy is great and sorrow is small’” (Public Papers of the S-G, 4:65, 68). For DH’s dated waymark at the beginning of his second term, see 58:7.

6. Not I, but God in me.

This brief entry is similar to the words of Paul, “... not I, but the grace of God which is with me” (1 Cor. 15:10, cf. Gal. 2:20). Paul, however, is looking back at what has been already achieved, while DH is looking forward to what lies ahead. He is conscious of God’s indwelling presence and believes that God is working out his purpose through him. Other waymarks where the words “God in me” or their equivalents appear are 53:13, 54:5, 54:13, 54:19, 55:8, 57:4, 58:7.

7. Maturity: also a new lack of self-consciousness -- which you achieve only when you have become wholly indifferent to yourself through an absolute affirmation of your destiny.

The one who has placed himself in God’s hand stands free vis-à-vis other people: he is wholly open because he gives them the right to judge.

In view of the new responsibility he is receiving, DH returns to the theme of maturity discussed in 53:2. “Lack of self-consciousness” is perhaps the best way to translate the Swedish omedvetenhet (unconsciousness). Such escape from
self-consciousness is achieved through affirming one’s destiny, the consequence of which is that one becomes wholly indifferent with respect to previously held ambitions and desires. Having placed oneself in God’s hand (cf. 54:20, 55:8) also creates a new relationship of openness and freedom in relation to others (cf. 53:3).

8. April 7, 1953 “Being grounded and strengthened in God, they are incapable of any kind of pride; and since they return to God all the gifts with which he has blessed them, they do not at all receive glory from each other; but they seek only the glory of God alone.” Thomas [à Kempis] II:10.

This is the first waymark that is dated. DH received official notification of his election as Secretary-General on April 1. April 7 was the last day he spent in Sweden before leaving to assume his new official responsibilities. As he prepares to leave Sweden he uses the language of a French translation of The Imitation of Christ to express his response to this new calling.

This is the first of seven citations from The Imitation of Christ in Waymarks. The other citations are found in 55:3, 55:21, 55:53, 55:66, 56:8, and 56:57. The citations are in French from De l’imitation de Jesus-Christ, translated by le sieur de Beüil, Prieur de Saint Val, derniere ed. (Brussels: Eugene Henry Frick, 1689). It should be noted that the sixth edition had been published in Paris in 1667. DH identifies the source of the citations in this waymark and in 55:21 as “Thomas,” also stating that this citation is from book II, chapter 10 (de Beüil, 119). In the 1964 English translation, Markings, and the 1966 annotated edition of Vägmärken (Stockholm: Bonniers), it was supposed that this was Thomas Aquinas.

The Imitation of Christ, which stresses that following Christ means sharing his sufferings, is attributed to Thomas à Kempis (1380-1470). He received his early education from the Brethren of the Common Life at Deventer, a community founded by Gerard Groote (1340-1380). He spent the remainder of his long life at the monastery of Mount St. Agnes, near Zwolle, The Netherlands, a monastery in which the rule of the Augustinian Canons was being followed. While The Imitation of Christ was published by Thomas à Kempis in 1441, many believe the book is largely based on the writings of earlier members of the Brethren of the Common Life, especially Groote’s Admonitions Concerning Interior Things.
An indication of the importance of *The Imitation of Christ* for DH is the fact that he had taken it with him on what proved to be his fatal trip to the Congo. His leather-bound copy of the above cited French edition of this book was found on the table next to the bed in the Linnér villa in Leopoldville, where he had spent his last night. In the book as a bookmark was a card with the Secretary-General's oath of office typed on it (Urquhart, 587; Van Dusen, 184). This book is presently to be found in the portion of DH's library kept at the Royal Library in Stockholm.

DH uses the citation in this waymark to emphasize the fact that his election as Secretary-General cannot be for him an occasion for pride. His gifts have all been received from God and he is obligated to return them again to God. Thus he is to seek only God's glory and he is unwilling to accept glory for himself.

9. I am the vessel. The drink is God's. And God is the thirsty one.

DH combines the imagery of the drink offering with imagery Paul uses in 2 Corinthians 4:7: “But we have this treasure in clay jars, so that it may be made clear that this extraordinary power belongs to God and does not come from us.” This is another way of saying that the gifts God has given are to be returned to him. See 54:2.

10. What meaning does the word “sacrifice” ultimately have? Or even the word “gift”? The one who has nothing cannot give anything. The gift is God’s -- to God.

Even the words “gift” and “sacrifice” are, however, inappropriate, though DH makes frequent use of these words (sacrifice/offering - 25-30:2, 45-49:13, 50:46, 51:29, 54:5, 55:9, 55:23, 55:29, 57:13, 57:44, 57:46-47, 58:9, 59:81-82, 60:1; gift - 50:53, 52:19, 53:8, 55:56, 56:59). DH thinks of himself as so identified with God that he cannot claim that his abilities and endowments are his own. Only the divine purpose for which the gifts have been received is to be considered.

11. That the way defined by one’s calling ends on the cross, the one who has accepted his destiny knows -- even when it leads him through the jubilation around Gennesareth or the triumphal entry into Jerusalem.
Despite the fact that DH strongly affirms his faith in the waymarks of this year in positive terms, he does not forget that commitment to God involves total sacrifice. At the time that he is enjoying the high experience of beginning his service as UN Secretary-General he reminds himself that even such a high achievement can lead to the cross, to suffering, and even death (cf. 53:4). The life and destiny of Jesus play a very important role in the definition of DH’s faith. In 45-49:13 he points out that Jesus accepted condemnation as the fruit and the presupposition of his endeavor at the time that this endeavor was conceived and chosen. In 51:31 DH states that Jesus later was aware of other possibilities but did not choose them. Here DH reminds himself that in accepting the destiny his calling is defining he must also be prepared to go the way of the cross.

12. To be free, to be able to stand up and leave everything — without looking back. To say yes —.

For DH to say yes to the future that lay before him required that he be free to leave the context in which his life had thus far been lived. He was grateful for his past but also willing now to turn to new duties without looking back. He may in this waymark be alluding to these words of Jesus: “No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God” (Luke 9:62). For other references to looking/turning back, see 51:22, 56:13, 57:26, 57:35, 61:5; to saying yes, see 51:47, 51:60, 53:1, 53:14, 56:7, 57:37, 61:5.

13. No one is humble except in faith. For the masks of weakness or Pharisaism are not the naked face of humility.

   No one is proud except in faith. For the spiritually immature person’s variations on the theme of conceit are not pride.

   Humble and proud in faith: it is to live this, that in God I am nothing, but God is in me.

Humility and pride were themes upon which DH on a number of occasions reflected (humility - 51:62, 53:22, 54:2, 54:19, 55:7, 55:58, 56:1, 56:26, 56:33, 56:45, 56:49, 59:4; pride - 50:44, 51:15, 51:42, 54:2, 56:40, 61:16). He valued humility above pride, though here he speaks positively of both humility and pride when they appear in the context of faith (cf. 54:2, 55:41). In God one is both abased and exalted (cf. 53:4). Masks of whatever kind are of no use before God, while no conceit can be compared with the consciousness of God’s indwelling presence.
This is the last in a series of waymarks (53:4-13) that have been interpreted as expressing DH's reflections upon his election as UN Secretary-General. It is significant that in all but two of these waymarks God has been named. This indicates the religious devotion with which DH entered upon these duties.

14. To say yes to life is also to say yes to oneself.
   Yes -- even to that attribute which most unwillingly permits itself to be transformed from a temptation into strength.

To say yes to what is to come (53:1, 53:12) is also to say yes to life, which includes oneself. DH is keenly aware of his faults (cf. 41:41:22, 50:33, 51:36, 55:8, 55:27, 57:6), but he dares to hope that those of his attributes that could be hindrances can be transformed and used in the furtherance of the cause to which he is committed.

15. The strange moment when a person's features dissolve in a shimmering watery surface through whose ripples you see into the depths without seeing the bottom. You are enticed to dive and tempted to grasp -- but the water cannot be grasped and under its surface you cannot breathe. One step further, and the contact is broken in bewilderment and error: you think you have won a person and you lose him, you intend to break through the boundaries of personality and you create for yourself a new prison.

DH describes what can be an experience of frustration in interpersonal relationships. There are boundaries of personality that must be respected, for if one seeks to break through them, contact with that person is broken. What one thought one had gained is lost. Instead of achieving greater communion, one has become even more isolated in a new imprisonment. There are some similarities between the problem DH discusses in this waymark and the problem discussed in 52:6.

16. Even in our healthiest, brightest human relationships lurks the abyss -- created by the distrust which binds our view to the possibilities of the night side.
This waymark and the preceding one are the only waymarks this year containing negative comments. DH may here be explaining why there are boundaries of personality which limit interpersonal communion. They are due to distrust which is never wholly overcome (cf. 50:11), always suggesting “the possibilities of the night side.” Despite faith’s positive affirmation, the presence of this threatening abyss must be remembered (cf. 61:11). DH discusses his understanding of “the night side” more fully in 57:6.

17. A landscape can sing about God, a body about spirit.

The Swedish word landskap refers to an area or region, as well as to that portion of land the eye can comprehend in a single view, especially in its pictorial aspect. Very likely the former meaning is intended in this waymark (cf. 51:56). Nature has a relationship to God analogous to the body’s relation to spirit. Both the outdoor world and the body can sing about the spiritual power present within them (cf. 54:15-16, 55:54, 59:115). God’s presence, according to DH, can, of course, be felt in the human individual as well as in nature.

18. Maturity, also this: the bright self-possession this moment of a child at play, in unquestioned solidarity with his playmates.

DH is often critical of childish behavior (cf. 45-49:4, 50:48), but he finds also characteristics of maturity prefigured in the child, especially in the child at play. There is artless, cheerful self-possession. That one plays with and thereby identifies oneself with others is taken for granted. These characteristics must be retained as one moves from play to life’s growing responsibilities.

19. A human nearness -- free from the earth, but blessing the earth.

This waymark, in which Auden-Sjöberg translate närhet (nearness) as “intimacy” (Markings, 93), has been interpreted as referring to marriage (Van Dusen, 82). DH may, however, be reflecting more generally on the human relationship to the earth. While human beings are of the earth and intimately related to it, they also have a freedom from the earth that other animals do not share. This freedom may be used to exploit and destroy, but it can also be used to care for the earth and bless it. See the following waymarks referring to nature or the earth, in one of which marital imagery is used: 51:50, 51:56, 52:9.
20. If I may continue: firmer, simpler -- quieter, warmer.

The four adverbs indicate qualities that DH wanted to characterize his leadership. A leader must be firm. The simplicity he sought is what in biblical language is called “singleness of heart” (Eph 6:5, cf. 25-30:1, 59:5). DH valued silence (25-30:10, 45-49:12), preferring it to empty chatter (50:32, 51:12), but also because silence implies a willingness to listen to others and to God (41-42:6, 52:8, 54:8). He felt the need to develop closer interpersonal relationships and sharply criticized his deficiency at this point (50:37). He was later to stress the importance of loving concern for individuals, especially in the large context in which he worked (56:26).

21. You are without support if in anything you chose for yourself.

An essential rule that DH set for himself was that his own self-interest must not govern his choices, for the support he experienced insofar as he was surrendered to God’s will required such a discipline (cf. 55:8). In 55:39 he points out that choosing for himself would also weaken his efforts on behalf of others.

22. The humility which is born out of the trust of others.

That others place trust in you can be a source of pride, but it can also prompt humility, when one recognizes the greatness of the obligation and the limits of one’s own abilities (cf. 51:2).
DH spent much of 1954 completing his reorganization of the UN Secretariat. During the summer (August 20) he addressed the Second Assembly of the World Council of Churches in Evanston, Illinois, recalling his own early acquaintance with the ecumenical movement during his student days. He challenged the churches to fight for an ever-wider recognition of their own ideals of justice and truth and to help people see the strength that follows from the courage to meet others with trust (Public Papers of the S-G, 2:351-356). Following the death of his father (October 10, 1953), Hjalmar Hammarskjöld, who was a member of the Swedish Academy, DH was elected to take his seat, the first time in the history of the academy that a son had succeeded his father. The inaugural address of a new academy member is to be devoted to the life and work of his predecessor. While in Stockholm in December to deliver this address, DH was also preparing to visit the People's Republic of China on behalf of American airmen, some who had strayed into Chinese air space, others who had been shot down over North Korea, whom the Chinese had sentenced as spies. Their continued imprisonment despite the armistice ending the Korean War was causing considerable tension between China and the U.S. While fully conscious of the risks involved, DH hoped that this diplomatic venture could contribute toward reducing this tension. Some dated waymarks express the feelings with which he traveled to Beijing.

1. “ -- Soon night approaches.”
   Let me finish what I have been permitted to begin.
   Let me give everything even without certainty of growth.

For the fifth consecutive year DH begins his entries for the new year by citing the words “Soon night approaches.” He is approaching the end of his first year as Secretary-General. He prays that he may be allowed to finish that which he has been permitted to begin. He reminds himself, however, that it is not essential that he should see the fulfillment of the projects that he has initiated. He must be prepared to give himself unreservedly to his duties without any certainty that his efforts will be crowned with success. In his August 20 address to the Assembly of the World Council of Churches he had stated, “... our work for peace should be pursued with the patience of one who has no anxiety about results, acting in the calm self-surrender of faith” (Public Papers of the S-G, 2:356). For other references to growth, see 50:40, 55:37, 59:93.
2. The pride of the cup is in the drink, its humility in serving. Of what importance, then, are its flaws?

This waymark calls to mind 53:9, where DH has called himself the vessel and that which is drunk from it God’s. If so, the pride of the cup is in its contents and its humility in that it exists to be used. In this context what might otherwise be viewed as defects do not matter (cf. 53:14).

3. Salty and windswept, but warm and glistening. Strides in step under the task’s fixed stars. -- To what a great extent are not personal failures due to distrust of this strict and gentle harmony among human beings.

This and the following waymark tell of days DH spent at the seashore with his staff. Very likely there were several long walks along the beach. It is the practice of some persons, perhaps due to the influence of military training, to prefer to walk in step when they walk with another person. DH thinks of being guided in his work by walking in step with “the task’s fixed stars,” but he suggests also that he must walk in step with his associates. The result is both a strict and a gentle harmony, which if disrupted by distrust of others can lead to personal failure (see 53:16 and the reference in 54:1 to DH’s address to the WCC Assembly).

4. With all the body’s strength concentrated in the hand on the rudder, with the mind wholly concentrated on the goal beyond the horizon, you catch laughing the salt spray in the second of rest before a new wave -- Sharing the moment’s happy freedom with those who share your responsibility.

Thus -- in concentration’s self-effacement -- the consummation of living togetherness occurs,

A shared, timeless happiness, conveyed through a smile, a movement of the hand.

Thanks for the people who taught me this. Thanks for days which taught me this.
In addition to walking on the beach, DH and his staff also sailed. He reflects that what can be learned from play (cf. 53:18, 57:50) is applicable to the common endeavor in which they are engaged. But most of all he values and is grateful for the fellowship that developed among them as they shared in sailing tasks, a sense of togetherness that was expressed in several nonverbal ways. For other references to nonverbal communication, see 50:30, 50:40, 51:55.

5. Then I saw that the wall had never existed, that “the unheard of” is here and this, not something else, that “the sacrifice” is here and now, always and everywhere -- this, “surrendered” to be what God of himself, in me, gives to himself.

In this waymark a discussion of faith begins that will continue through the following three waymarks (54:6-8). DH has previously spoken of “the boundary of the unheard of” (51:47, 51:62, 52:6). At times he appears to have thought of this boundary as a barrier or a wall, restricting passage to “the unheard of.” He is aware of other barriers, his role’s costume being a wall between him and the sympathy he sought (51:16), the boundary of another’s personality that must not be violated (53:15). In 52:6 he uses mirror imagery to describe that which hinders encounter with one’s inner self. In this waymark, however, he states that he has finally learned that “the unheard of” does not lie beyond an impassable boundary. No wall separating him from it has ever existed. “The unheard of” is to be surrendered and thereby sacrificed here and now to God. This happens within a person, so that the person is fully involved in the surrender, but it is also God who of himself gives to himself. In 55:19 a similar discovery is described using other imagery.

6. Only the one who always is all he can be has hope of being furloughed from the front before he disappears in the darkness. For the sentries of the enemy do not sleep.

This waymark makes it clear that what God does in the committed believer (54:5) does not leave the person wholly passive with no responsibilities. Using military language DH suggests that the sentries of the forces of evil will signal an attack if at any time the believer fails to be all that he/she can be (55:8, 55:26, 56:60). It is difficult to imagine how and when anyone so obligated can ever expect to be “furloughed” (cf. 25-30:12, 50:42, 57:31, 57:40).
“Faith is God’s union with the soul.”

Faith is -- cannot therefore be comprehended, much less identified with the formulas in which we paraphrase that which is. -- en una noche oscura [in a dark night].

Faith’s night -- so dark that we cannot even try to believe. It is in the night of Gethsemane, where the last friends are sleeping, all others seek your ruin, and God is silent, that the union is consummated.

In 1953, shortly after coming to New York as UN Secretary-General, DH appeared on a radio program arranged by Edward R. Murrow in which well-known persons from all walks of life made brief statements on the topic “This I Believe.” DH entitled his statement “Old Creeds in a New World.” In it he quoted the words of the Spanish Carmelite mystic of the counter-reformation period, St. John of the Cross (1542-1591): “Faith is the union of God with the soul” (Dark Night of the Soul, book 1, ch. 11, The Complete Works of Saint John of the Cross [London: Burns, Oates & Washbourne, 1947], vol. 1, 384). He continued, “The language of religion is a set of formulas which register a basic spiritual experience. It must not be regarded as describing in terms to be defined by philosophy, the reality which is accessible to our senses and which we can analyze with tools of logic” (Public Papers of the S-G, 2:195. See Appendix A). Now some months later DH writes in his journal the same definition of faith (cf. 41-42:24, 55:15, 56:63). He goes on to describe what the union of God with the soul ultimately implies. The account of Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane tells us what to expect. The night is so dark we cannot even see by faith. What friends there are are sleeping, while those who are awake are hostile. What may be hardest to understand is that God is silent. No explaining illumination occurs, but nonetheless the union is consummated. DH is not saying that the union begins in this manner, but this is its fulfillment. Other waymarks in which all or part of the statement “Faith is God’s union with the soul” appears are 55:9, 56:25, 57:47, 58:7.

8. To be directed by that which lives when “we” no longer live -- as interested parties or know-it-alls. To be able to listen and give heed -- to that within us which is in the darkness. And the silence.

The discussion of faith begun in 54:5 continues in this waymark. In saying that “we” no longer live DH explains what it can mean to accept death (cf. 41-42:9,
It is the self preoccupied with its own interests, or certain that it has a better understanding of all things (DH uses the German word *Besserwisser*). On the other hand, the radically differently oriented self listens, gives heed, and thereby becomes aware of that which actually *is* in the darkness and the silence (52:8, 53:20). Quite clearly such an understanding of faith cannot be fully explained, but DH suggests it can be lived.

9. Tomorrow you will have to play a more difficult role -- tomorrow when the public begins to search for faults and you no longer have me in the wings. Then you will discover what you really can do --.

DH is anticipating the end of “the honeymoon of publicity” (51:23) which has attended the beginning of his term as Secretary-General. It is not wholly clear as to who will no longer be in the wings as the public begins to search for faults. This cannot be a reference to God. DH may be personifying the popularity enjoyed by the newly elected official. He will discover what he really can do when those evaluating his work become more critical (cf. 56:39, 57:14, 57:49).

10. We have responsibility for our perfidies, but no credit for our achievements. Man’s freedom is a freedom to betray God. God surely loves us -- but the answer is voluntary.

It is often held that if we must take responsibility for our mistakes, we should also receive credit for our achievements. DH insists that the good that we do is God’s doing in us (53:10, 55:22, 56:46, 56:57). Our freedom is the freedom to frustrate and betray God (50:33, 57:17, 57:31, 57:32). We may also surrender this freedom as our answer to God’s love (55:52).

11. Your obligation is “to --.” You can never save yourself through “not to --.”

Human obligation must be defined in positive terms. While there is much that we must not do, there is no salvation in simply avoiding wrong acts.

12. A crack in the ware? Then you have let it get cold.

In the process of firing pottery, if it is heated or cooled too rapidly it can crack. The imagery DH is using suggests the need for patience.
13. You who have created us free, who see all that happens -- and nonetheless are certain of victory.

You who now are the one of us who suffers the utmost loneliness,
You -- who also are I,
May I bear the burden of this, when my hour comes,
May I --.

This is the first of a number of prayers in Waymarks (cf. 54:19, 56:7, 56:55, 61:13, 61:16). It is also a theological statement. God has created free human beings and is fully aware of how they use and misuse this freedom. Yet God is not reduced to being a spectator but is certain of victory (cf., however, 57:31). Since God is identified with the believer, the believer experiences the tension between the confidence that good will triumph and the awareness of the evil that pervades so much of what actually happens. DH states that God suffers loneliness. One might ask, however, cannot the believer have fellowship with other believers? DH would perhaps answer that to exercise one's freedom so that God's cause triumphs is a profoundly individual matter, which can also become an increasingly heavy burden. He prays that he may be enabled to bear this burden when his hour of special testing comes.

14. See yourself as an exception -- but then write off the hope of "resting in the security that created the world."

DH alludes to a poem, "Ja visst gör det ont" (Yes indeed it hurts), by the Swedish poet Karin Boye (1900-1941), published in För trädets skull (For the sake of the tree, 1935; Dikter [Stockholm: Bonniers, 1946], 175-176). Boye, with whom DH was acquainted, studied in Uppsala, was extremely radical in her social and religious beliefs, and finally committed suicide. In the poem she imagines that it hurts for buds in the spring to break out of their protective covering and that drops of water are apprehensive about falling. The last stanza of the poem reads:

Then, when it is worst and nothing helps,
The buds of the tree break as if rejoicing;
Then, when no fear any longer binds them,
The drops fall in a glitter from the branch,
Forget that they were afraid of the new,
Forget that they were anxious about the journey --
For a second feel their greatest security,  
Rest in the trust  
that creates the world.

DH has rephrased the last line of the poem. His concern is not so much inhibiting fear as the temptation occasioned by his loneliness. To believe is an extremely individual matter and one can be tempted to over-emphasize one’s singularity. The security that God offers is lost, however, if in one’s loneliness one separates oneself from the human family.

15. The body: not a thing, not “his” or “hers,” not an instrument for your deeds or pleasure. In the ultimate nakedness: the human being.

One must identify oneself not only with all of humankind but also with one’s own body. Karen Boye, to whom reference is made in the previous waymark, rejected the dualism between body and soul that she felt was characteristic of traditional Christianity. Though DH can distinguish between the body and the mind (61:7), here he identifies the human being with the body. Our bodies to not belong to us, nor may we do with them whatever we choose. Our bodies are ourselves, the locus of the mystery of human life.

16. Besides the need for a meaning, also this: a need for human nearness, divested of all outworks -- the experience of a closed world of energy, interpreted in a meaningfully beautiful pattern of lines. The numen of human life before which we bow in devotion.

DH here combines themes from the two previous waymarks. He emphasizes the need to escape the isolation of loneliness and experience human nearness. He wants direct encounter with other persons, all outworks (minor defenses beyond the main body of a fortified structure) having been divested. Here DH may be thinking of masks, costumes, formal dress, and other accoutrement of the self (50:13, 51:16, 57:16, 58:12). Note the reference to “ultimate nakedness” in 54:15. It does not seem, however, that the human nearness he is seeking requires actual physical contact (cf. 50:28). He is content to observe the body’s linear animation, perhaps “the aching beauty of a neckline” (50:21). The body of another person can be for him a source of wonder as he considers the locus of energy it represents, its aesthetic harmony. “Numen” in Roman religion was a divine power or spirit, whose presence was felt but whose nature was but vaguely known.
17. Blood and dirt, sweat and soil -- where are these in your world of will? Everywhere -- as the ground from which the flame erectly rises.

Despite what DH has said about human beings as bodies (54:15), it could appear that there is little place for blood and dirt, sweat and soil in his vision of what it means to be human. His strong emphasis upon being surrendered to the indwelling God could suggest a world of will, with the material stuff of the world having little significance. Yet it is precisely out of the material world that the flame of the spirit rises and from which, as a plant from the ground, it is constantly nourished (cf. 52:9, 58:10).

18. Fruit of the past, pregnant with the future, the present is at the same time always in eternity as a point of intersection between time and faith's timelessness in freedom toward past and future.

The present has a dual relationship to time (past and future) and eternity. The past flows through the present into the future, but eternity also intersects this flow, for in the present faith's timeless freedom is exercised (cf. 50:3, 51:49). Faith is not bound by the past. It trusts God who is certain of victory (54:13) and thus is also free in its relation to the future.

19. You who are over us,
You who are one of us,
You who are -- also in us,
may all see you -- also in me,
may I prepare the way for you,
may I be grateful for all that then befalls me.
May I at the same time not forget the needs of others,
Keep me in your love
as you would that all should remain in mine.
May everything in my being be directed to your glory and may I never despair.
For I am under your hand,
and in you is all power and goodness.

Give me a pure heart -- that I may see you,
a humble heart -- that I may hear you,
a loving heart -- that I may serve you,
a believing heart -- that I may remain in you.

This is the second prayer in *Waymarks* (cf. 54:13). It begins with a trinitarian invocation. The Father is over us, the Son is one of us, the Spirit is in us (for a more explicit reference to the Trinity, see 56:1). The next lines are arranged chiastically. DH prays that the Spirit’s presence in him may be visible to all, that (like John the Baptist) he may prepare the way for the coming Son, and that he may be grateful to God for all that in consequence may befall him. He does not, however, want this concentration on his own role in God’s purpose to make him unmindful of others. He is aware that total devotion to God’s glory will not exempt him from the temptation to despair, and he therefore reminds himself of God’s power and goodness. He concludes by praying for purity and humility that he might see (Matt. 5:8) and hear God, for love that he might serve him, and for faith that he might remain in fellowship with God. That “a believing heart” is mentioned last suggests that for DH faith does not initiate the God relationship but represents its culmination (cf. 41-42:24, 54:7). These final petitions are repeated in the plural number in one of DH’s last prayers in *Waymarks* (61:13).

20. The “unheard of” -- to be in God’s hand.

Again a reminder that this is the only permanent thing in your life -- and again this disappointment which shows how slow you are to learn.

In the previous waymark (54:19) DH speaks of himself as “under God’s hand” and of the accompanying assurance of God’s power and goodness. In this waymark he uses again the expression “the unheard of” (cf. 51:47, 51:62, 52:6, 54:5) and states that this is “to be in God’s hand.” This awareness is both a source of strength and of disappointment: of strength, for this relationship is the continuing cantus firmus of his life; of disappointment, because his slowness in learning the life style appropriate to this relationship is again and again made evident.

21. Never at the destination -- the larger task is only a higher class in this school where you approach an examination which no one will know, because you are then completely alone.

The learning process in which DH is engaged will never be completed (55:6). The larger responsibility is from another vantage point an advanced class in life’s school. The final testing is not public. Only DH will know when and how it is taking place (cf. 52:5).
22. Certainly God tempts -- with “equality,” with every attribute that entices to some other use than his glorification. The more he demands, the more dangerous is the raw material he has given us for our contribution. Be grateful -- also for the key to the gates of hell.

This could be a rejoinder to the denial in James 1:13 that God tempts us. If we receive everything from God, both what we have in common with all others and that which distinguishes us can be sources of temptation, insofar as we fail to glorify God with these gifts. In this respect all are equally tempted. Greater responsibilities and opportunities, furthermore, which are evidences of increasing divine demands, provide more perilous occasions for transgression. In gratefully receiving these added gifts one is ironically accepting the key to the gates of hell.

23. Righteous in your sight,  
With your courage,  
In your stillness --

The trinitarian structure of this fragmentary prayer is made more explicit in 56:1. DH seeks the righteousness God the Father acknowledges, he would share Jesus’ courage, and experience the stillness of the Spirit. The three terms, righteousness, courage, and stillness, recur in 56:1, 56:10, 61:13.

24. “For man shall commune with all creatures to his profit, but enjoy God alone.” Then no one is a source of continuing pleasure for another --

The quotation is cited in English from a source thus far unknown. The thought is Augustinian. Only God is to be enjoyed, while creatures may be used. The distinction between use and enjoyment as far as God is concerned may pose problems for DH, for he ordinarily thinks of God as a will to be obeyed rather than a highest good to be enjoyed. Should one, on the other hand, seek one’s own profit in communing with other human beings? DH’s comment explores the implications of the statement for human relationships. No human relationship can be a source of continuing pleasure (Sw. lust). It should be noted that in Vägmärken four other references to lust (pleasure) are negative (52:7, 54:15, 55:27, 57:45) and only one (57:50) is positive. The statement, furthermore, seems to exclude the possibility that God can be
encountered in human fellowship, thus granting such relationships continuing significance, though this possibility appears to be recognized in 52:14. DH does suggest, to be sure, in 51:48 and 55:51 (cf. 50:50) that human love relationships may be impermanent. Perhaps the concluding dashes suggest that he has not completed his reflection on this Augustinian statement. Such reflection may continue in the following waymark (54:25).

25. In the unheard of you are beyond and above -- to hold fast to this must be the first commandment in your spiritual discipline.

To be in fellowship with God, in “the unheard of” (51:47, 51:62, 52:6, 54:5), is to share in some measure God’s transcendence. This may mean that one is above and beyond the distinction between enjoyment and use, as far as relationships with both God and other human beings are concerned. If so, this is not a condition that can be taken for granted. DH must constantly hold fast to it. This is the first requirement of the spiritual discipline under which he lives.

26. December 10 “God spake once, and twice I have also heard the same: that power belongeth unto God; and that thou, Lord, art merciful: for thou rewardest every man according to his work.”

This and the following two dated waymarks relate to DH’s decision to go to Beijing to seek the release of the imprisoned American airmen (see above the introduction to the 1954 waymarks). On December 10 after heated debate the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution authorizing the Secretary-General to seek the release of the airmen “by the means most appropriate to his judgment.” On the same day DH sent a cable to Chou En-lai requesting the opportunity to take this matter up with him personally (Public Papers of the S-G, 2:415-424). As DH is making these plans he uses the language of the Psalms to express his feelings. The citation is in English from The Book of Common Prayer, a version of the Psalms DH continues to cite in later waymarks. He had two copies of The Book of Common Prayer, one printed in 1762 and the other in 1792. The citations do not differ, however, from the text of more recent editions, e.g., The Book of Common Prayer (New York: Oxford, 1938). DH quotes Psalm 62:11-12. Very likely the whole psalm is in his mind. In light of what was said about “stillness” in 54:23, these verses at the beginning of the psalm must also have been extremely significant to him: “My soul truly
27. December 25 Believe -- not to hesitate!

DH received a reply from Chou En-lai on December 17 informing him that he would be received for conversations in Beijing. He left the next day for Stockholm, where on December 20 he delivered his inaugural lecture as a member of the Swedish Academy. He also met with the Chinese ambassador to Sweden, General Keng Piao, to discuss arrangements for the trip. He then returned to New York. DH was keenly aware of the risk he was making in visiting Beijing, both insofar as his own reputation as a diplomat and the effectiveness of the office of Secretary-General in reducing international tensions were concerned. These concerns were uppermost in his mind as he observed Christmas Day. In this brief waymark he tells himself to believe and therefore not to hesitate. He will repeat this exhortation to himself again in 56:25.

28. December 30 “If I take the wings of the morning and remain in the uttermost parts of the sea; even there also shall thy hand lead me.”

DH and his party left New York for Beijing on December 30. Again he cites a Psalm passage (Ps 139:9-10), this time to assert his confidence that he can be assured of God’s presence with him as he travels and God’s guidance as he negotiates.
1955

The year began with DH’s arrival in Beijing for conversations with Chou En-lai about the possible release of imprisoned American airmen. These included four U.S. Air Force jet pilots who had strayed into Chinese air space and eleven B-29 crew members who had been shot down while conducting leaflet-dropping operations over North Korea and who were later convicted of espionage by a Chinese military tribunal and sentenced to prison terms. The US insisted that these airmen should have been repatriated in connection with the Armistice Agreement that had ended the Korean War. DH went to China not to represent the US position but to speak for the UN Organization. In the conversations, while no agreement was reached regarding the release of the airmen, both DH and Chou En-lai developed mutual respect for each other. Negotiations continued during the spring and into the summer. In May the four jet pilots were released and finally, the occasion being in part related to DH’s 50th birthday on July 29, it was announced in Beijing on August 1 that the remaining eleven airmen were also being released. As a result of the success of the mission to Beijing DH’s diplomatic skills were widely recognized and his role in the office of Secretary-General was strengthened. Though he was disappointed that further progress could not be made at that time toward bringing the People’s Republic of China into the UN, during 1954 there was some relaxation of tension between the U.S. and China.

1. “For naught is found that can’t be won
   [By the love that suffers.]”

Just as the last waymarks of 1954 reflected DH’s thoughts as he left for Beijing for conversations with Chou En-lai, it can be assumed that the first waymarks of 1955, though undated, may also reflect reactions from those conversations. 55:1-5 will be so interpreted.

As the first waymark for 1955 DH cites a line from a Swedish Lenten hymn, #140 in the collection of 325 hymns common now to fifteen different church groups in Sweden (Den svenska psalmboken 1986 [Stockholm: Verbum, 1986] ). The author of the hymn is Erik Gustaf Geijer (1783-1847), who was a poet and a professor of history at the University of Uppsala. The hymn is a meditation on what Jesus achieved through bearing his cross. The stanza from which the line is quoted reads:
You bore your cross. Your glory, which
Is praised in all the heavens,
Your power, which no limits knows,
You laid aside, to show us
That naught is found that can’t be won
By the love that suffers.

DH cites only the italicized words, having changed the initial “that” in the line to “for.” In my translation of this waymark I have added the final line of the hymn stanza in order to make the citation intelligible to those not familiar with Geijer’s hymn. DH is saying that suffering love has power relevant not only in the wholly spiritual realm but also in the political struggle for justice and peace. In his work as Secretary-General, in addition to using all his administrative and diplomatic skills, he was depending also on what could be achieved through the patience and the persistence of persons of good will, among whom he wanted to be numbered (52:14, 55:9).

2. Rumi: The lovers of God have no religion but God alone.

Rumi is the pen name of the Mevlana (Grand Master) Jalal al-Din (1207-1273), a Persian Islamic Sufic mystic poet. DH’s contacts with his UN co-workers may have introduced him to non-Christian and non-Western authors, if he was not already acquainted with them. As he began to cope with problems in the Far East, he found it important to acquaint himself with the spiritual resources in Far Eastern thought. Other waymarks containing non-Western references or citations are 56:17, 56:30, 56:32, 56:34, 57:37, 57:41. Rumi’s statement, cited in English, need not be interpreted as referring depreciatively to religion, but as describing a religion wholly centered in the love of God.

3. “The purer the eye of the intention is, the more strength the soul finds within itself. . . . But it is very rare to find a soul entirely free, whose purity is not at all sullied by some stain of a secret searching for itself. . . . Work, therefore, to purify the eye of your intention in order that it might be single and upright.”

This is the second of seven citations in Waymarks of The Imitation of Christ by Thomas à Kempis. The citation is in French from DH’s copy of the French translation, De l’imitation de Jesus-Christ, De Beüil, 249-250). In the chapter from
which the citation is taken (III:33) the disciple is being advised not to trust his feelings or affections but to direct all the powers of his mind to God, his true end. At this point Thomas à Kempis is saying much the same thing as Rumi. Given 55:1, DH is thinking of a God who has been manifested through suffering love. It is to such a God he wants to be wholly devoted, ridding himself of all self-centeredness. The ethical interpretation DH gives to the citation from *The Imitation of Christ* will be found in the two following waymarks.

4. On a clean cloth the smallest spot offends the eye. At great heights a moment’s self-indulgence can mean death.

In this waymark two images are used, one that is aesthetic, referring to how the smallest spot mars the beauty of a clean cloth. The other is drawn from mountain climbing, indicating the danger of momentary lack of self-discipline (cf. 56:5, 56:62, 59:114). Implicit in the imagery is the recognition that the carelessness of one climber can lead to the death of other climbers. DH is aware that the welfare of many others depends on how he discharges his responsibilities. He must make certain that the eye of his intention remains single and upright (55:3).

5. One who is pure may find everything pure, but if what he achieves is gained only through compromises, for him it becomes impure -- and here there are no differences of degree.

DH has in mind Titus 1:15, “To the pure all things are pure.” Can this statement be used to excuse anything a person who is single and upright in intention may do? How does the statement apply to the calling of a diplomat, where flexibility and the ability to make compromises are required? DH answers that if what is achieved is gained only through compromises, the personal integrity of the diplomat can be lost and this is not a matter of degree. In these compromises there may, furthermore, be unbeknownst some stain of a secret searching for what will benefit the one making the compromises (55:3, cf. 51:42, 55:39).

Given the interpretations suggested we have in these first five waymarks for the year 1955 an indication of the kind of spiritual resources DH drew upon to give him the inner strength he needed in his negotiations with Chou En-lai in Beijing, as well as in the exchange of communications that followed.
6. “Shall he now try to teach me?” -- Why not? There is no one from whom you cannot learn. Before God, who speaks in everyone, you are always in the first preparatory class.

DH converses with himself, chiding himself for his reluctance to learn from someone whom he does not hold in high respect. If God speaks to us through everyone, we must always be prepared to listen. In God’s school we always remain in the beginning class (cf. 54:21). DH does not often, however, refer to what he has learned from others (cf. 50:39, 54:4).

7. Before you in humility, with you in faithfulness, in you in stillness --.

This waymark may be compared with 54:23 and 56:1 and has a trinitarian structure. DH sees himself as standing before God the Father in humility. He is with Jesus, the Son, in faithfulness or loyalty. He is in the Spirit in stillness. In this waymark it is the prepositions that suggest these trinitarian distinctions.

8. So, then, once again you chose yourself -- and opened the door to chaos. This chaos which you become when God’s hand does not rest on your head.

   The one who has once been under God’s hand has lost his innocence: he alone knows the terrible explosive power of compliancy.

   But how strong is he not in that concentration, beyond and above, which is his when God is in him because he is in God. Strong, and free, because he himself no longer exists.

DH is extremely critical of any instances of what he regards as self-centered choosing on his part (cf. 55:3-4), for in this way radical disorder is introduced into his life. It is when one has been under God’s hand (54:19) that one sees how great the difference is between a life so ordered and a life without this direction. It is in this sense that a person who has experienced what it means to be guided by God and then goes another way has lost his/her innocence. There is, on the other hand, great strength and freedom that is attained when the self-centered self no longer exists because one is in God and God is in the self (cf. 53:6, 53:13, 54:13, 54:19, 58:7).
9. How could reason’s -- and society’s -- moral code of decency have been formed without faith’s martyrs? And more: how could this morality escape atrophying without the renewal, without the influx of strength which comes from those who have lost themselves in God? The rope over the abyss is held taut by those who give it anchorage in heaven -- through fidelity in a faith which is the constant, ultimate sacrifice.

They who in “God’s union with the soul” are judged to be the salt of the earth -- woe to them if they lose their saltiness.

Faith’s martyrs are essential to the moral health of a society. Through their witness the moral code has been formed. It must constantly be maintained by those living at any time who have lost themselves in God. DH envisages a rope held taut across the abyss of moral decay and destruction, on one side by martyrs who give it anchorage in heaven, on the other by those who here and now live with a faithfulness that is sacrificial (cf. 52:14). It is essential that those who are in this way united with God retain this distinguishing characteristic, for the preservation of the society depends on them. The reference to the possibility of those who are the salt of the earth losing their saltiness is drawn from Matthew 5:13. For other references to “God’s union with the soul,” see 54:7, 56:25, 57:47, 58:7.

10. Never is answering yes more difficult than when the circumstances prevent you from coming to the defense of someone whose guilelessness makes him defenseless.

DH knew that there were times when giving a simple affirmative answer to a question could be damaging to certain individuals, if the circumstances were such that one was unable to do what was necessary to defend them from the injustice to which they were liable. While no indication of the particular situation DH has in mind is indicated, he does suggest that guileless individuals can be the extremely vulnerable to certain kinds of attack (cf. 51:42, 55:5). DH may, for example, have been thinking of the difficulty of defending some who were victimized in hearings before Senator Joseph McCarthy’s committee investigating possible Communist infiltration in US government agencies. DH had during his reorganization of the UN Secretariat in 1953 firmly resisted McCarthy’s efforts to continue investigation of American
Secretariat members (Urquhart, 66-67). There was by this time considerable public awareness of the evils of “McCarthyism” and McCarthy had been censured by the U.S. Senate on December 2, 1954.

11. On a working day, real only in God, only that poem is yours before which you yourself become real under God -- that poem yours, that art true. You don't have time for -- pastimes.

DH was greatly interested in the arts and in poetry. He wants to relate his interest in the arts, however, to his concern to become real under God. Art that contributes to this has significance for him (55:54). It cannot, on the other hand, be for him simply a way to pass the time (cf. 50:31).

12. Your position never gives you the right to command. Only the obligation to live so that others can accept your commands without being humiliated.

The rule DH sets for himself as Secretary-General is that his authority to command must be for him not a right but an obligation so to live that his commands can be obeyed with dignity (cf. 51:18). For other rules that he set for himself, see 55:39.

13. Deficiencies and errors in the past burden you in relation to others if there is evidence in the present that they can be repeated.

It is unlikely that anyone has served in a position of leadership for any length of time without being burdened by the memory of some serious mistake, some error in judgment. To what extent need such a person be burdened by past failures to live up to rules he/she had set up for him/herself? DH answers, only insofar as there is evidence that they can be repeated. One is to remember the embarrassments of the past in order to avoid them in the present and the future (cf. 55:27, 56:36, 57:39).

14. Only that dignity is genuine which is not diminished by the indifference of others.

DH in other waymarks acknowledges that he has sought the esteem of others (41-42:15, 50:16, 52:19), but he tells himself that he should seek a dignity unaffected by the presence or absence of popular acclaim.
15. There is a self-complacency of faith, more unforgivable and dangerous than that of the intellect. It reveals a cleavage in the personality in which faith is “observed” and valued in denial of the unity in self-effacement which is the essence of faith. Is valued as a metaphysical magic formula, whose advantages should be reserved for the specially chosen?

DH strongly criticizes a self-complacent faith because it makes faith a quality that can be observed and valued by the self. Faith instead should mean the denial, the surrender, the effacement of the self (54:7, 54:19, 55:31, 56:21, 56:63, 58:7). Nor is faith a means by which a few gain special advantages. One must constantly be on guard lest the corruption of the best becomes the worst.

16. Prayer, crystallized in words, defines again and again a wavelength on which the dialogue must be continued further, even when our consciousness is directed to other goals.

DH may be thinking of the Pauline exhortation to pray constantly (1 Thess. 5:17). Prayer that takes verbal form, limited to some times and places, has the function of defining a wavelength upon which the dialogue that prayer represents can continue, even when the consciousness is engaged in the pursuit of other matters. For other waymarks discussing prayer, see 41-42:3, 50:29, 58:7.

17. To furnish this second home is like arranging a tomb: you know that you will never live there -- after this.

In the summer of 1953 DH’s artist friend, Bo Beskow, bought a modest vacation home, Hagestad, for him along the seacoast of southern Sweden. DH did not see it until the summer of 1954 and he returned again for a visit of ten days on July 23, 1955. Later Beskow was to purchase for DH a somewhat larger farmstead in the same area known as Backåkra (now a museum containing some of DH’s library and a collection of works of art and other gifts he had received). For an account of what Beskow did on DH’s behalf in this connection, see Beskow, Dag Hammarskjöld: Strictly Personal, 19-33, 41, 123-135.

Very likely waymarks 55:17-25 record reflections from DH’s ten day vacation during the summer of 1955. In such a case Hagestad may be the home referred to in this waymark. DH is aware that his life has now changed so much that he
will never be able to make more than brief visits to this home. The comparison of the home to a tomb may be due to the fact that DH was at this time thinking about death.

18. Earlier death was always along in the company. Now it is a table mate: I must become a friend with it.

In this intuitive “rediscovery” which has become the Ariadne-thread in my life -- step by step, day after day -- life’s termination is now just as apprehensible as tomorrow’s felt duty.

Death has been included in DH’s thinking from the earliest waymarks (25-30:3), but now he feels that it is coming much closer and that he must establish a more intimate acquaintance with it. He suggests by use of the word “rediscovery” that this is a return to an earlier awareness (50:2, 50:4, 51:1, 52:19, 52:24). It has become the Ariadne-thread by which he is guided through life, death and tomorrow’s felt duty having the same tangible presence in his mind.

The reference to the Ariadne-thread is drawn from Greek mythology. Theseus, an Athenian hero, volunteers to go as one of seven Athenian youths, together with seven Athenian maidens, who are to be offered as a tribute to a man-eating monster, the Minotaur, who lives in the labyrinth in Crete. Arriving at Crete, Theseus meets Ariadne, the daughter, of Minos, king of Crete. Ariadne falls in love with Theseus and gives him a sword with which he is able to slay the Minotaur and a thread by which he is able to find his way out of the maze of the labyrinth. DH will also use this mythological reference in 61:5.

19. “To listen” -- in faith -- to find one’s way and have the feeling of actually under God rediscovering it.

Like playing blindman’s buff: deprived of sight, to exert instead all the other senses, groping with the hands over the faces of friends -- and so finding what was already mine and which had all the time been there. Which I should all the time have known was there, if I hadn’t had the blindfold over my eyes.

Three senses are mentioned in this waymark, hearing, touching, seeing. Listening, in faith, in order to find one’s way is likened to touching in the absence of sight so that one can identify a friend. What is found is in both cases
rediscovered (cf. 55:18). In the 1953 radio address “Old Creeds in a New World” DH stated, “... a never abandoned effort frankly and squarely to build up a personal belief in the light of experience and honest thinking has led me in a circle; I now recognize and endorse, unreservedly, those very beliefs which were once handed down to me.” When he finally reached the point of understanding faith in the sense described in 54:7, he says, “... the beliefs in which I was once brought up and which, in fact had given my life direction even while my intellect still challenged their validity, were recognized by me as mine in their own right and by my free choice. I feel that I can endorse those convictions without any compromise with the demands of that intellectual honesty which is the very key to maturity of mind” (Public Papers of the S-G, 2:194-196. See Appendix A). In the process by which he came to this point listening, broadly conceived, was extremely important (cf. 41-42:6, 41-42:10, 54:8). For an earlier account of his finding the meaning of faith, using other imagery, see 54:5.

20. In a dream: meeting with an earlier experience which has the real feature of causal relationships backwards and forwards in time -- but which nonetheless must have belonged only to a dream.

DH on a few occasions tells of dreams (cf. 51:44, 55:47, 55:55, 61:19). Here he notes that a dream can have real features so that the distinction between dream and reality cannot be sharply drawn. Yet, somehow one does make that distinction, excluding dreams from one’s waking experience.

21. 550729 Thomas [à Kempis]: Why do you seek rest, you who were born only for labor?

The significance of the date of this waymark is that July 29, 1955 was DH’s 50th birthday, an anniversary ordinarily celebrated in Sweden with great festivity. In order to escape the Swedish press, DH and Bo Beskow went fishing on the Baltic from the nearby port of Kåseberga (Beskow, 49-54). As a text for the day DH cites for the third time his French translation of The Imitation of Christ (De l’imitation de Jesus-Christ, De Beüil, 116). He identifies the source as “Thomas” (Thomas à Kempis) and the citation is taken from the same book and chapter (II:10) as the citation for April 7, 1953 (53:8). That citation stressed the fact that since all of one’s abilities and the opportunities to exercise them are gifts from God, there can be no reason for pride in one’s own accomplishments. This citation calls attention to what DH has discovered
to be the burden of his office. Though he is on vacation, he is unable to put the work that must be done out of his mind. He was a tireless worker, but he will eventually confess that he experiences deep weariness (58:16, 61:12). The word he cites from Thomas à Kempis tells him that he has no reason to seek for rest, for the meaning of life is to be found in the work one does for God. A similar thought is expressed in 57:40.

22. Shame mixed with gratitude: shame for all the outbreaks of conceit, envy, and self-indulgence -- gratitude for all to which not the achievement but only the intention possibly could entitle me.

God sometimes gives us the credit -- for his work. Or retains it in his solitude. At our capers on the stage he smiles ironically -- so long as we do not tamper with the weights.

The Chinese charge d'affaires in Stockholm, having been informed of DH's coming birthday, had inquired of Uno Willers, the director of the Swedish Royal Library as to what present DH would like on that occasion. Willers had told him that the release of the eleven remaining imprisoned American airmen would please him best (Urquhart, 125). Beskow tells us that either on the evening of July 29 or the next day a telegram came from Chou En-lai with birthday greetings and stating that he was releasing the American airmen (Beskow, 54). The official announcement of their release was made in Beijing on August 1 (see 55:25). This waymark may be DH's first response to that extremely welcome information.

It is a response in which shame and gratitude are mixed. Self-criticism is a recurring theme in Waymarks (cf. 41-42:4, 50:33, 51:36, 52:11). DH charges himself with thinking too highly of himself, with resenting the advantages of others, with yielding too easily to his own desires, for all of which he is ashamed. But he is also grateful, for much that he has hoped would happen has come to pass, though he cannot claim it as his own achievement (cf. 56:49, 56:51). Using imagery from the theater he says that it is God who is the stage manager, responsible for the whole production. Actors may receive credit for the parts they play, or the credit may be withheld. God tolerates the capers they cut on the stage, even though these capers are not part of the script. The actors must not, however, tamper with the weights. DH may be referring to the sandbags and iron ingots used as counterbalances in the hoist system by which
stage scenery is raised or lowered. Safety requires that the stage manager retain control of how these weights are used. DH may be saying that the most basic rules which govern the context within which the human drama takes place must be respected lest the welfare of many be threatened.

23. “Yours --.” The sacrifice -- and the liberation -- to be under a will for which “I” is in no sense a goal.

“Dedicated --.” The reward -- or the price -- for this: by this will to have been bound to a task in comparison with which nothing I myself could seek is of value.

The words in quotations marks, “Yours --” and “Dedicated --,” appear to be drawn from a prayer/meditation found in 56:1. This would suggest that the placement of an entry in Waymarks does not always indicate when that entry was originally written. For DH to belong to God means that God’s will is his destiny. This requires that he offer himself, but at the same time he is liberated from narrow self-centered aims. He is dedicated, which means that his destiny is to be used and consumed. This is the price, but there is also a reward. The task to which he is bound has a value transcending anything he might seek for himself (cf. 57:25, 58:9).

24. We listen badly and we read even worse. You note this so well when it has to do with others in relation to yourself. Are you equally observant when it has to do with yourself in relation to others?

This waymark somewhat counterbalances the previous waymark. Preoccupation with one’s own agenda makes it difficult to hear or understand the concerns of others. DH notes that he can see this very clearly in the behavior of others, but wonders if he monitors his own conduct with equal vigilance (cf. 41-42:6, 50:37, 55:58).

25. 550801 “God spake -- --”

And before that: “As for the children of men, they are but vanity. The children of men are deceitful upon weights. Give not thyself unto vanity.”

The significance of the date of this waymark is that on August 1 it was officially announced in Beijing that the eleven American airmen were being released. The
diplomatic effort to which DH had given so much attention during the first half of 1955 had been brought to a successful conclusion. He responds to the announcement by citing verses from Psalm 62, which he had cited December 10, 1954 (54:26) upon receiving authorization from the UN General Assembly to make this diplomatic effort, after which he had sent his first cable to Chou En-lai. The two words from vs. 11 cited first, “God spak... .,” recall the earlier citation affirming the power and mercy of God. DH is grateful for what the Chinese authorities have done, but his primary gratitude is directed to God.

The other verses cited remind him not to give himself to vanity. It is such considerations that are most often operative in human affairs. DH was very likely critical of both the American and the Chinese protagonists in the controversy over the imprisoned airmen. After his conversations in Beijing he had written to Bo Beskow describing Chou En-lai as a man “with a brain of steel, blood on his hands, strict self-discipline and a very cordial smile” (Sten Söderberg, Hammarskjöld, A Pictorial Biography [New York: Viking, 1962], 63. (Of interest is the fact that Beskow in a later account of his reception of this letter omits the words “blood on his hands” [Beskow, 36].) There has so far been no publication of any statements DH may have made about Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, Senator William Knowland, or the US China Lobby intent on excluding the People’s Republic of China from the UN. Some indication of his thoughts can, however, be derived from the verses he cites from Psalm 62.

DH does take some liberty in his citation of the psalm. The Book of Common Prayer version of verses 9-10a reads: “As for the children of men, they are but vanity; the children of men are deceitful; upon the weights they are altogether lighter than vanity itself. O trust not in wrong and robbery; give not yourselves to vanity.” DH omits the italicized words and changes “yourselves” to “thyself.” It is not clear in DH’s citation as to how he intends “weights” should be understood. In the psalm it clearly means a balance or scale on which the human beings being referred to are weighed. Since, however, DH uses the word “weights” in 55:22, he may be intending the meaning suggested there. If so he is saying that the political authorities are inacceptably tampering with the system whereby competing national interests are counterbalanced so as to provide a context of justice and peace within which human beings can live. At the same time he could make use as well of a modern translation of Psalm 62:9, “In very truth men are a puff of wind, all men are faithless; put them in the balance and they can only rise, all of them lighter than wind” NEB.
26. “Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name give the praise - - -.”

This unrest? Is not the causal chain evident: when you covertly sought your own glory, you could no longer turn your own weakness into strength. In this way you were “led into temptation” and lost the basis for faith’s self-evident affirmation of destiny, which presupposes that this destiny has in no way been formed by such treachery. DH received much acclaim for his diplomatic skill in helping bring about the release of the American airmen. He was aware, however, that many factors had been involved, including the fact that the US had finally agreed to begin direct talks with China on the ambassadorial level in Geneva on August 1. DH’s hopes for continued contacts with Chou En-lai were, furthermore, to be disappointed. The psalm citation in this waymark (Ps. 115:1) emphasizes that rather than accepting praise ourselves, all praise is to be given to God. DH suggests that his unease, possibly over the fact that further negotiations with China proved impossible, may have been related to his covertly seeking his own glory. By placing the words “led into temptation” in quotation marks, he makes it evident that he is alluding to the Lord’s Prayer. He is unusually harsh in his self-criticism, calling his inability to turn his weakness into strength treachery (cf. 50:33, 57:20, 57:32). “Faith’s self-evident affirmation of destiny” does not, however, mean that one will always succeed (cf. 55:15), but that one will be unmoved by whatever transpires when one has been faithful in the performance of one’s duty.

27. Do you need to call forth memories of a self-torturing humiliation in order to quench a smoldering self-admiration?

Purity is also to be free from all these half measures: a tone of voice which places you yourself in the light, a covert acceptance of sensual pleasure in forgetfulness of that which is of the spirit, a self-righteous reaction to others in their times of weakness.

See yourself in that mirror when you would be praised - - or would judge. Do that without despairing!

Despite the strength of DH’s faith, he did not escape continuing spiritual struggle. He struggled with how to deal with a smoldering self-admiration (25-30:14, 56:24). His insistence on purity required the abandonment of all
compromises with its demands (54:15, 55:5, 56:37, 56:60, 59:114). He prepares a mirror designed to detect the slightest tendencies toward unallowable error, to be used whenever he seeks praise or would judge others. He tells himself, however, that when he uses this mirror he should not despair (56:32, 56:40, 58:6).

28. It is not enough daily to place oneself under God. What is required is to be only under God: every disruption opens the door for the daydream, the careless talk, the hidden boasting, the little slanders— all the little henchmen of the urge to destruction.

"'But how, then, should I love God?' — You should love him as though he were a non-God, a non-spirit, a non-person, a formless one: much more only sheer, pure, clear unity, far from all duality. And in this One we should eternally sink from being to nothingness. To this may God help us."

DH continues to restate the discipline under which he feels he must live. He must place himself under God in every respect. The slightest deviation from what this requires, whether the behavior is hidden or manifest in apparently trivial ways, contributes to destruction. Yet who is the God who requires this? Here DH draws upon the tradition of medieval mysticism, citing a passage from Meister Eckhart in which God is described in largely negative terms (Meister Eckehart Schriften, Büttner, 153; see also Meister Eckhart, Die deutschen Werke, Predigten, Josef Quint, ed., vol. 3 [Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1973], 448/586). DH prays to God, as we have seen (54:13, 54:19), using the second personal pronoun. He also acknowledges his debt to the medieval mystics, saying that from them he had learned “the explanation of how man should live a life of active social service in full harmony with himself as a member of the community of the spirit” (Public Papers of the S-G, 2:195-196. See Appendix A). What is perhaps most important in the citation for DH is the emphasis on God’s “sheer, pure, clear unity,” which implies that a corresponding singleness of mind is required of the worshiper. Also extremely important for DH is the reference to sinking “from being to nothingness” in God, which he understood to mean the complete self-effacement that dedication to God’s will and purpose required of him (cf. 55:8).

29. You are dedicated to this task — as the sacrifice in a still barbarian cult by reason of the divine intention behind
it: a poor piece of human work -- but you are obligated to
give your all to the dream which only in this has gotten a
toehold in reality.

In this and two other waymarks (55:43, 56:39) DH very explicitly refers to the
UN. He has served as Secretary-General long enough to recognize both the
importance of his responsibilities and the difficulties under which he must
work. He compares the UN to a barbarian cult that is justified not by its
practice but by the divine intention it so poorly realizes. It is to the dream the
UN so inadequately expresses that he must give his unqualified devotion.

30. He broke a new way -- because, only because, he had
the courage to go farther without asking whether others
followed, or even understood. He did not have the need
for that protection against ridicule, which others seek
in a divided responsibility, because he had a faith which
abstained from seeking confirmation.

There are a number of waymarks in which DH reflects on the life and ministry
of Jesus. Thus far we have noted 45-49:13, 50:44, 51:29-31, 53:11. In 51:29 DH
sees Jesus as walking, despite the incomprehension of his disciples, “the way of
his possibility to the end, without self-pity or needing sympathy.” Though Jesus
is not explicitly named in this waymark, DH may be thinking of how Jesus
was able to break a new way. He had the courage to go on alone, he did not fear
ridicule, and he had a faith which did not require confirmation.

31. -- a contact with reality, light and strong as the touch
of a loved hand: unity in a self-surrender without self-
obliteration, with clarity of feeling and warmth of
understanding. How near in sun and wind. How far --.
How different from what the wise ones call mysticism.

In the Auden-Sjöberg translation (Markings,100), 55:30-31 are combined
to form one waymark, though they are separate in the Swedish editions
(Vägmärken [1963], 88-89; [1966], 88) and in DH’s typewritten manuscript.
For other waymarks that begin with dashes as though in the middle of a
sentence, see 41-42:7, 50:9, 50:32, 56:38, 57:20. While 55:30 can be understood
as referring to Jesus, in this waymark DH appears to be describing his own
experience of God. Nature imagery is used, but there is also the feeling of
personal relationship. If 53:13, 55:8, 55:28, 57:47 could be interpreted to mean that the self is wholly lost in the God-relationship, in this waymark there is self-surrender without self-obliteration (cf. 59:4). This is what he finds in the mystical experience, though he acknowledges that “the wise ones” interpret mysticism differently. For additional interpretations of this important waymark, see Aulén, E 66, 74; Sw, 102, 112, 122-123; Van Dusen 188.

32. To let oneself be bound by a duty from the moment it is intuited is a part of the integrity which alone entitles one to assume responsibility.

The concept of duty is extremely important for DH (45-49:12, 55:18, 57:19, 57:25, 57:40). Here he states that duties are intuited (cf. 51:29) and from that moment become absolutely binding. This must be acknowledged by those who intend to discharge their responsibilities with integrity.

33. The style of conduct that gives weight requires firmness even in concessions: you must be strict with yourself in order to have the right to be lenient toward others.

The concessions to which reference is made in this waymark are quite possibly concessions to one’s own needs as a human being. At this point one must be strict with oneself, in order to justify leniency toward others. Perhaps in adjusting the work load DH felt that he could give consideration to others working with him only if he was certain that he was taking his full share of what had to be done.

34. “Those marked by suffering, those who have seen --.” You can, by your own choice enter their consciousness. You can -- without having gone through their hard school -- teach yourself to see and hear as one who has nothing and from whom will be taken also what he has.

DH did not often reflect about the sufferings of others (cf. 41-42:17, 45-49:8, 51:26, 55:9, 56:24, 60:5). Here he wonders if one who has not suffered can understand the experiences of those who have. He believes this is possible, that one can teach oneself to see and hear (cf. 55:39, 55:58, 59:33, 61:14) as one who has experienced the loss of everything. DH may be citing words he remembers from a conversation. The scriptural allusion is to Matthew 13:12, 25:29 (para. Mk 4:25, Lk 19:26).
35. The researcher registers what is definitively established. Only that which stands out in his experience is worth being noted, for his own and others’ remembrance and guidance. So also the explorer leaves it to others to find time for the picturesque notation about the customs of the people, or the telling reflection regarding the weakness of one of the fellow travelers.

Well then -- what do we do?

The interest of the observer determines the data that is gathered. The picturesque notice about native customs or the foibles of the traveler, ignored in some research, may in another frame of reference be extremely significant. DH may be suggesting the importance of a broad perspective in viewing the world.

36. How tiring it is in the role which is ours to be compelled to play a role which is not ours: what you basically must be in order to fulfill your task, you may not reveal yourself as being, in order to be permitted to fulfill the task. How tiring -- and inescapable, given the way people now as a rule organize their social life.

If DH in 55:35 argues for a broad perspective in viewing the world, here he complains about some of the activities that are required of him. He found certain social functions tiring and unprofitable (cf. 50:55, 51:12). Yet at the same time he recognized their necessity. In social life a certain masquerading takes place (cf. 50:13, 51:16, 57:16, 58:11). True identities are not revealed, though in other contexts they do become known. In the next waymark, however, DH will insist that there be thoroughgoing honesty in language, presumably also in social life.

37. Respect for the word is the first requirement in the discipline through which a human being can be nurtured to maturity -- intellectually, emotionally, and morally.

Respect for the word -- using it with strictest care and in uncompromising inner love of truth -- is also for the society and the human race a condition for growth.

To misuse the word is to show contempt for the person. It undermines the bridges and poisons the springs. In this way it leads us backward on the long road of human emergence.

“I tell you, - - - for every careless word - - -.”
"Respect for the word" is of the utmost importance, DH insists, for the individual as well as for the race. This respect has intellectual, emotional, and moral implications. There must be careful use of language and uncompromising devotion to the truth (41:42:18, 55:39, 56:6, see also 57:2). In this waymark DH speaks of the long human emergence (58:8), in which there can be either progress or retrogression. The passage from Matthew 12:36-37 RSV reads in its entirety: "I tell you, on the day of judgment men will render account for every careless word they utter, for by your words you will be justified, and by your words you will be condemned." There is an allusion to this passage also in 50:25.

38. 551119-20  In the low clouds the light died. The dusk was swallowed by the falling snow. Making my bed in silence, the branches covered me with their security. When contours were no longer visible, once again the wonder: that I exist.

This is a dated waymark, though the precise significance of the date (a Saturday and Sunday) has not been established. DH may have spent a weekend in northern Sweden, where snow at this time in November would not be unusual. Sten Söderberg writes that DH during his years in the Ministry of Finance in Stockholm "after a hard week's work, could take the train on Friday night, get off the next morning at some station in Jämtland and set off alone, with a cooking pot, some oatmeal and raisins in his rucksack. He would spend the night in a mountain hut, tramp on all Sunday and take the night train back again to turn up for work on Monday morning, quite restored" (Söderberg, 56-58; cf. 50:9, 51:50). This time he apparently did not sleep in a mountain hut, but made his bed under the shelter of the branches of a tree. Enveloped in the security nature in this way provided, he is filled with wonder that he exists. In 50:40, 52:7, 59:104-105 he also contemplates from different perspectives the wonder of selfhood.

39. "Of human beings and their way to unity --?" The truth is so simple that it is regarded as pretentious banality. And yet it is constantly denied in action. Every day provides examples:

- It is more important to recognize the reasons for one's own behavior than to understand the motives of others.
- The other's face is more important than your own.
- If you seek something for yourself, you cannot hope for success in your pleas for others.
- You can hope for permanent solutions only through a
relationship in which you see the other from the outside, but
at the same time experience his difficulties from the inside.

The one who “likes” people displaces the one who has
contempt for them.

All experienced knowledge is of value and the one who
has stopped searching shall soon find

-- that he lacks what he needs: rigidity is weakness, and
the one who goes to people or to art and poetry without the
youthful ambition to force himself forward through a new
language to light others have not seen, he should take care.

A lie that succeeds is a double lie, a mistake
corrected weightier than truth: only an “honesty” free of
compromise plumbs the depths of a decency which you
should expect even where there is deep hostility.

Adroitness must not mean fearing to criticize sharply, lest
the appearance of influence be sought at the cost of its reality.

DH must have from time to time been asked to comment on how unity among
human beings might be achieved. He says the true answer to this question is
simple, but it is again and again denied in action. He offers the following rules:

Know your own motives. Care deeply about others. Continue the quest for
new insights. Tell the truth without compromise. Do not let hesitation to speak
sharply when this is necessary mean that you preserve only the appearance of
influence.

As to how well DH practiced these counsels, Brian Urquhart, who worked
with DH for eight years, states, “I can testify that unlike many public figures, he
made a vigorous attempt to live and act by the rules he prescribed for himself”
(“International Leadership: The Legacy of Dag Hammarskjöld,” Development

In view of DH’s interest in Martin Buber, whose Ich und Du (I and Thou)
he was translating into Swedish at the time of his death, it may be noted that
Andrew Cordier, one of DH’s colleagues, finds in one of these rules a direct
reference to Buber’s analysis of the I-thou relationship: “You can hope for
permanent solutions only through a relationship in which you see the other
from the outside, but at the same time experience his difficulties from the
inside” (Andrew W. Cordier and Kenneth Maxwell, Paths to World Order
Always fleeing,
always waiting.
Prepared -- when I shall meet my --
Images, images -- with secret connection
Which create or destroy, in life as in dream,
So also in poetry.

To understand this poem one must imagine the word omitted at the end of the third line. The word could be “destiny” (50:46, 50:54, 51:27, 51:53, 52:3, 53:7, 53:11, 55:26, 55:60, 56:1, 56:27, 56:39, 56:59, 57:2, 57:24, 57:35, 57:37, 57:39, 57:46, 61:13). If so, this waymark may express an ambiguous attitude toward what DH considers his destiny. Insofar as he regards it as forbidding he may be fleeing it. He prefers, however, to emphasize that he is waiting for it and is also prepared for it. This leads him to reflect upon the different images he entertains of this destiny. They are secretly connected, encountered waking or dreaming, and can create or destroy. As poetically expressed it would seem, however, that the power of the images could be directed to creative ends.

Martin Buber visited DH in New York and later after DH’s death told of this visit in a talk for the Swedish Radio in 1962 published in his Nachlese under the title “Erinnerung an Hammarskjöld.”
He said, “When we sat facing each other, in the house of the ‘United Nations,’ we both recognized, Dag Hammarskjöld and I, what it basically was that bound us together. But I felt, looking at him and listening to him, something more, which I could not explain, something fateful, that was somehow connected with this hour of the world, with his function in this hour of the world” (italics added; Urquhart, 1973, 40-41).

Le courage de nos différences [the courage of our differences]. To accept responsibly that which separates -- in humility and pride. It is in the “new ones” that humankind is either betrayed or saved.

During the fall of 1955 the deadlock on the admission of new UN members was broken so that sixteen new states, some of them former colonies, gained entrance to the UN. DH had hopes that with this infusion of new members the UN might provide the locus for new possibilities in multilateral diplomacy (Urquhart, 1973, 133). Many of these states were small and weak, but DH was convinced that they could make a significant contribution nonetheless. States as well as individuals must accept in both humility and pride the characteristics
by which they differ from others. (Note also the combination of humility and pride in 53:13 and 54:2.) The cause of humankind could be betrayed, but it could also be significantly bettered, depending on how these states viewed their responsibility to the world community.

42. Even in the most intense activity, for the one who has never come “close” to another person -- this feeling of unreality. As in the old fairy tale: only through the love of another does the one who has been made invisible or changed into a beast regain his human shape.

The “intense activity” to which DH refers could very well be diplomatic negotiations. He was constantly engaged in interpersonal relationships of this kind, but at the same time he confessed the need for becoming “close” to another person (54:16). In 56:26 he suggests that love on his part oriented toward specific individuals was a prerequisite for success in the larger ventures in which he was engaged (cf. 55:1). That love constitutes and restores our humanity is an ancient insight, not only found in the Bible but also expressed in old fairy tales.

43. A jealous dream that does not share you with anything or anyone else: humankind’s greatest -- the dream about humankind.

   Humankind’s greatest in which it is the individual’s noblest dream -- to lose himself.
   Therefore: willingly death or shame if that is what it requires.
   Therefore: how easy to forgive.

The “jealous dream” is the United Nations (cf. 55:29), a dream about what world community might be. Though the United Nations Organization realizes this dream in only the most rudimentary way, it makes a total demand upon those called to its service. DH must be prepared to surrender his life or accept living with a besmirched reputation. It should, he says, be easy to forgive, but in 56:39 he acknowledges that this can at times prove difficult.

44. “Thou art the God that doest wonders: and hast declared thy power among the people.”

When DH quotes a psalm passage, in this case Ps. 77:14, he often also presupposes the context of the entire psalm. Psalm 77 is a call to God for help. The
psalmist is experiencing troubles that beset him day and night, but he remembers what God has done in the past and thus has reason to believe that the God who has manifested his might in both nature and history will again save his people.

45. Coquettish -- even in the taking note of your coquettishness.

In this waymark, an example of self-criticism, DH acknowledges his effort to appear in the best light before others (cf. 56:60). Indeed he even finds himself masquerading before his own inner court of self-awareness.

46. Alone beside the spring on the heath you again feel your loneliness -- as it has always been. As it has always been -- even when the nearness of others for a time hid its nakedness.

But the spring lives. And your sentry duty remains.

DH has avowed his need for love (55:42), and he also tells of continuing loneliness (cf. 50:4, 52:16, 52:18, 52:24, 58:9, 61:12). In some measure he was able to sublimate his desire for physical intimacy through identification with nature (51:50, cf. 58:10). For this reason he valued so greatly visits to the mountains of Lapland (51:57-61). Beside a spring which in the solitude of the wilderness continually gives of itself he keenly feels his loneliness. But the spring also symbolizes life and using another image DH likens the life to which he is to return to sentry duty, a lonely yet also essential calling.

47. Nothing was easier than to shift from the one step to the other -- over the abyss. But in the dream you failed because you experienced the possibility of falling.

Upon arriving in New York, April 9, 1953, to take up his new responsibilities as UN Secretary-General DH told the press that it was true that he was interested in mountaineering, though his experience was limited to Scandinavia where, he said, mountaineering calls more for endurance than for equilibristics. He went on to say that the qualities the sport of mountaineering requires are those which he felt were then needed: "perseverance and patience, a firm grip on realities, careful but imaginative planning, a clear awareness of the dangers but also of the fact that fate is what we make it and that the safest climber is he who never questions his ability to overcome all difficulties" (Public Papers of the S-G, 2:30).
In the dream recounted in this waymark, DH experienced how the fear of falling can lead to failure (cf. 59:91). For a reference to an abyss in a somewhat different context, see 55:9). For a more positive dream experience, see 55:55.

48. Aladdin -- giver of happiness, it was not too much, whatever it was you paid for this, which those in the street regarded only as “success.”

Aladdin and his magic lamp is one of the characters in Thousand and One Nights. DH highly prizes the capacity to give happiness (54:4, 57:52) and is willing to pay dearly for it, but objects to this capacity’s being identified merely as “success,” about which he had ambivalent feelings (see 50:47, 56:3, 57:8, 60:6).

49. Before the constancy of things -- stands possession’s ironic commentary on our claims.

Many “things” have more permanence than we as human individuals have. When this is taken into account our “possession” of these things to some extent changes its meaning and our claims must be adapted to our limited tenure. The “constancy of things” can also refer to a basic integrity of things that we tend to take for granted, but which stands in judgment upon the claims implicit in our all too often selfish and shortsighted use of the world’s resources.

50. 551224 “O God, thou art my God - - -
- - - in a barren and dry land, where no water is.
Thus have I looked for thee in holiness, that I might behold thy power and glory.”

DH often wrote waymarks at the time of the Christian festivals (cf. 54:27, 55:53, 56:9-10, 56:57, 57:52, 60:1, 60:3). At first sight the psalm passage he cites (Ps. 63:1-2) seems a strange choice for Christmas Eve (though see the comment on 55:51-52). The psalmist’s words, “a barren land dry land, where no water is,” may, however, relate to DH’s concern about the deterioration of the situation in the Middle East. His first visit to this area was to take place in January. Though the times were difficult he sought assurance that he might behold God’s power and glory.

51. Two inklings from the past with recently found relevance:
Through the senses
But beyond them.
Near,
Also absent.
The glance a shy caress,  
Complete in the meeting of eyes.  
And:  
The lover wishes the perfection of the beloved -- which  
requires also liberation from the lover.

This and the following waymark continue DH’s Christmas Eve reflection.  
He may still be thinking of Psalm 63, where after the cited opening verses the 
psalmist goes on to rejoice in his relationship to God: “My mouth praises thee  
with joyful lips... for thou hast been my help, and in the shadow of thy wings  
I sing for joy.” DH refers to two inklings from the past, by which he may have  
in mind earlier waymarks. One of them may be 50:21 and Aulén suggests the  
other is 51:48 (Aulén, E 96; Sw 141-142). We have noted in 55:42 and 55:46 DH’s  
speaking of his need for love and of his loneliness. This feeling of loneliness may  
have been especially keen at Christmas. Here he is saying that he must be content  
with only the slightest expression of physical love. He can be aware of “the aching  
beauty of a neckline” (50:21), but he must be satisfied with the shy caress of a  
glance, “complete in the meeting of eyes.” More important is that there must  
be liberation of the beloved from the lover. He must come to the point that he  
does not expect a response to expressions of affection. As he had written earlier,  
“When the lover is himself freed from dependence on the loved one through  
love’s maturing into a radiance whose essence is its own dissolution in light, then  
the loved one will also be perfected through being freed from the lover” (51:48).

Sven Stolpe observes that this waymark reflects the thought of the diplomat  
and dramatist Paul Claudel, especially as set forth in his play, Le soulier de  
satin (The Satin Slipper [New York: Sheed & Ward, 1945]; Stolpe, 89-90),  
a copy of which play was included in DH’s library. Central to the plot of the  
drama is the fact that Don Rodrigue and Dona Prouhèze can never forget their  
love for each other, yet deprive themselves of the possibility of living together.

52. God desires our independence -- in which we “fall” back  
into God when we cease ourselves to seek it.

The new insight DH finds as he returns to his earlier reflections (50:21, 51:48)  
is that what he had previously sought in a human love relationship can be  
fulfilled in the God relationship (Aulén, Sw 142). But God also desires and  
grants our independence. Here also the beloved is liberated from the lover  
(55:21), though the God relationship is not for this reason broken. Were it  
actually to be broken, this would mean human betrayal (54:10). Instead at the
same time that we receive this unsought independence we “fall” back into God. Aulén observes that this has ethical implications. The one who lives in the closest fellowship with God has at the same time complete responsibility for the moral decisions that are made, which can at times be frightening (cf. 57:31, Aulén, E 97, Sw 142-143). At this point the words of Psalm 63:8 may prove reassuring: “My soul clings to thee; thy right hand upholds me.”

53. “But when in this way they taste God, be it in himself, or in his works, they recognize at the same time that there is an infinite difference between the creature and the Creator, between time and eternity. - - - Enlighten my soul, and make it find its life and its joy in you, so that, as if transported outside of itself by the excess of its gladness, it becomes devoted to you with all its power and motions.”

This is the fourth of seven citations in Waymarks from DH’s French translation of The Imitation of Christ (De l’imitation de Jesus-Christ, De Beüil, 252). On Christmas Day DH continues to reflect on the meaning of fellowship with God. As one tastes God one becomes keenly aware of the difference between the creature and the Creator. The citation concludes with a prayer for enlightenment that will lead to a joy which expresses itself in total devotion to what God would have done in the world.

In the chapter (III:34) from which the citation is taken, Thomas à Kempis commends as truly wise those who despise worldly things and mortify bodily desires. Illusion is to be abandoned for truth, the body for the spirit. Thomas then goes on to describe what enjoyment of the Creator can mean and prays for such an experience. He is aware, however, that the lower nature is still strong within him, is not yet wholly crucified, nor entirely dead. Likening the conflicts he experiences to a storm at sea, he prays Christ who rules the waves to come to his help.

In several of the waymarks that follow (55:54-57, 55:59, 55:63), DH comments on this citation from The Imitation of Christ, as well as on other themes of the chapter in which it is found.

54. You take the pen -- and the lines dance. You take the flute -- and the tones shimmer. You take the brush -- and the colors sing. In this way everything becomes meaningful and beautiful in that space beyond time which you are. How then can I keep anything back from you?
DH states that he does know what it means to taste God, to find his joy in God. But this does not mean that worldly things must in every sense be despised. This waymark is a celebration of God as the source of beauty. The Creator DH encounters enlivens in a person every kind of competence, the ability to write, to make music, to paint. Everything becomes meaningful and beautiful because eternity interpenetrates time. How can one then withhold anything from God?

55. I walked thus in the dream with God through the depth of being: walls receding, doors opened, room after room of silence and darkness and coolness -- of the intimacy of souls and light and warmth -- till around me the boundlessness in which we all flowed together and continued to live was like the rings after falling drops on wide, calm, dark waters.

Next DH describes a mystical dream experience. With God he walks through the depth of being, spaces opening to him. There is silence, darkness, and coolness, but also intimacy of souls, light and warmth. Life flows together and continues in a boundless context suggesting rings formed by falling drops on wide, calm, dark waters. Aulén suggests that this may be a waymark in which DH intimates an understanding of eternal life (Aulén, E 154; Sw 221-222).

56. The gift burned in your hand, so beyond the resources of the giver that it must have been. It scorched you like a hot flame, not fed by any “economic” considerations, but because it showed without the possibility of evasion your self-satisfied, worldly-wise coldness: even in the smallest gift you must have the will to give everything.

After these two extremely positive waymarks, DH indicates that he is also aware of the potentiality of evil in his life. He must have received a Christmas gift which he felt the giver could hardly afford to give. What impressed him the most was not what the gift must have cost the giver, but that it made clear to him what all gifts, whatever their financial value, should signify, the willingness to give everything. He has written this Christmas season about the God relationship. This relationship, however, expresses itself in human relationships, where self-satisfaction and worldly-wise coldness are inappropriate. If one is committed to give everything to God, one can do so only by willing to give everything in one’s service to others in inter-personal relationships.
When you are irritated by his “pretension,” you reveal the nature of your own. It is as it should be that he is increasing and you are decreasing. Choose your opponents: to the wrong ones you cannot even afford to give a thought, and the right ones, help them, and yourself, in relaxed competition.

Though DH’s office as UN Secretary-General gave him preeminence of rank, there could still be competition such that his actual influence was affected. In such cases what he was tempted to regard as the “pretension” of another could reveal his own. He reminds himself that he can choose his competitors. Some should be ignored (cf. 57:4). In the case of worthy opponents the jousting, if properly done, could prove mutually helpful. “It is as it should be that he is increasing and you are decreasing,” recalls the saying of John the Baptist to his disciples in John 3:30.

To remain a recipient — Out of humility. And in order to retain your sensitivity.

To remain a recipient — and to be grateful. For this: for being permitted to listen, see, understand —

The closing days of the year were a time of self-evaluation and a time for DH to remind himself of the virtues most important for the work in which he was engaged. In this waymark he stresses being receptive (cf. 50:4, 51:6, 51:47, 55:65, 57:1). Receptivity expresses humility, the need for which he often emphasized (54:19, 55:7, 56:1, 56:26, 56:43, 56:45, 61:13). In 53:22 and 59:4 he indicates his understanding of humility as it related to his position as Secretary-General. Receptivity also contributes to sensitivity, a greater awareness of the feelings of others (cf. 56:37). DH reminds himself to be grateful for the privilege of being able to listen and thereby to see more clearly and thus to understand.

In the deepest causality of personality the height of ambition is also the measure of the possible ruin.

DH was aware of the temptations linked to ambition (cf. 51:59, 56:40, 57:39). Due to the “causality of personality” (55:26), the fact that attitudes and behaviors are linked to consequences, the greater the ambition, should a person succumb to the temptations associated with it, the greater the risk of ruin.
For the one who has heeded the appeal of an unknown achievement’s possibility, solitude can become essential. Let be that such a solitude includes also a fellowship which goes deeper than any union of bodies. Your body will, however, not be put off with a bluff. What you deny it in order to follow this admonitory appeal from your own destiny, it will demand in return if you fail -- demand in return in forms that you will not be in a position to choose.

The achievement seeks us, not we the achievement. Therefore you are faithful to it, if you wait prepared. And act -- when you face the demand.

Though DH understood the dangers of ambition, he did not propose settling for more modest goals. In this waymark he comments on the cost of heeding “the appeal of an unknown achievement’s possibility.” In his case that cost involved loneliness (58:9), a loneliness which fellowship with God did not wholly remove. DH possibly alludes to wrestling with this problem in 55:51. Here he warns himself of the consequences of failure should he prove unfaithful in responding to his destiny’s stern summons. His body was accepting the discipline to which he was subjecting it, but spiritual failure on his part would have unpredictable effects in the way his body could be expected to behave. The achievement, however, was not first of all something for which he was striving, but the achievement was seeking realization in his life. To this demand he must be prepared to make a faithful response.

61. In many instances the greatest seriousness is expressed merely in a friendly relaxed detachment -- such as you can expect in someone who, though deeply engaged in human affairs, has no ulterior motives and has nothing to hide.

The greatest seriousness does not necessarily call for a tense, hurried, stern lifestyle. Those who are not seeking to advance their own self-interest and who have nothing to hide can, while deeply engaged in the human enterprise, view more impartially the issue of their efforts and relate more easily and positively to their fellow workers.

62. Acts of violence --. Whether on a large or a small scale the bitter paradox: death’s meaning -- and the meaninglessness of killing.
As Secretary-General DH was committed to reduce the amount of violence in the world. He reflects on the profound difference between the triviality of the act of killing and the meaning implicit in the fact that a life has been terminated (cf. 51:1, 51:11, 56:39, 57:42, 57:44). He refuses to consider any presumed purposes that can be served by assassinations, preemptive warfare, or genocide. If there ever was an ancient good in such human behavior, time has long since made it grotesquely uncouth.

63. Sun and stillness. Through the jade green water you see the monsters of the deep playing on the reef. Is this the occasion for fear? Do you feel yourself more secure when the raging sea obscures what is hidden under the surface.

The imagery is drawn from a visit to an underwater observatory, or viewing fish and other marine life through a glass-bottom boat. What one sees can appear to be “monsters of the deep playing the reef.” DH is soon to begin his first world tour as Secretary-General. He may be asking himself whether he would prefer to be unable to see the threatening forces which this imagery for him symbolizes. On the other hand, what one is able to see in sun and stillness can provide the insight needed to cope with the raging sea.

It is also possible that there is some relation between the imagery of this waymark and the prayer in The Imitation of Christ, III:34, from which the citation in 55:53 is taken. Thomas à Kempis beseeches Christ, who rules the power of the sea and quells its raging waves, to come to help him with the conflict in his soul between the spirit and his lower nature. If so, DH is asking whether he wants to view this conflict or whether he would prefer that it remain hidden in his subconscious.

64. You see deeper into him than he himself was able to see. And report your discoveries in words which he himself would have rejected, precisely if he could have seen to the bottom of his own being!

Diplomacy involves dealing with contending national forces, which takes place through the negotiations of individuals. DH was confident that he was able to evaluate others (41-42:1, 45-49:10, 50:30). It is significant, however, that during his years as Secretary-General he more often writes waymarks critical of himself than of others. The person he is here describing was unable to acknowledge the truth about himself. DH felt that he was able to do this (cf. 56:26, 56:36-37, 57:11, 57:39).
65. The “mystical experience.”
Always: here and now -- in that freedom which is one with detachment, in the stillness that is born out of tranquillity. But -- this freedom is a freedom during activity, this tranquillity is a tranquillity among people. The mystery is a constant reality in the one, who in this world is himself free, a reality in calm maturity during affirmation’s receptive attentiveness.

The way to sanctification in our time necessarily passes through the world of action.

In this waymark DH sets forth his understanding of the mystical experience. It is here and now and it takes place in the midst of activity among people. There are many who are convinced that in order to come close to God one must withdraw from the world to devote oneself entirely to meditation and prayer. DH says that we encounter God in the world of action. In the concluding statement, one of the most significant that DH wrote, the word translated “sanctification” could also be translated “holiness.” “Sanctification,” however, expresses more accurately the technical theological term DH is using. Theologians distinguish between doctrines having to do with creation and the fall, justification through Jesus’ atoning work, and sanctification, often regarded as the work of the Holy Spirit. Sanctification is the growth and development in the Christian life which follows justification, or being made righteous through God’s gift in Jesus Christ. DH says we grow as Christians through becoming fully involved in what God is doing in the world, in all the areas in which human beings live and work. Sometimes the area of government and politics is thought to be so fraught with compromise and moral ambiguity that one can hardly express one’s faith in this area. DH thought differently. For him the way to sanctification meant Christian discipleship at the United Nations.

66. “One must give everything for everything.”

This is the fifth of seven citations in Waymarks from The Imitation of Christ by Thomas à Kempis, cited from his French translation (De l’imitation de Jesus-Christ, De Beüil, 227, 261). In the case of this citation, it appears that DH has combined words from III:27 and III:37, in both of which chapters statements to the effect that one must give everything for everything appear. With these words DH expresses in another way how sanctification in our time is to be achieved. There must be willingness to give oneself wholly and unceasingly (54:1, 55:56, 56:52). As one does so one discovers that one has already received much more than one can ever give (56:66, 58:9).
During this year the diplomatic skills DH had demonstrated in his negotiations with the Peoples Republic of China were fully utilized. The primary center of attention was the Middle East which DH visited during his first world tour as Secretary-General, January 15 - February 24. At the request of the Security Council he returned to the Middle East in April and spent a month securing cease-fire assurances from Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria, and pledges to keep armistice agreements. While these efforts had some success, the decision of the United States to withdraw financing for Egypt’s Aswan High Dam and the subsequent withdrawals of the British and World Bank offers led President Gamal Abdel Nasser to nationalize the Suez Canal Company. While progress was being made toward a negotiated settlement of the Suez crisis, Great Britain, France, and Israel attempted a military seizure of the canal. Israel attacked Egypt on October 29 and shortly thereafter the British and the French joined the hostilities. An emergency special session of the General Assembly on November 4 requested DH to submit within forty-eight hours a plan for setting up an emergency international United Nations force (later known as the UN Emergency Force, UNEF) to secure and supervise the cessation of hostilities. DH was able to meet this deadline, organize the UNEF, secure the cease-fire, and also direct the clearance of the canal.

During the height of the Suez crisis there was also a crisis in Hungary and a request for help from the UN. The Western nations were outraged by the nature of the Soviet intervention in Hungary, but by November 5 a new government had been established in Hungary that informed DH that it objected to any further discussion of the Hungarian question by the UN. Though it was impossible to arrange a visit to Hungary by UN representatives, a committee was appointed which interviewed Hungarian refugees in Austria and which later reported to the UN.

During 1956 DH wrote eighteen dated waymarks, many of which reflect his response to political developments that were taking place.

1. Before you, Father, in righteousness and humility,
   With you, Brother, in faithfulness and courage,
   In you, Spirit, in stillness.

   Yours -- for your will is my destiny,
   Dedicated -- for my destiny is to be used and consumed, according to your will.
In this trinitarian meditation the prepositions, which are italicized, are significant. There is the greatest distance suggested in the relation to the Father. DH is before the Father. The Father requires righteousness, which, according to the Christian gospel, God also gives. This righteousness is received and exercised in humility (cf. 56:43, 56:45, 57:9, 59:4). DH is with Jesus, the Brother. He is loyal to Jesus, sharing his commitment. The commitment requires courage (cf. 56:38). Finally, DH is in the Spirit. This expresses the kind of mysticism that characterized DH’s religious experience. It was marked by stillness, a word which DH uses again and again (50:40, 50:41, 54:23, 55:7, 55:65, 56:10, 56:12, 56:58, 61:13).

In the second part of the waymark the unity of the triune God is implied. It is the one God’s will that is DH’s destiny. DH has dedicated himself to be used and consumed according to this will. The words “Yours --” and “Dedicated --”, cited in 55:23, appear to refer to the concluding part of this waymark.

2. These days I have been searching back in my memory. And suddenly I found it -- Mona Lisa’s smile. That time, the hour after her death, I saw it: secret insight, certainty’s stillness, reposing bliss -- Saw and believed I understood its message.

Efforts have been made to interpret the enigmatic significance of Mona Lisa’s smile in Leonardo da Vinci’s famous painting. DH suggests that the smile may bear witness to that which becomes known after death. The waymark is not dated. DH states, however, that “these days I have been searching back in my memory.” If “these days” were in January, he may have recalled the death of his mother, which occurred on January 21, 1940. If so, this waymark is the first specific reference to his mother. The following year there is a dated waymark (57:5) on the seventeenth anniversary of Agnes Hammarskjöld’s death. In both waymarks there is reference to a blissful smile. There may be two other reference to DH’s mother in 59:42 and 59:44.

3. Through “success” you have gotten something that can be lost. Therefore -- as suddenly aware of the risks -- this question, if you (if anyone) can “succeed.” If you begin in this way thoughtlessly to mirror yourself in an obituary, you will be writing your own epitaph -- in two senses.

Reflecting on success, DH observes that once gotten it can be lost, which leads to the question as to whether anyone can in the long term succeed. DH warns himself not to spend time thinking about such matters. Preoccupation with
an imagined final evaluation of one’s achievements can mean the termination of significant life and growth here and now. For other references to success, see 50:39, 50:47, 50:49, 56:18, 57:8, 60:6.

4. Do what you can -- and the task will lie easily in your hand, so easily that with anticipation you will stretch toward the more difficult test which can follow.

For DH to say, “Do what you can,” does not imply a lessening of the demand a task represents (25-30:12, 56:20, 57:31, 57:40). It literally means that all one’s energies are to be marshaled for that task’s performance. DH is convinced that when this is done the task will be found to be easier than it was anticipated to be and that one will then look forward to the performance of even more difficult tasks (cf. 54:21, 57:25).

5. It is when the morning’s freshness has been changed to midday weariness, when the leg muscles quiver under the strain, the trail seems endless, and suddenly nothing will work out just as you wish -- it is then that you must not hesitate.

DH has earlier exhorted himself to believe, not to hesitate (54:27, cf. 56:25, 56:66). In this waymark in which the imagery is drawn from mountain climbing, what could prompt the hesitation is not doubt but weariness and repeated frustration. In such a case one must nonetheless continue (cf. 61:7, 61:12).

6. Forgiveness is the answer to the child’s dream of the miracle through which that which is torn is once again whole and that which is soiled is still clean.

It is in this sense that we need and must give forgiveness. In the experience of God nothing stands between him and us, we are forgiven. But we cannot experience him, if anything is permitted to stand between others and ourselves.

This is the second of a number of waymarks in which there is reference to forgiveness (cf. 55:43, 57:6, 57:9, 57:30, 58:1, 60:1, 61:16). Despite the stringent demands DH placed upon himself, despite confessions of his own failures to attain to ideals he set for himself, he has not thus far had much to say about forgiveness. One cannot assume, however, that he had not experienced forgiveness. In this waymark the reference to “a child’s dream” of miraculous restoration of that
which is torn or soiled could suggest a critique of the concept of forgiveness. DH can speak rather sharply of what he regards as childish patterns of thinking (45-49:3, 4, 9, 50:48, 56:18, 56:22). Here, however, he goes on to say that “it is in this sense that we need and must give forgiveness.” He identifies the experience of God with recognizing that we are forgiven, which experience requires that we permit nothing to stand between ourselves and others, i.e., that we must freely give to others the forgiveness we receive from God. This is what keeps “the child’s dream” from being childish in an objectionable sense.

7. **-- Lead us not into temptation,**
   But deliver us from evil;
   Let everything in me serve You,
   And thus free me from fear.
   You dare your yes -- and experience a meaning.
   You repeat your yes -- and everything receives a meaning.
   When everything has meaning, how can you live anything other than a yes?

This poem begins with a prayer citing two petitions of the Lord’s Prayer. The preceding dashes may be intended to indicate that the petition requesting forgiveness is also being presupposed, thus linking this waymark with 56:6. DH fears above all the temptation and evil threatening his inner dedication. If through God’s help he is enabled to serve God with all of his being, his fear will be removed.

In 52:20 DH described his struggle to find meaning in his life (cf. 56:21, 57:25). In 53:1 he expresses gratitude for the past and declares his yes to that which is coming. He now states that it is this daring yes that enables him to experience meaning. As it is repeated more and more meaning results. This being the case he sees no other way to live than in this life affirming way.

8. 560321 **“Then stood Phinehas and prayed: and so the plague ceased. And it was counted unto him for righteousness.”**

   These deeds -- justified only by faith -- which lift us into a new context where the struggle is between ‘principalities and powers.” These deeds in which -- by grace -- the attempt is everything.

   “For your holy life is our way, and your adorable patience is the road by which we must be directed towards you.”
On Wednesday before Holy Week DH cites The Book of Common Prayer version of Ps. 106:30-31 (cf. 54:26), which refers to the Numbers 25 account of an interposition (RSV), intervention (JB), intercession (NEB, NRSV), execution of justice (Sw. 1917) by Phinehas stopping a plague. W. H. Auden in commenting on this waymark calls the account of Phinehas spearing to death a man and a woman apparently engaged in sexual intercourse a “horrid story” and says he is afraid DH must have been ignorant of what Phinehas actually did (Markings, 125). In view of the comment that follows, it is, however, gratuitous to question DH’s biblical literacy at this point. When DH speaks of “these deeds -- justified only by faith,” he most likely refers to the Numbers narrative. The reference to “principalities and powers” is an allusion to Ephesians 2:21, 6:12. Numbers 25 can be read so as to affirm that Phinehas in his violent act was engaged in such a struggle, though the appropriate behavior in a context of that kind would have to take a very different form now, as DH’s reference to grace indicates.

To make this difference even more explicit DH cites, again in French, for the sixth time Thomas à Kempis’ The Imitation of Christ (III:18, De l’imitation de Jesus-Christ, De Beüil, 196) to indicate the course that religious zeal and devotion must follow in our time. The life of Jesus is our example and his patience is to be emulated. Thus DH recognizes something that can be affirmed in an old story and goes on to describe the kind of behavior that those in crisis situations in our time should attempt.

At this time there was considerable tension in the Middle East with Palestinian Arab incursions into Israeli territory and Israeli retaliatory raids. DH believed that diplomatic efforts could help the leadership on both sides recognize that restoration of the armistice regime, ending the state of partial belligerency, would be a better and safer course than the continuing drift toward war. On March 21 the United States proposed that the Security Council adopt a resolution requesting DH urgently to survey the state of compliance by Israel and the Arab states with the armistice agreements and to arrange measures to reduce tensions along the armistice lines, which resolution was later adopted unanimously on April 4 (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:69-70). This dated waymark may indicate DH’s reflections as he anticipated the mission that lay before him.

9. 560329 “-- and they loved not their lives unto the death.”
Further:
“For there is mercy with thee; therefore shalt thou be feared.”
Nevertheless -- and therefore -- Gethsemane.
This dated waymark was written on Maundy Thursday. The citation (Rev. 12:11) is in English from the epistle for St. Michael and all Angels in The Book of Common Prayer (cf. 54:26). In Revelation 12:7-12 Michael and his angels fight in heaven against Satan, the dragon, who is cast out of heaven. G. B. Caird in A Commentary on the Revelation of St. John the Divine explains: “Everything that John sees in heaven is the counterpart of some earthly reality. When the victory is being won in heaven, Christ is on earth on the Cross. Because he is part of the earthly reality, he cannot at the same time be part of the heavenly symbolism. The heavenly chorus explains that the real victory has been won by the life-blood of the Lamb. Michael’s victory is simply the heavenly and symbolic counterpart of the earthly reality of the Cross” (New York: Harper & Row, 1966, 153-154). Satan cast down to earth has great wrath and therefore the struggle continues. Those who conquer do so by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony. They are also willing to die.

The Psalm passage (130:4), which DH also cites from The Book of Common Prayer, states that there is mercy or forgiveness with God. Yet it is precisely this attribute of God that leads Jesus to Gethsemane. It is through Jesus’ obedience to his Father’s will that the divine mercy and forgiveness become extended to the many who had not dared to believe that this was the nature of God.

10. 560330 The third hour. And the ninth --. That is now. And now --. It is now!
   “Jesus will be in agony even to the end of the world. We must not sleep during that time.”
   We must not --. And for the one who remains awake that which is distant in time becomes present -- present also in contact with today’s humanity, where Jesus in every moment dies in someone who has followed the course the inner markings designate to the end:
   love and patience,
   righteousness and humility,
   faithfulness and courage,
   stillness.

This waymark is written on Good Friday. Citing words from Blaise Pascal (1623-1662), French mathematician and philosopher of religion, DH reflects that Jesus is still in agony, present and suffering in those who are “in contact with today’s humanity” and who follow Jesus to the end. The cited words are from a section of Pascal’s Pensées entitled “The Mystery of Jesus” (Œuvres
complétes, ed. Jacques Chevalier [Paris: Gallimard, 1954], 1313; Pascal's Pensées [New York: Dutton, 1948], 148). Pascal combines themes from both the Maundy Thursday agony in Gethsemane, when the disciples sleep, and the Good Friday suffering on the cross. The way that is to be followed is defined by three pairs of virtues, love and patience, righteousness and humility, faithfulness and courage, and in addition to these, stillness (cf. 54:23, 55:7, 56:1, 56:12, 56:33, 56:38, 56:43, 56:45, 57:9, 61:13).

11. 560408 “There is a contingent and nonessential will. And there is a destined and creative, an ‘habitual’ will. ---Never ever does God give himself in an alien will: where he finds his will, there he gives himself.”

This dated waymark was written in Rome where DH was consulting with General E. L. M. Burns, head of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO), which was responsible for supervising the armistice agreements between Israel and the four neighboring Arab states. Renewed hostilities in Gaza made it necessary for DH to shorten the consultation and proceed to Beirut (Urquhart, 1973, 140-141). The citation is in German from Meister Eckhart (Meister Eckhart Schriften, Büttner, 204; see also Die deutschen Werke, Traktaten, Quint, 5:280-281/530). Gustaf Aulén comments: “This is a statement concerning the possibility of and prerequisites for receiving that gift of God which is no less than the gift of himself. . . . What God seeks is ‘His own will.’ It would not be wrong here to think of ‘the spark within us’ (cf. 41-42:25) . . . . This spark has its origin in God and is in itself a gift of God. However, union with God is not realized in that spark; it is being realized, here and now, through the action of God’s providential and creative will, which is in process of becoming a habitual will within us” (Aulén, E 64).

12. 560422 Understand -- through stillness,
    Act -- from stillness,
    Win -- in stillness.
    “If the eye is to perceive the color, it must first itself be divested of all colors.”

This dated waymark is written on a Sunday in Beirut, as DH having received cease fire assurances from Israel and Egypt is still attempting to secure them from Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria. He may have heard of an incident that evening on the Sea of Galilee between Israeli and Syrian fisherman,
during which shots had been fired (Urquhart, 1973, 144-146). One notes the importance of the word “stillness” in this waymark (cf. 54:23, 55:7, 56:1, 56:10, 61:13). Stillness provides the background, the prerequisite for the required understanding, which can lead to action with the hope of the successful results he is seeking. The quotation, which is in German, is from Meister Eckhart (Die deutschen Werke, Predigten, Quint, 1:201/478; cf. Meister Eckehart Schriften, Büttner, 224). The concept Eckhart uses has been gotten from Aristotle (De Anima, bk. II, ch. 7, 418b, 26-27; Richard McKeon, Introduction to Aristotle [New York: Random House, 1947], 190). The meaning of the Eckhart citation in this setting may be that in order to recognize the truth in an extremely controversial situation one must oneself be freed from all biases.

13. To love life and people with God’s love -- for the sake of the infinite possibilities,
   Like him to wait,
   Like him to judge
   Without condemning.
   To obey the order when it is given
   And never to look back --
   Then he can use you -- then, perhaps, he will use you.
   And if he still does not use you -- in his hand each moment nonetheless has a meaning, has exaltation and radiance, peace and coherence.
   To “believe in God” is in this perspective to believe in oneself. Just as self-evident, just as “illogical”, and just as impossible to explain: if I can be, God is.

This waymark may also have been written in Beirut. If so it continues the reflection found in the previous waymark. One is to love people with God’s love, not because of the infinite values one finds in their lives but because of the infinite possibilities, because of what can happen as in the lives of more and more individuals God’s will is done. Love that can bring about such a result requires God’s patience. One must be able accurately to analyze situations without passing judgment upon them. One must act decisively in obedience to God’s will and not in so doing look back. Here there may be an allusion to the saying of Jesus, “No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God” (Luke 9:62, cf. 51:22, 53:12, 57:35, 61:5). That the prerequisites for God using a person in a particular way are fulfilled does not mean that God will use that person (cf. 51:59, 53:4, 56:1, 56:57). The course of
history is not to this extent subject to human design. The one who orders his life according to God’s will finds, however, meaning, exaltation, and peace in every moment (cf. 56:7). Because the believing individual is closely identified with God, DH can relate believing in God with believing in himself. Though he can offer no rational proofs, his own self-identity and God’s being are equally self-evident to him (cf. 41-42:23, 50:51, 52:7, 54:13, 58:7).

14. “The blessed spirits must be sought within the self which is common to all.”

This waymark is an English citation from W. B. Yeats (1865-1939; Nobel prize in Literature 1923), A Vision 1938 (New York: Collier Books, 1977, 22). DH believes there is a self common to all (41-42:25, 57:36) and he sometimes, as in the previous waymark, finds God in the deepest understanding of selfhood (cf. 58:8). If the blessed spirits can be identified with “faith’s martyrs” (55:9), DH may interpret this statement as describing a unity to be found between these spirits, God, and our deepest awareness of our spiritual affinity with all other human beings.

15. A poem, like every deed, should be judged as a manifestation of its maker’s personality. This neither excludes “perfection” according to aesthetic criteria, nor authenticity in the sense of congruence with one’s innermost reaction to life.

Three ways of evaluating a poem are here being distinguished. There are aesthetic criteria. A poem can be more or less perfect at this point. Another question is whether the poem is authentic. Does it honestly express the poet’s innermost reaction to life? To these two criteria DH adds a third. A poem, like any other deed, is a manifestation of the poet’s personality. Here a kind of ethical criterion is suggested. It is not enough that the poem be authentic. One can ask, what is the quality of the personality that is here being manifested? In the Auden-Sjöberg translation, these latter two criteria are not distinguished (Markings, 128). According to Erik Lindegren, this waymark expresses DH’s mature aesthetic credo (Dag Hammarskjöld, 22-23). For other waymarks referring to poetry, see 55:11, 55:39, 55:40, 59:4.

16. “The wind blows where it chooses . . . . so it is with every one who is born of the Spirit.”
“The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it.”

Like wind --. In it, with it, of it. Of it -- like a sail, so light and strong that, even though bound to the earth, it gathers all the power of the wind without impeding its course.

Like light --. In light, translucent, transformed to light. Like the lens which disappears in the light when it focuses it to new strength.

Like wind. Like light.

Only this -- on these expanses, these heights.

In this waymark, possibly reflecting an experience on a cliff overlooking the sea, DH cites two passages from the Gospel according to John and concentrates attention on two symbols for God, the wind referring to the divine Spirit (John 3:8; cf. 55:31, 57:52), the light referring to the incarnate Word (John 1:5, cf. 52:14, 56:34, 57:16). DH sees himself as a sail in relation to the wind. The sail becomes wholly identified with the wind. Though bound to the earth, the sail gathers the wind’s power. The wind, however, is not impeded by this fact. DH sees himself also as identified with the light, functioning as a lens that focuses the light to new strength and intensity, but is not itself seen (cf. 57:28).

17. On the arena where Ormuzd has taken up the struggle with Ahriman, the one who chases away the dogs wastes his time.

In Zoroastrianism, the religion of ancient Iran, Ormuzd (Ahura Mazda), the god of light, and Ahriman (Angra Mainyu), the spirit of darkness, are locked in eternal combat. Since Ormuzd is not omnipotent, he needs the help of his creatures in the struggle. Activity that does not contribute to the victory of the good should therefore be avoided. In Zoroastrianism dogs are clean animals and to kill a dog is a great sin. To chase dogs away from a temple would accordingly be unprofitable behavior and a waste of time.

18. To rejoice at success is not the same as to take credit for it. To deny oneself the first is to be a hypocrite and a denier of life; to indulge oneself in the second is a pleasure for children which will keep them from growing up.
DH is concerned with how to deal with the fact that he has been successful (50:39, 56:3, 57:8). One may rejoice over one's success, but one should not take credit for it (54:10, 55:22). A middle way must be found between vainly seeking to deny the gratification one feels (cf. 50:47, 50:49) and indulgence in the pleasure of thinking that one's success is wholly one's own doing. Such thinking can keep one from attaining to maturity.


DH describes a progression that leads to love. Where there is the obedient concentration of effort a goal can bring forth, there can also be freedom from fear (cf. 51:47, 56:7, 56:55). A self-confident person, free by reason of obedience from the fear of failure, can also be open and need not be defensive (cf. 25-30:2, 41-42:11, 53:7). Such a person is, in turn, able to love (cf. 57:47, 58:10). Love is therefore a manifestation of personal strength.

20. And after this? Why ask? After this a new demand about which you know all you need to know. That its sole measure is your own strength.

When one goal is achieved one may expect to be confronted with another. DH does not feel that much attention need be given as to what the new demands will be. He will be asked to respond according to the measure of his ability. More knowledge than this of what will be expected of him is not needed. He stated this principle very early in 25-30:12 (cf. 56:4).

21. For self-defense -- against the system builders.

Your personal life cannot have a lasting, specific meaning. It can gain a derived meaning only as ordered in and under something which is "lasting" and which itself has a "meaning". Does this latter refer to what we intend to designate when we speak of Life? Can your life possess a meaning as a fragment of Life?

If Life exists --? Try and you shall experience: Life as reality. If Life has a "meaning"? Experience Life as a reality and you will find the question meaningless.

"Try --?" Try through daring the leap into a
subordination without reservation. Dare that when you are challenged, for only in the light of the challenge can you see where the road divides and hope seeing clearly to choose to put your personal life behind you -- without the right to look back.

You will find that “in the pattern” you are freed from the need to live “with the herd.”

You will find that subordinated to Life your life retains all its meaning, irrespective of the context given you for its realization.

You will find that the freedom of constant farewell, constant self-surrender, gives your experience of reality the purity and the sharpness which is -- self-realization.

You will find that subordination as an act of will requires constant repetition and terminates if, in anything, our individual lives are permitted to drift back into the center.

Who “the system builders” are against whom DH is defending himself is not indicated. He does feel the need, however, to give a more extended account of the way of living to which he is committed. He begins by discussing the question of the meaning of his life (cf. 52:20, 56:7, 56:13, 57:25). By itself, in isolation no individual life can have its own lasting meaning. It must be ordered in and under that which endures and has meaning. Is there, however, anything that has such a comprehensive, all-inclusive meaning? Could Life, perhaps, be so regarded?

The term “life” recurs again and again in Waymarks, having several different meanings. There is the life that pervades nature (50:40, 51:45, 52:7), life as opposed to death (50:27, 51:52, 52:19, 55:18), the life of the individual person (50:2, 52:23, 54:20, 59:2, 61:5), and life in more general terms (25-30:1, 25-30:6, 41-42:10, 41-42:11, 50:51, 56:13). In some waymarks “life” can for DH be another way of referring to God (45-49:10, 50:53, 51:59, 53:14, and 57:47). In this waymark to suggest this meaning Life as distinguished from DH’s personal life is capitalized. Does, however, life so understood exist? Can life have such a meaning? DH says that the answer to these questions is to be found in experience. One must dare unreservedly to subordinate oneself to the Life that transcends one’s own individual existence (45-49:5, 56:7). There a pattern is to be found (50:3) that differs from being submerged in the sluggish fluid of
“the herd.” One’s own life as a fragment of Life will have meaning, whatever
the context in which it is lived. There will even be self-realization. The act of
self-surrender must, however, be constantly repeated and there must be strict
vigilance lest at any point one’s own individual concerns are permitted to
become central (55:8, 55:26).

22. The “great” endeavor is so much easier than the everyday
one -- but so easily shuts our hearts to the latter. So the
highest sacrificial intention can be joined with and lead to
a great hero’s insensitivity.
You thought yourself unmoved by an expression of
appreciation which you should not have accepted as
appropriately coming to you and which -- should you
nonetheless have been tempted to accept it -- far exceeded
what the events justified. You thought yourself unmoved
-- until you felt jealousy flare up at his childish efforts
“to make himself” important, and your self-conceit was
exposed.
Of the heart’s hardness -- and smallness --. Let me with
open eyes read the book my days are writing -- and learn.

DH has been successful and engaged in “great” endeavors. He reminds himself
that these are often easier than everyday tasks. One must not lose one’s
sensitivity for those whose lives are engaged with what appears commonplace
(51:26, 56:24). Another problem is how one should respond to praise, especially
if it is somewhat undeserved (55:26, 56:49, 59:4). One’s reaction to attention
given to others can indicate that one is not as indifferent to the presence or
absence of praise as one imagines (56:42, 57:4). DH wants to be aware of the
kind of person he is, of how hard and how small his heart can be.

23. 560604 “For He spake, and it was done: He commanded
and it stood fast.”

The Security Council in requesting DH to go as a mediator to the Middle East
(cf. 56:11) asked him to report in one month. On June 4 the Security Council
in accepting his report unanimously commended his efforts and asked him to
continue them. Urquhart observes, however, that “the debate both before and
after the vote reflected the emotional divisions and mutual fears and suspicions
that persisted between the conflicting parties” (Urquhart, 1973, 153). The Psalm
passage cited from The Book of Common Prayer (Ps 33:9, cf. 54:26) celebrates God’s power in creation. DH may also have reflected on the two following verses: “The LORD brings the counsel of the nations to nought; he frustrates the plans of the peoples. The counsel of the LORD stands forever, the thoughts of his heart to all generations” (Ps. 33:10-11).

On this same date DH received an honorary degree from Upsala College, East Orange, New Jersey, a college named after DH’s alma mater, the University of Uppsala. At this occasion DH spoke briefly about the Uppsala tradition and the implications of this heritage for world citizenship, suggesting that in Sweden representatives of this tradition at their best had learned patience in dealings with mightier powers and the importance of speaking for peace. Their spirit, he added finally, is one of peace (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:164-165).

24. How poor is not the “courage” which is recognized as meaningful, compared with the quiet heroism an unreflecting mind can reveal before the most inglorious, the most degrading of tests.

How favored by the gods is the one whose worth is tested in a context where courage for him has meaning -- perhaps even a tangible reward. How little he knows of his potential weakness, how easily does he not become caught in blinding self-admiration.

In describing the Uppsala tradition (see 56:23) DH had also spoken of the courage shown in following the guidance of one’s ideals to ends which sometimes, at least temporarily, could be very bitter. On the following Sunday he reflects about a different kind of courage, the quiet heroism that is unrecognized and does not expect recognition (cf. 51:26, 56:22). While there are advantages in having one’s courage tested in what appears to be a meaningful context, there is also the danger of succumbing to blinding self-admiration (cf. 25-30:14, 50:24, 55:27)

25. “Believe -- not to hesitate,” but also: not to doubt. “Faith is God’s union with the soul” -- yes, but thereby also the certainty of God’s omnipotence through the soul: For God everything is possible, because faith can move mountains.

During June DH was preparing for official visits in July to Warsaw, Helsinki, Moscow, Prague, Belgrade, Vienna, and Geneva. This trip would bring him for
the first time to the Soviet Union. Though the Middle East had not originally been included in the itinerary, the fact that there was lack of progress in converting what he called the legal cease-fire into a state of mind led him to return also to Jerusalem, Amman, and Cairo.

Before his January 1955 trip to Beijing for negotiations with Chou En-lai, DH charged himself, as he does in this waymark, to believe, not to hesitate (54:27). In 56:5 he states that midday weariness and lack of success must not be occasions for hesitation. Here he adds that he must also not doubt. There are only two other references to doubt in Waymarks. In 52:14 DH speaks of an intellectual doubt that hinders his interpretation of the spiritual reality he experiences. In 61:16 he prays that his doubt may be forgiven. Here doubt is contrasted with St. John of the Cross’s definition of faith as God’s union with the soul (54:7, 55:9, 57:47, 58:7). DH also alludes to the saying of Jesus (Matt 17:19, Mk 11:23) that where there is no doubt faith can move mountains. DH interprets this to mean that God’s omnipotence is exercised through the soul united with God in faith. To speak of omnipotence, affirming that everything is possible, and that mountains can be moved is to use what might appear to be exaggerated figurative language. At the same time, given the negotiations DH was anticipating, it was more appropriate that he discover the limits of possibility than that he should have sought to prescribe them in advance.

26. The “large” context so easily obscures the “small” one.
But without that humility and warmth which you must achieve in your relationship to those in whose personal lives you have become involved, you will not be able to do anything for the many. Without this you live in a world of abstractions where your solipsism, your hunger for power, and your destructive impulse will lack their only superior opponent: love. Love, which is the outflowing, without orientation toward an object, of a power freed in self-surrender, but which would remain a sublime form of transhuman-human self-assertion, powerless against what is negative within you, if it were not submitted to the discipline of human nearness and filled with its intimacy. It is better wholeheartedly to make one person good than to “offer oneself for humankind.” For the one who is mature these are not alternatives but self-realizations implicit in the same decision, which mutually support one another.
In this waymark DH emphasizes the essential role of intimate personal relationships in his life, even in carrying out his responsibilities as Secretary-General. He was aware of tendencies in his life toward solipsism (52:4), hunger for power (51:43), and destructive impulses (55:28, 57:6) which only love could tame. But even love, were it only a general disposition, could become powerless against these tendencies, even “a sublime form of trans-human self-assertion” (one thinks of the question DH asks about Jesus, “Does he offer himself for others . . . in sublime egocentricity?” [51:30]), were it not disciplined by what takes place in intimate daily personal relationships. It is in this context that one recognizes that it is better to make one person good than to offer oneself for all humankind. If one has sufficient maturity one recognizes that these are not mutually exclusive alternatives but ventures that give support to each other. DH’s experience at this point was limited, since he lacked the daily relationship that marriage would have provided and had to seek its equivalent in other ways (cf. 54:4). He was never wholly successful at this point and suffered from great loneliness (58:9).

27. It is better that one dies for the people than that the whole people perish.

“Who has this great power to see clearly into himself without tergiversation, and act thence, will come to his destiny.”

The waymark begins with the statement of Caiaphas in John 11:50. The Fourth Evangelist regards the statement as a prophecy foretelling the gathering of a new people of God through the death of Jesus, which was, of course, not what Caiaphas had in mind. The fact that DH emphasizes “is” in the passage indicates that he believes that there are situations that do call for such a sacrifice.

Under what circumstances, however, is it better that one person dies rather than the whole people perish? DH answers this question in the citation that follows. It is the first of five citations from Confucius: The Great Digest & Unwobbling Pivot, translation and commentary by Ezra Pound (New York: New Directions, 1951), 135 (cf. 56:30-32, 34). This citation is from the second of the Four Classics, known as The Unwobbling Pivot, which consists of discussion of three theses attributed to Tsze Sze, who was a disciple of Confucius.

As DH interprets the citation he is not saying that the one person may be made a sacrifice by others, but an individual who sees clearly that such an
offering can be of great benefit to others can offer himself/herself. This must be done unequivocally (without tergiversation [the misspelling, "tergivisation," in DH's Swedish text comes from Pound]). When this is actually done such a person comes to his/her destiny. DH may have believed that this in some way was to be his destiny (53:11, 55:23, 55:29, 55:43, 56:39).

28. Courage? In the situation where the only thing that matters is a man's faithfulness to himself the word lacks meaning. -- "Was he courageous? -- No, but logical."

What must be determined in the interpretation of this waymark is what is meant by "a man's faithfulness (loyalty) to himself." DH speaks of faithfulness in three contexts. In 56:10 and 61:13 the virtues of faithfulness and courage are listed as characteristic of those who follow the way of Christian discipleship. In 55:7, 56:1, and 56:38 faithfulness is expressed with Jesus the Brother. In 51:62 Lord Jim in his last meeting with Doramin is said to have attained an absolute faithfulness to himself. It does not seem that the meaning of faithfulness in these different contexts differs significantly. It follows, therefore, that faithfulness to oneself can be consistent with being dedicated to live so that one's destiny is to be used and consumed according to God's will (56:1). While DH usually links faithfulness and courage, in this waymark he suggests that there can be situations where, if there is faithfulness, only that is at issue, for, given faithfulness, there is no choice but to do what may appear to be the courageous act. DH says such behavior should not be called courageous; one is simply being logical.

29. "Watchman, what of the night? Watchman, what of the night? The watchman said, The morning cometh, and also the night."

"And the Lord said, If I find in Sodom fifty righteous within the city, then I will spare all the place for their sakes. --- Oh let not the Lord be angry, and I will speak yet but this once: Peradventure ten shall be found there. And he said, I will not destroy it for the ten's sake."

"But when they shall deliver you up, take no thought how or what ye shall speak: for it shall be given you in that same hour what ye shall speak. For it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you."
The three scripture passages are cited in English from the KJV. The first passage, Isaiah 21:11-12, is an oracle concerning Edom from the time of the conquests of Assyria. The prophet is saying that there is to be a time of deliverance (morning) followed by renewed oppression (night). In the second passage, Genesis 18:26, 32, Abraham is interceding with Yahweh regarding Sodom, pleading that if only ten righteous be found there God might spare the city, to which condition God agrees. In the third passage, Matthew 10:19-20, there is a promise to those who go forth to proclaim the kingdom that when they are delivered up to oppressors they will be Spirit-led in their responses to the interrogations that may then occur.

These passages spoke to DH as he viewed what was happening in the summer of 1956. His hopes that there might be greater compliance with the armistice agreements in the Middle East were being disappointed. The situation further worsened as the United States and Great Britain abruptly withdrew their offers to help Egypt finance the Aswan Dam project, which led Egypt’s president, Gamal Abdel Nasser, to nationalize the Suez Canal Company. There were to be greater troubles in the fall. DH may well have wondered whether there were enough righteous persons in positions of leadership, so that the world situation would not wholly deteriorate. He needed all the more the assurance that he might be enabled to give the leadership that the United Nations required. In the following waymarks (56:30-32) he draws upon Confucian thought to articulate more fully the kind of leadership to which he aspires.

30. The ultimate experience is one.

“Only the most absolute sincerity under heaven can bring the inborn talent to the full and empty the chalice of the nature. He who can totally sweep clean the chalice of himself can carry the inborn nature of others to its fulfillment, - - - this clarifying activity has no limit. It neither stops nor stays. - - - it stands in the emptiness above the sun, seeing and judging, interminable in space and time, searching, enduring - - - - - unseen it causes harmony; unmoving it transforms; unmoved it perfects --.”

Tsze Sze, not Eckhart.

The next three waymarks contain three citations from the Confucian Classics as translated by Pound. The first citation is again from The Unwobbling Pivot, attributed to Tsze Sze (cf. 56:27). DH wants to show that the ultimate mystical
experience is one, whether the context of the experience be the East or the West. The citation is taken from four different paragraphs of Tsze Sze’s third thesis (Pound, 173, 179, 181, 183). The chalice that must be emptied is the self. This makes possible service to others (53:21, 57:41). One shares in this way in an unlimited clarifying activity, which though invisible is effective, though unmoved it transforms and perfects. This, DH says, sounds like Meister Eckhart, but it is the teaching of a Chinese philosopher.

31. Semina motuum [the origin of the motion]. The forming power in us became will. In order to grow beautifully as a tree we must reach that rest in unity where the forming will again becomes instinct. -- Eckhart’s “habitual will.”

DH comments on the citation relating it to Eckhart’s “habitual will” (cf. 56:11). There is first a forming power (the inborn talent or nature) that becomes will (sweeping clean the chalice). Through reaching rest in unity (standing in emptiness above the sun) this forming will again becomes instinctive (unmoving it transforms; unmoved it perfects). Thus there is movement from instinct, to will, to instinct again, though now the instinct is at a different level. The Latin expression, semina motuum (the origin of the motion), with which DH introduces his comments, and the reference to the growing tree are derived from Pound’s translation of The Great Digest, attributed to Confucius himself (cf. 56:27). The complete passage in Pound reads: “One humane family can humanize a whole state; one courteous family can live a whole state into courtesy; one grasping and perverse man can drive a nation to chaos. Such are the seeds of movement [semina motuum, the inner impulses of the tree]. That is what we mean by: one word will ruin the business, one man can bring the state to an orderly course” (Pound, 59, 61).

32. “-- Looking straight into one’s own heart --
   (which we can do in the Father figure’s mirror)
   -- watching with affection the way people grow
   (as in imitation of the Son)
   -- coming to rest in perfect equity.”
   (as in the fellowship of the Spirit)

The unity of the ultimate experience corresponds to the unity of ethical experience. Even the Confucian world has its “trinity” of life’s way.
In this waymark DH inserts his comments in the citation, which is from the first paragraph of *The Great Digest*, attributed to Confucius. The paragraph as Pound has translated it reads as follows: “The great learning [adult study, grinding the corn in the head’s mortar to fit it for use] takes root in clarifying the way wherein the intelligence increases through the process of looking straight into one’s own heart and acting on the results; it is rooted in watching with affection the way people grow; it is rooted in coming to rest, being at ease in perfect equity” (Pound, 27, 29). In this Confucian description of ethical experience DH finds something largely equivalent to his understanding of the Christian trinity. There is the searching judgment of the self by the Father (41-42:23, 55:27), the affectionate observation of others by the Son (56:13), and rest in equity, which likens the fellowship of the Spirit (56:31). Finally DH observes that the unity of the ultimate mystical experience is at the same time a description of the unity of the ethical experience (cf. 55:65).

33. With the love of the one who knows everything,
With the patience of the one whose now is eternal,
With the righteousness of the one who has never deceived,
With the humility of the one who has experienced all possible deceits.

The four virtues listed in this waymark, love, patience, righteousness, and humility, appear in this order in 56:10 (cf. 56:43, 56:45, 57:9), where they, together with faithfulness, courage, and stillness, are the inner markings that designate the course the Christian disciple is to follow. Five of these virtues are given a trinitarian identification in 56:1, righteousness and humility related to the Father, faithfulness and courage to the Son, and stillness to the Spirit. In this waymark DH is stressing the unity of God. Since he never identifies love and patience primarily with any one person of the Trinity, he very likely intends the four virtues to refer simply to God. It is God who knows everything, whose now is eternal, who has never deceived, though in relation to humankind God has experienced all possible deceits. It may seem surprising, however, to speak of God's humility. DH may be thinking of the fact that God is dependent on human beings and can through their unfaithfulness fail humanity (57:31). God in love knows everything but is eternally patient. He has the righteousness of having never deceived but accepts in humility the deceits of others. God is the source of the virtues of love, patience, righteousness, and humility. Being surrendered to God DH hopes to be able to share and manifest these virtues in his own behavior.
“I believe verily to see the goodness of the Lord in the land of the living. O tarry thou the Lord’s leisure: be strong and he shall comfort thine heart.”

“But if nothing other than God is able to comfort you, surely he will also comfort you.”

“Tragic is the man who possesses the light which is the hidden God . . ; he is no longer able to live the average life, he must live without rest in the tension from exclusive demands.”

“In the process of this absolute sincerity one can arrive at a knowledge of what will occur.”

This waymark has two dates, the first of which, July 29, is DH’s 51st birthday. Beginning with his 50th birthday in 1955, there are dated waymarks on or very near his birthday for six of the remaining seven years of his life (55:21, 57:28, 58:9, 59:4, 61:14). While DH had celebrated his 50th birthday at his summer home in southern Sweden, this year he found it necessary to remain in New York. The background for the second date, August 16, is the fact that on July 26 President Nasser had announced the immediate nationalization of the Universal Suez Canal Company. Also on July 24-26 there had been exchanges of fire across the Jordan-Israeli demarcation line. DH had issued a statement expressing his deep regret and strongly urging that the general cease-fire be implemented. For the next three weeks it appeared that the incidents had been contained. On August 16, however, there were breaches of the cease-fire on the Israeli-Egyptian demarcation line in which four Israeli citizens had been killed and eight wounded. The following day there were two retaliatory raids in which nine Egyptians were killed. In an effort to prevent further deterioration of the situation, DH issued statements on both August 16 and August 17 deploring these incidents (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:218-231). This is the context in which the citations in this and the following waymark are to be understood.

DH first cites The Book of Common Prayer version of the last two verses of Psalm 27 (cf. 54:26). The psalm, a prayer of a person falsely accused, concludes with an expression of confidence that God’s goodness will be experienced. The second citation is in German from Meister Eckhart (Meister Eckehart Schriften, Büttner, 224; see also Die deutschen Werke, Traktaten, Quint, 5:29-130/481). The first two citations are linked by the word “comfort.” In the psalm passage “comfort” has the older meaning of “strengthen,” whereas in the Eckhart citation trösten has what is now the more common meaning of “comfort.”
to relieve mental distress. The third citation is in French and has been attributed to Julien Gracq (pseudonym of Louis Poirier [1910-]), in the novel Le Rivage des Syrtes (1951). Though this book was well liked by DH (Beskow, 100), I have been unable to find the citation there. Its source remains thus far unknown. In this French citation DH indicates why comfort in both of the senses distinguished above is needed, for the person who possesses the light which is the hidden God is constantly subject to many demands that are often in tension with each other. The final citation is from Tsze Sze’s third thesis in The Unwobbling Pivot, as translated by Ezra Pound (Pound, 175). It promises that a certain foreknowledge is gained through absolute sincerity.

35. “I cannot go to cure the body of my patient, but I forget my profession, and call unto God for his soul.”
“We carry with us the wonders we seek without us.”

Statements with many meanings -- because they contain the truth about all work for the one who seeks the kingdom of God.

The two citations in this waymark are from Thomas Browne, an English physician and philosopher, who confesses his faith in Religio Medici (J. C. Martin, ed., Oxford: Clarendon, 1964, II:6, 63; I:15, 15). In II:6 Browne states that the true object of our affection in others should be the soul and he tells of his practice of intercessory prayer. In I:15 Browne reflects on the wonders of nature and concludes that he need not travel to find them, for in “the cosmography” of his own self are found “all Africa and her prodigies.” For DH these statements may have been important because they emphasize the wonders to be found in the self and the importance of the spiritual strength an individual self can exercise. He may also have observed that Browne in II:6 also adds, “... if God hath vouchsafed an eare to my supplications, there are surely many happy that never saw me, and enjoy the blessing of mine unknowne devotions. To pray for enemies, that is, for their salvation, is no harsh precept, but the practise of our daily and ordinary devotions.” DH’s final comment may refer to the citations in 56:34, as well as those in this waymark. On the occasion of his birthday and during the weeks that followed DH sought words from various sources that spoke to his condition, as he worked to bring about justice and peace in a bitterly alienated part of the world (cf. 55:65, 58:2, 58:3).

36. 560826 Uneasy, uneasy, uneasy --
Because -- where opportunity gives you the obligation to create -- you are satisfied to meet the demands of the hour, from day to day.
Because -- concerned about the esteem of others and jealous of their opportunities to gain “glory” -- you lowered yourself to wondering about the fate that shall befall what you have done and been.

How dead cannot a man be behind a facade of great competence, conscientiousness -- and ambition! Bless the uneasiness as a sign that there is still life.

August 26 was a Sunday. On August 23 DH had responded to questions at a press conference that had dealt chiefly with the Suez Canal dispute and the status of the cease-fire on the armistice demarcation lines between Israel and Jordan and Egypt, in view of the serious incidents of July and August. DH insisted that the cease-fire agreed upon in April had been given a legal status independent of other aspects of the armistice agreements. None of the parties to the cease-fire agreements had thus far formally rejected these obligations. At the same time de facto the cease-fire was in danger of breaking down (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:232-238).

As DH reflects on this situation he finds himself uneasy. He traces this uneasiness in part to his own faults. He has been satisfied to respond to the demands of the day and the hour, not recognizing sufficiently obligating opportunities to create (50:42, 56:39). He has been too much concerned about how the recognition given to him compares with that given to others (55:57) and has given more thought than he should to what will become of his achievements (56:3). He reminds himself that a person with great competence, conscientiousness, and ambition can in fact be dead, whatever appearance the external facade of such a life may give. What is meant is that in such a case there is contradiction between day by day behavior and the inner springs of life (50:33). DH takes some comfort, however, from the fact that the uneasiness he feels can be counted as evidence of continuing life in his case, for which he is grateful.

37. Two times now you have done him an injustice. Despite the fact that you were “right.” Or more correctly: because you were right, and therefore in self-righteousness and unintelligent exercise of authority you stumbled along through ground where each step gave him pain.

DH must be thinking of his relations with an associate. Twice there have been occasions in which he exercised his authority and he can justify the decisions that were made and the actions that were taken. But he is nonetheless not satisfied with what he did. He feels that he acted self-righteously and unintelligently and caused this person unnecessary pain. Therefore he did him
an injustice. Because one is “right” one can, if one is insufficiently sensitive, act in this way. Cf. 51:18, 56:26, 57:3, 57:48.

38. “- - with you: in faithfulness and courage.”
   No -- in self-discipline, faithfulness and courage.

DH is quoting an earlier waymark (56:1), trinitarian in structure, where he spoke of being before the Father in righteousness and humility, with the Brother in faithfulness and courage, and in the Spirit in stillness. Now he revises this list of virtues by adding self-discipline to those he seeks to share with Jesus the Brother. For other waymarks in which these virtues are listed, see 56:10 and 61:13.

   “To capture death.” This is an idea you serve -- this idea that must conquer if a humankind worth the name is to survive.
   It is this idea that demands your blood -- not the defective creation in which it in this historical period has been incarnated.
   It is this idea that you must help to victory with all your strength -- not the human construction which just now gives you a public responsibility and responsibility-creating opportunities to move it forward.
   Given this insight it should be easy for you to smile at critique of misunderstood decisions, ridicule of misinterpreted expressions of “idealism,” and declarations of death upon what you to all outward appearances are giving your life.
   But is it so? No -- because the baseness you yourself reveal in your reactions to others, about whose motives you know nothing, makes you -- rightly -- vulnerable before the pettiness you see in the interpretations of your own striving.
   Only on one level are you what you can be. Only along one line are you free. Only at one point are you beyond time. The success of “Sunday’s child” is only this: that he meets his destiny at this point, along this line, on this level.

The initials E. L. stand for Erik Lindegren (1910-1968), a Swedish poet, who was to be the successor to DH’s seat in the Swedish Academy. During the first year
of World War II he wrote mannen utan väg (the man without direction, Dikter [Stockholm: Bonniers, 1964], 9-21), a series of poems expressive of catastrophic destruction and human misery. The strophes of some of the poems were introduced by a series of infinitives. The beginning of such a strophe is suggested in the phrase “to capture death” that Lindegren had used in a letter to DH. The significance of the date, August 30, with which the waymark begins, is not known, unless it was the date the letter was received. The phrase “to capture death” could be taken as alluding to 1 Corinthians 15:26, “The last enemy to be destroyed is death.” Very likely, however, Lindegren was not thinking of the phrase in this ultimate, religious sense. In addition to the different ways in which death is interpreted in the teachings of the several faiths, there is the death and destruction that the United Nations was designed to control. This is the idea DH says he is serving. It is an idea which he contrasts with the present reality of the UN, an idea for which he is willing to give his life if need be. It is this commitment that enables him to cope with the hostile critique to which he is often exposed. He chides himself for not fully living up to this commitment and thus being vulnerable to attack.

The expression “Sunday’s child” very likely comes from the following children’s rhyme:

Monday’s child is fair of face,
Tuesday’s child is full of grace,
Wednesday’s child is full of woe,
Thursday’s child has far to go,
Friday’s child is loving and giving,
Saturday’s child works hard for its living,
And a child that’s born on the Sabbath day
Is fair and wise and good and gay.

“Sunday’s child” is a figurative expression. DH was born on Saturday, July 29, 1905.

40. Two traits observed in today’s mirror:

Ambitious: perhaps not a fault, but how short is not the step to pride, or self-pity!

Unhappy -- and a killer of joy.

DH recognizes that he is ambitious and is aware of ambition’s attendant dangers: pride if one succeeds, self-pity, if one does not. To be unhappy and therefore destructive of the joy of others is perhaps a more serious charge. For other waymarks in which references are made to ambition, see 45:49:5, 51:59, 55:39, 55:59, and 57:39.
41. In the suction from the vacuum when a nervous strain lets go -- without the nerves being able to relax -- the lust of the flesh gets its chance to reveal the loneliness of the soul.

DH held himself under a taut discipline and was again and again subjected to severe stress. He thought of the body as the playmate of the mind (61:7), but was aware that it had demands that must be met and there could be times when one was especially vulnerable to these demands (55:60). Here he describes such a situation. There were times that he felt both in body and soul an overwhelming need for human affection (cf. 51:50, 58:9). He did not, however, feel it necessary to satisfy these desires.

42. These “who have arrived,” these self-assured ones who go around among us dressed in the shining armor of their success and their responsibility. How can you let yourself be irritated by them? Let them enjoy their triumph -- on the level to which it applies!

It is strange that DH as Secretary-General of the United Nations should have been irritated by those who flaunted the signs of their achievements and success. Perhaps it was the fact that such persons felt they had arrived, where he felt himself still in process, striving towards goals he was not certain he would achieve. This suggests the level to which he felt their triumphs properly belonged. Cf. 56:22.

43. To live submerged in the heavy fluidum of the lower-human: lower-human in insight, feelings, and striving. Beware of the double danger -- to drown and to “float on top”, to sink to accepting this condition below the clear surface of the human, or to maintain your standard in a vacuum of “superiority”.

Certainly, even in this situation, “love and patience, righteousness and humility” are already conditions for your own salvation.

In the previous waymark DH has distinguished himself from certain “self-assured ones,” but as his thought continues he reminds himself that he must live in the sluggish flow such a human environment represents, where a lower-human style of thinking, feeling, and willing predominates. There is a two-
fold temptation, to succumb by accepting such a standard as one’s own, or to maintain a standard of “superiority” that does not relate to the needs of those among whom one lives. The “love and patience, righteousness and humility,” that DH reminds himself are the conditions of his salvation, refer to 56:10 and 56:33. As 56:33 indicates, these are divine virtues, including the virtue of humility. It is humility that can lead a person who could feel superior to accept in love, patience, and righteousness a servant role. For earlier reflections on whether it is acceptable to regard oneself as “better than others,” see 25-30:8,12. See the following references to humility: 53:13, 56:1, 59:4, 61:13.

44. 561101-7 “I will lay me down in peace, and take my rest: for it is thou, Lord, only, that makest me dwell in safety.”
        “Hold thee still in the Lord - - - fret not thyself, else shalt thou be moved to evil.”

During the week November 1-7, 1956 both the Suez crisis and the Soviet invasion of Hungary occurred. In response to the former DH was able to organize and deploy the United Nations Emergency Force, secure the withdrawal of British, French, and Israeli troops, and supervise the cleanup and reopening of the Canal. No comparable international settlement was possible in the case of the Hungarian invasion. In this time of extreme stress DH turns to the Psalms. Psalm 4:8 is from a lament, a prayer for deliverance from personal enemies. There was not much rest that week, but DH finds his rest in God. Psalm 37:7,8 is from a wisdom psalm in which the argument is directed to those discouraged by the injustices which apparently dominate the world. DH frequently reminds himself to be still before God (cf. 54:23, 55:7, 56:1, 56:12). Being still before God makes for patience and excludes the anger that tends only to evil.

45. Every moment
    Eye to eye
    With this love
    Which sees everything
    But overlooks
    In patience,
    Which is justice,
    But does not condemn
    If our eye
    Mirrors its own
    In humility.
One does not fret oneself over those who carry out evil devices (Ps. 37:7) because one's inner attention is centered on God. We find in this poem the four virtues that in 56:43 DH stated were the conditions for his salvation: love and patience, justice (righteousness) and humility. The omniscient loving God is also patient. The righteous God does not condemn those who share the divine humility (cf. 56:33).

46. It was when Lucifer congratulated himself for what he achieved in his angelic ways that he became the tool of evil.

The identification of Lucifer (morning star) with the devil as a fallen rebel archangel may have arisen from a misinterpretation of Isaiah 14:12-14. DH in any case uses the Lucifer myth to reflect on the dangers of pride, not least with respect to what one achieves “in angelic ways.” With respect to the Suez crisis DH had proved remarkably successful and was receiving much praise. He tells himself that even that which is achieved through love, patience, and righteousness can become the tool of evil if humility is lacking. Cf. 55:7, 56:1, 56:10, 56:26, 56:45, 56:49.

47. Imperceptibly our fingers are guided so that a pattern is formed as the threads are woven into the fabric.

In this waymark and in 56:49 and 56:51 DH affirms his conviction those who are surrendered to God's will are guided so that a larger purpose is served by what they do. It does not appear that DH thought of the divine will as achieving its ends more generally in this manner, so that even those carrying out evil devices (Ps. 37:7,14-15; cf. 56:44) were being guided in this fashion.

48. My motto -- if any:
   Numen semper adest [a protecting power is always present].
   Therefore: if uneasy -- why?

DH's most significant achievement during the Suez crisis was the successful formation of the United Nations Emergency Force, the first historical example of a quasi-military force with purely international responsibilities. It was formed in response to a UN General Assembly resolution of November 4 requesting the Secretary-General to submit a plan for such a force within forty-eight hours. DH was able to meet this deadline. The force was intended to keep the peace after the withdrawal of British, French, and Israeli troops from Egyptian territory and to ensure a satisfactory reopening of the Suez
Canal. Egypt agreed in principle to the establishment of the UNEF. Questions remained as to how the UNEF could be constituted so that its foreign contingents would be acceptable in Egypt. More difficult was the question as to when and under what circumstances the UNEF would withdraw. DH wanted Egypt to agree that the UNEF should remain until the purposes for its coming had been achieved, this issue being subject to negotiation between Egypt and the UN. President Gamal Abdel Nasser was understandably concerned that Egypt’s national sovereignty be maintained. There was an interchange of messages between DH and the Egyptian Foreign Minister, Mahmoud Fawzi, which led to sufficient agreement so that UNEF contingents could begin to arrive in Egypt. DH accompanied the first Danish contingent on November 15 and went on to Cairo for further discussions the next three days with the Egyptian Government of this matter. On November 17 DH met with Foreign Minister Fawzi during the day and with President Nasser from 6 p.m. till 2 a.m. that night. In his November 20 report to the UN about these discussions, DH stated that in the functioning of the UNEF in Egypt it was expected that there would be “good faith” on the part of both the UN and Egypt (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:375-376, cf. 371, 381). This expectation of “good faith” could very likely be attributed to the numen which DH in his waymark dated November 17 states is always present. While he had reason to be uneasy (cf. 56:36) in these discussions, it was this confidence that reassured him. For an earlier use of the term “numen,” see 54:16.

49. How humble the tool when it is praised for what the hand has done.

As has been indicated above, DH was successful in his efforts as UN Secretary-General to resolve the Suez crisis and he received much praise for his remarkable energy and his skill and wisdom as a negotiator. President Dwight Eisenhower at a November 14 press conference stated: “The man’s (DH’s) abilities have not only been proven, but a physical stamina that is almost remarkable, almost unique in the world, has also been demonstrated by a man who night after night has gone with one or two hours’ sleep, working all day and, I must say, working intelligently and devotedly” (Urquhart, 1973, l94). In this waymark DH explains why he received such praise with humility. He was only the tool that had been used by a power greater than his own (cf. 56:51).

DH states the principles that guided him not only during the Suez crisis but more generally as Secretary-General. The result of injustice would never prove to be justice. When a wrong move had been made, such as the Anglo-French invasion of Egypt to resolve the Suez crisis, the only course to be taken was to retrace those steps. If one, on the other hand, intended to act justly, one must take extraordinary care lest some part of the result be injustice. This is the requirement that made his task so difficult (cf. 56:37, 57:48).

51. Someone put the shuttle in your hand. Someone had arranged the threads.

Once again using the imagery of weaving, as in 56:47, DH affirms his conviction that he has been aided and guided during this difficult period by a greater power. Note that in 56:49 DH is the tool in another hand, whereas in this waymark the tool (shuttle) is placed in DH’s hand. This illustrates the flexibility with which DH uses this imagery.

52. 561125  “If, save for life, you give everything, Then know you’ve still not given anything.”

November 25 was a Sunday, which may have provided some occasion for relaxation. The previous day the UN General Assembly had approved the content of DH’s report on his dealings in Cairo, including the agreement about the functioning of the UNEF in Egypt (Urquhart, 1973, l95-l96). In this waymark DH makes the first of two citations from Brand by Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906), a Norwegian dramatist (Samlede værker, vol. 3, 37). The second citation was made on Maundy Thursday, 1961 (61:4). Ibsen wrote Brand in 1866 in protest against the failure of Sweden and Norway to come to the aid of Denmark in her 1864 war with Germany, that led to Denmark’s loss of the duchies of Slesvig and Holstein. Brand, the main character in the drama, is a rural priest who rejects compromises. One must give all or nothing. The citation comes from the second act just before Brand accepts the call to be pastor in his home parish.

In interpretations of Ibsen’s drama, there are different estimates of Brand, some regarding his demands as inhumane. He refuses to go to the deathbed of his mother, for she has not repented in the manner he has stipulated. Both his child and his wife die, in part as a result of Brand’s refusal to let concern for their health interfere with his understanding of his duty. How did DH
understand Brand, as an ideal figure or a misled and misleading fanatic? It may not be possible to answer that question. DH did, however, take seriously the thought that it might be necessary for him to give his life in the line of duty (cf. 53:11, 56:39). At this time of general satisfaction with his leadership, he anticipates future crises when a more costly sacrifice on his part may be required.

53. 561129 Faulkner: Finally our wish remains to have drawn on the wall our “Kilroy was here.”

The last redoubt of the enemy --. We can offer ourselves wholly for that which is beyond and above us -- and still hope that the memory of our choice shall remain bound to our name, or at least that at some future time it will be understood why and how we acted. It can at times seem that the bitterness we feel due to an unsuccessful achievement relates to the fact that the failure submerges the effort itself in oblivion.

O contradiction! O final resistance! If the goal alone can justify the sacrifice, how can you give even a shadow of importance to whether the achievement shall be remembered as connected with your name? How clear does it not thereby become that your action is also influenced by the vain, dead dream of “remembrance.”

On January 25, 1955 William Faulkner (1897-1962), an American novelist who received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1950, also received the National Book Award for Fiction. He introduced his response to this award with the following words: “By artist I mean of course everyone who has tried to create something which was not here before him, with no other tools and material than the uncommerciable ones of the human spirit; who has tried to carve, no matter how crudely, on the wall of that final oblivion beyond which he will have to pass, in the tongue of the human spirit, ‘Kilroy was here.’” This response was published in the New York Times Book Review, February 6, 1955, where DH must have seen it (William Faulkner, Essays, Speeches and Public Letters, ed. James, B. Meriwether, New York: Random House, 1965, p. 143). During World War II the words “Kilroy was here” were graffiti commonly used by American soldiers in occupied areas. DH does not quote Faulkner exactly, but he appears to take issue with him. There is this difference. Whereas Faulkner was speaking of creating texts, such as Waymarks, that would outlive their authors, DH is
thinking of sacrifices, choices, achievements. Reflecting perhaps on his efforts during the past weeks, he insists that his commitment must be to a cause that transcends his own individual life history and that it is the success of that cause that matters, not the memory of his own individual achievement.

Whether DH was to be successful in the resolution of the Suez crisis was, as of the date of this waymark, not as yet determined. Despite the fact that 1,374 UNEF troops had come to Egypt as of November 27, the Anglo-French withdrawal was still being delayed and the question of how the canal was to be cleared of ships that had been sunk in it remained undetermined. DH was also still hoping that UN observers could be sent to Hungary, though thus far no reply had been received from the Hungarian government (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:311-312, 412-437; Urquhart, 1973, 197-200). For other waymarks referring to the theme of being remembered, see 50:26, 50:43, 51:11, 56:67, 57:18.

54. The answer was obvious:
   “I believe that we should die with decency so that at least decency will survive.”

This waymark may refer to the Soviet intervention in Hungary. See above, p. 155, Public Papers of the S-G, 3:311-313. DH apparently assumes that the reader will be able to infer the question implied in this waymark from the answer, which answer he states was obvious. The answer is cited in English, though its source is not identified. DH may be reporting a conversation. He is saying that there are times when people must be prepared to die so that the values for which they have lived and which are manifested in the manner of their dying may survive. This theme has already been alluded to in 56:52. For other references to decency, see 55:9 and 55:39.

55. Hallowed be Your name,
    not mine,
    Your kingdom come,
    not mine,
    Your will be done,
    not
    mine,
    Give us peace with You
    Peace with others
    Peace with ourselves
    And free us from fear.
In this prayer the first three petitions of the Lord’s Prayer are in each instance followed by the emphasized words not mine. The primary emphasis is to be on the holiness of God’s name, on the coming of his kingdom, on the doing of his will. Other waymarks that include petitions of the Lord’s Prayer are 41-42:21, 52:3, 56:7, and 58:9.

Two petitions not cited in this or the other waymarks are, “Give us today our daily bread. Forgive us our sins as we forgive those who sin against us,” petitions that deal with food and forgiveness (though DH does pray for forgiveness in 61:16). It should be noted, however, that the concluding portion of the prayer in this waymark is a prayer for peace. The prayer at this points shifts to the plural number, for peace must be social. This may be the way DH prefers to pray for food and forgiveness. If so, the prayer to be freed from fear could refer to the last two petitions of the Lord’s Prayer, which is to some degree suggested in 56:7.

56. “He brought me forth also into a place of liberty: he brought me forth, even because he had a favour unto me.

   The Lord shall reward me after my righteous dealing: according to the cleanness of my hands shall he recompense me.”

   And once again:

   “For there is mercy with thee: therefore shalt thou be feared.”

These passages from Psalms 18 and 130 may express DH’s relief as he saw the approaching resolution of the Suez crisis. Psalm 18 is a thanksgiving psalm. V. 19 describes the deliverance that was experienced. The following verse (v. 20) is also in the past tense, but in the Prayer Book version DH cites it is in the future tense. The verse could thus indicate the basis upon which DH anticipates God will continue to deal with him. He reminds himself, however, of God’s mercy by citing Psalm 130:4. This Psalm verse was previously cited in 56:9, when DH added the words, “Nevertheless -- and therefore -- Gethsemane.” That possible future development may also be implied here.

57. 561224 Your own efforts “did not bring it about,” only God -- but rejoice that God found use for your efforts in his work.

   Rejoice that you felt that what you did was “necessary,” but understand that even so you were only the tool of him
who through you added a tiny bit to the whole he formed for his purposes.

“It is in this abyss that you reveal me to myself: -- I am nothing, and I did not know it.”

“If, without any side glances, God is certainly our goal, he must be the doer of our deeds. - - - This man does not seek rest. He is not disturbed by any trouble, - - - he must learn an inner solitude, wherever and with whomever he may be. He must learn to break through things, within them to lay hold upon his God.”

This dated waymark is written on Christmas Eve. DH often made dated entries in his journal on the Christian festivals (cf. 54:27, 55:50, 55:53). This year he was thinking about the Suez crisis. On December 19 the United Nations Emergency Force had taken over all civil affairs responsibilities in Port Said at the entrance to the Suez Canal. On December 21 UN salvage ships had entered the canal to begin the clearance operation. On December 22 the Anglo-French troop evacuation had been completed, while the Israeli withdrawal had begun (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:406-409). DH attributes this favorable issue of events to God. He is grateful that his efforts were of some use, while stressing the fact that he has only been God’s tool (cf. 56:49, 56:51) and that his contribution has been but a tiny part of a much larger whole. He reinforces this interpretation by citations from Thomas à Kempis and Meister Eckhart. He found in the writings of his favorite medieval mystics words that spoke to him on significant days in his life. The first citation from Thomas à Kempis (III:8) is the last of seven citations from The Imitation of Christ in Waymarks (De l’imitation de Jesus-Christ, De Beüil, 165-166). It concerns the need for humility. Thomas is saying that if one confesses one’s nothingness grace will come. The second citation from Meister Eckhart is from a treatise concerned with detachment and the possession of God (Meister Eckehart Schriften, Büttner, 181, 182; see also Die Deutschen Werke, Traktaten, Quint, 5:202,206, 207/509,510). If God is the doer of our deeds we need not seek rest, nor are we disturbed by any trouble. It is essential for us, however, to break through things and to find and lay hold on God within them.

58. 561225  “Concerning the eternal birth” -- for me now this says all that can be said about what I have learned and have still to learn.

“So the soul in which the birth is to occur must live quite nobly: wholly unified and wholly self-contained.
You must have an exalted disposition, a burning disposition in which nevertheless an untroubled silent stillness rules."

On Christmas Day DH selects citations from two sermons by Meister Eckhart preached on texts related to the Christmas season, one on The Wisdom of Solomon 18:14, entitled “The Birth of God in the Soul,” and the other on Luke 2:49, entitled “To See and to Do” (Meister Eckehart Schriften, Büttner, 63, 85). At the time of the celebration of the birth of Jesus, DH thinks of the eternal birth to which, according to Eckhart, all who follow Jesus are called. A high quality of life is required. There must be burning zeal, but at the same time an inner silent stillness. The repetition of the concept (silent stillness) emphasizes its great importance. For other waymarks in which DH stresses the importance of stillness, see 55:7, 55:65, 56:1, 56:10, 56:12, 61:13.

59. 561226 “It merely happens to one man and not to others, but he can take no credit to himself for the gifts and responsibility assigned to him. - - - destiny is something not to be desired and not to be avoided. - - - it is a mystery not contrary to reason, for it implies that the world, and the course of human history, have meaning.”

This waymark, cited in English, comes from a source thus far unknown. It is the third of a series of dated waymarks during the Christmas holidays. December 26, the Second Day of Christmas, is the Day of St. Stephen the Martyr. The passage cited suggests that not all persons are persons of destiny. It happens to one and not to others. Credit may not be taken for the gifts and responsibilities received. That there are persons of destiny, however, implies that the world and the course of human history have meaning, despite the mystery that also remains. One is reminded of the agonizing quest for life’s meaning expressed by DH in 52:20.

60. Vanity raises its ridiculous little head and holds the fool’s mirror before you. For a moment the actor smiles and adjusts his features for the role. Only for a moment -- but one too many. It is at such times that you invite defeat and betray the one you serve.

DH did think of himself as a man of destiny (53:7, 53:11, 55:60, 56:1, 56:59, 57:37, 61:13), though he did not think that he should take any credit for
the capabilities and opportunities that had been given him (56:51, 56:57). Nonetheless to think of oneself as a man of destiny very easily becomes an occasion for pride. One is tempted to strike the appropriate pose, to play the role before an imaginary audience. DH reminds himself that such games, even if they last but a moment, are self-defeating and involve betrayal of that to which one is called (cf. 55:26).

61. You ask if these notes are not in the final analysis a betrayal of the way of life which they themselves would stake out.

These notes --? They were waymarks set up when you reached a point where you needed them, a fixed point which must not be lost. And so they have remained. But your life has changed and you now reckon with possible readers. Perhaps you even desire them. Still, for someone it can be meaningful to trace a destined way of which the person in question did not wish to speak while he was alive. Yes, but only if your words have an honesty beyond conceit and self-indulgence.

This is the second waymark in which DH reflects about the significance of the journal he is keeping. In an earlier waymark (52:23) he mentions the possibility of readers. Here he says he may even desire that others read what he is writing. Yet he asks whether the entries in his journal may not themselves be a betrayal, an example of the vanity he criticizes in the previous waymark (56:60). He answers that what he has written are waymarks which at one time he needed, and once having set them up they became fixed points in the history of his life’s development, which he has taken care to preserve. The changes that have taken place in his life lead him to believe that there will be those who will take interest in tracing the route over which his destiny has led him. But these reflections can only be published posthumously and they must be strictly honest and wholly free of all self-conceit.

It is strange to think that if DH had lived out his normal life expectancy as much as 25 years or more could have been added to his life, during which period no one would have seen this journal. What additional waymarks might he have written? How might he have edited the earlier waymarks? He very likely did edit an earlier draft of this manuscript by excluding some waymarks, for he introduces his journal with the motto, “Only the hand that erases can write the true account.”
62. Forward! Your orders are given in secret. May I always hear them -- and answer.

Forward! Whatever the distance that I have put behind me, it doesn’t give me the right to stop.

Forward! It is care with respect to the final steps below the summit which determines the value of all that may have gone before.

DH thrice summons himself to move forward. He is responding to orders given by God (56:13), given in secret when the soul listens, in stillness, to the voice of God (Aulén, E 65, Sw 100). The extent of the distance traveled thus far does not affect the summons to move on, nor can it ever be an excuse to stop. DH finally uses imagery from mountain climbing (cf. 25-30:1, 56:5, 59:114, 61:12) and points out how the final steps below the summit are the most important, determining the value of all that may have preceded them. He does not indicate, however, whether life is characterized by one ascent or by several ascents, each of them having its final steps.

63. We act in faith -- and wonders occur. Then we are tempted to make the wonder the basis for faith. In order to make amends for our weakness in losing the confidence of faith. Faith is, creates, and bears. It is not derived, not created, not borne by anything beyond its own reality.

Faith is a concept to which DH gave much attention. In his first reference to faith he rejects identifying it with assent to doctrines (41-42:24). He accepted St. John of the Cross’s definition of faith as God’s union with the soul (54:7). This calls for self-effacement, which implies that faith must escape observation (55:15), but at the same time faith is the certainty of God’s omnipotence through the soul (56:25). If for God everything is possible, when we act in faith wonders occur. DH may be thinking of the way in which the Suez crisis had been resolved (56:58). He goes on to observe that the occurrence of wonders can mean that they become the basis for faith, rather than faith remaining the basis for wonders. Faith, he insists, must have primacy, having attributes that might otherwise be attributed to God. It cannot be derived from anything else.

64. “In the volume of the book it is written of me, that I should fulfil thy will, O my God: I am content to do it; yea, thy law is within my heart.

I have declared thy righteousness in the great congregation; no, I will not refrain my lips, O Lord; and that thou knowest.”
The last four waymarks of the year were very likely written on New Year’s Eve. DH cites Psalm verses (Ps. 40:7-9) in which the Psalmist is summoned to fulfill God’s will and indicates a willingness to do this. The passage continues with a reference to public confession of God’s righteousness (RSV, “the glad news of deliverance”). DH makes such a confession in this journal. That is perhaps why it was important for him that Waymarks should eventually be read (cf. 52:23, 56:61).

65. Your trust was small. So much deeper should you bow, when it nonetheless happened to you according to your faith.

In this waymark two closely related words are used, trust (tillit) and faith (tro). In DH’s use of these terms, trust implies an object to a somewhat greater extent than does faith (cf. 53:22). DH does not quantify his faith, but he does say that his trust was small. He is therefore all the more grateful for the divine response his faith has encountered (cf. 56:58, 56:65).

66. Gratitude and readiness. You received everything for nothing. Do not hesitate, when it is required, to give what in fact is nothing for everything.

The gratitude expressed in the previous waymark obligates DH to be ready without hesitation to give in return. He has gratuitously received everything. He is unable to fix any comparative value on that which he gives in return (cf. 55:66).

67. For every deed less and less bound to your name, for every step more lightly treading the earth.

Waymarks 64-67 are the reflections that the Psalm verses cited above have prompted. DH has been exhorting himself to manifest the readiness that gratitude calls for. He is grateful as the year closes that his deeds as Secretary-General are less and less bound to his name (cf. 50:26, 56:53). As he faces the future he is ready with every step to be more lightly treading the earth. (This language recalls a passage from Strödda blad ur Bertil Ekmans efterlämnade papper, 20, to which reference was already made in the comment on 51:24.) If death should be what is required, DH is prepared for it (55:43, 56:27, 56:39, 56:54).
DH’s efforts during this year were to a large extent devoted to the aftermath of the Suez crisis. While he had succeeded in organizing the United Nations Emergency Force and thereby achieving withdrawal of the British, French, and Israeli forces from the canal area, much negotiation continued with respect to the deployment of the UNEF in the Gaza Strip. Egypt was determined that Israel should reap no benefits from her aggression. Israel, on the other hand, sought security from fedayeen raids originating on the Egyptian side of the border and claimed the right to passage through the Suez Canal. No formal resolution of the differences between Egypt and Israel was achieved, but DH was able to establish good relations with Prime Minister David Ben Gurion of Israel and with Foreign Minister Mahmoud Fawzi of Egypt, as well with President Nasser. This personal diplomacy led to some relaxation of tension. Since, however, the agreements, especially on Egypt’s side, could not be fully made public, lest there be a hostile reaction on the part of the Egyptian people, as well as the Arab world, the role of the UN was constantly vulnerable to unfavorable interpretation in the press (see 57:2).

DH gave much thought and personal attention in 1957 to the creation of the United Nations Meditation Room. His friend, the Swedish artist Bo Beskow, came in the fall and painted a fresco on the front wall. DH wrote the leaflet that is given to visitors. See Appendix B, 265-266; Public Papers of the S-G, 3:710-711.

During this year there are fifteen dated waymarks. DH notes the anniversary of the beginning of his work as Secretary-General and his re-election September 26 to a second term, but does not express his reaction to events during the year to the extent that he did in 1956. While he at no time entertained exaggerated hopes for success in his efforts as Secretary-General, he became during this year increasingly aware of the factors limiting what could be accomplished.

1. Soon night approaches -- --
   Each day the first --. Each day a life.
   Every morning the bowl of our being should be held forth to receive, to bear and to give back. Held forth empty -- for that which has gone before is to be mirrored only in its clarity, its form, and its breadth.
   “…and those things which for our unworthiness we dare not, and for our blindness we cannot ask, vouchsafe to give us …”
DH again, as in 1950-1954, begins the year by citing the words “Soon night approaches,” from the hymn his mother used to read on New Year’s Day. This will be the last time these words are cited. He goes on to emphasize the importance of each day. One begins each day anew and each day one’s life is lived in miniature. “The bowl of our being” is an Eastern metaphor, where rice is the staple food and the rice bowl the chief dish used in eating. The day is to be marked by receiving, bearing, and giving back, or rendering an account, at the day’s end. The bowl, which represents the whole of one’s life, is to be empty at the day’s beginning. That which has gone before should have been assimilated, so that it is recognizable (mirrored) only insofar as it has contributed to one’s life’s clarity, its form, and its breadth. For other similar uses of the imagery of “mirroring,” see 25-30:9, 41-42:10. The waymark closes with citation of a portion of a general collect from The Book of Common Prayer (cf. 54:26). The complete text of the collect is: “Almighty God, the fountain of all wisdom, who knowest our necessities before we ask, and our ignorance in asking; We beseech thee to have compassion upon our infirmities; and those things which for our unworthiness we dare not, and for our blindness we cannot ask, vouchsafe to give us, for the worthiness of thy Son Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.”

2. The most dangerous lesson: how we can be compelled to suppress the truth in order to help it gain the victory. If this is our duty in the role which destiny has assigned us, how straight must not our course be if we are not to founder.

DH holds that in our time the way to sanctification passes through the world of action (55:65). He is convinced that one should be able to carry out one’s duties in public life without unacceptable moral compromise (cf. 56:50). In this waymark, however, he acknowledges that those who have certain kinds of work may have to suppress the truth in order to help it be victorious. In view of the strong statements he has made about “uncompromising inner love of truth” (55:37) and “an ‘honesty’ free of compromise” (55:39), he would be sharply aware of the moral ambiguity such a course of action could appear to involve. It should be noted that he speaks of being compelled “to suppress the truth,” i.e., withholding certain information. He is not referring to disseminating misinformation. He may be referring to the fact that he could not report agreements that had been reached, especially with the Egyptian leaders (Urquhart, 1973, 219-222). DH implies that there is a straight course which can be followed in such cases whereby one can escape foundering, but he is aware of the difficulty of finding and remaining on this course.
Additional light has been cast on this waymark by Kay Rainey Gray, a UN correspondent during DH’s tenure as Secretary-General, who served on the executive committee of the United Nations Correspondents Association (UNCA). She recalls that late in 1956 during the Suez and Hungarian crises Wilder Foote, UN spokesman, suffered a heart attack, reducing communication with the press. Much of what was taking place, furthermore, was diplomatic and could not be made public. Gray writes: “In an unusual action the UNCA Executive Committee, meeting in camera, criticized the Secretary-General’s ‘withholding of news’ from correspondents and was about to pass and make public a resolution critical of the S-G. When Hammarskjöld heard of this, he immediately informed the members through an aide that he would see them all immediately. As all 15 elected members sat around the conference table on the 38th floor, Hammarskjöld . . . listened to the complaints, admitted there was little he could say about some of the diplomatic negotiations, but ‘withholding of the news? Never.’ However he did state that if it were a question of peace, he would do the same again. . . . Returning to their own meeting after hearing from Hammarskjöld, the Executive Committee immediately decided not to pass the resolution of censure” (“United Nations Notebook: The Relationship of Dag Hammarskjöld with the Press,” Development Dialogue, 1987:1, 46).

You saved him from victory and, after the defeat, out of badly needed malicious pleasure you fooled him. Certainly you have reason for sympathy.

The reader can only guess the circumstances to which DH refers. He speaks ironically to himself. He has “saved” an opponent from victory. Thereafter, badly needing “malicious pleasure” (Schadenfreude), he has misled the defeated opponent, perhaps, as Auden-Sjöberg suggest (Markings, 148), by showing him kindness.

The last sentence in which DH says he has reason for sympathy is somewhat ambiguous. “Sympathy” (the Swedish word is förståelse) is to be understood in the sense of sympathetic understanding, entering into or sharing the feelings or interests of another. Is DH again speaking ironically, saying that there is reason that he should be given such understanding, or is he saying that he should give such sympathetic understanding to this opponent? Auden’s translation (“You have, indeed earned the right to a sympathetic audience”) suggests the former. DH did not, however, as far as we know discuss with others his practice as an administrator in order to receive either critique or moral support. He may
in this final word be exhorting himself to take some additional appropriate initiative toward the person whom he has bested. He may, on the other hand, be ironically referring to an imaginary audience (cf. 56:60), saying that he should not expect any, who might come to know what he has done, to give his behavior their approval. He may indeed have made the reference deliberately ambiguous to suggest both meanings.

4. Did the attack wound you -- despite its preposterousness -- because it showed the absurdity of a little clerk playing the hero's role? If so: could it have wounded you if the clerk had not begun to believe himself to be the hero?
   -- Not I, but God in me!

That DH did not seek sympathetic understanding for himself does not mean that he was invulnerable to what he considered unjust attacks from others. This waymark indicates how he sought to cope with such an attack. He says the attack was preposterous. He asks himself, however, whether he was reacting to the absurdity of someone far down in the institutional hierarchy being cast in a hero's role in the affair, or whether it was because this person also began to believe he actually was a hero. Not wholly translatable is the term DH uses for this person, calling him a “pinneberg.” Pinneberg is the main character in the novel Kleiner Mann - was nun? (1933) by Hans Fallada (pseudonym of Rudolf Ditzen, 1897-1947 [Reinbeck bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1964]), a moving tale about the hardships of a lower middle class young couple in Germany during the period of great economic depression and political instability just preceding the establishment of the Third Reich. In view of DH’s use of the term “pinneberg,” one can inquire as to how much sympathetic understanding he had for this kind of a person (cf. 41-42:17, 55:56, 56:22).

In the final words of the waymark DH reminds himself that he must always remember God’s presence in himself (53:6, 53:6, 54, 13, 54:19, 58:7). He had also in other waymarks referred to God’s presence in the situations he encountered (55:6, 56:48). He has also said that it should be easy for him to smile at misunderstood critiques (56:39). It was in fact not easy, but each such occasion became an opportunity for renewed self-examination.

5. 570121 Destruction! What fury in your attack, how pitiful your victory in that old body. You demolished everything, you hurled a mind into abysses of pain -- and freed that smile of final bliss.
This dated waymark is written on the 17th anniversary of the death of DH’s mother, Agnes Almquist Hammarskjöld. DH reflects upon the destructive attack of her final illness, the pain and distress she had to suffer. But he remembers also the final smile with which she entered the repose of death. This waymark recalls 56:2, in which he suggests his understanding of the significance of that smile. 56:2 is undated but was very likely written on or about the time of the anniversary of DH’s mother’s death the previous year. 59:42 and 59:44 may also refer to DH’s mother.

6. 570224 One arrives at the point of acknowledging -- and feeling -- original sin, evil’s dark counterpoint which is in our nature, yes, of our nature, yet not our nature. This, that something affirms the destruction of what we ourselves seek to serve, the misfortune even of those of whom we are fond.

Life in God is not a flight away from this, but the way to full insight about it: it is not our depravity which forces us into a fictitious religious solution, but the experience of a religious reality which brings the night side out into the light.

It is when we remain before the all-seeing eye of righteous love that we are able to see, dare to acknowledge and consciously suffer because of this, that something in us welcomes the catastrophe, wishes the failure, is stimulated by the defeat -- when it has to do with the sphere outside our narrowest self-interest. Thus the living God relationship is a precondition for the self-knowledge which enables us to follow a straight path and, in that sense, triumph and be forgiven -- from outside ourselves and by ourselves.

Until the 1983 revision of the church year in the Church of Sweden, four Sundays each year were observed as days of prayer, devoted to the four themes of repentance, the Reformation, missions, and thanksgiving. Hjalmar Sundén has called attention to the fact that the First Day of Prayer, with the theme of repentance, in 1957 fell on Sunday, February 24, the date of this waymark (Sundén, 14). DH observes the day by writing a dated waymark reflecting on the evil in human nature, which he calls original sin. This evil is in us, though our nature is not in its essence evil. It is destructive of everything outside of the narrowest sphere of self-interest. The closer one comes to God the more aware of this aspect of human nature one becomes. It is, therefore, not this
dark fact about human nature that leads to the positing of “a fictitious religious solution.” Instead it is the fact that one has experienced the reality of God that enables one to acknowledge this human depravity, to bring “the night side” out into the light, and also to overcome it. This involves being forgiven, the third time forgiveness is mentioned in Waymarks (cf. 55:43, 56:6, 57:9, 57:30, 58:1, 60:1, 61:16). In this waymark DH speaks of being “forgiven by ourselves.” This is repeated in 57:9, but is later rejected in 57:30.

7. Oedipus, son of a king, winner of a throne -- favored by fortune and blameless -- is forced to consider the possibility, finally its actuality, that he also carries a guilt which makes it just that he should be sacrificed in order to save the people.

Oedipus is a hero of Greek mythology who is born in Thebes and abandoned at birth by his parents, because a Delphic oracle has declared that he is destined to kill his father. He is, however, spared from death and reared in Corinth as a foundling. When grown, not knowing his true parentage, he hears the same oracle about himself and leaves Corinth, in order to escape fulfilling it. Encountering a group of men who attempt to drive him off the road, among them Laius, the king of Thebes, Oedipus gives battle and unwittingly does kill his father. Going on to Thebes, in return for solving the riddle of the Sphinx and thereby bringing about the death of this monster, that has kept the city in a state of siege, he wins the throne of Thebes and marries the widowed queen, who is in fact his mother. The classic literary treatment of the myth is Sophocles’ tragedy, Oedipus the King, which unfolds the discovery by the mother and her son of their incest (cf. 53:4). Jocasta, the queen, upon learning the truth commits suicide and Oedipus blinds himself and goes into exile.

The myth presents an interesting study of guilt. While Oedipus is guilty of manslaughter committed in hot temper, with respect to parricide and incest he is the victim of a cruel fate. In what sense is it “just that he should be sacrificed”? While DH elsewhere speaks of sacrifice as the complete surrender of the individual to the doing of God’s will, which could mean advancing the common good of both the people and that individual (cf. 54:5, 55:9, 55:23), here sacrifice appears to mean the destruction of an individual as the result of evil circumstances, these circumstances being such that the welfare of the people requires that this destruction be willingly accepted (cf. 55:29, 56:27, 61:6).
8. **Success -- for God's glory or your own, for the peace of other human beings or your own?** The answer determines the outcome of your striving.

DH has earlier raised the question of the meaning of success (50:47, 56:3, 56:18). In this waymark he examines his striving for success. He wants to be certain that he has the right motivation in this effort. Is it for God's glory (54:19), or is he seeking his own? Is he striving for the peace of the world, or simply his own peace of mind (52:15)? He implies that it is his own motivation at this point that will profoundly influence the outcome of his efforts as Secretary-General.

9. **570407 How to live freeborn in constant awareness of all that is wrong in the past, all that is despicable in my present. How to be able -- daily -- to forgive myself?**

   Life judges me -- with the love of which I myself am capable. Judges with the patience which corresponds to the honesty in my striving to meet its demands and with a righteousness before which self-assertion's trivial attempts at explanation carry no weight.

The date of this waymark is the 4th anniversary of DH's leaving Sweden to take up his duties as Secretary-General. He does not look back with satisfaction upon his achievements during these years. Instead he asks how it is possible for him to live as a free person, given his constant awareness of all that is subject to criticism in the past, all that he regards as petty and mean in his present. How can he forgive himself, as this seems to be daily required? This is the fourth waymark in which there is reference to forgiveness (cf. 55:43, 56:6, 57:6, 58:1, 60:1, 61:16). He expresses an understanding of forgiveness he will later reject (57:30). He is judged by life (which in 56:21 is equivalent to God) with the love of which **he himself** is capable. Love and the process of judging are sometimes seen as in tension. Here love is one of the attributes that enters into the judging process. Love is a human possibility and is required of the one being judged. Another of life's attributes is patience, which examines the honesty of DH's striving to meet life's demands, though not necessarily his success at this point (see the relation between success and striving in the previous waymark). The final attribute is righteousness, which does not permit any rationalizations which DH might self-assertively attempt. See 56:33 where DH also links together love, patience, and righteousness in speaking of God.
10. What has life lost in the happiness he might have enjoyed had he lived? What has it gained in the suffering he escaped?

How foolishly we talk! The one who lives is the measure of life and the number of his days is reckoned in other terms.

In this waymark DH is thinking of how life-spans of different individuals may be longer or shorter. If a person’s experience in its totality is that person’s contribution to life, how does life gain or lose when a given individual life is long or short? What kind of judgment or measurement can here be made? This question, DH says, is a foolish one. The measure of a person’s life is not taken in retrospect, but while one lives (cf. 50:46, 51:1). The actual chronological length of a person’s life is another matter, which does not affect this measurement.

11. To see my pettiness, not in scourging self-disgust, not in pride at confessing it -- but as a threat to the integrity of my actions if I let it drop out of sight.

DH returns to the self-analysis found in 57:8 and 57:9. He uses an uncommon Swedish word for pettiness derived from the French mesquinerie, a fault to which he gives special attention. He rejects the alternatives of self-flagellation and a perverse pride in such confession (cf. 51:8). It is, however, essential for him to keep in constant view this tendency he finds in himself in order to safeguard the integrity of his actions.

12. How selfishly aesthetic our “sympathy” as a rule is, we see in those moments when we momentarily can make the basis for another’s -- always threatened -- vital confidence our own, that is, when we can make that which for him makes it possible “to continue” the condition for our own self-preserving self-esteem.

In this -- as in other things -- realism is the opposite of profanation. The truth we must endure is reality without the reconciliation of time.

In the Swedish text this and the following waymark are joined together as one waymark with four paragraphs. DH does, however, appear to be discussing two somewhat different themes, though there may also be a relationship between them. In this waymark he questions what appear to be our good intentions
and actions. Where our sympathy, our feeling of solidarity with another, can be the basis for that person's ability to continue to live at all, we can place the chief emphasis on what we are getting out of the relationship, the way in which it builds up our sense of our own importance. In such a case what is termed "sympathy" has really only the appearance of actual sympathy. "Aesthetic" may here be intended in a Kierkegaardian sense, as referring to a self-centered stage of life, when the question of what it means to live the moral life has not yet been seriously raised (cf. 50:37; see Søren Kierkegaard, Either/Or and Stages on Life's Way). DH insists that to be realistic about this matter is not to introduce profanation into an area of life that should be protected from critical disclosure. We must be willing to endure a true account of what is now taking place, even if only momentarily. It is well that this occurs prior to the reconciliation of what was with what ought to have been, which the passage of time can introduce into our remembrance of our relationships with others.

13. For the one being sacrificed -- who is also making the sacrifice -- only one thing counts: faithfulness -- alone among enemies and skeptics -- faithfulness despite the humiliation which has become the consequence and presupposition of faithfulness, faithfulness without any other support in hopes of restoration than can be found in a faith which reality seems so thoroughly to refute.

Would the sacrificial act have sublimity and meaning if the sacrificed one saw himself in the transfiguring light of martyrdom? What we have added was not there for him. And we must overcome it in order to hear his command.

This waymark has two parts, one referring to self-sacrifice more generally and the other to Jesus' sacrifice and the fact that he could not at the time he was making it foresee its outcome. DH insists that the one who offers himself/herself totally in the service of God cannot expect much support from others. He/she may well be surrounded by enemies and skeptics. The sacrifice will almost certainly involve humiliation (cf. 45-49:13, 57:44, 61:5). One's only support will be faith, which will all the time appear refuted by the reality one is constantly encountering.

But this, DH says, is precisely what Jesus experienced (cf. 51:29). This, furthermore, is what makes his sacrificial act sublime. If he had been able to see beyond the cross to the light of the resurrection, the cross would not have the meaning it has for us. What we have added in our glorification of the cross
was not there for Jesus when he suffered and died. And we must overcome this glorified understanding of the cross by getting back to the historical crucified Jesus if we are to be able to hear and respond to Jesus’ summons to take up our own crosses and follow him.

14. To win a security in which we give all criticism its due weight and humble ourselves before the words of praise.

DH describes a goal toward which he strives. He wants to feel so secure (cf. 50:3, 54:14) that he is able to accept and evaluate all criticism he receives (cf. 45-49:13, 56:39, 57:20, 57:49). With respect to praise, the appropriate response is humility. If his sense of security is due to the fact that God is working through him, he should not accept praise for what God does (cf. 55:26, 56:49, 59:4).

15. 570428 “There is no history but the soul’s, there is no ease but the soul’s.”

April 28 was a Sunday. During the preceding week on April 24 the Egyptian government issued a declaration concerning the Suez Canal and the arrangements for its operation which it registered with the United Nations as an international instrument. Though the canal was declared open, Israeli shipping through the canal was still not permitted. At an April 25 press conference questions were raised with respect to Egypt’s noncompliance at this point with the Armistice Agreement (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:561-577).

The citation from St.-John Perse. The words, “... there is no ease but the soul’s,” were perhaps relevant to DH’s situation at that time. St.-John Perse is the pen name of the French diplomat and poet, Alexis Léger (1887-1975). DH first met Perse in 1955, but had been interested in his poetry for some time before that. He promoted the translation of Perse’s poetry into Swedish and translated the poem Chronique himself, a passage of which translation he cites in 61:1. As a member of the Swedish Academy DH participated in the nomination and selection of candidates for the Nobel prize for literature, which Perse received in 1960.

Perse separated his careers as diplomat and poet quite sharply, which in part accounts for his use of the pen name St.-John Perse. From 1933-1940 he held the post of Secretary General of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, from which position he was forced to resign by intrigues relating to the Fall of France, which, in turn, forced him into exile. He remained in exile from 1940 to 1957,
living during that time in the United States. During these years he returned again to literature, which had been set aside during his years as administrator in the French foreign ministry (St.-John Perse, Letters, translated and edited by Arthur J. Knodel [Princeton: Princeton U. Press, 1979], xiii-xiv). The poem that especially marks this return is Exil (1941), from which the citation in this waymark is taken (St.-John Perse, Collected Poems [Princeton: Princeton U. Press, 1971], v, 156-157, translation by Denis Devlin). In this poem Perse writes “about human exile, terrestrial exile in all its forms” (Letters, 548).

DH finds in the words he cites emphasis on the importance of the inner life of the individual. There the moving force of history is to be found. In the human soul is also to be found refuge from surrounding unease, even the possibility of returning to the home one has been forced to leave, as in the words preceding those cited Perse writes, “Behold, I am restored to my native shore . . .”

16. Dressed in this self which was created by judgments of the indifferent, meaningless honors, duly recorded “achievements” --. Strapped into the strait jacket of the near at hand.

To step out of this, naked, on the edge of dawn -- accepted, invulnerable, free: in the light, with the light, of the light. One, real in the one.

Out of myself as a hindrance, into myself as fulfillment.

This could be a comment on the citation from St.-John Perse in the previous waymark, though the theme developed has been expressed earlier (cf. 45-49:5). DH distinguishes between an inner self and an external self, which is an image and a reputation worn like clothing (50:13) and created by others, some of them indifferent, others bestowing meaningless honors, yet others compiling a list of “achievements.” All the while one is strapped into the expectations a daily routine defines.

DH imagines himself stepping out of all of this, beginning a new day as though it were a new life (57:1). The light symbolism of 56:16 may be recalled. The self can become a transparent lens by which the light is focused. DH is confident that in such an act of self-dedication he is accepted, protected from ultimate harm, and free. Aulén suggests that the final words of this waymark strikingly express DH’s conviction that the way of loving service is a combination of self-surrender and self-realization (Aulén, E 99; Sw 144-145; cf. 56:21).
Why deny yourself, you say, when it harms no one and does you good?

Yes, why -- if it isn't in conflict with the choice you made. Your own reaction when you have forgotten this condition -- a reaction as before a betrayal and a humiliating weakness -- is a sufficient answer to your question.

May 25 was a Saturday. Earlier in May DH had made a trip to Europe and the Middle East. He had spoken with Pope Pius XII and leaders of the Italian government in Rome, he had planned a second Geneva conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy to be held in 1958, and he had had friendly conversations with David Ben-Gurion and Golda Meir. On May 16 there had been a press conference in which he was questioned about developments in the Middle East (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:577-585).

There does not appear, however, to be a direct relationship between these events and DH's reflections in this waymark. He did feel obligated to deny himself (55:60, 57:39). Yet how far must he go in this direction? It would seem that there could be no objection to doing that which harms no one else and does good to oneself. DH points out, however, that such behavior may conflict with the basic choice he has made (cf. 45-49:1, 53:21, 56:21, 57:47, 58:8). When he recalls this he reacts quite strongly. The words “a betrayal and a humiliating weakness” will appear again in 57:20 (cf. 57:32).

Everything in the present, nothing for the present. And nothing for your future reputation or your future ease.

This is one of several waymarks in which DH stresses the importance of the present (cf. 50:53, 51:6, 54:18). The present to which everything is to be devoted is God's eternal now (56:33), which by reason of God's patience may extend into the future. As to the future that is unrelated to God's eternal now, one is not to consider either one's future reputation (50:26, 56:53) or future ease and comfort, for which one may seek to make provision. (Note, however, the reference to a pension in 51:38.)

Suddenly -- without your help -- difficulties you have given your all to overcome are resolved. And you are tempted to keep yourself in the forefront whether it helps
the matter or not, perhaps even if it can do harm.

Do you then want to spoil even that to which your effort can entitle you? Only if your striving has been guided by a devotion to duty in which you have wholly forgotten yourself can you retain confidence in its value. But if that has been the case, your striving toward the goal should have taught you to rejoice when others reach it.

DH reminds himself that while it is important that goals be reached, it is not at all essential that he receive credit for such achievements (cf. 56:53). Others should be given the credit that is due them. Apparently a problem to which he has devoted great efforts has finally been resolved without his help. DH recognizes the temptation to keep himself in the forefront, though this may harm the cause. He insists that his devotion to duty must be such that he wholly forgets himself and thus is able to rejoice when others reach goals toward which he has been striving (cf. 57:8).

20. 570620 “-- a betrayal and a humiliating weakness --”

Therefore also this: that you suffer under criticism which is not justified? Yes, and weakened encounter your duty.

June 20 was a Thursday. The introductory words quoted are from 57:17. The reference to unjustified criticism that follows suggests that both dated waymarks have some relation to DH’s responsibilities as Secretary-General. Urquhart reports that on June 8 the London Daily Telegraph published an article stating that the Gaza Strip was now to all intents and purposes under the control of Egypt. The article asserted that there were large numbers of Egyptian soldiers and two thousand Palestinian Arab policemen in the Gaza Strip, fedayeen were being trained, and UNEF soldiers were engaging in black-market activities. General E. L. M. Burns, the commander of the UNEF protested against these false reports, stating that they were typical of Western journalism at the time and followed strictly the Israeli line (Urquhart, 1973, 126). Meeting with the press on June 19, DH expressed himself more hopefully about the situation in the Middle East, calling it a period of convalescence, when too much attention should not be given to the lingering symptoms of the illness, while it was realistic to anticipate real and active reconstruction and rebuilding. DH may at the same time, however, privately have shared much of the impatience of his questioners. Using language from Shakespeare’s Macbeth, he called it a time “full of sound
and fury.” He acknowledged that his correspondence with various capitals in the Middle East had recently been somewhat one-sided, in that response to letters he had written was being delayed (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:593-601). Given the strict standard by which he judged himself, he may have blamed himself in some measure for the slow progress that was being made. Nonetheless, whatever his own “weakness” had contributed to the situation, he insists that the criticism under which he is suffering is unjustified (cf. 56:39), and its effect could be to further weaken him in his discharge of his duties.

21. 570623 “For he maketh the storm to cease: so that the waves thereof are still.

Then are they glad, because they are at rest: and so he bringeth them unto the haven where they would be.”

The date of this waymark was Sunday of the weekend that the Nativity of St. John the Baptist and the summer solstice were celebrated in Sweden. DH’s custom was to mark such dates with citations that spoke to his spiritual need. On this occasion he cites The Book of Common Prayer version of Psalm 107:29-30 (cf. 54:26), words from a psalm of thanksgiving perhaps sung by groups of pilgrims who came to Jerusalem to celebrate one of the feasts, offering thanks for escape from various dangers. While the NRSV translates the verbs in the past tense, the Prayer Book version is in the present tense. God is the one who makes the storm to cease and brings his people to the haven to which they are bound. It is in this way that the sound and fury of the world situation will be quieted so that the needed healing can take place (see above the comment on 57:20).

22. “The fifies of exile --.” Always among strangers to that which has formed you -- alone. Always thirsting for water from the springs -- captive, not free to seek it.

The answer -- the hard, clean, severe answer: in the One you are never alone, in the One you are always at home.

This waymark may be a comment on the text cited in 57:21. DH begins with words from St.-John Perse’s poem “Exile” (Collected Poems, 156-157). DH may have been unable to be in Sweden for the Midsummer celebration. In a deeper sense, however, he could have felt that he was in exile, just as Perse found himself, living among those who had little understanding or appreciation
of that which had formed him, while he was so “strapped into the strait jacket of the near at hand” (57:16) that he was unable to find refreshment from the springs upon which his spirit depended.

It is at this point that the psalm passage speaks to him. The answer is not easy to accept, it is hard and severe, but in fellowship with God (here called the One, cf. 55:28, 56:33, 57:16, 57:47) whatever his circumstances he is not alone, indeed he is always at home. In terms of his life journey he can have confidence that he will be brought safely through the storms to the haven he is seeking.

23. Result and reaction --. The strength of your rising uneasiness reveals the extent of your actual lack of freedom and of your isolation -- from unity.

Do not therefore concern yourself about this or that, but follow the way you know even when you have left it. “Nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou --”

DH continues his reflection about his relationship to the One. His efforts have brought about a result to which he has reacted with uneasiness (cf. 56:36). This has revealed his lack of freedom and his isolation. Note the stressed words “captive” and “alone” in 57:22. He is isolated, however, not from other people, but from unity, from the One. It is in the One that he is never alone. Thus, rather than concerning himself with anything else he must follow the way to which God has called him (52:1, 53:11, 55:39, 61:5, 61:12), a way that he knows even when he is not following it. DH cites finally the words of Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane, which expressed Jesus’ submission to the will of his heavenly Father (Matt. 26:39 RSV, cf. 54:7, 56:9), omitting vill/wilt, the final word of verse 39.

24. He who is challenged by destiny does not take offense at the terms.

While DH has cited an author who states that not everyone is a person of destiny (56:59), he believes that he himself has been challenged by destiny (53:7, 55:60, 56:11, 57:37, 61:13). For this reason the principle, that one who receives such a challenge must accept it, not complaining about the terms that destiny offers, does apply to him.
25. For one whose task so obviously mirrors the unheard of in human possibility and duty, there is no excuse if he loses the feeling of “being called.” But in that feeling all that he is capable of has a meaning, nothing a price. Therefore: if he complains, he accuses -- himself.

DH uses the expression “the unheard of” (cf. 51:47, 51:62, 52:6, 54:5, 54:20, 54:25). He reminds himself that his task obviously has to do with this human possibility and that he must therefore not lose his awareness of his calling (59:4). It is in this context that everything he is able to accomplish receives meaning (55:54, 56:7, 56:13, 58:7), while nothing is to be regarded as a price he must pay (cf. 55:23, 57:38). There must therefore be no complaints, for they can be directed only against himself.

26. The myths have always condemned those who “turned back”, condemned them, whatever the paradise may have been that they left. Therefore this shadow over every deviation from your choice, “Journeyer to the East.”

DH referred more often to not looking back (51:22, 53:12, 56:13, 57:35, 61:5; cf. Luke 9:62) than to not turning back, though the two concepts have about the same meaning. In this waymark he speaks of the condemnation of such behavior in the myths. This also is to remind him not to deviate in any way from the choice he has made (56:21, 57:17, 57:27).

The expression “Journeyer to the East” (Morgenlandfahrer) is derived from the novel, Morgenlandfahrt (1932, Eng. trans., The Journey to the East, 1961), by Hermann Hesse (1877-1962). The novel, which DH had wanted to translate (Lindegren, 27-29), tells of an esoteric order led by one who appears as a servant. To be received into the order, one must have a purpose of one’s own, comparable to the high dedication of the order.

27. Stealthily -- furtively. Shut out from the room, you must not peep through the keyhole. Either break down the door, or withdraw.

Stealthily -- furtively. Only because it would have appeared to people as a denial of the choice! All the same -- how correct the feeling of shame for what must for such reasons be kept secret, though it may later nonetheless turn out for the good.
From June 29 to July 18 DH visited Copenhagen, Geneva, and Paris (Van Dusen, 229). Some time was also spent in Sweden. He had a summer home, Hagestad, a fisherman's cottage along the coast of southern Sweden. During the summer of 1957, with the help of his friend, Bo Beskow, he bought a nearby farmstead having a larger acreage. It is possible that in this waymark he is reacting to the way in which the negotiations for that purchase took place. When he had himself indicated interest in the farm a rather high selling price was named, whereas Beskow was able to buy it for considerably less (Beskow, 128-129). If the waymark relates to that transaction, DH expresses himself critically about the secrecy which, it was thought, had to be practiced. He could appear to have been acting contrary to his basic commitment. He approves of his feeling of shame, though at the same time he observes that the way he acted may finally have good consequences. DH was planning to return the fields to open heath, which met the approval of the Swedish authorities concerned with nature preservation, who wanted to save some such farms from being sold to real estate speculators. Backåkra, the name of the farm, is now administered by the Swedish Tourist Association as a memorial to DH. Articles he received on his extensive travels are displayed and a part of his library is kept there.

28. 570728 You are not the oil, not the air -- only the combustion point, the focus, where the light is born.
   You are only the lens in the flood of light. Only like the lens can you receive, give, and own the light.
   If you seek yourself, “in your own right,” you hinder the meeting of the oil and the air in the flame, you rob the lens of its transparency.
   Sanctification -- to be the light or in the light, effaced, so that it may be born, effaced so that it may be gathered and spread.

This dated waymark was written on a Sunday, the day before DH’s fifty-second birthday (cf. 58:9 and 59:4, the birthday waymarks for 1958 and 1959). DH was at his summer home, Hagestad (Van Dusen, 146). He reflects about the meaning of his life, casting himself in the role of a catalytic agent, one who helps things happen, but is not the decisive agent in the happening, though he can frustrate that which might otherwise happen (54:10, 57:31). The images he uses have to do with light, its source, its gathering and focusing, and also the means by which it is spread (cf. 56:16). DH for a second time uses the term “sanctification.” Whereas in 55:65 he stresses that sanctification requires involvement in the world of action, here he emphasizes the self-effacement that is required if the light is to be born, gathered, and spread.
29. You will know life and be acknowledged by it, according to the degree of your transparency – that is, according to the extent of your ability to disappear as an end and remain solely as a means.

DH continues to reflect on the imagery of light. In earlier waymarks he has thought of himself as reflecting life according to his clarity or purity (25:30:9, 41-42:10, 57:1). In 56:16 and 57:28 he thinks of the essential transparency of a lens through which the light passes. If his life is to be a lens focusing the light, the passage of the light will be impeded to the extent to which he engages in self-seeking. This means that the degree of his transparency will depend on the extent to which he is able to disappear as an end in the life process, while remaining only as a means. The language DH uses is borrowed from the philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), who said that one should regard other persons as ends in themselves and never merely as means (see 50:52). If so, in one’s relation to them one should regard oneself as a means to bring about what is good for them, rather than seeking to use them as a means to further one’s own ends. Transparency means not to have mixed motives at this point.

30. 570903 “To forgive oneself” --? No, that isn't possible: we must be forgiven. But we can believe in forgiveness only if we ourselves forgive.

DH’s Annual Report to the UN General Assembly was dated August 22, but the date of publication was September 4. A press conference to discuss questions related to the report was scheduled for September 5 (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:624, 629-656). On the date of this waymark he may, however, have remembered the wedding anniversary of his parents (September 3, 1890), both of whom were deceased, his mother, Agnes Almquist Hammarskjöld in 1940 (cf. 57:5), and his father, Hjalmar Hammarskjöld in 1953 (cf. 58:13). If he was noting this date, this is the only time he does so. He picks up the expression “to forgive oneself” from 57:9 and 57:6 and now rejects this as impossible, for “we must be forgiven.” This requires, however, that we forgive others, which he stressed in his first reference to forgiveness (56:6, cf. 60:1). He could conceivably be thinking of the need for children to forgive their parents, not least when they are deceased. At this point they certainly are unable to forgive themselves. As long as we are alive, however, we are able to forgive others.
31. How frightful, our responsibility. If you fail it is God who, through your unfaithfulness to him, fails humanity. You imagine yourself able to be responsible before God; can you be responsible for God?

Though DH did not want to discuss the matter, at press conferences both on August 22 and September 5 questions were raised about whether he would accept appointment to a second term as Secretary-General (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:624-625, 653, 656). We may have in this and the following waymark some indication of his thinking on this matter. He had a very strong sense of his own responsibility (50:42, 54:10, 55:32, 58:7, 59:3). God is in a sense dependent on us, for through us God can fail humanity. This is what DH elsewhere calls God’s humility (56:33). DH does not think he can bear the responsibility of answering to humanity on God’s behalf why what should have been done was not done.

32. “Betray” --. Are you satisfied if you have checked and channeled the worst in you? The human condition is such that to fail at every moment to be one’s best is a betrayal. How much more so in a situation where others have faith in you.

The Swedish words svika (fail, betray), svek (unfaithfulness) recur five times in this and the previous waymark (cf. 54:10, 57:17, 57:20). DH reminds himself that it is not enough simply to curb one’s worst tendencies. One must at every moment be at one’s best (cf. 25-30:12, 53:2, 56:20) or one is guilty of betrayal. This becomes even more important for the person in whom others have faith (cf. 51:2, 53:22).

33. 570926 “The best and most glorious to which one in this life can attain is that you are silent and let God work and speak.”

Once you have grasped me, Slinger. Now into your storm. Now towards your goal.

On the date of this waymark DH was re-elected to a second term as UN Secretary-General. He was unanimously recommended by the Security Council and except for one spoiled ballot the vote in the General Assembly was unanimous (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:662). He reacts to this affirmation of
his leadership by quoting from a sermon by Meister Eckhart (Meister Eckehart Schriften, Büttner, 67). If one must be one’s best, the best is to surrender one’s own will in such a way that God is permitted to work and speak. The comment that follows the citation suggests that DH anticipates that the next years will be more difficult than the years of his first term. The expression “Slinger” may come from St.-John Perse. In the poem “Anabasis”, translated by T. S. Eliot, Perse writes, “Instigator of strife and discord! fed on insults and slanders, O Slinger! crack the nut of my own eye! my heart twittered with joy under the splendour of the quicklime, the bird sings O Senectus!” (Collected Poems, 109; Senectus in Latin mythology was the goddess of old age). For other citations from St.-John Perse, see 57:15, 57:22, 61:1.

34. 571001 “It’s saying: everything is here
Awaiting you in good repair,
Thousands of beautiful songs;
Where have you been, yes, where?”

On October 1 the first session of the International Atomic Energy Agency opened in Vienna. DH had high hopes for the future potential of this new member of the UN family. Since he was unable to be present, his message to the meeting was read by Under-Secretary Ralph J. Bunche. In it he expressed his expectation that within a few decades nuclear energy could become one of the principle sources of power in the world and that this had immense potential significance for economic and social progress, especially in the economically less developed regions (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:666-669).

The poet cited is Erik Axel Karlfeldt (1864-1931). Karlfeldt was a contemporary of DH’s father and for thirteen years both were members of the Swedish Academy. He was posthumously awarded the Nobel prize for literature in 1931. The lines are from a poem entitled “Det förgångna” (The Past; Erik Axel Karlfeldts Dikter [Stockholm: Wahlström & Widstrand, 1943], 196-198), which tells of spring in a rural Dalecarlian community as experienced by someone who has come back but is about to leave again. DH may have been wanting to relate optimism with respect to technological possibilities to the possibilities yet to be found in the rural countryside in Sweden, as well as throughout the world.

35. Don’t look back. And don’t dream of the future: it will not give you back the past, nor satisfy other dreams of happiness. Your duty and your reward -- your destiny -- are here and now.
In addition to the conference on atomic energy, DH may have been thinking about his re-election as Secretary-General. If one takes into account the title of the poem from which the lines in 57:34 were cited, “Det förgångna” (the past), as well as the lines, “... everything is here Awaiting you in good repair,” this waymark can be viewed as a comment on the lines cited, relating them to his situation. He strongly emphasizes living in the present (cf. 50:53, 51:6, 54:18). He must not look back (51:22, 53:12, 56:13, 61:5). The future will not give him what he misses from the past, nor satisfy other dreams of happiness. The “thousands of beautiful songs” are to be found here and now. Not only his duty, but also his reward (cf. 55:23) is in the present. Here his destiny is to be found.

36. Jesus’ “lack of principles”: he sat at table with tax collectors and sinners, he associated with prostitutes. Was it in order to win at least their votes? Did he perhaps think that he could convert them through such “appeasement”? Or was it because his humanity was deep and rich enough so that he also in them could make contact with that which is common, indestructible, on which the future must be built?

Three possible explanations of Jesus’ consorting with what were thought to be the wrong kind of people are suggested. The first, to win votes, DH implies could have been self-serving. DH had not himself in Sweden engaged in campaigns to win votes, since he had worked in the civil service. Though he was elected to his position in the UN, it had not been necessary for him to campaign in order to be re-elected. The second possible explanation, that Jesus sought to achieve conversions by “appeasement,” DH implies would have been ill-advised. He prefers to think of a third explanation, that Jesus sought to make contact with something common, indestructible, to be found in all people (cf. 41-42:25, 56:13, 56:14). The difference between the explanations does not have to do with what Jesus did, but with what his motives were (the first explanation) and how he regarded those with whom he had fellowship (the second and third explanations). DH does not explain what it might mean to attempt to convert by “appeasement,” though he is probably suggesting that human nature is being evaluated more negatively when such a strategy is used. Insofar as “conversion” is sought, the practice of agape (the kind of love of which the New Testament speaks) requires confidence in its power, though it need not require any particular understanding of human nature. Aulén states that this waymark is interesting because it clearly indicates DH’s aim of maintaining in all situations his positive view of human beings (Aulén, E 37; Sw 58). At the same time DH did acknowledge that he found original sin within himself (57:6). At this point a
distinction should be made between human depravity before God and a general human capacity for civil righteousness, which even Martin Luther, despite his emphasis on human depravity, recognized. This was the basis on which the future with which DH as UN Secretary-General was concerned could be built (cf. 55:39). He will find such a positive understanding of human nature strongly emphasized in the Chinese classic, the Tao Te Ching (57:41).

37. 571006 Yes to God: yes to destiny and yes to yourself. If this is reality, the soul can perhaps be wounded, but it has the power to be healed.

"Endless the series of things without name
On the way back to where there is nothing."

November 6, the date of this waymark, was a Saturday and DH may have been able to spend the weekend at his country house near Brewster, New York. In this and the next four waymarks he reflects about his unanimous reelection to a second five-year term as UN Secretary-General. The “yes” of 53:1, 53:12, and 56:7 is repeated. To say “yes” to God is to affirm both one’s destiny and oneself. There is optimism that though there may be wounds, there will also be healing. The quotation that follows is from chapter 14 of Arthur Waley’s translation of the Tao Te Ching, attributed to Lao-tzu and written in China sometime during the 3rd century B.C. (Arthur Waley, The Way and Its Power, [New York: Macmillan, 1934, 1956], 1959). DH had very likely purchased Waley’s translation and The Parting of the Way: Lao Tzu and the Taoist Movement by Holmes Welch (Boston: Beacon Press, 1957) about this time. Both of these books are to be found in the portion of DH’s library kept in the Royal Library in Stockholm. DH must have become interested in philosophical Taoism. He had a general interest in the thought of the Far East. The fact that Tao means “way” and the fact that there are some apparent parallels between the Tao Te Ching and the New Testament (Welch, 5-6) may have made him want to investigate this text more closely. The Tao Te Ching was written, furthermore, in large part as a guide to those having ruling responsibilities. According to Welch, the passage cited comes from a description of what Lao-tzu saw in a trance (63, 67). There will be another reference to the Tao Te Ching in 57:41, so that this group of waymarks is framed by references to this Chinese text.

38. The opportunity was given you anew -- as a privilege and a burden. The question is not: why did it so happen; or, where is it leading; or, what is the price? It is only: how do you make use of it? And about that only one can judge.
The opportunity to which DH refers is his second term as Secretary-General. He was well aware of the burden this responsibility represented, but regarded it also as a privilege. In his statement to the UN General Assembly upon his reappointment he said: “The significance of what this Organization stands for, as a venture in progress towards an international community living in peace under the laws of justice, transforms work for its aims from a duty into a privilege” (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:663-664). His only concern had to do with the use he would make of this opportunity. With respect to the evaluation of that use, he felt himself primarily answerable to God.

39. You yourself said that you would accept the decree of destiny. But you lost your equilibrium when you discovered what this demanded of you: then you saw how bound you still were to the world which formed you, but which was denied you. You felt it was like an amputation, like a little “death,” and even listened to those who insinuated that out of ambition you had deceived yourself. All will be lost. Why, then, whimper in the face of this little death? Take it to yourself -- quickly -- and with a smile, die this death and in freedom go further -- united with your task, whole in the moment’s endeavor.

Though the theme of waymarks 57:37-41 has to do with DH’s reappointment as UN Secretary-General, it does not follow that they were all written at the same time. In the following weeks he must have discovered some demand, some sacrifice, with which he had not fully reckoned previously. He could have been thinking about living in Sweden when he wrote about the world that had formed him and was being denied him. He reminds himself, however, of the commitment he had already made (57:37). Since all is eventually to be lost, he must be prepared to accept little “deaths” along the way. In 57:42-46 he will give thought to the larger death that also awaits him.

40. You have not done enough, you have never done enough, so long as the possibility remains that something of you can be of value.

This is the answer when you groan under what you regard as a burden and a risk prolonged ad infinitum.
It may have been suggested to DH that he had already made a sufficiently significant contribution to the UN. He could with good conscience leave his task to others. He answers, however, that one has never done enough when it is possible that one could still be used for good in the position one occupies. During the fall of 1957 DH’s artist friend, Bo Beskow, had come from Sweden to paint a mural on the wall of the United Nations Meditation Room that DH had planned (Beskow, 77-117). This and the previous waymark could reflect their conversations during the fall months of 1957.

41. The Uncarved Block --. Remain in the Center, your own and that of human responses. Act in terms of the goals this gives your life to the extent that this in every moment is possible for you. Act in this way without thought of consequences and without in anything seeking your own good.

“The Uncarved Block” is a concept DH has borrowed from the Tao Te Ching (Waley, chs. 19, 28, 32, 57). The Chinese word being translated is p’u, which has also been translated “original nature,” “uncarved wood,” “simple and honest” (Lin Yutang, The Wisdom of Laotse [New York: Random House, 1948], 120, 160, 266. This book was also included in DH’s library.). P’u refers to the original, unspoiled, blank, childlike, untutored nature of the human being (Welch, 35-49). The word is generally used to mean simplicity or plainness of heart and living and implies the original goodness of human nature (Yutang, 106). We have noted above (57:36) that DH prefers to think of human nature in these terms. The term “Center” may also come from the Tao Te Ching (Yutang, 64). If so, it translates chung, the core, the original human nature, what is in the heart (cf. Waley, 147). DH refers to this concept again in 59:5. He uses the terms “Uncarved Block” and “Center” in expressing what has been for him a long-standing commitment. At the same time he may have been impressed to find that the three treasures or rules of the teaching in the Tao Te Ching are pity, frugality, and the refusal to be foremost of all things (Waley, ch. 67). Beskow tells us that Waley’s translation of the Tao Te Ching was one of four books to be found after DH’s death on the bedside table in his New York apartment (Beskow, 100).

42. Do not seek death. It will find you. Seek the way that makes death a fulfillment.
This is the first of a series of five waymarks devoted to reflection on death. If DH in his earlier years may have had moments when he sought death (e.g., “Give me something to die for --!” 52:16), he now says that one need not seek death. One will be found by death. What one must seek is a way of living that can be fulfilled in death. In the Swedish text the word translated “death” (förintelse) could also be translated “annihilation” or “destruction.” This makes it clear that DH was not thinking of death in romantic, sentimental terms.

43. Your body must become familiar with its own death -- in all its possible forms and degrees -- as a self-evident, close at hand, and emotionally indifferent step on the way towards goals you have found worth your life.

Though death is not to be sought, one must prepare for it. Its inevitability must be totally accepted and the possibility of its imminence must be recognized. Only in this way can it cease to be a factor that frustrates one’s progress toward the goals to which one is committed (cf. 55:23, 56:19, 57:33, 61:5). Needless to say, what DH calls for is not easily achieved.

44. Death, as a stage in the sacrifice, is no doubt the completion, but often abasement and never exaltation.

That death is referred to as a “stage in the sacrifice” indicates that for DH living sacrificially meant not simply being prepared to die but a total pattern of life which could eventuate in death. He stresses here that death, the completion of the sacrifice, can often appear to be the culmination of the humiliation preceding it (cf. 57:13). The sacrifice may, furthermore, not at all be recognized for what it is (cf. 45-49:13). As was indicated above (57:42), DH is not thinking sentimentally about death.

45. The ridge to the summit separates two abysses: a pleasure-tinged death wish (perhaps with an element of narcissistic masochism) and the animal fear arising out of the physical instinct for self-preservation. Only the one whose body has learned to treat itself as a means is free of dizziness.

Using mountain climbing imagery DH describes ascending a narrow ridge with the threat of falling into abysses on either side. There is both the death wish and the instinct for self-preservation that may prevent one from moving
steadfastly in the direction that one's duty defines. The body must be strictly disciplined so that one is not distracted.

46. No choice is unaffected by how the personality sees its destiny, the body its death. It is finally at the level of the idea of sacrifice that decision is made in all the questions that life asks. Therefore it requires its time and its place -- if necessary with the right of precedence. Therefore the necessity for preparation.

This is the last of this series of five waymarks, which all in varying ways deal with death. There is a dualism of body and personality. Both must accept death. How this fact is viewed is decisive for all the vital decisions one makes. Death must therefore be given time, place, and even precedence in one's thinking. There must also be preparation.

47. Courage and love: equivalent and connected expressions for your bargain with life. You are willing to “pay” what your heart bids you to give. These are two interrelated responses of the sacrifice as an active contribution conditioned by the personality’s self-chosen annihilation in the One. “God’s union with the soul” -- in its fruit a union with people who do not check themselves before complete self-giving.

This is one of three waymarks (50:50 and 56:10 are the other two) in which the two words “courage” and “love” both appear. Love, however, in 50:50 is the love of desire and does not have the same meaning it has in 56:10 and in this waymark. Here and in 56:10 love has to with a willingness to sacrifice oneself rather than the object of one’s desires. But to do this requires courage. From one vantage point complete self-giving is self-annihilation, from another “God’s union with the soul.” Cf. 54:7, 55:9, 56:25, 58:7.

48. Did you choose your words correctly; what impression did you make; did they think that you wanted to ingratiate yourself -- and so on?

Is it questions such as these that keep you awake? Have you lost the confidence that your intuitive reactions lead in the right direction? If so, you know the reason: that you have permitted hunger for “justice” to make you
self-conscious and to expel you from self-forgetfulness in performing the task. In this way, only in this way, can you be harmed by the opinions of the many.

DH was aware of the ambiguity related to the hunger for “justice.” His principle was “through justice -- never injustice” (56:50), yet he knew that despite being right one could through an unintelligent exercise of authority be unjust and cause pain (56:37). Here he suggests that he could avoid such errors by greater confidence in a self-forgetful, intuitive approach to his task. This would also have the benefit of making him less concerned about the impression he was making, less vulnerable to the opinions of the many (cf. 56:39).

49. Praise your critics, those for whom nothing is up to standard.

While it is possible to be harmed by criticism (cf. 57:48), one can also benefit from it. Those who are not satisfied even by one’s best efforts deserve praise. DH has come a long way from the attitude toward criticism that he describes in 45-49:13.

50. In its play the body can learn the pattern for acting. Its pleasure can show the way to suffering.

DH did not have much time for play, but he recognized its value. He admired the bright self-possession of a child at play (53:18). He felt that he had learned much from a sailing expedition with his staff (54:4). He calls his body a playmate and challenges it to be ready when the moment for the impossible comes (61:7). Mountain climbing, a form of play in which he did engage, did suggest for him a pattern for acting (56:5, 56:62). As for the relationship between pleasure and suffering, DH knows that the death wish can be pleasure-tinged (57:45). He may, however, be suggesting that the body that has experienced pleasure is better prepared, when this becomes necessary, to accept suffering.

51. The fool shouted in the marketplace. No one stopped to answer. In this way it was confirmed that his theses were irrefutable.
On December 22, the Sunday before Christmas, DH was in Sweden, having the previous Friday delivered the Presidential Address at the annual meeting of the Swedish Academy on “The Linnaeus Tradition and Our Time.” After the Academy’s meeting he flew to Gaza to spend Christmas with the soldiers of the United Nations Emergency Force (Public Papers of the S-G, 3:701). This waymark indicates that DH may have been troubled by the charges of a Danish diplomat, Povl Bang-Jensen, deputy secretary of a UN committee appointed to interview Hungarian refugees. Bang-Jensen was insisting that other members of the committee had sabotaged the committee’s report. He had taken his allegations to the press and this had led to attacks on DH and other UN staff by a number of anti-Communist agitators (Urquhart, 1973, 244-245). The reference to the fool shouting in the marketplace may be drawn from Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), who in The Joyful Wisdom (The Gay Science), #125, tells of a madman proclaiming in the marketplace the death of God (The Complete Works of Nietzsche, ed. Oscar Levy, vol. 10, The Joyful Wisdom, trans. Thomas Common [Edinburgh: T. N. Foulis, 1910], 167-169). Bang-Jensen’s charges were refuted. Even if they had not been refuted, it does not follow that theses that are unanswered are therefore irrefutable.

52. 571224 In your wind --. In your light --.
   How small is everything else, how small are we --
   and happy in that which alone is great.

At Christmastide in Sweden there are short days and much darkness. At Gaza on the shore of the Mediterranean, on the other hand, where DH was spending Christmas with the UNEF troops, there could have been much light as well as wind. DH explains his use of the symbols of wind and light in 56:16. He reflects on God’s greatness and on how good it is, despite one’s smallness, to be caught up in “that which alone is great.”
1958

The Middle East continued to claim a major part of DH’s attention in 1958, though the area of primary concern shifted from the Gaza Strip to Lebanon. At the beginning of the year Egypt and Syria merged to form the United Arab Republic. In response, the kingdoms of Jordan and Iraq federated to form the Arab Union. In Lebanon the influx of Palestinian refugees had upset the Christian-Muslim balance and guerrilla activity against the pro-Western policy of President Camille Chamoun was being supported from the United Arab Republic. DH sought to deal with these problems through the United Nations Observer Group in Lebanon (UNOGIL) and negotiations with the United Arab Republic. A coup d’état in Iraq, however, led the United States to react by sending troops to Lebanon, while Britain sent troops to Jordan. Despite difficulties the UNOGIL continued to function in Lebanon, a new president was elected who gave a larger role in the government to Muslims, Western fears of greatly increased Russian influence in the Middle East subsided, and negotiations resulted in the withdrawal of American and British troops from Lebanon and Jordan.

There are six dated waymarks during 1958, one noting the day that DH was inducted for his second term as Secretary-General. On three successive Sundays of October he writes a number of poems, a form in which many of the remaining waymarks are written.

1. So shall the world each morning be created anew, forgiven -- in you, by you.

As at the beginning of the previous year, DH relates the beginning of the year to the beginning of a new day. Each day the world is created anew, which requires that it be forgiven. This is the sixth of eight waymarks in which there is reference to forgiveness (55:43, 56:6, 57:6, 57:9, 57:30, 60:1, 61:16). God, who is addressed in this waymark, is both the author and the locus of forgiveness. It is in God, in the creative, redemptive process which is God’s being, that forgiveness takes place.

2. 580216 “-- show the light of thy countenance; and we shall be whole.”

“Believe me: to perfection belongs also this, that one so rises in one’s work that all one’s activity comes together in one work. This must happen in the kingdom of God --. For
I tell you truly: all the works that a human being achieves outside the kingdom of God are dead works, but those accomplished in the kingdom of God are living works. - - - as little as God is deprived of peace or changed by all his works, so little is also the soul, as long as it works according to the order of God’s kingdom. These persons, therefore, whether they work or do not work, remain quite unmoved. For works give them nothing, and take nothing from them.”

As background for this dated waymark it may be noted that on February 1 Egypt and Syria announced the formation of the United Arab Republic and on February 14 Jordan and Iraq announced the formation of the Arab Union (Urquhart, 1973, 262). At the UN press conferences during the first weeks of the year, most attention was given to the problem of disarmament. Mention was also made of a dispute that had arisen over a Tunisian blockade of French troops that had remained in Tunisia after Tunisia became independent in 1956. DH had used his good offices to win agreement that there could be transport of foodstuffs and other supplies needed for the sustenance of the troops (Public Papers of the S-G, 4:11-23, 31-36; Urquhart, 1973, 309-310).

February 16 was the Sunday before Lent, known in the Swedish calendar as Shrove Sunday. It was DH’s custom to observe such days by citing passages from the Bible or from other authors (50:50, 56:9, 56:10, 56:57, 56:58, 57:21, 60:1, 61:4, 61:5). The first citation is part of a refrain in Psalm 80, which psalm is a group lament, a prayer for deliverance from national enemies, probably originating in the Northern Kingdom (Israel). The refrain recurs in verses 3 and 7, as well as providing the conclusion of the psalm. It is possible that the psalm was a liturgy in which the congregation made this recurring response. The prayer that God would show the light of his countenance (let his face shine) recalls the Aaronic benediction (Num. 6:25) and is a prayer for God’s favor (cf. Ps. 31:16). In most of the versions (KJV, RSV, NEB), the prayer of the people is that they might be saved, which in the context of the psalm means that they are seeking victory, security, and freedom. In The Book of Common Prayer version, which DH cites, the prayer is to “be whole.” This concept of wholeness (Vollkommenheit, perfection), especially as it applies to the life of the individual, is the theme of the citation from Meister Eckhart (Meister Eckehart Schriften, Büttner, 315). Wholeness requires unity in one’s activity, which is achieved only in the kingdom of God. Only here are “living works” accomplished. At the same time a distinction is drawn between the soul (or
the person) and the works that are performed. These works neither add nor detract. Whether they are performed or not, the person living according to the order of God’s kingdom retains his/her tranquillity.

3. “- - in the kingdom of God, - -; - - all works are there the same, my smallest is there my greatest, and my greatest is my smallest. - - in themselves works are something diverse and bring the person into diversity. Therefore with them one always finds oneself close to the boundary of disharmony.”

The theme of works in the kingdom of God continues in another citation from Meister Eckhart (*Meister Eckehart Schriften*, Büttner, 315). In the kingdom of God there is no way in which the size or relative value of works can be evaluated. Viewed in themselves their diversity can threaten the unity of the life lived in God. Preoccupation with works can introduce disharmony into such a life.

4. “After the fireworks”; how much simpler life is, and how much more difficult. How much cleaner, and how frightening.

The words “After the fireworks” are in English. DH must have found the expression useful for describing situations in human relationships in which strong words have been spoken, feelings freely expressed, the pretenses that have enabled persons in fundamental disagreement to work together cast aside. This does simplify these relationships, but it can be difficult to continue them.

The expression could also be used to refer to relationships between nations. DH may have been thinking of France’s bombing of Tunisia (see above 58:2). Violent actions did define more cleanly the differences between nations, but the consequences were frightening. DH deplored every resort to violence. He saw the role of the UN as blunting the edges of conflict among the nations and through diplomatic processes wearing away the many differences so that solutions in the common interest could be found (*Public Papers of the S-G*, 3:653, 658).

5. This blasphemous anthropomorphism: that it is through suffering that God would nurture us. How far from this the affirmation of suffering when it strikes us because we followed what we saw to be God’s will.
DH objects to facile and well meaning explanations of suffering. He uses strong words to condemn the notion that God uses suffering as part of an educative process. Suffering, on the other hand, can be inescapable for those who seek to do God’s will (51:29, 55:1, 61:10). Such suffering we should be prepared to endure, though it need not be interpreted in terms of a theodicy, as though it were all a part of God’s plan. DH would perhaps be willing to say that there are practical but not theoretical solutions to the problem of evil.

6. The morning’s pure, simple self -- and the first thing that it sees: the grotesque image in the fool’s mirror of yesterday.

This waymark recalls 50:33, though there a particular experience seems to have been described. Here DH writes in more general terms of the difference between the awaking self emerging from its encounter with the springs of life in the night’s ocean. The self possesses the potentiality for a wholly new beginning and then sees the grotesque image of its own immediate past. This image is seen in a fool’s mirror (50:43). Why is what one sees so distorted? Is it because what one recalls is so often acts of self-admiration (25-30:14, 56:60)? Perhaps what is criticized here is simply the orientation towards yesterday. What is needed is a new beginning. The bowl of our being is to be held forth empty to receive the content of the new day (57:1).

7. 580410 In that faith which is “God’s union with the soul” you are one in God and God is wholly in you, just as he for you is wholly in all that you meet.

In this faith you descend in prayer into yourself in order to meet the Other.

In the union’s obedience and light, you see all stand like yourself alone before God.

Each deed is a continued act of creation -- conscious, because you have a human being’s responsibility, but also directed by that power beyond consciousness which created man.

You are free from things but meet them in an experience which has revelation’s liberating purity and disclosing activity.

In that faith which is “God’s union with the soul” everything therefore has meaning.

So to live, and so to use what has been put in your hand
On April 10, 1958, DH was inducted for his second term as Secretary-General. This waymark recording his reflections on this occasion may be compared with 53:4-13, his reflections as he began his first term. He continues to understand faith as unity with God, God in him, he in God (54:20, 55:8, 56:25, 57:47). He finds God present in all that he encounters (41-42:25, 55:6, 56:14), but also through prayer in profound inwardness he meets God, the Other, and with the insight his obedience gives him he sees how each individual stands alone before God. Through his deeds there is continued creation. These deeds include a conscious component in which human responsibility is exercised, but there is also transcendent direction from the power that created human beings. There is freedom in relation to event and circumstance, but also the capacity to recognize in them an unfolding divine purpose, so that everything has meaning (55:54, 56:7, 57:25). It is in terms of this awareness that DH wants to live and to use the opportunities and responsibilities that have been entrusted to him as Secretary-General.

8. Only in the human being has the creating evolution reached the point where reality confronts itself in evaluation and choice. Apart from the human being it is neither evil nor good.
   Only when you descend into yourself do you experience, therefore, in the encounter with the Other, goodness as the ultimate reality -- unified and living, in him and through you.

DH continues in this waymark to reflect on God's creating activity. It has taken place through the evolutionary process (cf. 52:7) and it is at the level of human emergence, where there is for the first time the possibility of evaluation and choice, that one can speak of good and evil. Apart from this human capacity good and evil do not exist. The source of goodness is found through descending into oneself in order to encounter the Other (58:7). One does not simply encounter oneself. One encounters a transcendent ultimate reality, unified and living. One then lives in this reality and it in turn expresses itself through the instrumentality of one's self (50:52, 55:31, 57:37, 59:1).

9. 580729 Did you give me this inescapable loneliness in order that I should more easily be able to give you everything?
   A few more years, and then? Life has value only through its content -- for others. My life without value for others is worse than death. Therefore -- in this
great loneliness -- to serve everybody. Therefore: how incomprehensibly great what has been given me, how insignificant what I “sacrifice.”

Hallowed be thy name,
Thy kingdom come,
Thy will be done --

These reflections are written on DH’s fifty-third birthday. He asks whether the meaning of the suffering his loneliness imposes upon him is that he might thereby be enabled to give everything to God (50:4, 51:32, 52:18). To this extent he is willing to see a divine purpose in suffering (cf. 58:5). He does not know how long he may have to live, but he does know that only in service to others does his life have value (50:42, 50:52, 53:3). Since he has been given such a great opportunity for such service, what he has had to give up pales into insignificance (55:23, 57:25). He cites the first three petitions of the Lord’s Prayer, which express and undergird his commitment.

10. When you waken from the dream of doom and -- for a moment -- know: beyond all the noise, beyond all the fuss, the one real thing, love’s cool, erect flame in the dimness of an early dawn.

It burns this body’s fire to purity, elevates it in the flame of self-giving, destroys its closed microcosm.

Through it some have been chosen to be led to the threshold of final victory, to the creative act of sacrifice instead of that of bodily union -- in a thunderclap of the same dazzling power.

DH describes an awakening, this time not from encounter with the springs of life (50:33) but from the dream of doom, yet knowing in the early dawn, even if only for a moment, beyond all the confusion, the one real thing, which is love’s cool erect flame. It may seem strange to speak of a cool flame. DH is speaking, however, of a flame that can purify the body’s fire, so that the fire of sexual passion is transmuted into a flame of self-giving and the self’s closed microcosm is destroyed. He goes on to compare the experience of the creative act of sacrifice with the experience of sexual intercourse. He suggests that the former also may have its dazzling orgasmic consummation. This is one way in which DH finds meaning in his celibacy (cf. 51:50, 52:17, 55:60). It must be remembered, however, that he also recognizes the importance of the intimacy of close personal
relationships, even for the person who wants to live sacrificially (cf. 56:6). He would perhaps not make the intense loneliness he experienced a prerequisite for the life of self-giving and sacrifice to which he felt himself called.

11. 581005 Fading beeches bright against
    The cloud’s darkness.
    The gale whips the forest mere’s
    Water steel gray.
    Between bloodstains on the ground
    Run tracks of deer --

    The silence breaks its way through
    The mind’s defenses,
    Leaving it naked before
    Fall’s clarity.

The remaining entries for this year are a series of poems that appear to have been written on three successive October Sundays. In the first poem the brightness of the beeches and the cloud’s darkness are contrasted. The gale affects the color of the water, while on the ground is the crimson trail left by the badly wounded deer. In the second part of the poem the gale appears to have subsided. The silence exposes the mind to the clarity of the brightness with which the poem begins. In this and the following poems, where possible, DH’s syllable count has been followed.

12. Endlessly are the
    Pavanne’s patterned steps
    Repeated.
    Words without content
    Are dully bandied
    Between us

    The spider webs of
    Forgotten intrigues
    Snare our hands.

    Choked in its fool’s mask
    My mind now moulders
    All dried out.
The pavane is a stately court dance by couples in ceremonial costume. A connection may be intended between the first two stanzas. Conversations may be as repetitious as the movements of the dance and may serve a less useful purpose. Intrigues have consequences even after they are forgotten and their webs can be strong enough to be ensnaring. A mask should not affect what is behind it, but when the mind projects a fool's image the effects can be deleterious.

13. 581012
The day slowly bleeds to death
Through the long gash
Where the horizon's edge has
Opened the sky.
Into its emptying veins
Seeps the darkness
The corpse stiffens
Enfolded by the night's chill.

Over the dead one are lit
The silent stars.

October 12 was the fifth anniversary of the death of DH's father, Hjalmar Hammarskjöld (1862-1953). He had died in the late afternoon as the sun was beginning to set. In the poem the imagery of dying is used to describe nightfall. The fading of the crimson sky is likened to the onset of death, the chill of the night to the cold corpse, the stars to candles lit at a wake. For other waymarks referring to DH's father, see 50:39, 51:7, 59:28, 59:35.

14. Lord -- yours is the day,
... I am the day's.

DH does not continue to reflect about the night. Instead two lines stress the importance of the day. It belongs to God and DH states that he belongs to the day. The couplet leads one to think of 1 Thessalonians 5:5 RSV, “For you are all sons of light and sons of the day; we are not of the night or of darkness.”

15. “Single Form”
The falling ground swell, the
Muscle when it stretches
Obey the same law.
The line’s light curve gathers
The body’s play of strength
In a bold balance.

Shall my mind at last find
This austere curvature
On its way to form?

DH has given this poem a title to indicate that it is written about a piece of sculpture called “Single Form” by the British sculptor Barbara Hepworth. He borrowed this piece, a pure wooden column, from her 1956 New York exhibition and placed it in his office. He retained contact with her and received in 1961 a wooden abstract sculpture, “Churinga III,” which she had made specially for him. He expressed deep appreciation for it and had it installed in his office. After DH’s death Barbara Hepworth executed, as a memorial to DH, the great abstract sculpture “Single Form,” which stands at the entrance to the Secretariat Building at the UN Headquarters (Urquhart, 1973, 43).

There is one law throughout nature, which includes the human body. A slightly curved line can show how in the body forces are balanced. The mind, which must seek to be formed, can be guided by the form that is discovered in the body.

16. 581019  Too tired for people
    ... You seek solitude,
    ... Though too tired to use it.

On the third Sunday in October DH confesses his weariness. Too weary for fellowship with others, he finds himself also too weary to use fruitfully the solitude he has sought. He had great capacity for work, little need for sleep, and did not often complain of weariness. The burden of the office must, however, have become greater in the final years (cf. 56:5, 61:12).

17.  Wall of strength
    In attack,
    Wave of light
    In repose,
    Blown apart,
    Falling back
    From the lip’s
    Bleached pale shore
    In froth, foam --
This poem is about breakers on the seashore. The first four lines contrast the attacking strength with the light reflected in the water when the wave has spent itself. The last five lines describe the process by which the wave disintegrates, remaining only as froth and foam on the sea’s sandy lip.
During 1959 DH made two world tours visiting ten Asian countries in March and embarking on a trip to Africa in late December. He considered it important to be personally acquainted if at all possible with the leaders of nations who might have reason to turn to the UN for assistance. Such a request came in 1959 from Laos. This country found it difficult to achieve unity since its southern lowlands were oriented toward Thailand and the West and its northern highlands had ties with the pro-Communist North Vietnamese. When the right-wing Laotian government sought help from the UN to counter what was claimed to be Communist guerrilla activity, DH exerted all his efforts to prevent this crisis from becoming another skirmish in the cold war. While a UN subcommittee was sent to Laos despite Soviet objections to investigate the situation, DH placed more emphasis upon stationing a personal representative in Vientiane, the Laotian capital. A coup d'etat at the end of the year and the emergence of a military regime in Laos diminished the possibility of a successful resolution of the tensions in Laos through the agency of the UN, though negotiations continued through 1960.

DH wrote only five prose waymarks in 1959, but there are one hundred eleven waymarks written in the poetic “haiku” form. Titles for sections of these haiku identify them with his early years in Uppsala, summers in Sweden, and the site of his country house at Brewster, New York, in the Hudson river valley. A group of haiku (59:63-70) recall also his trips to Asia and Africa. At Eastertide he was at Katmandu, Nepal, and he spent Christmas in Guinea, West Africa.

1. 590208 “But lo, thou requirest truth in the inward parts.
and shall make me understand wisdom secretly..
In “faith” -- a constant, living contact with everything.
“Before God” the soul is therefore in reality.

The first entry for 1959 has the date of the Sunday before Lent (Shrove Sunday, cf. 58:2). DH quotes from a penitential psalm, a prayer for healing and moral renewal (Ps. 51:6). There is parallelism in the two strophes of the verse, both stressing the importance of a person’s inner life. In the NRSV the verse reads: “You desire truth in the inward being; therefore teach me wisdom in my secret heart.” DH has repeatedly stressed the decisive significance of the inner encounter with God. There is parallelism also in DH’s comment. Faith and being “before” God are equivalent (cf. 55:7 and 56:1). DH now wants to stress
that one is at the same time thereby in contact with all things. To be before God and in God is to be in reality. This is the truth and the wisdom that is required, but also given in faith. “Reality” is a term DH often uses. Cf. 55:31, 55:65, 56:21, 56:63, 58:8, 59:101, 59:106.

2. -- conscious of the reality of evil, the tragedy of the life of the individual, and the demand for “dignity” in the shaping of one’s life.

The dashes that introduce this waymark suggest that it is a continuation of the reflection in the previous waymark. Before God the soul is in reality, but conscious also of the reality of evil and of the tragedy that does befall many individuals. Nonetheless life is to be ordered with dignity. By dignity here is meant elevation of character, intrinsic worth, excellence, not simply the appearance of these virtues. Cf. 55:14.

3. 590209 That which distinguishes “the elite” from the masses is only an insistence on “quality”. And this with a sense of responsibility to all for all and to the past for the future, which reflects a humble and spontaneous integration in life -- in its infinite vistas and its never recurring present.

The reference to “dignity” in the previous waymark leads to reflection the following day on what it means to belong to those who are socially superior. It means to insist on quality and to do so with a sense of responsibility. There must be responsibility to and for the total human population, with concern for both the values of the past and the hopes of the future. Those who are in this sense “the elite” are at the same time conservatives and futurists. They are aware of infinite vistas and of the need for making the most of the present moment. The ordering of life they achieve is not labored, but it is marked by humility.

4. 590729 Humility is just as much the opposite of self-abasement as it is of self-exaltation. Humility is not to make comparisons. Resting in its reality the self is neither better nor worse, neither larger nor smaller, than something or someone else. It is -- nothing, but simultaneously one with everything. In this sense humility is total self-effacement.
To be nothing in humility’s self-effacement, and yet, by virtue of the task, embody all its weight and authority, is the deportment of the one who is called. Before people, works, poetry, and art, to give what the self is able to contribute, and to receive, simply and freely, what is its due by virtue of its inner identity. Praise and blame, the winds of success and adversity, blow over this life leaving no trace and without disturbing its balance.
To this may the Lord help me --

Months have passed and the next entry is written on DH’s 54th birthday. He picks up the reference to “a humble and spontaneous integration of life” in the previous waymark and reflects on the meaning of humility. Humility is a virtue that he seeks to exemplify, but its meaning is easily misunderstood. The key to its understanding is to recognize that humility does not call for making comparisons with anyone or anything else. In early waymarks (25-30:8,9,12) DH has insisted that each person is to be himself/herself and should be judged in terms of his/her abilities and potentialities. This self-realization is also paradoxically total self-effacement. The self resting in its reality and thus also in living contact with all reality (59:1) is by itself nothing. It exists only in its unity with everything. Humility is the willingness to accept the combination of being nothing and yet one with all things. This self-effacement does not, however, call for self-abasement in relation to others. The weight and authority of the task to which one has been called must be embodied. Similarly one gives and receives culturally as one is able to do so, simply and freely, expressing one’s own inner identity. The one who lives in this way is indifferent to praise or blame, success or adversity. For other references to humility, see 53:13; 53:22, 54:2.

5. Simplicity is to experience reality not in relation to ourselves but in its holy independence. Simplicity is to see, judge, and act from that point in which we rest in ourselves. How much does not then fall away. And how does not everything else fall into place!
Resting in our being’s center we encounter a world where everything in the same way rests in itself. Thereby the tree becomes a mystery, the cloud a revelation, the human being a cosmos, the riches of which we grasp only in glimpses. For the simple one, life is simple, but opens a book in which we never get beyond the first syllable.
About a week later in another dated waymark DH reflects on the meaning of simplicity, a term which for him has positive implications (cf. 25:30:1, 53:20, 58:6). He has just written of the self giving and receiving “simply and freely, what is its due by virtue of its inner identity” (59:4). Simplicity has to do with how “reality” is experienced. In the previous waymarks “reality” has had a number of meanings, the reality which is God (59:1), the reality of evil (59:2), the reality of the self (59:4). In this waymark it is the reality of the natural and human world that is experienced. Humility has to do with how one views oneself, simplicity with how one views other persons and things. One is not preoccupied with their relation to oneself but grants them their “holy independence.” It is from this perspective that one sees, judges, and acts. This implies that one rests also in one’s own being’s center. Aulén commenting on this waymark points out that this does not mean self-centeredness but its exact opposite (Aulén, E 68; Sw 105). DH goes on to point out what this means for our understanding of nature and other human beings. We begin to recognize a richness of being, a richness that we are never able to exhaust.

The first five waymarks for 1959, though written in February, July, and August, are a connected chain knit together by the key-words reality, dignity, quality, humility, and simplicity. Together they form an extended meditation on the implications of faith, which is the life before and in God, for culture. In the poems that follow DH will share glimpses of the riches he has experienced.

6. 590804 Seventeen syllables
    Opened the door
    To memory, its meaning.

This waymark has the same date as the previous waymark. Here also a key-word relates these two waymarks. DH has said that in the book of life “we never get beyond the first syllable.” He now introduces a series of poems, all of which are written in seventeen syllables. This is a Japanese poetic form called “haiku” consisting of three lines, the first and third having five syllables and the second line having seven, a form of poetry especially practiced by Japanese Zen Buddhists. As UN Secretary-General DH traveled widely in Asia and he became increasingly interested in the thought and art forms of the East (cf. 56:30, 56:32, 57:1, 57:37, 57:41). He never had occasion, however, to visit Japan. Among his books was An Introduction to Haiku, An Anthology of Poems and Poets from Basho to Shiki, by Harold G. Henderson (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1958). DH has in the following poems followed the rule of writing three lines limited to seventeen syllables. He has not, however, sought to
follow the five-seven-five rule for the number of syllables in each of the lines. A characteristic of the haiku poetic form is the inclusion of some word or expression that indicates the time of year (Henderson, 5). DH has observed this rule in many of the following haiku.

• From Uppsala

7. 590807 Red March evenings...
    Death notices. Begin anew --.
    What has ended?

The first group of haiku recall Uppsala, the city of DH’s youth. Related to these poems is the last article DH wrote during the summer of 1961, “Slottsbacken” (Castle Hill, Svenska turistföreningens årsskrift 196. [Stockholm: Svenska turistföreningens förlag, 1962], 9-16) in which he describes the changing scene through the months of a year in Uppsala.

In the summer of 1959 DH had some days of vacation, first in Sweden and then at his country home at Brewster, New York. The date, Friday, August 7, the beginning of a weekend, very likely indicates when he began to write these poems. This haiku speaks of the end of days and the end of lives. There is also a summons to a new beginning as well as a query as to what ending that summons implies.

8. Plain night.
    Deserted hall.
    The woman in the window niche
    Awaits dawn.

There is an area adjoining Uppsala known as the Uppsala plain, to which there are references also in 59:13, 59:15, and 59:16. The Uppsala Castle, built in the sixteenth century in Swedish Gothic style by the Vasas, in which DH lived with his parents while in Uppsala (see the introduction to 1925-1930) is situated so that on one side of the castle one can look out over the city of Uppsala, whereas on the other side one looks out on the Uppsala plain. In “Slottsbacken” DH states that Queen Kristina had an apartment in the castle and mentions the castle’s high window niches. He wonders what the queen thought of “in the large, empty halls when the plain lay in darkness and rain beat against the windows. A charwoman cleaning offices in the building tells of one night with some surprise encountering her (“Slottsbacken,” 11-12).
   Whitebeam flowers.
   The lilacs conversing
   After bedtime.

The cockchafer is a large European scarab-like beetle (Melolontha melontha) destructive to vegetation. The whitebeam is an European ornamental tree (Sorbus aria or Pyrus aria) having leaves with white hairy undersurfaces, flat-topped clusters of white flowers, and red fruits. In “Slottsbacken” (9) DH writes, “Around the whitebeams on the Green Mound swarm the cockchafers.” DH’s interest in the various branches of biology is evident in several of the haiku. In 57:51 it was noted that he chose as the topic for his presidential address at the annual meeting of the Swedish Academy “The Linnaeus Tradition and Our Time.”

10. The trees sway.
    Silence.
    A drop furrows hesitantly
    The pane’s darkness.

There is rhythmic movement in the trees but not enough wind to break the silence. As one looks through the window into the darkness one sees a drop of water slowly descending.

11. The lamp’s light cone in the haze.
    Winter moth’s play
    Around the shiny post.

Winter moths are any of several geometrid moths (as Operaphtera brumata or Erannis tiliaria) in which the females are often wingless. They are extremely destructive to vegetation. See “Slottsbacken,” 12.

    Farmyards rouse themselves
    Surly in the morning.

Farmers begin to clean the barn somewhat glumly on an early winter morning.

13. 590809  The plain’s horizon
     And the perpendicular wall
     Cross like fate lines.
The date is a Sunday, two days later than that indicated for 59:7. The next dated haiku is 59:81 and the date about a month later. In this haiku a wall standing out against the Uppsala plain's horizon suggests the practice of telling fortunes by reading the lines of the palm, known as palmistry or chiromancy. The main lines are: the life line, which encircles the base of the thumb; the head line and the heart line (nearest the base of the fingers) which lie across the palm; and the fate line from the wrist to the second finger, which crosses the other lines. Since fortunes are read from these lines, all of them may be called fate lines.

14. Swollen streams 'neath Easter skies.  
   Evening.  
   On the table sweet violets.

No blossom figures more prominently in European literature than the English, March, or Sweet Violet (Viola odorata). Spring is strongly indicated.

15. This stone age night  
   The church spire on the plain  
   Erect like a phallus.

In stone age fertility cults, monuments were set up as phallic symbols. Ironically, church spires on the rural plain can suggest this bygone practice.

16. The sky opened in the East.  
   Blue sacrificial smokes  
   Rising on the plain.

The recurring reference to the plain suggests the same theme as in the previous haiku. Smoke rises from farm homes like smoke from ancient morning sacrifices.

17. Boy in the forest.  
   Throwing off his Sunday outfit  
   He plays naked.

A young boy in the forest on a warm summer day returns to nature.

18. The fountain plays.  
   Among white peonies  
   The digger wasp is hunting.
The digger wasp (any of numerous wasps of the family Specidae) excavates a nest in soil or wood, which it provides with prey paralyzed by stinging.

   The swallows' shrill cries
   As meeting they mate in midair.

Swallows eat insect food, drink from water surfaces, and mate while on the wing. Their feet are small and weak from disuse.

20. In the naked poplar
   This tune whose melody
   Burst forth in the air.

Birdsong heralds spring before leaves have begun to appear.

21. The Easter lily's dew-drenched calyx.
   The drop pauses
   Twixt earth and sky.

The calyx is the outermost whorl of the typical flower formed by the sepals, which are usually green. The calyx of the Easter lily suggests the chalice Jesus used according to the Latin Vulgate version's accounts of the Last Supper. The drop about to fall from this calyx can be viewed as a sacrament in nature. Cf. 51:57.

22. New leaves at sunset,
   After May rain.
   A tergiversant fall to sin.

A Swedish spring can suggest the Garden of Eden, but one can incur guilt if enjoyment of spring leads to evasion of duties. Cf. 56:27.

23. Catchfly, brier --.
   The hedgehog walked his beat
   Around the sleeping castle.

The flytrap and the greenbrier are both carrion flowers. The hedgehog is also insectivorous. In “Slottsbacken” (9) DH states that the hedgehogs active during the night are also lovesick.
24. The stone quarry’s dead pools.  
   In scrubby heather  
   The peacock moth flutters.

The peacock moth, also known as the emperor moth, is of the family Saturniidae. Despite its beauty it is found in drab surroundings.

25. In the castle’s shadow  
   The flowers’ petals closed  
   Long before evening.

The Uppsala Castle is so massive that evening comes somewhat earlier on its east side.

26. The castle windows saw them.  
   In gray blowing snow  
   Charles the Twelfth was filmed.

Charles XII (1682-1718) was king of Sweden 1697-1718. He invaded Russia, was disastrously defeated and had to spend five years in exile in Turkey. He was killed while besieging a fortress in Norway. His imperial plans were the ruin of his country. DH refers to the manner of his coronation in 51:15.

27. Smell of bread. Plain language.  
   The light faded  
   In the snow’s whirling ashes.

As in the previous haiku there is blowing snow. Here it provides the context for everyday conversation near a bakery on a late winter afternoon.

28. More than years separate them  
   That evening stroll  
   On the empty street.

In a letter to a friend DH stated that he had experienced perpetual conflict with his dominating father whom he felt was deeply unlike himself and whose pressure he resented (Van Dusen, 15). This haiku may recall difficulties they had understanding each other. Forty-three years separated them. For other references to DH’s father, see 50:39, 51:7, 58:13, 59:35.
29. During the New Year’s night  
The shadows of black elms  
Protected the graves.

DH’s parents lie buried in the Uppsala cemetery, where DH is also buried in the family plot. Note the series of New Year’s waymarks (50:1, 51:1, 52:1, 53:1, 54:1, 57:1) in which the words “Soon night approaches” from the hymn DH’s mother used to read on New Year’s Day are cited.

30. Ten years maturing.  
Ten years of waiting.  
Soon: twenty years in the earth.

DH could be recalling visiting the grave of his brother, Åke, whose career as general secretary of the Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague was cut short by his early death in 1937.

31. Arzareth’s morning light  
Long spring evenings  
Which sought for their own meaning.

Arzareth (a Hebrew name that means “another land”) is mentioned in the explanation in 2 Esdras 13:45 of the vision of the coming of the Messiah (“Through that region there was a long way to go, a journey of a year and a half; and that country is called Arzareth” RSV). It is said that the ten northern tribes were wondrously brought to this country, from whence they will return in the last times. In Deut. 29:28 (“The LORD uprooted them from their land in anger, fury, and great wrath, and cast them into another land, as is now the case”), which passage purports to be from a sermon by Moses foretelling the future but which was quite likely written during the period of the exile, those being brought into “another land” are being punished. DH, however, is thinking of the hope the 2 Esdras reference suggests.

32. He lowered his eyes  
So as not to see the body  
And desire it.

DH recalls how on one occasion he coped with sexual desire. Cf. 50:21, 51:50, 59:100.
33. My home sent me out
   To deserted spaces.
   Few seek me. Few hear me.

This and several of the following haiku express loneliness that DH may have begun to feel at an early age. He is neither sought, nor, insofar as he calls, heard. For other references to loneliness, see 25:30:13, 50:4, 51:32, 52:16, 52:18, 52:19, 52:24, 55:46, 58:9.

34. Denied the sought one,
    He longed himself to deserve
    To be the one sought.

An early unsuccessful attempt at friendship leads DH to strive to be the one whom others court. Cf. 50:20, 59:40.

35. The box on the ear taught the boy
    His father’s name
    Was hateful to them.

From 1914-1917 during World War I, DH’s father, Hjalmar Hammarskjöld, was prime minister of Sweden. His administration was unpopular and he found it necessary to resign, returning to his position in Uppsala as governor of the province of Uppland. During the period the Hammarskjöld family lived in Stockholm, DH must have experienced some of the public antipathy against his father.

36. He fell in the somersault.
    All could laugh
    At one who was so timid.

It is recalled that DH was proficient in gymnastics (Van Dusen, 24). He may have observed another boy being ridiculed for failing to execute a somersault due to an all too timid approach. Cf. 55:47, 59:91.

37. His moral lecture
    Fumed with hate.
    What could have driven a child that far?
A child expresses extreme moral indignation. DH suggests that the aversion expressed was not wholly righteous and wonders how a child could be driven to hate to this extent.

38. They laid the blame on him.  
    He did not feel to blame  
    But he confessed it.

Just as a child can be driven to condemn unduly, he can also be driven to confess an offense that was not his own.

39. He was not wanted.  
    When he nonetheless came  
    He could but watch them play.

This and the following haiku could be a remembrance of DH’s loneliness as a child. Cf. 59:34.

40. School was over. The yard empty.  
    Those he was seeking  
    Had found new friends.

A child being educated privately comes to the public schoolyard, but those with whom he had hoped to play have found other friends.

41. Caprifolium.  
    In the gray twilight  
    He awakened to his sex.

Due to the abiding influence of Linnaeus, botany is an important subject in Swedish secondary education (cf. 59:9). The caprifolium is a plant of the family Caprifoliaceae (as the honeysuckle or the woodbine). DH may have learned about his own sexuality from studying this flower or he may recall an incident he associated with this flower.

42. By the lilac hedge  
    Free from “duties”  
    She found again the land of youth.
The reference could be to DH’s mother, to whom DH was deeply devoted. She was nearly forty when he was born. He may have felt as a child that she was much occupied with “duties,” but if so he may be recalling how on one occasion by the lilac hedge she joined him in the land of youth. For other references to DH’s mother, see 56:2, 57:5, 59:44.

43. Winter twilight darkens
   Beyond the window pane.
   The caged bird’s breast bleeds.

There are only a few hours of winter daylight in Sweden. The stress of long period of darkness and being caged could lead a bird to self-destructive behavior.

44. The parcels fell in slush
   But she smiled away fear
   After the mishap.

One can imagine DH dropping into slush parcels he was carrying for his mother and being deeply grateful for the smile with which she removed his dismay. Cf. 59:42.

45. Spring-clear morning light
   Wakened the butterfly cotillions
   To new life.

Butterflies emerge from their cocoons to new life in the spring and their graceful flight is likened to an elaborate formal dance.

46. You will never return.
   Another man
   Will find another city.

DH is aware that he cannot go home again to Uppsala, nor will he be the same person that he once was as his life destiny leads him even to new shores.
47. Crowberry tickles the neck.
Above the azure depths
Floats a buzzard.

The haiku 47-62 are entitled “Summer.” DH is recalling his memories of summers in Sweden. He was an active member of the Swedish Tourist Association and had a keen appreciation of Sweden’s natural beauty. The crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) is a small low growing shrub of arctic and alpine regions. DH is lying looking up into the sky and sees a floating buzzard, from whose vantage point what lies below must be like a deep azure sea.

Red berries.
Strokes upon the shore’s harpstring.
Hush -- the loon sleeps.

The setting is a lakeshore on which waves are beating as though a harpstring were being plucked. There is lichen on the rocks and the red berries may be lingonberries. The loon, skillful in diving for fish, is resting.

49. He found a new ranunculus.
Saw no more than we,
But went further.

Ranunculus is a large and widely distributed genus of herbs, including buttercups, which have mostly yellow flowers with five petals and five sepals. The new ranunculus was found not because the finder was more observant, but because he made a greater effort and went further.

50. Fragrance of linden trees.
Dusk.
We dreamed about finding
The death’s-head moth.

Linden trees have fragrant blossoms. The death’s-head moth is a very large European hawkmoth (Acherontia atropis) with markings resembling a human skull on the back of the thorax.
51. The humus under the alder trees
   Hid from us
   The orchid’s secrets.

   The alder (Alnus) is a tree of the birch family that grows in the wet soils of Europe. By the orchid’s secrets may be meant the symbiotic relationship between a mycorrhiza fungus and the roots of the orchid, enabling it to grow.

52. In an oak copse a stone slab
   For offering men
   To appease the sea wind.

   While there is evidence that there was human sacrifice in ancient Sweden, few details are known about this practice. A large flat stone near the sea could have been used for such a purpose. The god of the sea, according to the Edda, was Njörd. DH frequently refers to sacrifice. Cf. 55:29 and 61:6.

53. West cuckoo, the best cuckoo.
   Her husband was dead
   And the two cows sold.

   A Swedish rhyme derives omens from the call of the cuckoo, depending on the direction from which the cuckoo is heard. In Swedish, as in English, “west” and “best” rhyme. The complete rhyme from which the first line of this haiku is cited is: “North cuckoo, good cuckoo; south cuckoo, death cuckoo; east cuckoo, consoling cuckoo; west cuckoo, best cuckoo.” The farmer’s widow has experienced some of what the earlier portions of the rhyme refer to as well.

54. The northern warbler’s first trill
   Over the pale ice fields
   Thaws the heavens.

   European warblers of the family Sylviidae are noted songsters, in contrast to the cuckoo. When this migratory bird is first heard in the spring in Lapland, the heavens begin to be freed from the icy grasp of winter.

55. White glacier crowsfoot,
   Alone among the rocks.
   Frost where the shadow falls.
The white glacier crowfoot also belongs to the genus Ranunculus (cf. 59:49). It blooms in the mountains of Lapland before the frost is wholly gone.

56. The window’s glow faded away,
The gate closed:
   Lark song, wings’ quivering --

The window’s glow may have been due to either the rising or the setting sun. Since the lark sings as it flies, quivering wings can be associated with its song.

57. Orient of pilgrimage years
   By the dark river
   Under the lindens.

DH alludes to a collection of poems by Verner von Heidenstam (1859-1940, cf. 45-49:2) entitled Vallfart och vandrings år (Years of Pilgrimage and Wandering, 1888; Samlade verk, vol. 1, [Stockholm: Bonniers, 1943]), the first section of which was entitled “Memories and Myths from the Orient.” Heidenstam received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1916.

58. Clattering steps on the wharf.
   Glitter. Gull cries.
   A new day born guiltless.

Another waymark about gulls is 45-49:11. In that waymark DH walking along a Stockholm quay views a gull as a shameless, well-fed bird of carrion, but also recalls gulls in another context, their shrill cries, his awakening to a new day. This haiku expresses this latter recollection.

59. Midge dance.
   Blast furnace smoke.
   Viper asleep
   Near the wild strawberry patch.

There are in Sweden ironworks in the countryside, using charcoal for the smelting of iron. This is why midges, vipers (Vipera berus), and wild strawberries can coexist with a blast furnace (cf. 59:61).

60. Thunder muted rooms.
   The river’s roar round the isle
   Where he sought tansies.
Ironworks were often located near rivers in the forest regions of middle Sweden. The tansy (Tanacetum vulgare) has small, round, yellow flowers, a strong aromatic odor, and its leaves have a very bitter taste. Tansy tea was thought to cure all ills. The herb’s Latin name is derived from the Greek word athanasia, meaning immortality.

61. When lightning struck
   Ironmasters stepped down
   From their portraits’ shadowed land.

In the manor house of a rural ironworks portraits of several generations of ironmasters are hung. For a moment lightning makes these portraits fully visible.

62. Steep Swedish hills.
   Before the coachman
   Tugged the horse cruppers sweaty.
   
   DH recalls riding in a carriage up steep hills that made the horses become sweaty. It appeared as though the hindquarters were doing all the work.

Far away

63. Like glittering sunbeams
   The flute notes reach the gods
   In the birth grotto.

The haiku 63-70 are entitled “Far Away.” On a trip to Katmandu, Nepal, in March, 1959, DH visited the birth site of Gautama Siddhartha, known as the Buddha, which is in Kapilavastu in NE India on the frontier between Nepal and Sikkim.

64. Himalaya’s icy cliffs
   Beyond the hills
   In Easter’s Vézelay.

While in Katmandu DH was able to arrange a flight into the Himalayas to view and photograph Mr. Everest and other surrounding peaks. He wrote a report of his visit to Katmandu and this flight in “A New Look at Everest,” The National Geographic, 119 (January 1961), 86-93. The evening before making this flight he visited the Buddhist shrine of Swayambhunath outside the city of Katmandu.
Since the mountains are holy to the people of Nepal as the abode of the gods, DH felt it appropriate that they be approached in the spirit prompted by the visit to the shrine. He writes of that visit. “The air had the freshness of a spring night at Easter time in Burgundy. The association may seem farfetched, but the hills around led my thoughts to the land about Vézelay, where a shrine rises in the same way as a goal of pilgrimage” (89). Vézelay, about 140 miles southeast of Paris in the former duchy of Burgundy, is a village built around the historic basilica of St. Mary Magdalene, where what are said to be relics of this saint are preserved. From the time that the basilica was dedicated in the beginning of the 12th century it became an important pilgrimage center, though the influx of pilgrims has dwindled in recent years. Large numbers of people come, however, for July 22, the feast day of St. Mary Magdalene. DH had visited Vézelay when in 1948 he worked in Paris for the Organization for European Economic Cooperation. Apropos the reference to Easter, it should be noted that in 1959 the date of Easter was March 29.

65. Monkeys.
The moon woke them --
Round the earth’s navel
Turned the ladder’s prayer wheels.

When DH and those guiding him visited at night the shrine of Swayambhunath, monkeys were awakened and chattering gathered around them. DH states that two Tibetan monks in high boots walked around the stupa, turning the prayer wheels as they passed. Buddhist stupas are cone shaped mounds of varying sizes, sometimes having an earthen core, sometimes containing a temple or a chamber for sacred relics within its mass. They are decorated with images of the Buddha. Some stupas are burial sites, containing the ashes of religious leaders. Others commemorate places where the Buddha supposedly halted in his journeys. The stupa shape suggests to DH the myth of the earth’s navel. The idea that certain holy places are the navel (center) of the earth is widespread. Jerusalem is so regarded in Ezekiel 5:5 and 38:12.

66. Rest place.
Charcoal fires are lit --
Submerged in the mirror pool
Vishnu rests.

Another evening while in Katmandu, DH visited a site called the Twenty-two Fountains. Cold waters of a mountain stream burst forth through many openings from a long stone ramp. A small square pond built of stone lies beside
the ramp. Resting in the pond lies a statue of the sleeping Vishnu, submerged so that only the upper parts of the body break the surface of the water. The charcoal fires, to which DH refers, were at a nearby rest site where pilgrims on their way to the Swayambhunath shrine were preparing food. DH felt that the sleeping Hindu god and the Buddhist monks at the Swayambhunath shrine “crystallized two of the great spiritual currents that have grown out of the meeting between man and the mountains” (“A New Look at Everest,” 92).

67. With trumpet fanfare  
The Christmas night mass’s sacrifice  
Was announced.

On a five-week tour of Africa beginning December 22, 1959, DH spent Christmas in Guinea. The haikus 67-70 reflect on this experience. In this haiku he may be suggesting that a triumphalist interpretation of Jesus’ death is somewhat inappropriate. Cf. 57:44 and 60:3.

68. Sounds of soughing palms and beating waves  
Joined the hymns  
from the land of snow.

Guinea is near the equator and even the Holy Land enjoys a Mediterranean climate. Many Christmas hymns, however, were written in northern lands and presuppose snow and ice in the bleak midwinter.

69. The bodies’ orgasms  
In the warm summer night’s  
Flickering thunderbolts.

In 58:10 DH also relates sexual orgasm to the discharge of lightning and accompanying thunder. Here it would appear that it was lightning that made this behavior visible.

70. With the thrill of desire  
The sun drenched body sank  
In the swell’s saltiness.

There is the suggestion of sublimation in this haiku. Enjoying the sun and the freshness of the ocean was sensual gratification that DH could fully experience. Cf. 51:50, 55:60.
71. Moonlight on this path
   A warm autumn evening --.
   Far away a heart stops.

DH had a country home near Brewster, New York, in the Hudson Valley (see Beskow, 108-116). Some or all of the following haikus may have been written there. In this haiku, life at Brewster, pleasant on a warm moonlit autumn evening, is contrasted with death far away. DH could have been thinking of Laos or the Middle East.

72. A balcony in the forest:
   A thousand bow-strokes,
   Short light signals.

In this haiku DH may be contrasting his weekend home, where someone could have played a violin, with scenes from a novel by Julien Gracq, Un balcon en forêt (1958, Balcony in the Forest [New York: George Braziller, 1959]). The setting of the novel is the beginning of World War II. A French lieutenant has been assigned to command an isolated blockhouse overlooking a road in the middle of the forest near the Belgian border and the Meuse River. There is no action during the winter, but during a night in late spring light signals are finally seen heralding the long anticipated attack.

73. April snow.
   The cardinal sought refuge
   In the white forsythia.

This haiku is a study in red and white. There is the unexpected late white April snow from which the cardinal seeks refuge in the white forsythia. Forsythia is an ornamental shrub named after the British botanist, William Forsyth (d. 1804). Its flowers, which are usually yellow, appear before the leaves in early spring.

74. The car ripped open the belly,
   But it was silent
   When borne aside.
One of DH’s Swedish friends recalls that he and DH witnessed this accident while walking near DH's country home in Brewster (Van Dusen, 164).

75. The trees rustle in the wind.
Sails out on foggy seas
Beyond earshot.

On land the rustling trees can be both seen and heard, while on sea fog hides the sails from sight and they are too distant for any sound to be heard.

76. She came out of the birdhouse
At my whistle.
But turned disappointed.

DH could apparently achieve an effective birdcall, but the bird having seen who was calling turned away.

77. Your body, your mind --
Only entrusted goods
For a baton bearer.

DH does not identify himself with either his body or his mind. He is a baton bearer running a lap in a relay race and his body and mind have been entrusted to him so that he might run his part of the race most effectively. Cf. 61:7.

78. When he saw them all flee
The skunk concluded
He was king of the beasts.

One can be left alone, not only due to fear and respect but also by reason of disgust and aversion. One should be able to tell the difference between these two kinds of reactions in others.

79. On the parlor table
The book became dusty
And the text was lost.

A book can be honored by being given a favored place, but if the dust on the book indicates it is never read, the message it contains is effectively lost.
When the gods play
They seek a string
That has not been touched by human hands.

This is another way of expressing the total demand of religious commitment. DH speaks of “gods” playing on a human instrument. Whatever the religion, the claims made are exclusive and absolute.

81. May I be offered
To what fled not the offering
In the offered one.

September 13 was a Sunday. During the previous week DH had been involved in what were to him frustrating maneuvers in the Security Council between a Western majority and the Soviet Union over the situation in Laos (Urquhart, 1973, 340-346). DH writes about Jesus and prays that he might be offered to the same commitment that in Jesus led him to be willing to go the way of the cross. Hjalmar Sundén suggests that this haiku completes the final “May I --” of 54:13 (Sundén, 69-70). To follow Jesus is to share Jesus’ willingness to be sacrificed. Cf. 50:46, 54:5, 55:23.

82. God took human form
In the offered one
When he chose to be offered.

This is a statement about the incarnation. DH is saying that the decisive moment in which the divine took human form was when Jesus chose to be sacrificed, so that the will of God could be done. It follows that the incarnation continues as the will of God is done through human lives, and especially so when there is repetition of Jesus’ choice to go the way of sacrifice. Cf. 45-49:13, 51:29.

83. Denied any outlet
Heat metamorphosed
The coal into diamonds.

Diamonds are formed as under extreme heat carbon crystallizes to form the hardest substance known. DH is suggesting that the heat and pressure of circumstance can have a comparable effect on a human life.
   In the wonder’s here and now
   Suddenly became real.

DH does not want to base faith upon wonders (56:63), but he does not deny that wonders occur. His very existence can be regarded as a wonder (55:38). The awareness to which this haiku refers may be similar to the one described in 55:54.

85. Since he knew not the question
    He found it easy
    To give the answer.

The questions DH wrestled with were. Does life have a meaning? (56:21) How do you make use of the opportunities you receive? (57:38) Do you create. Do you destroy. (59:86) Those not clearly understanding the questions life asks (57:46) might think them easy to answer.

86. Do you create? Do you destroy?
    These are the questions
    For your ordeal.

The word used for “ordeal” (järnbörd) means holding a piece of glowing iron in order to establish one’s innocence. DH was constantly examining himself (e.g., 50:33, 55:8, 55:27). Aware that the alternatives were to create or destroy (55:40), he recognized destructive urges in himself (55:28, 56:26, 57:6). At the same time he had a strong sense of how through faith one could become linked with and expressive of the creating will active in the world (41-42:25, 56:63, 58:7-9).

87. The cicadas shrieked,
    The air glowed a fiery red
    Their last evening.

The cicadas (Cicadidae) are insects the larger portion of whose life span is spent in the nymph stage. Adult males have drums on the sides of the abdomen, with which sounds thought to be sexual calls can be made and heard for long distances. They appear at harvest time and the fiery air may refer to the heat as well as the rays of the setting sun.
88. Nebulae of starlings
   Whirling by
   In the cold regions of space.

DH makes frequent references to birds (cf. 51:33, 51:44, 51:57, 59:19, 59:54, 59:56, 59:58). The starling (Sturnus vulgaris) is a gregarious European bird introduced into the United States in 1890 and now very common in some parts of the East. It gathers in enormous flocks in the autumn and such a flock on the wing is a memorable sight, the simultaneous turns of the birds in the air being very remarkable.

89. Trees, waters, the moon’s crescent --
   All this night
   In trembling osmosis.

Osmosis here refers to a process of interaction, probably the reflection of trees and moon on the rippled surface of the water, this accounting for the trembling.

90. To live so as to suit others?
   It is with yourself
   That you must live.

DH may in this haiku be referring to David Riesman’s description of the “other-directed person” in his book The Lonely Crowd (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1952), which book was in DH’s library. DH repeatedly emphasizes that he must live for others (50:42, 50:52, 53:3, 55:39, 58:9), but it does not follow that he must therefore constantly be seeking the approval of others (cf. 55:30, 56:39).

91. He fell from the ledge
   When he tried to crawl,
   Too afraid to walk erect.

To proceed with too great caution can in some situations be more dangerous than to master one’s fears and to proceed in a more usual fashion. Cf. 55:47, 59:36.

92. The grass was rain drenched.
   His bare feet sought the source of their growth
   In the soil.
This haiku recalls 52:9. Walking barefoot on the wet grass, DH is made keenly conscious of the fact that he, together with other plants and animals, has grown out of the soil.

93. Alone in his hidden growth
    He found fellowship
    With all growing things.

Though DH affirms the distinctiveness of what creating evolution has reached in the human being (58:8), in this waymark he affirms his kinship with all living creatures. The growth that has to do with evaluation and choice is, however, a hidden growth, as compared with more readily recognizable physical development.

94. When he interprets
    What he'd rather forget
    He speaks to the future. (Paul La Cour)

Paul La Cour (1902-1956) was a Danish poet. Five of his books were in DH’s library. One of them, Fragmenter af en Dagbok (1948, Fragments of a Journal [København: Gyldendal, 1951]), in which he discusses poetry, but also offers a personal testimony on how to live in the modern world, became an inspiration to many Danish writers. La Cour was concerned about the crisis in Europe dating back to World War I. It is his interpretation of these painful memories that is of value for the future.

95. Our oneness, creating
    Beyond the body’s bounds,
    With it as input. (T. E. Lawrence)

DH felt a kinship with T. E. Lawrence (1888-1953), also known as Lawrence of Arabia. Lawrence’s book, Seven Pillars of Wisdom (London: Jonathan Cape, 1935) was in his library. Both Lawrence and DH had manifested a remarkable bodily stamina, Lawrence in order to achieve an Arab unity that transcended tribal divisions, DH in order to achieve a world order transcending national divisions.

96. On the Barbary coast
    This barren outpost
    for the Queen of Heaven.
The Barbary coast is the coast of the Mediterranean from Egypt to the Atlantic ocean. Though North Africa is largely Muslim, some Christian churches are to be found, the one to which DH refers dedicated to Mary, Mother of our Lord.

97. 591025  The books having been balanced,
      Nothing binds me.
      All awaits me, prepared.

October 25 was a Sunday. DH has earlier spoken of balancing the books as a “person repays his debt through concentrating in the existential moment all the energy which has been life’s obligating gift to him” (50:53). He has found it more difficult not to be bound to the world that formed him (57:39), or to the name and reputation he was seeking to achieve (56:53, 56:67). As he writes this haiku, however, he does feel free, prepared, and open to all that may come.

98.  Wherever we may hide ourselves:
      These salt sprays
      From the sun-lit breakers.

This and the following haiku tell of experiences while sailing. DH had much appreciated an earlier sailing expedition with members of his UN staff (54:4).

99.  Still far from the shore
      The ocean’s freshness frolicked
      In shiny bronze leaves.

The imagery DH uses to describe the ocean’s freshness is drawn from the forest with which he was more familiar. Cf. 61:10.

100. Because it did not find a mate,
     They called the unicorn
     A pervert.

Rumors that DH was homosexual have made it necessary for his biographers to discuss this question (see Emery Kelen, Hammarskjöld [New York: G. P. Putnam’s, 1966], 153-165; Van Dusen, 83-84, 221-222). Their investigations indicate that these rumors were groundless. The following explicit references to sexual desire in Waymarks are heterosexual (50:21, 51:50, 58:10). DH felt that
he could only be celibate (52:17), though he did not find this an easy course to follow (55:60, 56:41, 59:32). He was especially aware of the loneliness such a way of living entailed (52:18, 52:24, 55:46). This haiku is a protest against the way in which his celibacy was interpreted.

101. 591106 Stripped of the self’s secure splendor,
    He finds, naked,
    His reality. (O’Neill: Billy Brown)


102. He offered his life
    For the welfare of others,
    But wished them evil.

DH is aware of the ambiguity of motives, that a life could be offered in sublime egocentricity (51:30). Here he suggests that if a sacrificial act represents simply external obedience, it may be coupled with an evil wish directed at the act’s beneficiaries.

103. What the satyr
    In the mirror ridiculed
    He purchased with his life.

Satyrs, according to Greek mythology, were hairy little men, with short tails and pointed goat-like ears, who lived in forests and mountains, were fond of wine and revelry, and followed Dionysus, the Olympian god of the power of nature shown in the vine. There could be an allusion in this haiku to The Great God Brown (cf. 59:101). Dion (Dionysus?) wears a mask representing Pan and refers to Silenus (a satyr). In Act 2, Scene 3, Brown seizes Dion by the throat.
and calls him a drunken bum, whereupon Dion staring into Brown’s eyes says triumphantly, “Ah! Now he looks into the mirror! Now he sees his face!” Dion, who is very ill, then dies. Brown begins to wear Dion’s mask and attempts to play a double role as both Dion and Brown. At the end of the play Brown is himself killed, accused of having murdered Dion.

104. Let them keep
   All the small secrets
   They have so anxiously protected.

Much of the effort to achieve national security concerns itself with keeping secrets. DH here may be suggesting that many such secrets are insignificant and not worth the effort made to guard them. He must, nonetheless, as Secretary-General have had to keep secrets, and he was aware of the moral problems this could involve (cf. 57:2).

105. This contingent
   Encounter of possibilities
   Calls itself “I”.

DH has reflected that he might never have existed (51:38). Yet what might never have been has come to have this strong sense of self-consciousness.

106. I ask. Why this “I”?
   Why here? -- And the “I” loses
   Its reality.

Problems arise if the self is not taken for granted. If one seeks explanations as to why the self should be, or why it should exist in this time and place, the self can lose its reality.

107. This morning the birds’ song
   Filled the mind
   With the night’s cool tranquility.

This is an example of literary impressionism well suited for the haiku form. The birds’ song in the morning prolongs in the mind the cool restfulness of the night.
108. The words did not exist,
   Which would have captured
   His desire and his fear.

Not all experiences, whether they have to do with what is wanted or what is
dreaded, can be articulated.

109. The book remained unopened --
   Naked I saw
   Death’s instruments naked.

DH was apparently planning to read, but on this occasion he saw armaments
for what they are, instruments of death, and felt himself denuded in their
presence, while the book he had brought with him remained unopened.

110. The goldenrod shakes.
   The wind blows open
   The milkweed’s white parachute.

The wind that shakes the goldenrod also spreads the seed of the milkweed,
which is carried by what appears to be a white parachute.

111. Like dishonest stewards
   We squander his goods
   For our salvation.

The allusion is to the parable of the dishonest steward (Luke 16:1-9), who was
accused of squandering his master’s goods and who when he saw that he was
to lose his position sought to provide for his future welfare by substantially
reducing the stated obligations of his master’s debtors. The parable concludes
with the suggestion that there was prudence in the steward’s behavior and
that worldly wealth, which belongs to God, can be used so as to contribute to
salvation. DH very likely does not believe, however, that such an extenuating
explanation can be offered for our squandering of what God has given us.

112. The heavens so blue
   As over the snow crest
   During his last ski-run. (Gösta Lundquist)
Gösta Lundquist (1905-1952), photographer, editor of Svenska turistföreningens årskrift, and, like DH, a member of the Swedish Alpine Club, had hiked with DH in Lapland. DH had published two articles in the 1947 and the 1951 issues of this annual about such expeditions, in which articles some of the photographs had been provided by Lundquist, who appears to have been particularly interested in photographing northern Sweden.

113. While the shots reverberated
   He sought the life of words
   For life’s sake.

Much of DH’s effort as Secretary-General consisted in seeking to activate the living power of words in the midst of armed hostility, so as to save lives.

114. Risk, purity --
   This struggle with the mountain
   My self resistant.

DH uses mountain climbing imagery to comment on his life’s struggle. It involves risk and he wants to maintain integrity. There are external difficulties to be overcome, but at the same time he constantly encounters opposition within himself. For other examples of the use of mountain climbing imagery, see 25-30:1, 25-30:7, 56:5, 56:62, 61:12, 61:19.

115. No verbal lashes
   Disturbed his peace
   In a space resoundingly singing.

As 59:113 indicates, DH made use of the power of words in his struggle. He also suffered from verbal assaults. Here he recalls undisturbed peace in an ambient nature, the harmony of which he describes musically.

116. For him who believes
   The last miracle
   Shall be greater than the first.

DH not only believes but also hopes. He has stated that when we act in faith miracles occur, though we must avoid the temptation of making such miracles the basis for faith (56:63). Nonetheless he anticipates a final miracle even greater than the miracle of his becoming Secretary-General (cf. 52:20, 53:4).
1960

DH was in Africa at the opening of this year on a tour which had begun December 21 and which continued until the end of January, during which time he visited twenty-four countries, territories, or regions. Problems continued during the year in Laos and DH sought to cope with them by sending a special representative to Vientiane to coordinate UN activities there. These efforts did not prevent Laos from becoming increasingly involved in the struggle between the superpowers in Indo-China, which struggle was finally to draw the U.S. into the Vietnam war. These concerns were wholly overshadowed, however, by the Congo crisis which began in July and which was to occupy DH throughout the remaining months of his life.

The Republic of Congo was formed as the Belgian Congo received independence on June 30. DH had anticipated problems since the Belgians had not prepared the Congolese to accept their new responsibilities. On July 7 the new republic sought and received membership in the UN. Disorders soon developed and on July 13 the Congo requested military assistance from the UN to help maintain public order. The Security Council authorized DH to respond to this request and he organized the Operation des Nations Unies au Congo (ONUC, the UN Force in Congo) composed largely of troops from other African countries. He also sought to provide UN technical assistance to replace departing Belgians. The situation in the Congo was complicated by the secession of the mineral rich Katanga province, unsuccessful attempts to secure the departure of Belgian troops, lack of discipline in the Congolese army, and division in the central government, with the president, Joseph Kasavubu, attempting to dismiss the prime minister, Patrice Lumumba, and the head of the army, Joseph Mobutu, announcing a coup and expelling the Soviet-bloc embassies. DH sought to maintain an impartial UN presence in the Congo and became for this reason attacked from all sides. There were increasingly harsh Russian attacks on the UN action in the Congo, led by Nikita Krushchev, including a call for DH’s resignation. DH had said he would resign if his service was no longer in the best interests of the UN Organization. Since, however, Krushchev was proposing that the Secretary-General be replaced by three persons representing the Western powers, the socialist states, and the neutralist states, each having veto power over the others, DH stated that this arrangement would make it impossible to maintain an effective executive. He therefore told the General Assembly that he would remain at his post as long as especially the smaller nations wished him to do so, which evoked a tremendous standing ovation from the overwhelming majority of delegates (Public Papers of the S-G, 5:194-201).
In the leadership crisis in the Congo, the U.S. sided with President Kasavubu and was successful, despite DH’s efforts to postpone such a decision, to seat the faction led by President Kasavubu in the General Assembly. Toward the end of the year the Congo crisis deepened, as Lumumba, who had been receiving ONUC protection at his house in Leopoldville, attempted to join his supporters in Stanleyville, because he was troubled by the UN recognition Kasavubu had received. Before Lumumba reached Stanleyville, however, he was arrested and detained with the consent of both Kasavubu and Mobutu, his rivals for leadership in the Congo. Neither the Security Council nor the General Assembly could agree on how to respond to this situation.

There are only six waymarks for this year, five of them dated. DH did engage in other literary activities, however, writing an article for *The National Geographic* magazine on his visit to Nepal (see 59:63-66) and translating St.-John Perse’s poem *Chronique* into Swedish, which translation he cites in 61:1 (cf. 57:15, 57:22).

1. Easter 1960 Forgiveness breaks the chain of causality through the fact that the one who “forgives” -- in love -- takes upon himself the responsibility for the consequences of what you did. It therefore always involves sacrifice. The price of your own liberation through the sacrifice of another is that you yourself must be willing in the same way to liberate, irrespective of the cost.

On Easter Day 1960 DH reflects again about forgiveness (cf. 56:6, 57:6, 57:9, 57:30). Whereas he has previously said that in the experience of God we are forgiven and that it follows that we must in turn forgive, he now examines more closely what it means when a person “forgives.” What occurs is that the chain of causality which binds bad consequences to the evil deeds that have been committed is broken, as another person by forgiving takes upon himself/herself these consequences. Forgiveness for this reason always involves sacrifice. The date DH has given this waymark clearly indicates that he relates forgiveness to what Jesus achieved through his suffering and death, for Easter is the celebration of the great liberation Jesus’ sacrifice has brought to humankind. This liberation continues in our time as those who are themselves forgiven are willing to live sacrificially so that others might be forgiven (cf. 56:10). Each of us must share in breaking the chain of causality between the evil deeds of others and the bad consequences following upon such deeds by taking upon ourselves those consequences. We must do so, DH insists, irrespective of the cost. What
Jesus did for all humankind, we as his followers must do for those whom we meet every day in the network of human relationships in which we live.

Imagery DH used at a February 18 press conference suggests that DH may have believed such an understanding of forgiveness could have implications also for relations between nations. Speaking of the situation in the Middle East, where in an atmosphere of general distrust reactions to reactions tended to become increasingly stronger, he said, “... we have to, if possible, break a chain reaction ... . How you break such a chain reaction is extremely difficult to say, because in fact you must come to grips on both sides with the situation” (Public Papers of the S-G, 4:543-544).

2. When I think of those who have preceded me, I feel like it is the dead time remaining at a party after the guests of honor have left.

When I think of those who will follow -- or remain -- I feel that I am helping to prepare for a celebration, the joy of which I shall not share.

This is the only undated waymark written during 1960. It may have been written after the events of the summer. On May 18 an American U-2 spy plane was shot down over the Soviet Union. This led to the collapse of the Paris summit meeting and terminated the Ten Nation Committee on Disarmament. The period of “peaceful coexistence” between the USA and the USSR that had obtained for the past four years came, temporarily at least, to an end. While the USA and the USSR were at the outset able to agree to support DH’s efforts to resolve the Congo crisis, the expulsion of the Soviet-bloc embassies from Leopoldville and DH’s refusal to take sides in the struggle between Lumumba (supported by the USSR) and Kasavubu (supported by the USA), led Krushchev to become increasingly bitter in his attacks upon DH’s Congo policy, charging him with dangerously exceeding his powers and calling for his resignation (Urquhart, 1973, 467-472).

DH was aware that implacable Soviet opposition had led to the termination of Trygve Lie’s tenure as Secretary-General. He can see a similar opposition forming against himself. In this waymark he sees himself living between the times. There have been high moments in the past, but those who were the actors in those events have left the scene. How far back in time his thinking at this point goes we cannot tell. As far as his present activity is concerned, DH feels that he is preparing for a coming celebration in which he does not expect
to share. The historical period in which he is living is characterized more by
ebb than by flow. This does not alter his insistence that in his own life the
primary stress must be placed on the present (51:6, 54:18, 57:18, 57:35). The
reference to the future is at the same time basically optimistic. DH anticipates a
coming celebration.

3. **Christmas Eve 1960** How fitting it is that Christmas
follows Advent. -- For the one who looks ahead the
manger is located on Golgotha and the cross is already
raised in Bethlehem.

“Struggle, suffer
Death’s affliction,
That our conscience
Peace be given
And might find an opened heaven.”

“I will lay me down in peace, and take my rest: for it is
thou, Lord, only, that makest me dwell in safety” (Psalm IV)

“Thou hast showed thy people heavy things: thou hast
given us a drink of deadly wine.

Thou hast given a token for such as fear thee: That they
may triumph because of the truth.” (Psalm LX)

This waymark was written on Christmas Eve 1960. Thus it comes before three
dated waymarks written in late November and early December. This is the only
instance in Waymarks where dated entries have not been placed in chronological
order. DH may have wanted this year to stress the relationship between his
meditations at Easter and Christmas. Christmas Eve is the high point of the
Christmas celebration in Sweden. On that day in the late afternoon people often
attend a Christmas prayer service and return home for a festive Christmas dinner
and the exchanging of gifts. DH meditates on the Advent season that precedes
Christmas, a time of preparation and penitence, having some of the same
relationship to Christmas that Lent has to Easter. Advent also reminds us that
Christmas will be followed by Lent, for it draws our attention to the sin and evil
that Jesus comes to overcome. He overcomes it, however, only through suffering.
Therefore in the midst of the joy of Christmas we look forward to the cross.

This understanding of Christmas is set forth in Sweden’s best loved Christmas
hymn, “All Hail to You, O Blessed Morn,” by Johan Olof Wallin (1779-1839,
Den svenska psalmbooken 1937, # 55). DH cites the last lines of the third stanza
of that hymn. The stanza begins as follows:
He will shed tears just as we do,
Perceive our need, support us too
With his own spirit’s power.
Reveal to us his Father’s will,
Our cup of woe with mercy fill
To sweeten sorrow’s hour.

At this point the lines DH cites follow, which I have translated quite literally. In the midst of the joy of Christmas DH recognizes its deeper meaning, which he finds expressed in the hymn used to open the early Christmas morning service (julotta) in the Swedish churches.

Two psalm passages follow (Ps. 4:9; 60:3-4), one expressing the confidence of the believer, the other, however, referring to times of trouble during which that confidence may be tested, when the assurance of the faithful ones has to do not so much with their own personal safety, as with their certainty that the cause to which they are committed will conquer.

4. 601126

The winter moon
Is caught in the branches.
The promise heavily demanded my blood.

Round about the trees slept,
Naked against the night sky.
“Nevertheless, not as I will . . .”

The burden remained mine.
They did not understand my entreaty.
And all was silence.

Then the torches and the kiss.
Then the gray dawn
In the palace.

How does their love help?
Now all that matters is
Whether I love them.
November 26 was the Saturday before the first Sunday in Advent. In the lectionary of the Church of Sweden Matthew’s account of Jesus’ triumphal entry into Jerusalem is read on that Sunday. DH had already in 53:11 stated that one must not permit the jubilation of the triumphal entry to hide the fact that beyond it was the cross. Thus the passion motif found in 60:1 and 60:3 is continued in this poem.

DH combines his own conviction that he is being called to give himself sacrificially with reflection on Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane (cf. 54:7, 56:9, 56:10). Like Jesus, DH feels that he has a commitment which others do not understand. While the setting is a winter night, the words, “Nevertheless, not as I will, (but what thou wilt)” (Matt. 26:39 RSV), recall Jesus’ prayer. The fourth verse of the poem makes the reference to Jesus’ arrest and trial more explicit. DH knew that many third world nations had great affection for him, but was not certain that their help would be sufficient to see him through the dangerous period that lay before him. In any case the basic question was not how much others loved him, but the extent of his love for them.

The crisis in the Congo had begun in July when UN troops were requested to help maintain public order by the newly formed Republic of Congo. During the fall the situation had deteriorated and there was no longer united support in the Security Council for the policies DH had initiated (see above the introduction to 1960). He very likely felt that he had been betrayed by those who should have sustained him. Yet he felt a continuing strong obligation to the people of the Congo.

5.  601202  The tension heightened.  
In the noonday heat  
Wills slackened.  

The night flared up.  
Phosphorescently  
The jungle groaned in the grip of the storm.  

They paid  
The full price of love  
For what the others won.
On November 27 Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba, troubled by the UN’s recognition of President Joseph Kasavubu’s delegation to the General Assembly, left his residence in Leopoldville, which was being guarded by ONUC troops and sought to join his supporters in Stanleyville, his political base. He was arrested and mistreated by Colonel Joseph-Désiré Mobutu’s troops, which were loyal to Kasavubu. DH wrote letters on December 3 and 5 to Kasavubu asking that due legal process be followed in the case of Lumumba and that representatives of the International Red Cross be permitted to visit him (Public Papers of the S-G, 5:237-241).

This poem, written on a Friday, may reflect DH’s premonitions with respect to the arrest of Lumumba, as well as his distress over other military action in the Congo. Due to the heat not so much happened during the day. At night there could be fighting, as well as a storm. Victory for some meant death for others. DH did not want to see Africans killing Africans (cf. 55:62). He feared also that the night’s sacrifices would be forgotten.

6.  601203     The way,
          You shall follow it.

          Success,
          You shall forget it.

          The cup,
          You shall empty it.

          The pain,
          You shall conceal it.

          The answer,
          You shall learn it.

          The end,
          You shall endure it.
The following day DH states his own commitment in poetic terms. He has throughout the years sought to follow “the way” (52:1, 53:11, 57:23, 61:5, 61:12). The word, lycka, translated “success” (cf. 56:39) can also be translated “happiness” (cf. 50:1, 50:3, 54:4, 57:10, 57:35). The cup refers to Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane (cf. 54:7, 56:9, 61:4). Pain for DH can have a positive significance, but it must be concealed (50:47, 51:10). For DH the answer is not something he continues to seek. It is something he already knows and yet still must learn (57:8, 57:17, 57:22, 57:40). He is finally determined to endure to the end (cf. 61:12).
As the Congo crisis continued the event that cast a dark shadow over the year of 1961 was the death of Patrice Lumumba, who the previous November after leaving the UN protection provided him was arrested, kept in custody, and on January 17 taken to the secessionist Katanga province, where he was murdered. That Lumumba was in fact dead was not acknowledged until February 13. Many charged DH with being responsible for Lumumba's death, though neither the Security Council nor the General Assembly had authorized the ONUC (the UN force in the Congo) to intervene in the struggle for political power taking place in the Congo in such a way that this tragedy, once Lumumba had been arrested, could have been prevented. In response to Lumumba's death and the subsequent killing of six of his political supporters a somewhat stronger mandate was given to the ONUC, though this action was opposed by both Russia and France, who refused to give any further financial support to the UN action in the Congo.

During the spring and summer some progress was made in reconstituting the central Congo government and there were hopes that the secession of Katanga could be ended. In September DH came to the Congo hoping to arrange a meeting between Cyrille Adoula, Congo's prime minister, and Moise Tshombe, the leader of secessionist Katanga. Just prior to his coming, however, an ill advised and poorly executed ONUC action in Katanga to arrest foreign mercenary soldiers caused several days of fighting in which the ONUC was forced to take a defensive posture. In order to negotiate a cease-fire DH decided to meet Tshombe in Ndola, Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia). On the night of September 17 his plane crashed as it approached the Ndola airport leaving no survivors.

Several commissions investigated the circumstances of the crash but were unable to determine the exact cause of the disaster. More recently an explanation has been offered by David Beaty, himself an experienced pilot, in Strange Encounters: Mysteries of the Air (New York: Atheneum, 1984, 121-129). Beaty states that there is reason to believe that Tshombe, the man whom DH was flying to meet, was responsible for DH's death. Somehow DH's plane was left unguarded for some hours in Leopoldville. One of Tshombe's secret agents posing as a technician is said to have boarded the plane and removed the map carrying the flight information about the landing field at Ndola. On the plane was a manual containing an approach chart for another airfield with the very similar name Ndolo and this manual was found in the wreckage, opened and folded back to
show the Ndolo chart. The height of Ndolo above sea level is 951 feet. The height of Ndola, however, is 4,160 feet. It is also alleged that when the pilot of DH’s plane approached Ndola and radioed for a position check, the traffic controller there gave him incorrect information. The cause of the accident would then be that DH’s pilot coming into the Ndola airport and unacquainted with it allowed the aircraft to descend too low. As a result it struck trees and crashed.

Another detail in the mystery difficult to explain is the fact that sixteen hours elapsed between the time of the crash and the discovery of the wreckage. Though the Secretary-General’s plane had been sighted as it flew over the Ndola airport while making its approach, though there were eighteen aircraft stationed at Ndola, which could have been sent up on an hour’s notice, and though the crash occurred only nine miles from the airport, a search for the missing plane did not begin until late the following morning, the plane being found in the early afternoon. Had the search been made earlier, though DH’s injuries were so severe as to be fatal, Sergeant Julien, one of the crew, might have survived (Kelen, 268-271).

DH’s death left the Congo crisis unresolved, but a decade after the Congo had received its independence its president, Joseph Mobutu (later Mobutu Sese Seko) declared: “The Democratic Republic of the Congo is a living testimony to what the United Nations Organization is capable of when it is given the appropriate means. In the Congo, the United Nations defended the sovereignty of a country which certain covetous interests were ready to compromise. The United Nations fulfilled one of the essential functions which the Charter prescribed to our Organization, that of assuring and guaranteeing the respect of the territorial integrity and the independence of each State Member” (Urquhart, 1973, 594).

The waymarks written during 1961 reveal suffering and weariness, but also DH’s continued dedication and willingness to follow to the end the way he believed he had been called to go. Of the nineteen waymarks, all but five are dated. The undated waymarks are, however, closely related to the preceding dated waymarks.

1. 610213-610313

“O You who led us to this naked life of the soul, destiny
Hovering over the waters, will You relate, some earthly evening,
Whose the hand is that clothes us with fable’s burning tunic - - -?"
On February 13 it became known that Patrice Lumumba and two of his associates, Maurice Mpolo and Joseph Okito had been killed, very likely shortly after they had been taken to Elizabethville in Katanga province on January 17. Some days later six of Lumumba’s supporters were secretly arrested, flown to Bakwanga in South Kasai, and summarily executed. In reprisal fifteen Kasavubu and Mobutu supporters were executed by firing squad in Stanleyville. These were the first political assassinations that had occurred during the Congo crisis. On February 14 the Soviet government issued a statement in the Security Council containing the following charges against DH: “The murder of Patrice Lumumba and his comrades-in-arms in the dungeons of Katanga is the culmination of Hammarskjöld’s criminal activities. ... His actions place a dark stain on the whole United Nations. Not only can such a man not enjoy any confidence; he deserves only the contempt of all honest people. There is no place for Hammarskjöld in the high office of Secretary-General of the United Nations and his continuance in that office is intolerable” (Public Papers of the S-G, 5:342). In replying to these charges DH said, “It is vain to argue with those for whom truth is a function of party convenience and justice a function of party interest. But for others it may be essential that some facts are recalled and clearly and simply put on record” (Ibid., 343). He went on to point out that, given the way in which the UN Charter and the resolutions of the Security Council limited the use of the United Nations Force in the Congo, after Lumumba had fled from his residence in Leopoldville, where he was receiving UN protection, the UN Force had neither the power nor the right to liberate him from his captors. A Security Council resolution was finally adopted on February 21 calling for measures to prevent the occurrence of civil war in the Congo, urging the immediate withdrawal and evacuation of all Belgian and foreign military and paramilitary personnel and political advisers not under UN command, requesting all states to prevent the entry of such personnel into the Congo, and ordering an immediate and impartial investigation to ascertain the circumstances of the death of Lumumba and his colleagues (Ibid., 356-357). The following weeks were devoted to strong efforts on DH’s part to secure compliance with this resolution on the part of the recalcitrant Belgian and Congolese authorities.

In the first three waymarks for 1961 DH expresses his feelings during these weeks in three citations. The first is from his Swedish translation of the poem Chronique by St.-John Perse (Krönika, Bonniers, 1960, 21; Perse, Collected Poems, 586-587; cf. 57:15, 57:20, 57:33). The translation had been made in the summer of 1960 prior to the Congo crisis (Public Papers of the S-G, 5:459). It was read by other members of the Swedish Academy and used in the deliberations that led to Perse’s being awarded the Nobel Prize for literature on October 26, 1960.
In a letter to DH, Perse states that the poem has America as its setting (Letters, 666-667). The last line of the citation alludes to a story about the Greek hero, Hercules, known for his strength but not his intelligence. When he sends a beautiful captive maiden, Iole, home to his wife, Deianira, she responds by sending a splendid robe as a gift to Hercules. She has anointed the robe with the blood of the centaur, Nessus, whom Hercules had killed when it sought to kidnap Deianira. Nessus before dying had told Deianira to take some of his blood and use it as a charm if Hercules were ever to love another woman more than her. Hercules on putting on the robe is seized with fearful pain, as though he were in a burning fire. He remains in such pain until he brings about his own death through lying down on a great funeral pyre on Mt. Oeta (Edith Hamilton, Mythology [New York: New American Library, 1953], 171-172).

In the first two lines that DH cites from his translation of Chronique, clearly God is addressed. In the second line DH has used the Swedish word svävar, which recalls Genesis 1:1 (“God’s spirit hovered over the water” JB) to translate the French word errante (wandering). Interestingly svävar is a change from irrar (roving aimlessly), which DH uses in the 1960 published translation and may thus be a revision. The burning tunic can represent the pain inescapably attendant upon the exercise of power, sometimes done unwisely. The question is whether God has ordered things in this way, or whether some other hand is here at work.

2. “Be not your own pathetic fallacy, but be
   Your own dark measure in the vein,
   for we’re about a tragic business - - -.”

The second citation is from the play The Antiphon (1958) by Djuna Barnes (Selected Works of Djuna Barnes [New York: Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1962], 205). Barnes (1892-1982) was an expatriate American author in Paris from 1920-1940. DH had bought her novel Nightwood (1936) in Paris in 1948 and upon coming to New York discovered her in semi-retirement. They occasionally dined together and when The Antiphon appeared in 1958 he persuaded her to allow him and Karl Ragnar Gierow, the director of the Swedish Royal Dramatic Theater, to translate it for a premiere production in Stockholm. It was translated in the early summer of 1960 and first performed on February 17, 1961. Due to the Congo crisis DH could not be present. The setting of the play is an English manor house, badly damaged by German bombardment during World War II. The cast is a family that has been called
together at this ancestral home. The family has been so long divided that they are strangers to each other. An interpreter of the play writes: “For all real purposes, the civilized world of Western man has already died when this play begins. No hope is possible. ... Miranda (whose lines DH cites) ... voices the play’s dark theme: to have been born at all is a disaster. Conception is murder, and all men stand condemned. The human race is grasping, power mad, and status seeking” (James B. Scott, Djuna Barnes [Boston: Twayne, 1976], 132).

It may seem strange that a play with such a bleak, pessimistic theme should have interested DH. The play did, however, articulate a reality about the human situation that had to be faced. DH was also challenged by its esoteric language, the narrow audience to which it was addressed. From the Swedish translation he uses the cited lines to exhort himself not to be his own appealing falsification, but to be his own hidden measure in life’s vein, for a tragedy is in the process of unfolding.

3. “I became also a reproach unto them: they that looked upon me shaked their heads.

   Help me, O Lord my God: O save me according to thy mercy.”

DH concludes this series of waymarks expressing his reactions to the consequences of the death of Lumumba and the other assassinations in the Congo by citing The Book of Common Prayer version of Psalm 109:25-26 (cf. 54:26). The psalm is a lament of one who has been falsely accused. While there are those who do support him, DH has become a reproach to people in the Congo, to the nations of the Communist bloc, to some Western powers, and to some also of the neutralist states. He prays to God for help.

4. **Maundy Thursday 1961**

   [“God, answer me, in the jaws of death!]
   Is it of no saving worth
   What man’s striving will can prove?
   He is the God of love.”

   “Then thought I to understand this;
   but it was too hard for me,
   Until I went into the sanctuary of God.”
Maundy Thursday came on March 30 during renewed debate in the General Assembly on the situation in the Congo. DH for the second time quotes from Henrik Ibsen’s Brand (Samlede værker, vol. 3, 167, see 56:52). The lines cited are the concluding lines of the play. As Brand sinks down before the descending avalanche which is to bury him, he cries out in extremis asking God whether the human will’s achievement can contribute anything at all to that person’s salvation. A voice heard through the thunder states that God is love.

DH may in a similar sense feel himself overwhelmed by power... beyond his control. Can the human will avail at all under such circumstances? If one links the answer that God is love to the date of this waymark, which suggests the love implicit in the account of Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane, DH has already affirmed the power of such love (55:1). (It can be noted that Bertil Ekman makes reference to the passage DH has cited, observing that the lonely mountain upon which Ibsen’s Brand expires does not become a Golgotha [Strödda blad, 33]).

A further answer to the question with which DH is struggling is given in the psalm passage (Ps. 73:16-17) cited in The Book of Common Prayer version (cf. 54:26). The Psalmist inquires about the prosperity of the wicked. In the sanctuary of God he perceives that their prosperity is only temporary, for they will be destroyed. What is more important, he finds that the righteous person experiences a nearness to God that exceeds anything that could otherwise be desired.

5. **Pentecost 1961**

I don’t know who -- or what -- put the question. I don’t know when it was put. I don’t remember that I answered. But I once did answer yes to someone -- or something.

   From that time comes my certainty that existence is meaningful and that my life, therefore, in self-surrender, has a goal.

   From that time I have known what it means “not to look back,” and “not to be anxious about tomorrow,” Led through life’s labyrinth by the Ariadne-thread of the answer, I reached a time and a place where I knew that the way leads to a triumph which is a catastrophe and to a catastrophe which is triumph, that the cost of life commitment is reproach and the depth of humiliation the
exaltation that is possible for a human being. After that the word “courage” lost its meaning, since nothing could be taken from me.

As I continued on the way, I learned, step by step, word by word, that behind every saying of the hero of the gospels stands one man and one man’s experience. Also behind the prayer that the cup might pass from him and the promise to empty it. Also behind each word from the cross.

Christian festivals were important to DH, not only Christmas and Easter, but also Pentecost. He often chose such occasions to write waymarks. In this waymark, written a few months before his death, he tells about his life commitment and what it has meant for him. He does not know who or what posed the question, but he did give an affirmative answer to someone or something (cf. 45-49:5). He doesn’t try to fix the time, not even with the help of this journal (though he might have referred to 51:47, 53:1, 54:5, 55:19). Very likely his “yes” was a growing affirmation of a destiny that he only gradually was able to understand, but which led to a certainty that life is meaningful and that one reaches its goal through self-surrender.

Though he can speak of God in both personal and impersonal terms (who or what, someone or something), his commitment is related to Jesus. Since making it he has understood the meaning of Jesus’ teaching, “No one who puts his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for the kingdom of God” (Luke 9:62 RSV; cf. 51:22, 53:12, 56:13, 57:35), as well as, “So do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worries of its own. Today’s trouble is enough for today” (Matt. 6:34).

The reference to being led through life’s labyrinth by the Ariadne-thread of his commitment is imagery drawn from Greek mythology, the second time DH has used this imagery. For an account of the myth see the comment on 55:18. In the myth Theseus slays the Minotaur and uses the Ariadne-thread to find his way out of the labyrinth. While DH makes some use of this myth, his understanding of victory does not come from Greek mythology, for the way that he is following is one in which triumph and catastrophe, exaltation and humiliation, are strangely linked. His guide along this way has been Jesus, especially Jesus’ words in the Garden of Gethsemane and from the cross (cf. 45-49:13, 51:29, 56:10).
DH has in following this way gained a new understanding of courage, a virtue that he prizes most highly (cf. 50:46, 51:62, 54:23, 56:1, 56:10, 56:24, 56:38). The meaning of courage changes somewhat when total self-surrender has taken place (cf. 55:15, 57:47, 59:4). One need not defend oneself, for one has nothing left to lose (cf. 56:28). Insofar, however, as courage refers to fearless service on the behalf of others, the need for courage remains (cf. 61:13).

6. Lifted out of my torpor,
Freed from all that bound me,
Washed, trained, adorned,
I reach the threshold.

Asked if I have the courage
To go my way to the end,
I give the answer
Irrevocably.

Blinded I see the gate
Open to the arena
And go out naked
To meet death.

The combat begins. Calm
In exultant strength I fight
Till they throw the net
And I am caught.

I have seen the others.
Now I am the chosen one
Who is tied firmly to the block
To be sacrificed.

Dumb, my naked body endures
The blows as it is stoned.
Dumb, as I am cut open and
My heart laid bare --

600707 - Spring 1961
The dates appended to this waymark related it to the whole period of the Congo crisis. On July 7, 1960 the Republic of Congo’s application for membership in the UN was accepted by the Security Council. Due to the fact that the Belgian colonial rulers had not helped the Congolese to prepare for self-government, within a week the new republic was falling apart in conflict and chaos. On July 12 UN military assistance was requested, to which request the Security Council responded on July 13 (Public Papers of the S-G, 5:16-27). From this date on DH had official responsibility to attempt to bring about an orderly, peaceful development in the newly independent nation, an effort that was to continue until his death. In this poem he expresses his premonition that this effort may cost him his life.

DH imagines possible ways in which he might die. One should not, however, allow the fact that he did actually die within a few months to lead to a too literal interpretation of this imagery. He may have been thinking chiefly of the termination of his effectiveness as UN Secretary-General. The figurative speech in the first stanzas is drawn from the way in which Roman gladiators were expected to fight to the death in the arena. DH imagines himself entering the arena and fighting with exultant strength, though there is no indication that he kills others in so doing. The imagery changes as he imagines death as a human sacrifice on an altar (cf. 55:29). Yet again the imagery changes as he is stoned. The fact that he remains dumb suggests Isaiah 53:7. The second stanza of the poem may express DH’s commitment to follow the way to the end (60:6), whatever the consequences might be.

7. 610608
   Body,
   My playmate!
   Neither master
   Nor slave,
   You shall be sustained
   By the mind’s vitality,
   And in return stimulate it
   With your light fire.

   But body,
   Playmate,
   You must not hesitate,
   Nor fail me,
   If the moment comes
   For the impossible.
June 8 was a Thursday. The previous week on May 30 DH had received an honorary degree at Oxford, where he had also delivered his last major address, “The International Civil Servant in Law and in Fact” (Public Papers of the S-G, 5:471-489). Upon his return to New York he was able to give some thought to the construction and decoration of the new UN library, which after his death was to become his memorial.

In this waymark DH recognizes the needs of his body, given the unceasing pressures being brought to bear upon him. He uses the language of body-mind dualism. The body is the mind’s playmate, thus neither master nor slave. In a sense DH implies a tripartite anthropology, for the self who is speaking (neither body nor mind) might be identified with the spirit. The body is both sustained by the mind and stimulates it with its “light” fire (cf. 58:9). What will at last be required may be impossible. Nonetheless the body must not fail or hesitate (cf. 56:5).

8. Late night hours’
   Sleepless questions;
   Did I act correctly?
   And why did I act
   As I did?
   To take again the same steps,
   Repeat the same words,
   Without finding the answer --

This poem may express second thoughts about DH’s decisions and actions during the Congo crisis. He has consistently been concerned about why he acts as he does (cf. 55:39, 57:8). He does not imagine, however, that if he were able to retrace his steps he would be able to find better answers. The human situation is such that one must act obediently in faith and hope without being able to see the final issue of what one does (cf. 57:48).

9. I wait
   Where they place me
   Naked against the target,
   Nailed fast
   By the first arrows.
   The bow is bent once again.
   The arrow whistles
   -- by me.
   Are they playing?
Did the hand tremble?
Or was it the wind?

What do I fear?
If they strike
And kill,
What is this
To bewail?

Others have gone before.
Others follow --

In this poem DH imagines death by execution. He is already nailed to the target by the first arrows, but thereafter the arrows miss, which fact he does not understand. He tells himself that it doesn’t matter. Whether he lives or dies is insignificant. Others have died in this way before and yet others will follow. The poem may symbolically refer to the opposition he is experiencing as Secretary-General and the fact that he is nonetheless permitted to continue. Whether he is driven out of office or not does not matter. It has happened to others. He must continue to serve as long as he can.

10. Called
To bear it,
Separated
To test it,
Chosen
To suffer it,
Free to
Deny it,
I saw
For a moment
The sail
In the sun storm,
Alone
On the wave crest,
Distant,
Bearing from land.

I saw,
For a moment.
June 11 was a Sunday. The poem bearing this date has two parts, one which refers to DH’s commitment, the other to the hope that sustains him. He is called, separated, chosen, but also free to deny all this. At the same time he sees the distant sail in the sun storm, bearing away from land. Aulén calls this poem “a vignette of farewell,” and suggests that we have here one of the few waymarks in which DH thinks of victory over death (Aulén, E 154; Sw 221-222). If so, two other waymarks that touch upon this theme are 52:14 and 55:55.

11. **610618**

   He will come  
   Between two gendarmes  
   Lean and sunburned,  
   A little bent  
   As though he apologized  
   For his strength.  
   His features tense,  
   But with a calm gaze.  

   He will throw his jacket  
   And with his shirt opened  
   Take his place against the wall  
   To be shot.  

   He has not betrayed us  
   And he meets the end  
   Without weakness.  
   When I am anxious,  
   It is not for him.  
   Do I fear an urge in myself  
   To be thus destroyed?  
   Or is there  
   In the abyss of my being  
   One who awaits permission  
   To fire the shot?  

For the following Sunday, June 18, there is a dated poem in which an execution is imagined, though DH is not himself the victim. The vividness of the description suggests that DH may be thinking of an actual individual. The fact that the man is sunburned would suggest that he is Caucasian. DH finally asks himself whether he seeks such destruction (cf. 57:45), or whether there is in the abyss of his being
the desire to destroy. He does not deny that he may share the destructive impulses, which impulses others permit themselves to express (see 57:6).

12. 610706

Tired and alone.
So tired
Your heart aches.
The melting snow
Trickles down the rocks.
Your fingers are numb,
Your knees tremble.
It is now,
Now, you must not let go.

The way of the others
Has resting places
In the sun
Where they meet.
But this
Is your way,
And it is now,
Now, that you must not fail.

Weep,
If you can,
Weep
But do not complain.
The way chose you --
And you must be thankful.

During the summer of 1961, in addition to the continuing Congo crisis, there was also tension in Tunisia. On July 6, President Habib Bourguiba of Tunisia requested new talks concerning the total evacuation of French troops from the Bizerte base in Tunisia, to which request President Charles de Gaulle was to give a negative reply (Urquhart, 1973, 532). The date for this waymark, a Thursday, was just before DH left for Paris where he was to attend the meeting of the Economic and Social Council July 8-15.

DH was known for his remarkable ability to work almost night and day with very little rest. This was often required in order to respond to crises which
required immediate attention. Though he rarely mentions it, he was at times very tired (cf. 58:15). The Swedish artist, Bo Beskow, had spent a week with DH in late June and remarks about how tired, restless, and pessimistic he had found DH to be (Beskow, 181).

In this waymark he is thinking of his work and of how difficult it is to continue when tired and alone. He uses the imagery of mountain climbing to describe what is being required of him (cf. 56:5, 56:62, 57:45, 59:114). A climb can become more and more difficult as one approaches the summit, Despite the strain he must not let go. Others may have it easier, with frequent resting places in the sun. His, however, is a different way and it chose him. He may weep, but he must not complain. He must be thankful.

13. 610719

Have mercy
Upon us.
Have mercy
Upon our striving,
That we
Before you,
In love and faith,
Righteousness and humility,
May follow you,
In self-discipline and faithfulness and courage,
And meet you,
In stillness.

Give us
A pure heart
That we may see you,
A humble heart
That we may hear you,
A loving heart
That we may serve you
A believing heart
The we may live you.

You
Whom I do not know
But to whom I belong.
On July 19, the date of this waymark, shooting did break out in Bizerte, with large Tunisian casualties. DH had planned to go on from Paris to Cairo and Delhi, but found it necessary to return to New York for a Security Council meeting about the events in Bizerte (Urquhart, 1973, 532-533). On this occasion DH writes a prayer which Van Dusen calls the longest and fullest declaration of his faith (Van Dusen, 202). It begins in the plural number with a plea for mercy. We pray for mercy upon our striving. Words important for DH follow: love, faith, righteousness, humility, self-discipline, loyalty, courage, stillness. It is as one has a believing heart that one may “live God,” not simply live in God, but “live God” (cf. 54:19). The prayer closes with reference to the mystery of God. DH does not claim to know or to understand, but he is convinced that he belongs to God and that God has dedicated him to his destiny. He addresses God in personal terms. Finally the prayer which begins in the plural number ends with singular pronouns. DH is speaking for himself to God. “You --.”

14. 610730 Awakened
I heard anew,
Awake,
The cry that waked me.

Kept watch,
Resting like one drowned
In the ocean depth’s darkness
Fretted by light
From everywhere,
Nowhere.

Heard
One last time
Far away
The cry
From terror’s loneliness,
In adversity’s fellowship.
Who the hunted one,  
Who the silent hunter  
Over the foggy sea  
Among the black trees  
Long before daybreak?

The date, July 30, is a Sunday, the day following DH’s 56th birthday. He has just returned from a trip to Tunisia to ascertain the facts regarding the hostilities between the French and the Tunisians at Bizerte, where he had not been well received by the French authorities (Urquhart, 1973, 534-541).

The experience recorded in this poem occurred at night, “long before daybreak.” There is a cry that awakens him. He can only keep watch as one submerged in the deep darkness of the sea, a darkness interlaced by mysterious light. He hears again the cry from far away, telling of lonely terror, but also of the fellowship of those in such need. He wonders, who is hunting whom in the sea mists and under the dark trees?

15. 610802 “Thou hast moved the land, and divided it; heal the sores thereof, for it shaketh.”
“- - - then I understood the end of these men. Namely, how thou dost set them in slippery places; and castest them down and destroyest them.”
“And they remembered that God was their strength --”

Three days later on August 2 DH cites The Book of Common Prayer version of three psalm passages (cf. 54:26). The first (Ps. 60:2) is from a group lament expressing distress over the fragmentation of the one-time Hebrew empire under the united monarchy. DH also cited this psalm in the Christmas Eve 1960 waymark (60:3). He may be thinking of the fragmentation of the Congo and of the wounded condition of the land. The second passage (Ps. 73:17-18) is from a psalm meditation on the relation between evil and God’s justice. DH reminds himself that the prosperity of the wicked is only temporary. This psalm was previously cited on Maundy Thursday 1961 (61:4). The final passage (Ps. 78:35) is from a psalm recounting God’s glorious deeds and Israel’s unfaithfulness. Even in the midst of their faithlessness the people from time to time remember that God was their strength. It is to this assurance that DH clings.
Almighty One . . .
Forgive
My doubt,
My anger,
My pride.
Bend me
By your grace.
Raise me
By your severity.

The repeated instances of Israel's faithlessness enumerated in Psalm 78 cited in the previous waymark may have prompted this prayer. DH has confessed such faults as preferring his own will to God's (55:8), seeking his own glory (55:26), being jealous of others (56:22, 56:36). This, however, is the only prayer in Waymarks in which he explicitly asks God for forgiveness, mentioning specifically his doubt, anger, and pride. He asks God to bend him with his grace and raise him with his severity or strictness. One would perhaps have expected the attributes with which the two petitions are related to be reversed. This prayer suggests, however, that for DH the grace of God is the source of the greatest judgment (cf. 45-49:13). God's grace is, however, intimately related to the severity of his justice and his saving strength. Those who unrepentantly oppose God's will shall ultimately be defeated. Those, on the other hand, who have suffered themselves to be abased by God's grace can hope to be raised by his severity.

Far from the chattering troop,
From the green dusk under the treetops
And the branches over the jungle paths
Where leopards' eyes
Gleamed in the night.

Alone,
In the white plastered room
With the banister and the dangling rope,

He sat on the window sill
And saw the snow fall
And the cars rush by
With their fiery eyes.
No one saw
When one day he jumped for the rope’s loop,
Got entangled, his breast constricted,
And choked to death.
No one saw --
And who had ever understood
His efforts to be happy,
His moments of confidence,
His constant uneasiness
In longing for something
He only vaguely remembered?
And yet we were all fond of him
And we missed him
For a long time.

W. H. Auden has entitled this dated waymark “Elegy for my pet monkey, Greenback” (Markings, 219). While on a visit to Africa, DH was given a pet monkey in Somalia, which he kept in his apartment (Gray, 52-53). On one occasion when no one was present the monkey became accidentally entangled in a loop of rope, which was part of the play equipment provided for him, and choked to death. DH expresses his grief over the death of his pet in this poem.

In view of DH’s own impending death, the elegy becomes a haunting parable. DH had come to be very much at home in New York and yet he longed for much that he, of course, well remembered from his homeland. As is evident from several of this year’s waymarks, he may have wondered whether on some occasion he in the performance of his duties would become entangled in circumstances that would cost him his life.

18. 610806 The meadow’s huge
   Green wave
   Over the rolling ridge
   Crowned by white spume,
   A thousand ox-eye daisies
   Blushing
   When the midsummer sun
   Sinks red
   In the hot haze
   Over Poughkeepsie.
Seven weeks have gone
And seven kinds of flowers
Have been mowed.
Now the corn broadens
In expanding fruitfulness.
Was it here,
Here, that paradise appeared
For a moment
During the midsummer night?

Given the same date (August 6, a Sunday) is a poem telling of his experience of summer at his country home at Brewster, New York. DH recalls being there at midsummer (cf. 57:21). In the weeks that have passed many different kinds of flowers have come and gone and the harvest is approaching. That he is much more at home in New York than was his pet monkey is evidenced by the fact that on the midsummer night, though far from the Swedish festivities, paradise appeared, if but for a moment!

19. 610824

Is it a new land
In another reality
Than that of the day?
Or have I lived there,
Before the day?

Awakened,
An ordinary morning with gray light
Reflected from the street,
Awakened --
From the dark blue night
Above the timberline
With moonlight on the moor
And the ridge in shadow.
Remembered
Other dreams,
Remembered
The same mountain country:
Twice I was on the ridges,
I stayed by the remotest lake
And followed the river
To its sources.
The seasons have changed
And the light
And the weather
And the hour
But it is the same land.
And I begin to know the map
And the directions.

The last waymark dated less than a month before his death deals also with memories of Sweden, in this case hiking in Lapland, and the different setting of the life that he is now living. He wonders about the relation of dreams and memory to everyday reality. He concludes that despite changes and differences they do belong to the same land. The poem ends on the hopeful note that he is beginning to know the map and the directions.

Waymarks thus begins and ends with mountain climbing imagery. In the first waymark DH writes, “I am being driven farther into an unknown land, the ground becomes harder, the air more sharply cold.” Then follows a question: “Shall I arrive? Where life rings out -- one clear simple note in the silence” (25-30:1). He speaks later of the struggle of the climb, “when the morning’s freshness has been changed to midday weariness, when the leg muscles quiver under the strain, the trail seems endless, and suddenly nothing will work out just as you wish” (56:5). He reminds himself that “it is care with respect to the final steps below the summit which determines the value of all that may have gone before” (56:62). In recent weeks he has confessed his weariness: “Tired and alone. So tired your heart aches. The melting snow trickles down the rocks. Your fingers are numb, your knees tremble. It is now, now, you must not let go” (61:12). Yet in this final recorded entry he recalls, “Twice I was on the ridges, I stayed by the remotest lake and followed the river to its sources.” There have been and will be many changes, but he is confident that it is the same land and that he is beginning to know the map and the directions.
Old Creeds in a New World

The world in which I grew up was dominated by principles and ideals of a time far from ours and, as it may seem, far removed from the problems facing a man of the middle of the twentieth century. However, my way has not meant a departure from those ideals. On the contrary, I have been led to an understanding of their validity also for our world of today. Thus, a never abandoned effort frankly and squarely to build up a personal belief in the light of experience and honest thinking has led me in a circle: I now recognize and endorse, unreservedly, those very beliefs which once were handed down to me.

From generations of soldiers and government officials on my father’s side I inherited a belief that no life was more satisfactory than one of selfless service to your country—or humanity. This service required a sacrifice of all personal interests, but likewise the courage to stand up unflinchingly for your convictions concerning what was right and good for the community, whatever were the views in fashion.

From scholars and clergymen on my mother’s side I inherited a belief that, in the very radical sense of the Gospels, all men were equals as children of God, and should be met and treated by us as our masters in God.

Faith is a state of mind and the soul. In this sense we can understand the words of the Spanish mystic, St. John of the Cross: “Faith is the union of God with the soul.” The language of religion is a set of formulas which register a basic spiritual experience. It must not be regarded as describing, in terms to be defined by philosophy, the reality which is accessible to our senses and which we can analyse with the tools of logic. I was late in understanding what this meant. When I finally reached that point, the beliefs in which I was once brought up and which, in fact, had given my life direction even while my intellect still challenged their validity, were recognized by me as mine in their own right and by my free choice. I feel that I can endorse those convictions without any compromise with the demands of that intellectual honesty which is the very key to maturity of mind.

The two ideals which dominated my childhood world met me fully
harmonized and adjusted to the demands of our world of today in the ethics of Albert Schweitzer, where the ideal of service is supported by and supports the basic attitude to man set forth in the Gospels. In his work I also found a key for modern man to the world of the Gospels.

But the explanation of how man should live a life of active social service in full harmony with himself as a member of the community of the spirit, I found in the writings of those great medieval mystics for whom “self-surrender” had been the way to self-realization, and who in “singleness of mind” and “inwardness” had found strength to say yes to every demand, which the needs of their neighbours made them face, and to say yes also to every fate life had in store for them when they followed the call of duty, as they understood it. “Love”--the much misused and misinterpreted word--for them meant simply an overflowing of the strength with which they felt themselves filled when living in true self-oblivion. And this love found natural expressions in an unhesitant fulfillment of duty and in an unreserved acceptance of life, whatever it brought them personally of toil, suffering--or happiness.

I know that their discoveries about the laws of inner life and of action have not lost their significance.

A Room Of Quiet

This is a room devoted to peace and those who are giving their lives for peace. It is a room of quiet where only thoughts should speak.

We all have within us a center of stillness surrounded by silence. This house, dedicated to work and debate in the service of peace, should have one room dedicated to silence in the outward sense and stillness in the inner sense.

It has been the aim to create in this small room a place where the doors may be open to the infinite lands of thought and prayer.

People of many faiths will meet here, and for that reason none of the symbols to which we are accustomed in our meditation could be used.

However, there are simple things which speak to us all with the same language. We have sought for such things and we believe that we have found them in the shaft of light striking the shimmering surface of solid rock.

So, in the middle of the room we see a symbol of how, daily, the light of the skies gives life to the earth on which we stand, a symbol to many of us of how the light of the spirit gives life to matter.

But the stone in the middle of the room has more to tell us. We may see it as an altar, empty not because there is no God, not because it is an altar to an unknown god, but because it is dedicated to the God whom man worships under many names and in many forms.

The stone in the middle of the room reminds us also of the firm and permanent in a world of movement and change. The block of iron ore has the weight and solidity of the everlasting. It is a reminder of that cornerstone of
The material of the stone leads our thoughts to the necessity for choice between destruction and construction, between war and peace. Of iron man has forged his swords, of iron he has also made his ploughshares. Of iron he has constructed tanks, but of iron he has likewise built homes for man. The block of iron ore is part of the wealth we have inherited on this earth of ours. How are we to use it?

The shaft of light strikes the stone in a room of utter simplicity. There are no other symbols, there is nothing to distract our attention or to break in on the stillness within ourselves. When our eyes travel from these symbols to the front wall, they meet a simple pattern opening up the room to the harmony, freedom, and balance of space.

There is an ancient saying that the sense of a vessel is not in its shell but in the void. So it is with this room. It is for those who come here to fill the void with what they find in their center of stillness.

UN Headquarters leaflet, April 1957, revised December 1957.
Public Papers of the S-G, 3:710-711.
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